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1963 was indeed a watershed year for all Africans on the continent and for peoples of African descent. Fifty years ago, the representatives of thirty-two independent African countries and from liberation movements of countries still under the yoke of colonialism domination met in Addis Ababa to bring the Organization of African Unity (OAU) into being.

Recently liberated from the shackles of colonialism, the Founders, meeting in the Ethiopian capital in 1963, saw the unity of the African continent as the only means of ridding the continent of the last vestiges of slavery, colonialism and apartheid and restoring Africa’s dignity and pride, after centuries under domination. In the words of the great Kwame Nkrumah – ‘Africa must Unite or Perish’. Thus in the face of those who denied the Continent ownership of its own destiny, African peoples proclaimed their desire to participate on an equal footing with other nations, in the progress of humanity - a human community from which they had long been excluded.

The Founding generations drew inspiration from Africa’s history of its own great civilisations, and walked in the footsteps of the generations of Pan Africanists from the continent and the Diaspora that came before them, who fought against slavery, colonialism and racism. In the words of then President Leopold Sedar Senghor of Senegal:

The civilization of the twentieth century cannot be universal except by being a dynamic synthesis of all the cultural values of all civilizations. It will be monstrous unless it is seasoned with the salt of negritude, for it will be without the savor of humanity.

We stand in awe of that visionary group of leaders who dared to dream about the sleeping giant of Africa that is about to awaken. They dared dream about an Africa liberated from slavery, colonialism and apartheid, and set out to achieve this dream underpinned by the unity and solidarity of all Africans. That dream culminated in the formation of the premier Pan African organisation of our people, the Organisation of African Unity, committed to the realisation of the African renaissance.

Today we look back with admiration as we are indeed free men and women, because of this dream. Africa has rid itself of slavery, colonialism and apartheid because of their unwavering commitment and efforts to this cause. We remember the men and women, young and old, workers, intelligentsia and peasants, and indeed Africans from all walks of life and in the Diaspora, who gave it their all, including some the ultimate sacrifice, so that they could bequeath us a better Africa than the one they were born into.

We recall the words of Emperor Haile Selassie to this historic meeting:

This is indeed a momentous and historic day for Africa and for all Africans. We stand today on the stage of world affairs before the audience of world opinion. We have come together to assert our role in the direction of world affairs and to discharge our duty to the great continent whose 250 million people we lead.

Africa is today at midcourse, in transition from the Africa of Yesterday to the Africa of Tomorrow. Even as we stand here, we move from the past into the future. The task, on which we have embarked, the making of Africa, will not wait. We
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must act, to shape and mould the future and leave our imprint on events as they slip past into history.

Fifty years later, this Jubilee book, dedicated to the 50th anniversary of the founding of the OAU and AU, pays tribute to the founders of the generations of 1963, to the Pan Africanists that came before them and to those who build the Organisation of African Unity and the African Union to become the premier continental organisation.

The Jubilee book takes forward the continuity of our continental narrative on Pan Africanism and African Renaissance, bringing together the speeches from the generations of leaders of 1963 and statements from the 2013 generations of African leaders. These statements – past and present - are a critical contribution to our reflection on Africa’s past, current state and future.

Today, 25 May 2013, as we celebrate our Golden Jubilee, we look to the future calmly, confidently and courageously. These same words were said by the founders of Organization of African Unity, almost fifty years ago, in this very City of Addis Ababa. This sense of confidence, despite the challenges we face, is reflected in the statements of our continental leadership in this book as they look ahead towards the next fifty years, and towards an Africa that is integrated, prosperous and at peace with itself.

Read together, the statements from 1963 and 2013, deal frankly with the challenges we face. It reflects the sense of optimism and enthusiasm that in the year that we celebrate our 50th anniversary, the continent of hope and opportunity is on the move. In a range of areas critical to our development, we have taken control of our destiny and have agreed what to do. Above all, the statements provide pointers towards the future, and what we need to do to build a prosperous and peaceful future together.

This gives hope to the strongly and sincerely-held belief of many Africans: the conviction that Africa’s dream of integration, peace and prosperity is not only achievable within the next five decades, but can, must and will be accomplished in a shorter time.

Nkosazana Clarice Dlamini Zuma
Chairperson
Africa Union Commission

Carlos Lopes
United Nations Under-Secretary-General and Executive Secretary of UNECA
Part I: 1963 Statements

Participants of the Summit Conference of Independent African States
We welcome to Ethiopia, in Our name and in the name of the Ethiopian Government and people, the Heads of States and Governments of independent African nations who are today assembled in solemn conclave in Ethiopia’s capital city. This conference, without parallel in history, is an impressive testimonial to the devotion and dedication of which we all partake in the cause of our mother continent and that of her sons and daughters, This is indeed a momentous and historic day for Africa and for all Africans.

We stand today on the stage of world affairs, before the audience of world opinion. We have come together to assert our role in the direction of world affairs and to discharge our duty to the great continent whose two hundred and fifty million people we lead. Africa is today at mid-course, in transition from the Africa of yesterday to the Africa of Tomorrow. Even as we stand here, we move from the past into the future. The task on which we have embarked, the making of Africa, will not wait. We must act, to shape and mold the future and leave our imprint on events as they slip past into history.

We seek, at this meeting, to determine whither we are going and to chart the course of our destiny. It is no less important that we know whence we came. An awareness of our past is essential to the establishment of our personality and our identity as Africans.

This world was not created piecemeal. Africa was born no later and no earlier than any other geographical area on this globe. Africans, no more and no less than other men, possess all human attributes, talents and deficiencies, virtues and faults. Thousands of years ago, civilizations flourished in Africa which suffers not at all by comparison with those of other continent. In those centuries, Africans were politically free and economically independent. Their social patterns were their own and their cultures truly indigenous.

The obscurity which enshrouds the centuries which elapsed between those earliest says and the rediscovery of Africa are being gradually dispersed. What is certain is that during those long years Africans were born, lived and died. Men on other parts of this earth occupied themselves with their own concerns and, in their conceit, proclaimed that the world began and ended at their horizons. All unknown to them, Africa developed in its own pattern, growing in its own life and, in the Nineteenth Century finally re-emerged into the world’s consciousness.

The events of the past hundred and fifty years require no extended recitation from us. The period of colonialism into which we were plunged culminated with our continent fettered and bound; with our once proud and free peoples reduced to humiliation and slavery; with Africa’s terrain cross-hatched and checker-boarded by artificial and arbitrary boundaries. Many of us, during those bitter years, were overwhelmed in battle, and bloodshed. Others were sold into bondage as the price extracted by the colonialists for the “protection” which they extended and the possessions of which they disposed. Africa was a physical resource to be exploited and Africans were chattels to be purchased bodily or, at best, peoples to be reduced to vassalage and lackeyhood. Africa was the market for the produce of other nations and the source of the raw materials with which their factories were fed.
Today, Africa has emerged from this dark passage. Our Armageddon is past. Africa has been reborn as a free continent and Africans have been reborn as free men. The blood that was shed and the sufferings that were endured are today Africa’s advocates for freedom and unity. Those men who refused to accept the judgment passed upon them by the colonizers, who held unswervingly through the darkest hours to a vision of an Africa emancipated from political, economic and spiritual domination, will be remembered and revered wherever Africans meet. Many of them never set foot on this continent. Others were born and died here. What we may utter today can add little to the heroic struggle of those who, by their example, have shown us how precious are freedom and human dignity and of how little value is life without them. Their deeds are written in history.

Africa’s victory, although proclaimed, is not yet total and areas of resistance still remain. Today, we name as our first great task the final liberating of those Africans still dominated by foreign exploitation and control. With goal in sight, and unqualified triumph within our grasp, let us not now falter or lag or relax. We must make one final supreme effort; now, when the struggle grows weary, when so much has been won that the thrilling sense of achievement has brought us near satiation. Our liberty is meaningless unless all Africans are free. Our brothers in the Rhodesia, in Mozambique, in Angola, in South Africa cry out in anguish for our support and assistance. We must align and identify ourselves with all aspects of their struggle. It would be betrayal were we pay only lip service to the cause of their liberation and fail to back our words with action. To them we say, your pleas shall not go unheeded. The resources of Africa and of all freedom loving nations are marshaled in your service. Be of good heart, for your deliverance is at hand.

As we renew our vow that all of Africa shall be free, let us also resolve that old wounds shall be healed and past scars forgotten. It was thus that Ethiopia treated the invader nearly twenty-five years ago, and Ethiopians found peace with honour in this course. Memories of past injustice should not divert us from the more pressing business at hand. We must live in peace with our former colonizers, shunning recrimination and bitterness and forswearing the luxury of vengeance and retaliation, lest the acid of hatred erode our souls and poison our hearts. Let us act as befits the dignity which we claim for ourselves as Africans, proud of our own special qualities, distinctions and abilities. Our efforts as free men must be to establish new relationships, devoid of any resentment and hostility, restored to our belief and faith in ourselves as individuals, dealing on a basis of equality with other equally free peoples.

Today, we look to the future calmly, confidently and courageously. We look to the vision of an Africa not merely free but united. In facing this new challenge, we can take comfort and encouragement from the lessons of the past. We know that there are differences among us. Africans enjoy different cultures, distinctive values, special attributes. But we also know that unity can be and has been attained among men of the most disparate origins, that differences of race, of religion, of culture, of tradition, are no insuperable obstacle to the coming together of peoples. History teaches us that unity is strength and cautions us to submerge and overcome our differences in the quest for common goals, to strive, with all our combined strength, for path to true African brotherhood and unity.

There are those who claim that African unity is impossible, that the forces that pull us, some in this direction, others in that, are too strong for us to overcome. Around us there is no lack of doubt and pessimism, no absence of critics and criticism. These speak in Africa, of Africa’s future and of her position in the Twentieth Century in sepulchral tones. They predict dissention and disintegration among Africans and internecine strife chaos on our continent. Let us confound these and, by our deeds, disperse them in confusion. There are others whose hopes for Africa are bright, who stand with faces upturned in wonder and awe at the creation of a new and happier life, who have dedicated themselves to its realization and are spurred on by example of their brothers to whom they owe the achievements of Africa’s past. Let us reward trust and merit their approval.

The road of African unity is already lined with landmarks. The last years are crowded with meetings, with conferences, with declarations and pronouncements. Regional organizations have been established. Local groupings based on common interests, backgrounds and traditions have been created.

But through all that has been said and written and done in these years, there runs a common theme. Unity is the accepted goal. We argue about techniques and tactics. But when semantics are stripped away, there is little argument among us. We are determined to create a union of Africans. In a very real sense, our continent is unmade; it still awaits its crea-
tation and its creators. It is our duty and privilege to rouse the slumbering giant of Africa, not to the nationalism of Europe of the Nineteenth Century, not to regional consciousness, but to the vision of a single African brotherhood bending its united efforts toward the achievement of a greater and nobler goal.

Above all, we must avoid the pitfalls of tribalism. It is we are divided among ourselves on tribal lines, we open our doors to foreign intervention and its potentially harmful consequences. The Congo is clear proof of what We say. We should not be led to complacency because of the present ameliorated situation in that country. The Congolese people have suffered untold misery, and economic growth of the country has been retarded because of tribal strife.

But while we agree that the ultimate destiny of this continent lies in political union, we must at the same time recognize that the obstacles to be overcome in its achievement are at once numerous and formidable. Africa’s peoples did not emerge into liberty in uniform conditions. Africans maintain different political systems, our economies are diverse; our social orders are rooted in differing cultures and traditions. Further, no clear consensus exists on the “how” and the “what” of this union, it is to be, in form, federal, confederal or unitary? Is the sovereignty of individual states to be reduced, and if so, by how much, and in what areas? On these and other questions there is no agreement, and if we wait for agreed answers, generations hence matters will be little advanced, while the debate still rages.

We should, therefore, not be concerned that complete union is not attained from one day to the next. The union which we seek can only come gradually, as the day-to-day progress which we achieve carries us slowly but inexorably along this course. We have before us the examples of the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. We must remember how long these required to achieve their union. When a solid foundation is laid, if the mason is able and his materials good, a strong house can be built.

Thus, a period of transition is inevitable. Old relations and arrangements may, for a time, longer. Regional organizations may fulfill legitimate functions and needs which cannot yet to be otherwise satisfied. But the difference is in this; that we recognize these circumstances for what they are, temporary expedients designed to serve only until we have established the conditions which will bring total African unity within our reach.

There is, nonetheless, much that we can do to speed this transition. There are issues on which we stand united and questions on which there is unanimity of opinion. Let us seize on these areas of agreement and exploit them to the fullest. Let us take action now, action which, while taking account of present realities, nonetheless constitutes clear and unmistakable progress along the course plotted out for us by destiny. We are all adherents, whatever our internal political systems, of the principles of democratic action. Let us apply these to the unity we seek to create. Let us work out our own programmes in all fields – political, economic, social and military. The opponents of Africa’s growth, whose derive much satisfaction from the divided and balkanized continent, would derive much satisfaction from the unhappy spectacle of thirty and more African States so split, so paralyzed and immobilized by controversies over long-term measures goals that they are unable even to join their efforts in short-term measures on which there is no dispute. If we act where we may in those areas where we adopt will work for us and inevitably impel us still farther in the direction of ultimate union.

What we still lack, despite the efforts of past years, is the mechanism which will enable us to speak with one voice when we wish to do so and take and implement decisions on African problems when we are so minded. The commentators of 1963 speak, in discussing Africa, of the Monrovia State, The Brazaville Groups, the Casablanca Powers, of these and many more. Let us an end to these terms, What we require is a single African organization through which Africa’s single voice may be heard, within which Africa’s problems may be studied and resolved. We need an organization which facilitate acceptable solutions to disputes among Africans and promote the study and adoption of measures for common defence and programmes for co-operation in the economic and social fields. Let us, at this Conference, create a single institution to which we will all belong, based on principles to which we all subscribe, confident that in its councils our voices will carry their proper weight, secure in the knowledge that the decisions there will be dictated by Africans and only by Africans and that they will take full account of all vital African considerations.

We are meeting here today to lay the basis for African unity. Let us, here and now, agree upon the basic instrument which will constitute of the foundation for the future growth in peace and harmony and oneness of this continent. Let or meetings henceforth proceed from solid accomplishments. Let us not put off, to later consideration and study, the single act, the one decision, which must emerge from this gathering if it is to have real meaning.
This conference cannot close without adopting a single African Charter. We cannot leave here without having created a single African organization possessed of the attributes We have described. If we fail in this, we will have shirked our responsibility to Africa and to the peoples we lead. If we succeed, then, and only then, will we have justified our presence here.

The organizations of which We speak must-possess a well-articulated framework, having a permanent headquarters and an adequate Secretariat providing the necessary continuity between meetings of the permanent organs. It must include specialized bodies to work in particular fields of competence assigned to the organizations. Unless the political liberty for which Africans have for so long struggled is complemented and bolstered by a corresponding economic and social growth, the breath of life which sustains our freedom may flicker out. In our efforts to improve the standard of life of our peoples and to flesh out the bones of our independence, we count on the assistance and support of others. But this alone will not suffice and, alone, would only perpetuate Africa’s dependence on others.

A specialized body to facilitate and coordinate continent-wide economic programmes and to provide the mechanism for the provision of economic assistance among African nations is thus required. Prompt measures can be taken to increase trade and commerce among us. Africa’s mineral wealth is great: we should co-operate in its development. An African Development Programme, which will make provision for the concentration by each nation on those productive activities for which resources and its geographic and climatic conditions best fit it is needed. We assume that each African nation has its own national development programme, and it only remains for us to come together and share our experiences for the proper implementation of a continent-wide plan. Today, travel between African nations and telegraphic and telephonic communications among us are circuitous in the extreme. Road communications between two neighboring States are often difficult or even impossible. It is little wonder that trade among us has remained at a discouragingly low level. These anachronisms are the remnants of a heritage of which we must rid ourselves; the legacy of the century when Africans were isolates one from the other. These are vital areas in which must be concentrated.

An additional project to be implemented without delay is the creation of an African Development Bank a proposal to which all our governments have given full support and which has already received intensive study. The meeting of our Finance Ministers to be held within the coming weeks in Khartoum should transform this proposal into fact. This same meeting could appropriately continue studies already undertaken of the impact upon Africa of existing regional economic groupings, and initiate further studies to accelerate the expansion of economic relations among us.

The nations of Africa, as is true of every continent of the world from time to time dispute among themselves. Theses quarrels must be confined to this continent and quarantined from the contamination of non-African interference. Permanent arrangements must be agreed upon to assist in the peaceful settlement of these disagreements which however few they may be, cannot be left to languish and fester. Procedures must be establishes for the peaceful settlement of disputes in order that the threat or use of force may no longer endanger the peace of our continent.

Steps must be taken to establish an African defence system. Military planning for the security of this continent must be undertaken in common within a collective framework. The responsibility for protecting this continent from armed attacks from abroad is the primary concern of Africans themselves. Provision must be made for the extension of speedy and effective assistance when any African State is threatened with military aggression. We cannot rely solely on international morality. Africa’s control over her own affairs is dependent on the existence of appropriate military arrangements to assure this continent’s protection against such threats. While guarding our own independence, we must at the same time determine to live peacefully with all nations the world.

Africa has come to freedom under the most difficult and trying of circumstances. No small measures of the handicaps under which we labour derive from the low educational level attained by our peoples and from their lack of knowledge of their fellow Africans. Education abroad is at best an unsatisfactorily substitute for education at home. A massive effort must be launched in the educational and cultural field which will not only raise the level of literacy and provide the cadres of skilled and trained technician’s requisite to our growth and development but, as well, acquaints one with another. Ethiopia, several years ago, institute a programme of scholarships for students coming from other African lands which has proved highly rewarding and fruitful, and we urge others to adopt projects of this sort. Serious consideration should be given to the establishment of an African University, spon-
sored by all African States, where future leaders of Africa will be trained in an atmosphere of continental brotherhood. In this African institution, the supra-national aspects of African life would be directed toward the ultimate goal of complete African unity. Ethiopia stands prepared here and now to decide on the site of the University and to fix the financial contributions to be made to it.

This is but the merest summary of what can be accomplished. Upon these measures we are all agreed, and our agreement should now form the basis for our action.

Africa has become an increasingly influential force in the conduct of world affairs as the combined weight of our collective opinion is brought to focus not only on matters which concern this continent exclusively, but on those pressing problems which occupy the thoughts of all men everywhere. As we have come to know one another better and grown in mutual trust and confidence, it has been possible for us to coordinate our politics and actions and contribute to the successful settlement of pressing and critical world issues.

This has not been easy. But coordinated action by all African States on common problems is imperative if our opinions are to be accorded their proper weight. We Africans occupy a different - indeed a unique – position among the nations of this Century. Having for so long known oppression, tyranny and subjugation, who, with better right, can claim for all the opportunity and the right to live and grow as free men? Ourselves for long decades the victims of injustice and right for all? We demand an end to nuclear testing and the arms race because these activities, which pose such dreadful threats to man's existence and waste and squander humanity's material heritage are wrong. We demand an end to racial segregation as an affront to man's dignity which is wrong. We act in these matters in the right, as a matter of high principle. We act out of the integrity and conviction of our most deep-founded beliefs.

If we permit ourselves to be tempted by narrow self –interest and vain ambition, if we barter our beliefs for short-term advantage, who will listen when we claim to speak for conscience, and who will contend that our words deserve to be heeded? We must speak out on major world issues, courageously, openly and honestly, and in blunt terms of right and wrong. If we yield to blandishments or threats, if we compromise when no honorable compromiser is possible, our influence and weakened. Let us not deny our ideals or sacrifice our right to stand as the champions of the poor, the ignorant, the oppressed everywhere. The acts by which we live and the attitudes by which we act must be clear beyond question. Principles alone can endow our deeds with force and meaning. Let us be true to what we believe that our beliefs may serve and honor us.

We reaffirm today, in the name of principle and right, our opposition to prejudice, wherever and in whatever form it may be found, and particularly do we rededicate ourselves to the eradication of racial discrimination from this continent. We can never rest content with our achievements as long as men, in any part of Africa, assert on racial discrimination constitutes a negation of the spiritual and psychological equality which we have fought to achieve and a denial of the personality and dignity which we have struggled to establish for ourselves as Africans. Our political and economic liberty will be devoid of meaning for so long as the degrading spectacle of South Africa's apartheid continues to haunt our waking hours and to trouble our sleep. We must redouble our efforts to banish this evil from our land. If we use the means available to us, South Africa's apartheid, just as colonialism, will shortly remain only as a memory. If we pool our resources and use them well, this spectre will be banished forever.

In this effort, as is so many others, we stand united with our Asian friends and brothers. Africa shares with Asia a common background of colonialism, of exploitation, of discrimination, of oppression. At Bandung, African and Asian States dedicated themselves to the liberation of their two continents from foreign domination and affirmed the right of all nations to develop in their own way, free of any external interference. The Bandung Declaration and the principles enunciated a that conference remain today valid for us all. We hope that the leaders of India and China, in the spirit of Bandung, will the way to the peaceful resolution of the dispute between their two countries.

We must speak, also, of the dangers of the nuclear holocaust which threatens all that we hold dear and precious, including life itself. Forced to live our daily existence with this foreboding and ominous shadow ever at our side, we cannot lose hope or lapse into despair. The consequences of an uncontrolled nuclear conflict are so dreadful that no sane man can countenance them. There must be agreed upon. Africa must be freed and shielded, as a denuclearized zone, from the consequences of direct albeit involuntary involvement in the nuclear arms race.
The negotiations at Geneva, where Nigeria, the United Arab Republic and Ethiopia are participating, continue, and painfully and laboriously, progress is being achieved. We cannot know what portion of the limited advances already realized can be attributed to the increasingly important role being played by the non-aligned nations in these discussions, but we can, surely derive some small measure of satisfaction in even the few tentative steps taken toward ultimate agreement among the nuclear powers. We remain persuaded that in our efforts to scatter the clouds which rim the horizon of our future, success must come, if only because failure is unthinkable. Patience and grim determination are required, and faith in the guidance of almighty God.

We would not close without making mention of the United Nations. We personally, who have throughout Our lifetime been ever guided and inspired by the principle of collective security, would not how propose measures which depart from or are inconsistent with this ideal or with the declarations of the United Nations Charter. It would be foolhardy indeed to abandon a principle which has withstood the test of time and which has proved it’s inherit value again and again in the past. It would be worse than folly to weaken the one effective world organization which exists today and to which each of us to detract from this organization which, however imperfect provides the best bulwark against the incursion of any forces which would deprive us of our hard-own liberty and dignity.

The African Charter of which We have spoken is wholly consistent with that of the United Nations. The African organization which We envisage is not intended in any way to replace in our national or international life the position which the united Nations has so diligently earned and so rightfully occupies. Rather, the measures which we propose would complement and round out programmes undertaken by the United Nations and its specialize agencies and, hopefully, render both their activities and ours doubly meaningful and effective. What we seek will multiply many times over the contribution which our joined endeavors may make to assurance of world peace and the promotion of human well-being and understanding.

A century hence, when future generations study the pages of history, seeking to follow and fathom the growth and development of the African continent, what will they find of this Conference? Will it be remembered as an occasion on which the leaders of a liberated Africa, acting boldly and with determination, bent events to their will and shaped the future destinies of the African peoples? Will this meeting be memorialized for its solid achievements for the intelligence and maturity which marked the decisions taken here? Or will it be recalled for its failures, for the inability of Africa’s leaders to transcend local prejudice and individual differences, for the disappointment and disillusionment which followed in its train?

These questions give us all pause. The answers are within our power to dictate. The challenges and opportunities which open before us today are greater than those presented at any time in Africa’s millennia of history. The risks and the dangers which confront us are no less great. The immense responsibilities which history and circumstance have thrust upon us demand balanced and sober reflection. If we succeed in the tasks which lie before us our names will be remembered and our deeds recalled by those who follow us. If we fail history will puzzle at our failure and mourn what it lost. We approach the days ahead with the prayer that we have assembled here may be granted the wisdom the judgment and the inspiration which will enable us to maintain our faith with the peoples and the nations which have entrusted their fate to our hands.
Your Imperial Majesty,  
Mr. President  
Excellencies,  

It is one o’clock and my speech will be brief I shall content myself with stating in a few word, the position of my Government and of the Algerian People. First I should like to say how symbolic our meeting at Addis Ababa is and I thank His Imperial Majesty and the Government and people of Ethiopia for having afforded us the opportunity of receiving this warm welcome, which enhances the feeling that we all belong to one big family, all confronted with the same problems. I consider it my duty to spare you the long speech I had prepared. I am simply going to tell you what we in Algeria think of the essence of these problems.

In so far as African unity is concerned, a committee is now meeting to sketch out, before we separate, the broad outlines of this unity and in particular, to prepare a draft charter.

I stress that Algeria subscribes in advance to all the conditions, to all the reasons, to all the justifications that committee will adopt. But it is my duty to say, on behalf of the Algerian People and on behalf of one million five hundred thousand martyrs fallen on the field of honor, that this Charter will remain a dead letter unless we take concrete decisions, unless we lend unconditional support to the peoples of Angola, of South Africa, of Mozambique and others, unconditional support which these peoples still under the colonialist yoke are entitled to expect from us.

It is my duty to say that if concrete decisions in this sense are not taken, the Charter we are going to adopt will resemble all the Charters which all the assemblies of the world may have adopted. It is my duty to say again that all the, fine speeches we have heard here will be the strongest weapon against this unity.

There has been talk of a development Bank. Why have we not talked of setting up a blood bank? A blood bank to help those who are fighting in Angola and all over Africa.

Obviously problems arise before these decisions can be put into practice. We, for our part, would like to study them.

I should also like to state that since February, that is since Angola DAY, TEN THOUSANDALGERIAN volunteers have been waiting for a chance to go to the assistance of their brothers in arms. Yes, there are problems, particularly in the peripheral countries, where the crisis areas are to be found. These problems must be solved, or this calamity symbolized by the fascism of Salazar may be perpetuated.

Are we going to allow ten million men to insult each day three hundred million Africans?

This we no longer have a right to accept.

We must ask ourselves the question: what we shall do now to prevent a repetition of these insults in Angola, Mozambique, South Africa and elsewhere in Africa? At these crisis points,
African unity must take the form of effective solidarity with those who are still fighting for their liberty. I assure you that this is so, and I speak, from experience, since for seven and a half years we fought in Algeria against the strongest and most stubborn imperialism.

Today, we are discussing Africa's economic problems. I very much fear that everything we are proposing to do in this domain may be reduced to straightforward agreements enabling us to feed our peoples better. We have no right to think of filling our bellies when our brothers are still dying in Angola, Mozambique and South Africa.

Although there are problems, in particular with regard to the security of countries such as the Congo and Guinea, which border on the crisis areas, it is our duty to examine them and to ensure that our solidarity with these countries is effective.

Thus the day that Portugal attempts to undertake a further evil action, such as that against Senegal or the Congo, in Guinea or against any other African country, it will find the whole of Africa united opposing it.

These peripheral countries must know that they owe a ransom to African unity. A ransom had to be paid for Algeria's liberation. It is because Tunisian brothers died at SAKIET-SIDI-YOUSSEF, because Moroccon brothers died at OUIDA, because Egyptian brothers died at PORT-SAID, and because Libyan brothers and others lost their lives that Algeria is free. For I must state here that it was because of the unconditional support afforded us by Egypt that the latter fell victim to the tripartite aggression.

It is thanks, too, to support from our brothers in Guinea, Mali, Nigeria and other countries that Algeria was able to free itself.

Thus, African brothers agreed to die a little so that Algeria might become an independent State.

So let us all agree to die a little, or even completely, so that the peoples still under colonial domination may be freed and African unity may not be a vain word.
Your Imperial Majesty,
Mr. President,
Honourable Heads of State,
Respected Delegates to this Noble Conference,

It is for me a signal honour to take the floor on behalf of the Burundi people, of whom I am now the spokesman. This great day sees those responsible for the future of Africa assembled to consider together the problems of their continent that are common to them all. What are those problems? For the most part they arise from the present structure of the world. Africa is today, it must be agreed, in a state of technical inferiority in comparison with the other continents. We cannot suffer this state of affairs to be perpetuated. Moreover, it is because we have adopted a revolutionary attitude toward this situation that we called this conference together, which will give us an opportunity to discover the factors at the root of Africa’s underdevelopment; then to study ways of eliminating these unfavourable factors; and finally to discover what new factors there are which are likely to lead our continent to a satisfactory state of development.

Among the unfavorable factors responsible for the underdevelopment of Africa is of course the fact that our continent has only recently been opened up to the rest of the world. Up to the nineteenth century, one might say, Africa remained outside the civilizations which elsewhere flourished increasingly. The industrial civilization, for example, which characters the modern world, began developing at the end of the eighteenth century, first in England, then in France, Germany, Western Europe, and finally in North America, thanks to many European inventions.

Where was Africa then? Africa then was a mosaic of human groupings showing traces of ancient organizations which had advanced in the form of empires.

Some empires, such as those of Ethiopia, Ghana, Mali, Congo and others had had their splendors. But during the eighteenth century those empires crumbled, for reasons which history has taught us.

The various African civilizations which preceded the colonial era resembled one another from various points of view. For example, the spirit of family solidarity was found everywhere, and the idea of hospitality was similarly general. Indeed, a careful study of the various African civilizations shows surprising similarities which make it clear that African unity is not a chimera-like and superficial construction, but a living entity which requires only to be translated on to the institutional plane.

Let us now turn to the colonial era. After the opening up of Africa, when figures like Stanley attained fame, we had the colonial system on which was built a marked advancement, whatever the intentions of the European conquerors may have been, but which in the course of time became intolerable, because of certain Europeans in authority who sought to perpetuate the system for the system’s sake, to the detriment of the interests and aspirations of the native Africans. From that moment the colonialist factor became and remained henceforth an unfavorable factor for African development, like the geographical factor in the period before the opening up of Africa. Indeed, the African of today is seized with the ambition to discover not only Western Europe, but the entire world, in spite of those who would enclose him in the old Western views.
On this account, the African must fight unceasingly against the appetites of foreign domination, whether called colonialism, neo-colonialism or imperialism. It is our present task to unmask and mercilessly to stigmatize every slightest sign of colonialism aiming to undermine the independence of the African States, whether under an economic or a cultural guise. Why must we attack the colonial system? Because the colonial system in all its forms serves chiefly national interests. Moreover, whenever the interests of the colonizer are in conflict with the interest of the colonized, and that is not a rare case, troubles arise, of the kind which threw Algeria into mourning for more than eight years, the Congo from 1959 onwards and still trouble Angola: there are the two Rhodesias and South Africa, and the list might be extended.

We can therefore, sum up the factors unfavorable to development in three categories; geographical, colonial, and post-colonial. In the second part of our speech, we would like to outline the solutions which would provide ways of discounting these unfavorable factors.

As regard to the geographical factor, we can already congratulate ourselves on the distance we have covered. Whatever his intentions, the colonizer worked with energy and has ploughed through Africa from North to South, from West to East, so that there is hardly a mountain, forest, stream, river, lake, or valley unknown. Africa is no longer a “Terra Incognita”. African cartography is excellent. Only the sub-soil still holds surprises for us, which we hope will be agreeable.

Before long, the purely colonial factor will no longer be a major concern for the Africans. Without being a prophet one can say that within a short time the colonial system will collapse like a pack of cards. International pressure is such that the system is destined irrevocably to disappear. There remains the group of post-colonial factors. They are many and varied, but all rise from one source: the state of under-development of the African States which binds them to aid from the developed countries. The latter draw profit from it and seek to perpetuate this state of subordination of Africa, particularly by sabotaging efforts to unity Africa, according to the imperialist principle “Divide et Impera”. Our enemies are happy to see Africa balkanized. It is certain that a divided Africa will always be a dominated Africa. And yet we must not base ourselves on these considerations and scorn all aid and assistance from abroad. These considerations simply require us to remain vigilant. Burundi for its part gladly accepts all assistance which is not loaded with political or military conditions like those which involve ideological alignment behind one of the two blocs, the installation of military bases on national territory or the maintenance of foreign troops in the country. Burundi will accept foreign aid the more readily, the fewer the conditions attached.

What is the essence of African under-development? Let us analyze this problem in two aspects: the economic and social infrastructure and the superstructure. As regards the infrastructure, it is immediately obvious to any observer that the African States need more means of communication, alongside the improvement of existing means of industries and so on. A comparison of African infrastructure with the infrastructure of countries like the U.S.A. or the U.S.S.R. shows clearly what efforts are still required in this field to satisfy our legitimate wish to draw level with those countries. You will no doubt see the implications of substantial effort arising out of it. As regards the superstructure, the problems of education and teaching are the most crucial. There are also problems of the institutions parliamentary, governmental, and judicial - which may still be established. In brief, the state organization of Africa must be inspired by both independence and progress. In this field, we have need of technical assistance which can come to us only from the advanced states, until we have a full complement of native trained personnel. This, too, implies substantial effort. At this stage we are justified in wondering how much longer Africa must go on appealing to the economically advanced countries to assure its well-being. Realism forces us to admit that Africa will still have need to these countries for a long time. Here we must remember that independence can be defined as free inter-dependence. Thanks to independence the African States are capable if those in authority are serious-minded and honest, or negotiating with the other-states, including the former colonial states, on ways of complying with their interests, without sacrificing any of the major benefits of independence and international sovereignty.

These then, are briefly the motives which justify our presence at this memorable summit Conference of Independent Heads of State.

On this occasion, we have all become aware of the need for Africa unity, and are resolved to study the means of attaining it, in the political as much as in the economic field. The institutions necessary for this unity will not be long in emerging. Africa will be transformed by it, to make unprecedented progress.
Your Imperial Majesty,

To welcome your guests who have journeyed from all the horizons of Africa and no doubt to be worthy of this historical gathering, ADDIS ABABA and all the glorious Ethiopian people whom you incarnate, are adorned with the purest and most legendary hospitality.

You have welcomed us all, many as we are, such as we are, with an open heart and open arms.

Permit me, after the other distinguished HEADS OF STATE, to express to you our deep feelings for this welcome and to say how grateful our people whose good tidings we bear will be to yours for the agreeable stay we shall have spent in friendship on your soil.

Your Excellencies,

We have come to this extraordinary meeting at ADDISABABA with the conviction that it must and will mark a major decisive stage in our march towards freedom and towards the building of African Unity.

The concept of Unity is unquestionably the noblest and most profound aspiration to permeate and animate our continent at the present time. In all the history of mankind, the original populations of Africa have been the longest subject to the Foreigner, humiliated, divided, exploited.

And so, for them, any rehabilitation, their rehabilitation, can never be complete and total, until and unless they have made good this tragic period of division imposed by colonial conquests. The simple proof of this is that this aspiration towards Unity has figured and continues to figure in the programmes of all African nationalist parties who have fought or are still fighting for the liberation of their territory.

This demand has been widespread and still is, to such an extent that it has become a challenge on a continental scale which history obliges us to accept. We cannot logically denounce the Foreigner for having divided us, nor can we continue to complain of this division if, once having become masters of our destiny, we prove ourselves incapable of restoring this Unity.

To these sentimental reasons must be added others more pressing, imposed by the economy, by technique and policy, in short, by the present trends in world affairs.

Is it therefore a mere accident that the two greatest world powers of today, Continental China, and India apart, are also the two largest conglomerations of population and as a result of industrial and technical potential? Who could deny that world affairs are influenced, whether we like it or not, by this powerful China with its 650 million inhabitants? Is it by chance that Europe herself, conscious of and emprised by the astonishing successes of our era which are beginning to elude her, has now, after a voluntary self-appraisal embarked upon a feverish work of construction which is underway despite its own problems?

His Excellency Ahmadou Ahidjo,
President of the Federal Republic of Cameroon
Accordingly, sentiment, reason, self-interest and in the final analysis, survival, all of these impel Africa to unite if she wishes her voice to be heard in the councils which will determine our planet’s fate.

Defining this objective, is to grasp ipso facto the Importance of what is at stake, become aware of the complex nature of the real facts behind the Africa of today and to all intents and purposes take stock of the difficulties to be overcome if our ideal is to succeed and to triumph.

We must firstly as Africans make an appraisal of this Africa on the march, realize the road traveled in the recovered freedom, and then keep in step together over the remaining distance to be covered which will be the determining factor in our progress in this presently dangerous world, dangerous because so full of pitfalls.

We must firstly take the precautions indispensable for ensuring every chance of initial success: we must, as is always the case with Africans, open our hearts in frank, loyal and brotherly discussion; we must obtain the complete support of all concerned, free from any thought of ulterior motive, of any distrust, that deadly poison which corrodes any and every organization.

It is, I feel persuaded, no betrayal of our ideal of unity to say regretfully that the Africa of today, once so united in its determination to be free, reveals its divisions to the world; at least in the now free territories. There is no escaping the fact that such schisms, even if not necessarily hostile, have tended to diminish our following and saddened our friends, those who had faith in us and hoped that our appearance on the international scene would bring in its wake, together with the seal of our solid union, the message of a new world where hatred and opposition do not exist, where friendship and love are cultivated.

At this juncture, it is only natural and I hope you will allow me to do so briefly to take a look at our present relations.

No plan for African construction can be envisaged, however brief, whilst, alongside of us, next door to ourselves, other Africans, our brothers, are still whimpering under the yoke of the most backward type of colonialism, its back to the wall, profiting from the collusion of those who do not forgive History for taking its normal course.

How can one finally talk about African Unity without a thought for the southern most corner of our continent where one of the most saddening tragedies imaginable is being played out. Whilst the conscience of the entire world involved in this, since it constitutes a challenge to the rights of man, it is above all a nameless disgrace and insult to the dignity of everyone of Africa’s sons.

But in actual fact, how do we appear to the world? In spite of a strained will to unite, how different we really are! Differing cultures bequeathed by our former colonial rulers, each State differing in the way it obtained its freedom, differing in its economic structure or in the institutional organization of our Nations.

Differing also in the various friendships we have made which could not help but influence our behavior or our way of viewing things.

As is normally the case, we have had different approaches to the fundamental problems of the hour; we have had an imperfect or incorrect vision of the internal situation of our neighbours. We have even had on occasion’s misunderstandings. We have also been impatient or too eager to help, for right or for wrong.

In short, all these factors have estranged us from this basic virtue we call tolerance, without which neither cohabitation nor cooperation are possible.

The hard facts of today’s Africa oblige us therefore to accept each other as we are, to keep this firmly in mind and try to understand each other.

Raising such questions, even in this prefatory manner for which I ask your indulgence I to touch upon the essential problems involved.

The principle of political unity is a concept that is both precise and wide ranging which, in actual fact, cloaks various realities. It can be anything from the institutional type to a simple joint consultation and including treaty arrangements.
Apart from this, in such matters, we have need of all our intelligence, vigilance and caution. In no other sphere do we so much need to beware of the haste and enthusiasm which are the natural products of our present comradely gatherings.

Modern Africa has after all provided us with a wide range of experiences for some years now, as differing as they are instructive, either of group of purely African States on a regional basis, or of African States with other non-African States. Our continent is in fact traversing at the present time a period of intense growth. In deciding once and for all to construct this Unity, let us give this evolution the chance to work and preserve our peoples from the unavoidably baneful consequences of acts which, even though inspired by our good will, could be traumas to the normal progress of such evolutions. Nature and events are stubborn: they do not easily yield to outside disturbances without difficulty.

We must view things on a large scale, taking in everything of a similar nature that is being undertaken on our planet. Precedents abound. An inspiration which is intelligent cannot harm the originality to which we are so deeply attached and which we have to offer to the world.

Agreed as we are upon the fundamentals, the question remains of the form to be given to our Unity.

Firstly and above all things, basic alternatives are involved. We must choose between political principles, we must also choose between economic policies. In more technical fields, cooperation appears simpler.

Now, to be realistic vis a vis the political aspect that Africa presents, which I have just sketched in, the organization that we can give to African Unity has to be a highly flexible one.

It seems to us that any rigid form of institution would be premature at this stage. And so, for the moment, let us have neither Federation nor Confederation. In our-opinion, it could only involve ‘making’ a complete break with everything presently existing.

What has to be immediately Institutionalized is the periodical meeting of the entire African Heads of State Its task would be to weigh up experiences, decide upon alternatives, harmonize our policies, standardize decisions made on the main affairs of continental importance or which require a common stand to be taken before international opinion. Naturally, set up as it would be for Africa and Africans, this Conference would only comprise Heads of State or of African Governments.

The proof of such Unity would primarily consist in the demonstration of our foreign action, and especially in the international forums. It follows that, once the stand we take in summit conferences is coordinated and agreed upon, we have to set up on an official basis, institutional if necessary, the African groups which are often formed solely for consultative purposes within the different international bodies, inside UNO, specialized or other organizations.

But once again, if all this is to be durable, we have to agree upon certain basic principles. We must accept each other for what we are. We must recognize the equality of all our states, whatever they be and whatever their size or population; we must accept the sovereignty of each and everyone, its absolute right to exist as a sovereign state in accordance with the will of its people. This implies absolute respect for one’s neighbor; this implies abstaining from intervention in its internal affairs from encouraging or trying to maintain covert or overt subversion.

Even more on the economic than the political level, African unity will be our salvation. In the face of the activities or the combines and gigantic concentrations that exist these days or are being established, which of our countries is capable of defending its interests unaided? Dependent in general upon fluctuations in world prices, our economies are struggling up the arduous slope of development and industrialization. The realization that we are amongst the outcasts of what we call the developing, uncommitted nations is to bring more than ever home the need for us to be organized and united.

It is obvious that the sum total of our products, primary as they may be, constitute a considerable part of the total world consumption and that the voice of a group like ourselves will have a different ring and carry a different weight.
Admittedly, I am not forgetting that certain of our States have already started to set up on purely regional basis organizations of an economic nature.

Nor am I forgetting that a number of us have subscribed to an Association with extra-African economic organizations recognize the short-term benefits to be derived in the initial stages which are particularly critical for our economy.

This is not the place to indict our policies.

The truth is that we have to plan ahead and take a long term perspective. We are convinced that the different experiences in this field, as in any other, are only stages on the arduous and difficult path, the end of which we shall only attain after patient efforts. What we need is perseverance, starting by broadening and harmonizing the concentric circles already existing: we have to attain the final stage.

In this field, Africa, contrary to similar experiments that have been launched elsewhere, is well placed. It is only at the beginning of its industrialization. It can accordingly at one stroke avoid the pitfalls incurred by sacrifices, difficult to accept, requiring us to renounce specific trade routes or markets which have to that date been closed or protected. On the contrary, coordination in our plans for development can assist States to specialize in industrial production and avoid, with in the same economic area that has been created, the installation of competitive activities.

All of this postulates cooperation between the existing regional unions and the development of economic activities to the scale of a continent. This implies above all a change in attitude and the determination to obtain, here, amongst ourselves and on better conditions what we frequently import from abroad on unfavorable terms of trade.

Experience has proved how difficult it is to achieve a rapid political integration. And so, in order to keep open the possibilities of such an organization for economic cooperation, the latter could be embodied in a separate treaty.

In spite of the outposts still remaining here and there, decolonization has won the day. Now we embark upon another great battle which will leave its mark upon the second half of the 20th century: the economic liberation of the developing countries of the uncommitted world.

This is precisely what was realized by the 17th Session of the General Assembly of the United Nations when it turned its attention to the possibilities of an International conference on trade. It is only natural therefore that Africa should also mobilize and prepare her forces: truly, she has a lot at stake.

Our continent can claim that it has made a major contribution to the prosperity of the world, not only with its raw materials but with the sweat and blood of its sons, enriching other parts of the world where colossal fortunes and gigantic agricultural and industrial powers have since been built up.

What we are claiming now is not an illusory and impossible redress of the past, but a fair remuneration for our primary products and the stabilization of prices. What we demand is a readjustment of the terms trade which are only detrimental to one side, ourselves. It has got to be understood in agreement moreover with our other partners amongst the developing nations that we are determined no longer to let this state of affairs continue unchallenged.

Finally, this era in which we live has shown that our relations, in spite of our good will and desire for unity, have not always been unclouded. This Organization we shall have set up would be quickly threatened by disintegration if it did not at the same time provide the machinery for settling the differences which would arise amongst its members. There are examples in this sphere upon which we can draw to our mutual benefit.

Judicial bodies are already in existence, such as the International Court of which our States are members. A Conciliation Commission could be set up to take cognizance of our internal disputes and give an initial ruling.

Differences which the Conciliation Commission has been unable to settle would be brought before the International Court of Justice at The Hague.
There also remains the matter of cooperation in spheres other than the political and economic ones I have just touched upon. There exist within the groups already installed specialized organizations for defence, transport or telecommunications. Failing a merger of these which at the present time seems difficult or simply premature, we could envisage a periodical consultation between management or execution boards so as to achieve subsequent harmonization and unity.

In this way, we shall initiate in all fields a close and progressive cooperation amongst ourselves, slow but effectual, towards the achievement of a Unity that will have been solidly constructed since it will have given the time for the different experiments in progress to mature and come to fruition unaided and find the normal way leading to their inevitable destiny.

Your Excellencies,

Two schools of thought, springing out of one civilization that has been stamped with the hardness of steel by out and out machinesation, are gripping the world like the two inexorable jaws of a vice, threatening to asphyxiate it, nay pound it, pulverize it even. Does not the entire earth live at present in perpetual fear at the sight of this sky glowing with the ominous flashes that announce that, the total annihilation, is henceforth within the reach of man and his whims? What a strange irony, that matter, which suddenly discloses to us, by dint of our struggle to disintegrate it, that we are imperceptibly sliding down the slope of our own self-destruction.

That is why Africa must testify before world opinion. That is why the voice of Africa has got to be heard, the voice which proclaims in appealing tones its love for mankind, which reminds us that the finest emotion on earth is not simply that aroused by the clash of arms.

After much suffering, effort and patience, Africa at last takes her place at the family table. It is the time to record our regret that empty seats await those who are still detained by the Foreigner.

But we are already filled with hope by the conviction that soon they will present besides us and with us to build Africa, our motherland.

May God enlighten us all, and may the fruits of our work be such that they are hailed by the generations to come as a major contribution to the building of a world in which our continent shall have its select and rightful place.
Your Imperial Majesty,
Presidents and Dear Brothers,
Excellencies,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

What would become of the Central African Republic which I represent here, and which is only a very small State like the majority of the African States? Without a prosperous economy and without industry, my country is in addition exposed to the subversion carried on from abroad that weighs so heavily upon our continent. It would be in danger, alas, of disappearing from the political chess board of the world, if it did not belong to one of the large, strongly constructed groupings.

The entire population of the Central African Republic too claims a right (and why not?) to existence and a place in the concert of free nations, and that is why my delegation arrived here, without trepidation, full of confidence and optimism, and determined to work for any objective that would ensure the necessary harmonious and pacific emancipation for Africa and the African States.

In 1958, the first National Constitution of my country - entirely inspired by my regretted predecessor, the late President Barthelemy Boganda, who believed deeply in African Unity - fore-shadowed the relinquishment of a considerable part of its powers and sovereignty for the benefit of a larger and more solid African Nations, which explains why my country renounced its colonial name, "The Territory of Ubangi - Chari" in favour of the Central African Republic, thus opening the door to other brother nations that did not belong to the natural basin of the Ubangi River.

It may, therefore, be easily understood that it is for me a great joy and a great honor to be present at the birth of unity on our continent a unity ardently desired by the people of the Central African Republic.

Mr. Chairman, if you will allow me to do so. I should like to refer to a material but not negligible detail which seems to augur positive results for our work: the organization of our Conferences.

The occasion is all the more pleasant for me in that I can convey in my own name and in the name of the delegation of the Central African Republic, an expression of our profound gratitude for the warm welcome and the individual attentions that we have enjoyed, to His Imperial Majesty, Haile Selassie I. and to the Government and People of Ethiopia. With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I should also like to take this opportunity of solemnly expressing all my deep admiration for His Imperial Majesty, Haile Selassie I, who has already given a lesson to all Africans that will go down in world history. Yes, Your Imperial Majesty, you have taught us to be and to remain masters of our own continent, and to throw back from African soil all foreign powers. But also, your cries could not then be heard or your example followed because at that time radio and press were lacking. The colonial administration, naturally enough was careful not to give publicity to your courageous struggle for the lib-

His Excellency David Dacko, President of the Central African Republic
eration of Ethiopia. Today, without hesitation and without flinching we should make a positive response to your appeal, and we are here to lay the foundations of our beloved unity.

We must not fail, and my delegation hopes to leave Addis Ababa bringing home not only simple declarations of intention, but also and above all something concrete - documents drawn up and signed, pledges of our firm desire to attain the ideal that we have set ourselves.

The principal problems which the African States have in common were explicitly set forth and defined in the opening speech of His Majesty, the Emperor Haile Selassie I. Their scope transcended the restricted framework of our countries as well as of our daily preoccupations. Thus, now more than ever, we must concentrate our efforts on resolving them with objectivity so as to create a prosperous united Africa.

This African unity that we are firmly decided to achieve - and I ask for no better proof than the statements of the eminent Heads of State and Government who have succeeded each other at this rostrum - this African unity. I say, must be an efficacious weapon to annihilate for ever foreign domination in all its forms on our continent, not to mention the institutions it will provide for us.

Various arguments have been put forward in an attempt to define the structures of this unity. For my part, I would subscribe to a realistic formula based on the foundations of reciprocal respect for the sovereignty of all states. The same must apply to respect for the human person and in this connection any tendency towards racialism or political regionalism sometimes veiled by religious beliefs must be combated and removed.

All those who have preceeded me at this rostrum have vehemently condemned colonialism and its misdeeds. I shall not return to the subject, as I share their opinions entirely. Nevertheless, I must make a point of emphasizing that we can annihilate colonialism forever, strong in the sovereignty of our countries by taking concerted action. If colonialism were to be resuscitated on our soil that would indeed be our own fault and future generations would never pardon us for having encouraged its resurrection.

Here and now, it is our duty to coordinate our efforts and help our brethren in the still dependent countries by every means in our power to free themselves from foreign domination.

But, however, firmly we may be resolved to achieve the unity of Africa, our respective nations have, individually or in groups, signed agreements of cooperation either between themselves or with other powers, and at present, it must be admitted, our administrative, political economic and social organization is dictated by these cooperation agreements. We could not abrogate them from one day to the next without exposing Africa to a general crisis, the consequences of which would be numerous, difficult to assess, and devastating and the aim of our mission to Addis Ababa is not that.

So it would be expedient to build up our unity from those living and coherent elements which already exist, while paying attention to the substantial reforms applicable to those elements in order to adapt them to our Pan-Africanism.

The Central African Republic thinks that in this way our policy of large groupings will be realistic and constructive, as it will not simply have destroyed something but will have helped us to revise our present regime, in which the consequences of colonialism predominate.

While awaiting this transformation, my delegation considers that the Conference could already pronounce its opinion on the formulation of an African and Malagasy group in the United Nations Organization in order to harmonize our foreign policy and aid, by diplomatic means, states that are still dependent to free themselves without bloodshed.

In addition to the Charter laying down the framework of our unity, the adoption of which I hope for ardently, the Conference would do well to turn its attention immediately to the necessity of endowing our continent with a Common Market, which would ensure for African price stability for their products.

Finally, the delegation of the Central African Republic to note in the course of the debates of this Conference and during its stay has been pleased in Addis Ababa, that the differences
arising between the African leaders are attributable in fact to miscalculations, and to fictitious antagonisms fostered by foreign powers that wished to see them divided.

From the bottom of my heart, I hope to see the brotherly rapprochement of all the African States.

Long live African unity!
The Chad delegation is happy to be in Ethiopia, Historic land of Africa. It wishes, first and foremost, on its own behalf and on behalf of the people of Chad, to express its thanks for the warm and brotherly welcome given it by His Imperial Majesty, Haile Selassie I. and by His people. To the Ethiopian people it conveys fraternal greetings from the people of Chad.

The foundations of African Unity must be laid at Addis Ababa. On this occasion, in coming to the Ethiopian capital, we are happy, and we intend, to make our modest contribution to the search for a possible solution.

The importance of this conference escapes no one it is an event of primary importance in the history of Africa because:

- African Unity means all the forces of the continent united for the total liberation of the continent;
- African Unity means the pooling of all our economic resources for our material well-being;
- African Unity is also the restitution of all moral and cultural values.

Chad which, since its accession to international sovereignty has taken part in all conferences of independent countries, commends and lends effective support to the efforts of a great number of its sister countries to secure African Unity and peace in the world.

The time has come, at Addis Ababa for a brotherly confrontation of our points of view for as has already been said this is the first time in the history of the world that so many Africans leaders are meeting.

In the opinion of the people of Chad and its Government’s society capable of withstanding the tests of time can only be built on foundations of friendship and fraternity. In Chad and generally in Africa the word “brother” is not limitative.

It goes without saying that there are today many speculators hoping for the failure of our meeting. To that end, it gives them pleasure to draw attention to our present political, economic and, above all, linguistic differences. Their sole purpose is to maintain the present cleavage of the African continent and in this way to continue the savage exploitation of each of our peoples who, God knows, are so poor and so wanting.

It is up to us, then responsible politicians to understand the situation and foil any maneuvers liable to retard our continent’s progress towards its complete liberation and towards its happiness. In reality, these manoeuvres are in vain. They will last only for a certain time, for we have good reasons for believing in the possibility of achieving African Unity.
There is no much sense in building Africa in sovereign States, independent of each other for we know that it is from our union and from it alone, that we shall draw sufficient strength to assert ourselves in the world. The main thing for us is to determine carefully and realistically the lines on which this future union of our States can be built. In other words, the question whether the structure of our future organization of African States should be unitary, federal or confederal must be examined very carefully.

Moreover, the present division of the African continent into French-speaking and English-speaking groups is but insignificant and superficial in the sense that it does not apply to the majority of our people. If we are at all unanimous in furthering the development of the new independent Africa in the way of democracy, it is in terms of the masses that we must reason. And the great majority of our people have remained very African, very original, with none of the varnish of French, English, or any other culture. Whether they come from French or English areas of influence they are characterized only by poverty, destitution, ignorance and misery and, hence by the unanimous desire for learning or education, the desire to open themselves to the outside world. There is in this general aspiration of African people the leaven necessary to the building of our unitary structures. There is, moreover, nothing fundamental, unchangeable in the language barriers: it is merely a question of generations and of reforming educational programmes.

The work to be done with respect to the economic development of our continent is even greater and more arduous than the political work. The reconversion of present economic structures into horizontal inter-African structures are the *sine qua non* of our self-assertion in the world. The establishment of a free trade area, development bank of a single currency all contain very varied and complex aspects which we hope will, starting from our conference find elements for a permanent and effective solution.

There is no doubt that decolonization must be total in 20th century Africa. To achieve this concerted action of the Heads of State is necessary. More than ever, the African and Malagasy States must coordinate their efforts.

May we be allowed with respect to decolonization to draw your attention to one fact. Although our countries have gained their political independence, mental decolonization remains to be won. We are convinced that the mental decolonization of our people will enable us to resolve some of the difficulties which oppose us to each other.

The Chad delegations as firmly opposed to devouring or annexationist tendencies and ambitions as it is in favour of African Unity. We think that the Unity we seek will be founded on the policy of non-interference in the domestic affairs of sovereign countries. We shall have the opportunity during our discussions to explain and state explicitly our ideas on this matter.

To dispel all misunderstanding, we wish to reiterate that our delegation is quite ready to make its contribution, however modest it may be, to the achievement of African Unity. We are firmly convinced that the general principles of this Unity which we desire will become evident here.

By way of conclusion, we can state that these general principles are already taking shape following the excellent speeches made at this Conference since yesterday.

Politically, it is inconceivable to think of an organization, the leadership of which would fall either to one person or to one country; it is a question above all of seeing how, practically it would be possible for our various States to concert or coordinate our options, both to promote the liberation of countries still colonized and to harmonize our foreign policy.

Economically, the fact that we are producers of raw materials and tributaries of industrialized countries imposes on us the imperative duty of establishing specialized inter-African organizations which will enable us to present a common front to the outside world.

Culturally, we must quickly adapt educational programmes and speed up the establishment and development of our educational institutions at all levels.

In all these fields, the articulation of the various organizations whose purpose is to facilitate rapprochement and union must be studied straight away. We must therefore make provision for other meetings at all levels-specialists, diplomats, Head of State, so as to find the agreement which will give birth to a joint organization of African States, the name of which matters little.

Thank you!
Presidents,
Excellencies,
Gentlemen,

We are assembled here to seek the “common denominator” of Africa - that is to say, to define that which transcends each of our individual countries to form the African conscience.

This African conscience is for us the best judge of what we should do and undertake in common. It must dictate our line of conduct.

If we consult this African conscience, we shall first of all avoid whatever conflicts with it, dismissing any excessive ascendancy which might modify its workings. We shall thus easily find the road that we must take together in order to get to know each other better and help each other.

What does the African conscience dictate? Above all, that we must be free men and that in Africa there should be only free men, which implies the complete liberation of the continent from all colonialism and its vestiges, as we affirm the complete equality of Africans and their rights, in relation to the other peoples of the world.

On this point we shall easily reach agreement, and unity can be achieved without difficulty. African unity, however, although, it is easily recognizable in relation to the rest of the world, is not so easily defined when viewed from inside Africa. There are different means of finding the form and laying the foundations of African unity.

Let us try to prevent different conceptions - albeit perhaps more theoretical than real - from clashing, and finally damaging the union of Africans among themselves in the name of unity.

One of the essential rules for any constructive human endeavour is to lay sound foundations before building up to the summit. This imperative need obliges the African peoples to fashion first of all their national unity, then to associate these acquired national unities into a whole, which brings them together while allowing them to retain their individuality, and finally to concentrate at the summit what ever is of universal application for Africa.

I. African Independence
Except for the dominant nations of the world, and especially the two greatest, it would be presumptions to think that all the rest, and particularly the medium-sized and small nations, can lay claim to absolute independence.

The development of means of communication and their rapidity have created a trade network over the surface of this globe so extensive that interdependence has become a law of modern times in economic matters - a law, moreover, which is valid for other sectors.

His Excellency Fulbert Youlou, President of Congo (Brazzaville)
Africa, where heavy industry is scarcely beginning, and which still has no industrial base corresponding either to its needs or its potentialities, cannot at present envisage its development in isolation from the highly industrialized nations.

Africa must, however, have the right to seek the outside help it needs whenever it pleases. That is the primary concept of independence.

Some African countries have reached this stage after assuming their own internal and external sovereignty on the morrow of decolonization. Other parts of African territory, however, remain beneath the weight of colonization.

The countries which have attained independence must resolutely unite and act in common so as to ensure that territories that are still dependent accede to independence in their turn with the least possible delay.

To this end, it is desirable to establish a “Monroe Doctrine” for Africa, that is to say to secure Africa against any direct interference by a non-African power, in the same way that North and South America have acted with regard to their own continent.

Secondly, it is important to fix a time-limit after which the independence of colonized territories shall be proclaimed. A transitional period could be laid down, varying in accordance with each particular case, during which liberal institutions would be set up, including in the first instance municipal and certain national responsibilities, under cover of self-government granted as a first stage.

The essential principle to be respected in every case is the organization of elections, on a set date and under universal suffrage, for the establishment of new self-governing or fully sovereign institutions, which should guarantee equal electoral and representational rights without any discrimination.

The dependent territories do not demand a brutal rejection of the European contribution and the European element. Their only desire - a most determined one - is that the relations of colonizer to colonized cease, and that in their place relations of co-operation and solidarity be substituted.

The method appropriate to these principles of action is to proceed by successive stages, beginning with a formal notice to quit addressed by the independent African States to the colonial powers still remaining in Africa.

If this notice to quit, coupled with a time limit and a minimum programme adapted to the place and circumstances, it not acted upon, a series of measures should be introduced on successive dates, in accordance with a solemn undertaking by the signatory states, and following a sequence drawn up in advance, on an increasing scale of severity.

A solemn undertaking by the signatory states is imperative, and may not be ignored. The strength of Africa lies in its own solidarity, and any State which failed to honor its commitments and respect its signature would damage the continent as whole.

The main measures envisaged are the following:

- Breaking off of diplomatic relations
- Economic sanctions
- Prohibition of flights over African territory
- Military sanctions
- Organization of volunteer camps
- Interception of ships transporting armaments.

Let us hope that these measures do not have to be taken, as Africa is dedicated to peace, and needs peace in order to build up the continent.

If, however, the colonial powers remained deaf to our appeal and to our injunctions alike, we could not long remain inactive in face of the situation imposed upon our brethren in ANGOLA, CAMBINDA and other places.
II. African Unity
The unity of Africa reflects the most noble of aims. It must be pursued by all who are convinced of its necessity. Even if unity is not attained, the common objective which it represents serves to lessen the rivalries between African States when these arise, and to provide a means of settling them in a spirit of African brotherhood.

The principle of African unity must be the foundation stone of the foreign policy of African States. This should be solemnly proclaimed. And its first application—bring us back to the declaration of an African “Monroe Doctrine”, keeping Africa for the Africans.

The unity of Africa must not, however, lead to forgetfulness of its diversity, especially as it is an immense continent. No continent, whether it be Europe, the Americas or Asia, has so far managed to establish, or can hope to establish, a continental government, form one single State, or forge one and the same Nation.

The independent States may, however, voluntarily relinquish part of their national sovereignty in favor of a supra-national agency, which could at first be consultative and progressively increase its competence and authority in the sectors for which it was responsible.

Such is the method that has been applied in Europe by the formation of the Council of Europe. The Council of Europe numbers eighteen members since the recent admission of Switzerland, and has a Consultative Assembly, the first blueprint for a European Parliament.

An African Consultative Assembly could be established without delay. It would consist of two members per State on the model of the American Senate. These members would be designated by the National Assemblies or Parliaments of each State.

This method appears preferable to the fusion of existing groups, such as the Monrovia group and the Casablanca group. For it would be advantageous not only to group all the independent African States, setting aside everything that recalls their former divisions, but also to lend their groupings an authoritative institutional base, thus marking the first step on the road towards organizing the institutions of a United Africa.

As a parallel development, the outline of an African Executive would be blocked in by setting up a Conference of African Heads of State, who would meet periodically, having at their disposal in the interval between sessions a permanent Secretariat-General.

The Conference of Heads of State would choose in rotation a President for the year, who must himself be a Head of State.

The Permanent Secretary-General would be appointed by the Conference of Heads of State, who would likewise lay down his duties. He would be assisted by three Deputy Secretaries General.

The Secretary-General and the Deputy Secretaries-General would be chosen according to geographical distribution, so that the four posts should be distributed with one falling to North Africa, one to West Africa, one to East Africa, and one to Central Africa.

The President of the Conference of Heads of State, and the Permanent Secretary-General should on no account be permitted to belong to the same geographical region.

The first task of the Conference of Heads of State would be to define powers and allocate prerogatives by establishing a charter of the United African States.

The Charter would be subject ratification by the National Assemblies or Parliaments of the African Countries.

Its primary and fundamental institutions thus established, a United Africa would have to choose a capital would have to choose a capital. It is essential that this capital be located in an extra-territorial area independent of any African State that it should be clearly demarcated, if possible by natural boundaries, and that it should occupy a central position in Africa.

III. African Common Market
The African States conduct very little mutual trade. Most of their trade is between Europe and Africa. Exports consist mainly of raw materials, and agricultural, forestry and mining products. Imports consist mainly of manufactured goods.
Economically speaking, the African States are competitive rather than complementary. Often they supply the same products. On the whole, their purchasing power is fairly low.

In these conditions, what should be our approach to African economic co-operation? Two kinds of joint measure appear desirable.

1. Africa cannot remain indifferent to the progressive and continuous deterioration in the price of its agricultural products. It must have international machinery capable of maintaining prices and avoiding over-production.

2. African development depends on industrialization. Only by producing itself the essential manufactured goods it needs, can Africa ensure its development and reach a higher standard of living.

The whole range of measures required might usefully be entrusted to an African Economic Cooperation Organization, responsible for drawing up an Industrialization Plan, not yet at the continental level, but covering vast parts at least of the African continent.

Finally, African industrial production should benefit, on the home market, by a special customs tariff agreed by all States, offering preferential treatment for any article manufactured in Africa.

It is by applying progressive and appropriate measures that Africa can best prepare the way towards an African Common Market.

The idea of a Common Market is compelling, and must be reckoned with, even if it is difficult to achieve in the present state of inter-African trade. It adds a further element to the African consciousness; namely, the idea of mutual economic assistance to attain together and sooner an improvement in the living standards of the people.

The supporters of an African Common Market believe in an economic union which, at the most optimistic estimate, would cover the entire continent, and at the most realistic, large areas of Africa.

If we look at the figures, Africa has a surface area of 30 million square kilometers, i.e., one fifth of the surface area of the world, a population of 230 million, i.e., 12 per cent of world population, with a very low population density of 8 inhabitants per square kilometer, compared with a world average of 21.

From the economic point of view, African trade amounts to less than 10 per cent of world trade. But in certain spheres it occupies a privileged position. For instance, the African continent produces 95 per cent of the world’s diamonds, 72 per cent of the world’s cocoa, 23 per cent of the world’s copper, 21 per cent of the world’s coffee, and one third of the Western supply of uranium.

Furthermore, Africa possesses the world’s largest hydro electric potential, which could form the basis for its industrialization.

In addition, Africa is a privileged customer for the highly industrialized nations, which need an outlet for their exports, since it still has no competitive industries in many fields.

It is on the basis of these facts that the role of an African Common Market can be defined.

In the first place, for the sale of African products, where joint marketing boards do not yet exist, for specific products, they should be set up, if possible in the form of inter-African Office, or to use the English term Marketing Boards, covering the entire continent.

There would be an African Board for coffee, cocoa, bananas, citrus fruits, pineapples, palm oil, etc.

These Boards would fix maximum and minimum rates, and would maintain prices on the world market. Working separately each state is unable to take action, except competitively, with other African States. Their grouping, however, as a sort of Inter-State Co-operative, would lend great weight to their negotiating power with the international purchasers of African products.
Then it would no longer be up to the LONDON, PARIS, HAMBURG or NEW YORK markets to determine prices on the sole basis of consumer demand or of the trade cycle, as is the case today.

Let us not forget that it is only in this way that diamond producers have succeeded for more than half a century in keeping the price of diamonds at a very high level on the world market, through maintaining a rigid control over the world diamond market.
Your Majesty,
Mr. President,
Honourable Presidents and Dear Brothers,

I hasten to tell you that after the grave troubles which it has undergone, the “heart of Africa” is resuming its rhythm and is beginning to beat at an increasingly normal rate. Yes, and it is not complacency: the Congo has freed itself from that somber period that it knew following its accession to independence. This was not only due to tribalism. It was due essentially to a coalition of foreign interests which could not bring themselves to give up certain regions of our country, which geologists often have called the “treasure chest” of Africa.

At the price of what efforts, at the price of what sacrifices have we been able to bring order to our affairs? Only the passing of time will permit us to draw up this balance-sheet with all the objectivity and calm which it requires. But already we can affirm, without fear of contradiction by history, that the assistance of the African countries which hastened to our aid in a brotherly way has been a decisive if not a determining element in our victory.

I could not find a better occasion than the one which is offered me today to express the gratitude of our people to all those nations whose sons fell on Congolese soil.

Your Majesty,
Mr. President,
Honorable Presidents and Dear Brothers,

I will ask you to observe one minute of silence for the memory of those heroes, and fall those who gave their lives to assure or to consolidate the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the Congo.

I thank you.

These links sealed in blood are the best pacts which we have concluded with Africa, for whose concept we opted well before our accession to independence.

By welcoming a conference of African Foreign Ministers to Leopoldville less than two months after our own independence, the Congo gave to understand that this choice was being translated into fact. It further affirmed its choice of non-alignment a short time later by participating in the Belgrade Conference.

Non-alignment and an African policy which draws no distinctions have been two constants in all our decisions ever since.

We might add in this context that an insidious propaganda which has laid hold of the news of our country has relegated to second place many of our actions since independence, of which Africa can be proud. As soon as we were freed, we rid ourselves of those foreign bases on our soil which might have constituted a pole of attraction for the cold war in the very heart of Africa.
Moreover, we have never ceased to re-affirm our aversion for military pacts which can only remove some degree of sovereignty from our respective countries, limiting our possibility of choice, and thus slowing down the march of Africa.

We find ourselves today at cross roads. Several routes are offered whereby we can achieve African Unity. Which one should we choose? Each of us, in all conscience and in all humility, must contribute to the reply.

The Congolese contribution will be made in the light of an experience of nearly three years, sad certainly, but very rich in lessons for the future.

This experience has taught us that mutual confidence and respect between partners constitutes the basis of success of all efforts at unity. That is why we have avoided letting our own current national reconciliation turn into a settling of old scores. Nothing can be built on hatred, on bitterness, or on vengeance.

We have suffered from tribalism, which is not only a Congolese phenomenon, but one which unfortunately occurs in various guises all over the continent and threatens the stability of our States.

Certain circumstances have given to tribalism a symbolic value in the Congo; in these circumstances our efforts to root it out take on the merits of a test for all Africa. These efforts have begun to bear fruit. We feel it would be a poor service to Africa to believe that this improvement is only superficial. How can one arrive at African Unity if at the start one casts doubt on the gains and progress of the states which aspire to this unity?

In any case, we shall continue these efforts, which are directed to-day toward maintaining and reinforcing such confidence by a patient labor of harmonization and bringing together our different entities. We shall ensure that the particularities of each of our regions, which express the diversity and richness of a common heritage, should complete each other without conflict.

This concept is just as valid for the 21 provinces making up the Congo Republic as for the 32 states which now comprise liberated Africa.

Only an instrument supple enough to be adapted to all situations through which a country might pass and even more so far a continent in full evolution will permit us to attain our objectives.

The first of these objectives, without dispute, is to complete the process of decolonization without which Unity cannot be complete. The Congo carries a heavy responsibility in this domain. The line of demarcation between free Africa and that part of Africa still under colonial domination passes along its frontiers. We have suffered from the proximity of the colonialist regimes, but that only has served to confirm us in the path which we have drawn for ourselves.

We shall continue as a sovereign state to make a contribution, which we wish to be as effective as possible. This, I can assure you, always will be unselfishly devoted to the liberation movements of southern Africa.

This contribution, therefore, will be in conformity with the African ideal, as it has emerged from the Foreign Ministers conference which preceded our meeting. The work of that conference has brought out several common denominators for our different countries.

We believe the time is favorable now to translate these ideals into a Charter, which will serve to assert the personality of the African continent and will allow it to play a role in the world in harmony with its true potential.

The reinforcement of the United Nations Organization is another effective way of permitting us to attain this objective.

I believe the Congo is well placed to speak of this Organization, which has conducted an unprecedented experiment in our country. The experience has been difficult, but its success has proved the effectiveness of the UNO, despite all the obstacles which it may have encountered.

The best means of reinforcing the United Nations, in our opinion consists in respecting all our obligations towards it, and notably the financial obligations.
Your Majesty, Mr. President, Honourable Presidents and Dear Brothers:-

I have the pleasure to inform you that despite its economic and financial difficulties, the Congo has just paid up its obligations to the international organization. We also are examining the possibility of purchasing loan bonds issued by the U. N.

The prudence, moderation, realism and thoughtfulness which the Foreign Ministers have shown are the best pledges of the success of our undertaking.

As a matter of fact, not only falling behind the march of history has been shown to be harmful, but also the fact of being too far ahead has been shown several times to be equally harmful. I will spare you the many citations I could make in this connection.

We insist, meanwhile, on underlining so far as economic problems are concerned, that the setting up of realizable projects, modest as they might be, is infinitely more advantageous than the best filled book of unexecuted schemes. We must begin right now to spell out our inspirations. This would be the best guarantee we could give to the 250 million Africans whose eyes are turned towards Addis Ababa today.

I wish finally to restate our gratitude to His Imperial Majesty, Haile Selassie I, to His people, and to His Government for their hospitality. This truly fraternal welcome is no surprise to us, for it is in conformity with the thousand-year-old tradition of Ethiopia.
Your Imperial Majesty,
Excellencies,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

At a time when the eyes of Africa and the world are fixed on Addis Ababa, where the Heads of Independent African States are met together for the first time, I have the great honour to convey to Your Imperial Majesty the message of friendship and admiration entrusted to me by the people of Dahomey who know full well the illustrious role the Kingdom of Ethiopia, symbol of the everlastingness of African civilization, has played throughout the ages. I must also express all the joy of the Republic of Dahomey at taking part in, what historians will call what they will, but which I, for my part regard as the African Summit, with a capital S.

For multiple reasons known to all the Heads of State here present the Addis Ababa meeting is for me, after that of Monrovia and that of Lagos, of exceptional importance. I do not propose, however, in the following remarks to give an exhaustive list of these reasons, so true is it - and we must say so honestly - that their nature and intensity are liable to vary from man to man, from country to country and, of course, from what the specialists of present day African Political historic call group to group.

Allow me, however to admit that we place this conference under the sign of great hope. Hope of seeing laid foundations of African unity. Hope that this unity, so long desired by us all, will soon materialize.

Hope that the discussions in this conference will lead us, if not complete identity of outlook, at least to reasonable agreement on the solutions likely to bring us together in facing problems of common interest.

Hope, above all, that this ADDIS ABABA Summit Conference will not restrict itself to the mere “contact”, to the mere “first meeting” of the two groups, as certain specialists of African questions wish to insinuate but that it will be both contact and action, contact and decision.

The problems which will be raised during this conference are numerous and varied and all of them are engrossing.

Although the principle of stating them in their entirety before the eminent delegations here assembled is a relatively easy task, it does not seem that the same is true insofar as their importance and urgency are concerned.

Since I think that our first task at this conference is to state objectives general problems of common interest, the solution of which would in consequence be undertaken in common, I would accord first place in the discussions to the task of decolonization which seems to me, at the present time, to be one of the most important concerns of the foreign policy of every African State.
A large number of our brothers, grouped in more than twenty territories, are, despite their cries, their efforts and their fight for freedom - still under the yoke of imperialism.

Faced with this situation African conferences, and in particular that at which we are assisting, must no longer be content with simply denouncing and condemning colonialism, even in vehement languages; from now on we must take practical measures to combat and do away with the remnants of colonialism on African soil.

African unity, as I emphasized above, might be the second big subject of our discussions.

It seems obvious that the time has now come for Africans, who have nearly all regained their liberty, to jointly choose the future they wish for themselves. For there is no doubt that henceforth they feel will themselves called to live together and no longer separated as heretofore by artificial barriers of languages, laws and customs inherited from the foreigner.

If they are to build this common future on solid foundations they must now set to work to eliminate everything which may bring them together and unite them. In particular, they must seek simple and practical measures which, if sincerely applied, will prove far more efficacious than ambitious but chimerical projects in the present context.

Seen in this perspective the responsibilities of the ADDIS ABABA conference seem both very exciting and also very heavy. Although it cannot be achieved in one full sweep, African Unity does not seem to me to be a distant objective: it is a task that can be approached, that can be carried out, progressively if not immediately, by concrete and positive actions, the basis of which we can find here and now.

Inter-State Cooperation must also occupy an honoured place in our discussions. Whether it be a question of economic co-operation of technical co-operation or of cooperation pure and simple, the African and Malagasy Heads of State will, in this specific sphere, have to accomplish a delicate task, for it is essentially on the establishment of the practical means of this cooperation that the average African man - man pure and simple - will judge them good or had and decide whether this Summit meeting has been a success or a failure.

Three years of independence have shown most African countries that only real effective co-operation is of use in cases where spectacular projects fail.

It seems to us, for example, that trade development is an urgent necessity.

Despite affinities of blood and geography we are, on this point, still far too often strangers to each other. Certain frontiers, which ethnically do not exist, have in fact, by the rivalries they have engendered, turned into veritable chasms. Let us, therefore, fill these chasms, let us see to it that there is greater circulation of men, goods and capital among us, let us in a thousand ways strengthen the ties which unite us and, little by little, the feeling, still latent of belonging to one big family will, from Algiers to the Cape and from Dakar to Nairobi, become so strong and so evident that the organic union of the different African States will occur of itself.

Other problems, in varying degrees, also provide points of common interest:

Common Market, the denuclearization of the African continent.

The principle of the Common Market - and I am talking now of the African Common Market - is now admitted by the majority of African countries, but we must pass to the stage of seeking ways and conditions of bringing it into being. The preparatory work will be long and require patience; it will also require that quarrels of precedence and pre-eminence between big and small, between the economically strong and the economically weak States give way to the well understood interest of Africa as a whole. The game is worth the candle and the experiment is worth making.

The cessation of atomic and thermo-nuclear tests on the Continent is a problem we must tackle frankly but objectively. We would not be making frank and objective examination of this problem if, while condemning some experiments, we closed our eyes to similar experiments in other parts of the world. The contamination of the atmosphere by atomic radiation is a danger for humanity as a whole.

Thus, we must take firm positions on all atomic experiments be they French, America, Russian or, soon, Chinese ...
For the time being, we must be realists and avoid a priori formulae. I, for my part, hope that this conference will lead our States, on the basis of their full sovereignty, to a period of enhanced solidarity, particularly in the economic, diplomatic and defense spheres. Dahomey is ready to subscribe unreservedly to such a policy of concerted co-ordination. By its membership in the Conseil de l’Entente and in the African and Malagasy Union, and its accession to the Lagos Charter has, indeed it has already embarked on this path which it considers as the only one capable of leading progressively, to Unity while yet respecting the personality and independence of each of the African States.

This respect for the other person’s liberty and the principle, which flows there from non-interference in the domestic affairs of another country, are, moreover, at the base of Dahomey’s position in all circumstances.

Your Imperial Majesty, Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen, I do not doubt that the desire of all participants in this conference will lead to concrete and positive results, by permitting us to draw up an objective balance sheet of our possibilities and our means and to take our action into the various spheres where trade and co-operation may usefully be developed and strengthened.

This concern to build on our continent a new economic and political order will add to the dignity and well-being of the African peoples and will fulfill their great home of witnessing the end of the absurd clearages imposed upon us by colonization.

I should reproach myself if I were to prolong this statement, which is in fact no more than a brief review of the many problems the delegation of Dahomey would like to see posed to this conference in the hope that, in the superior interest of Africa and Africans, solutions to the most serious, the most important and the most urgent may be found.

I shall conclude by expressing the hope that the scope of the message of the ADDIS ABA-BA conference will be wide enough to incite the world powers to tackle the problems of humanity in such a way that, taking account of the aspirations of all human beings, they ensure lasting equilibrium and peace.
Heads of State and Government,
Honorable delegates,

I, too, should like to thank from the bottom of my heart His Majesty, Emperor Haile Selassie I and the Ethiopian people for the welcome they have given us, a welcome which has rendered tangible the fraternity of African nations.

For the first time all the independent States of Africa are here met together and I for my part think it right and proper that it is precisely in Addis Ababa, capital of the old Ethiopian Empire, that we are seeking to build a united and fraternal Africa.

The speech which His Majesty the Emperor pronounced at the opening to our work gives expression to the deep unanimity of African nations and specifies the aims to which we all aspire. For the first time there is an attempt to trace the broad outlines of effective cooperation between all African States, in a work, of the building of a united Africa.

To be sure, although we are all agreed on the aims, we may have different ideas about the methods of attaining them. As His Imperial Majesty has said: “On these and other questions there is no agreement, and if we wait for agreed answers, generations hence matters will be little advanced, while the debate will still range”.

We have two fundamental objectives:

1. to accelerate the total liberation of the African continent; and
2. to proceed to the building of African unity.

I shall take these two points in succession.

We in Africa are all agreed that the present situation, particularly with respect to the liberation of our oppressed brethren in Angola, Mozambique, Sao Tome, and Principe, in Rio Muni, known as Spanish Guinea, in Portuguese Guinea, and those most shamefully enslaved in South Africa, calls for a revolutionary attitude.

This is the time for me to say once more what we said at Ouagadougou “Colonies are made to be lost; they are born with the cross of death on their brows.”

In Gabon, the oppressed peoples of Africa always find, as they have found in all your countries, support, both moral and material, and the people of Gabon will afford their asylum and protection, as indeed it already does in some cases.

In former times the Ethiopian Empire suffered the most cruel invasion; and yet today, as His Majesty, Emperor Haile Selassie I said: “We must live in peace with our former colonizers, shunning recrimination and bitterness and forsaking the luxury of vengeance and retaliation.”

His Excellency Leon Mba, President of the Republic of Gabon
From the time when Gabon’s destiny was placed in the hands of its people, we have done everything to avoid hatred and paralyzing complexes, to transcend the past and worthily prepare our place in a community of varied but united brotherly people.

Revolutionary, therefore, Africa must be to achieve its total liberation. The problem today, however, is to know whether African Unity will be built in patience and continuous effort or rather by a sudden change.

We are inclined to think, with His Imperial Majesty, that “the union which we seek can only come gradually” and we share his feelings when he says a period of transition is inevitable. Old relations and arrangements may, for a time linger. Regional organizations may fulfill legitimate functions and needs which cannot yet be otherwise satisfied.

It is in this spirit that we must approach the study of a Charter at African continental level, so that each one of us rediscovers, together with his personality the need for co-operation which inspires us all, the need that is to say, to co-ordinate our political positions, reconcile our economic, social and cultural actions and find the means to ensure the integrity of all our States.

From these fundamental choices must, in our opinion, flow the methods of putting into effect the various projects submitted to us and designed to promote African Unity in economic, cultural and defence matters.

I should like to lay special emphasis on the importance of economic cooperation as an approach to African Unity.

At this juncture realism, and efficiency must prevail over passion and precipitance.

Nothing is gained by denying that, in the case of some of us, we are placed in definite, very different situations and that we are included in economic and monetary systems which, for the time being, have no real junction point. These facts enter into the objective understanding of the development we want to stamp on inter-African economic relations.

A trade system inherited from colonization remains to be rethought. We do not consider that complete free trade is the postulate Africans should adopt at the present stage of their development. Often, indeed, the theorists of free trade are rabid protectionists.

In our opinion, the present solution lies in setting up, at African continental level, an economic community within which trade will be so organized that each State gains a fair return for the advantages it affords the whole. This economic community must not, moreover, evade the principle of protecting African industries vis-à-vis products of similar industries from without the continent.

For all these reasons, I think it would be in our interest not to insist too much, in the present state of affairs, on the establishment of a free trade area, which might be a two-edged sword liable to impede the harmonious development of our economies, may even place us in a completely artificial economic context.

This being so, Honourable Heads of State and Delegates, Gabon has not come to this conference with the intention of blocking any proposal but rather with the intention of sifting the contents of each one of them so as to make, at any time, a positive contribution, so that the progress towards African Unity maybe the progress of us all together, seeking, at each encounter, what unites and brings together rather than what divides.
Your Excellencies,
Colleagues,
Brothers and Friends,

At the first gathering of African Heads of State, to which I had the honour of playing host, there were representatives of eight independent States only. Today, five years later, we meet as the representatives of no less than thirty-two States, the guests of His Imperial Majesty, Haile Selassie, the First, and the Government and people of Ethiopia. To His Imperial Majesty, I wish to express, on behalf of the Government and people of Ghana my deep appreciation for a most cordial welcome and generous hospitality.

The increase in our number in this short space of time is open testimony to the indomitable and irresistible surge of our people for independence. It is also a token of the revolutionary speed of world events in the latter half of this century. In the task which is before us of unifying our continent we must fall in with that pace or be left behind. The task cannot be attached in the tempo of any other age than our own. To fall behind the unprecedented momentum of actions and events in our time will be to court failure our own undoing.

A whole continent has imposed a mandate upon us to lay the foundation of our Union at this Conference. It is our responsibility to execute this mandate by creating here and now the formula upon which the requisite superstructure may be erected.

On this continent it has not taken us long to discover that the struggle against colonialism does not end with the attainment of national independence. Independence is only the prelude to a new and more involved struggle for the right to conduct our own economic and social affairs; to construct our society according to our aspirations, unhampered by crushing and humiliating neo-colonialist controls and interference.

From the start we have been threatened with frustration where rapid change is imperative and with instability where sustained effort and ordered rule are indispensable.

No sporadic act nor pious resolution can resolve our present problems. Nothing will be of avail, except the united act of a united Africa. We have already reached the stage where we must unite or sink into that condition which had made Latin-America the unwilling and distressed prey of imperialism after one-and-a-half centuries of political independence.

As a continent we have emerged into independence in a different age, with imperialism grown stronger, more ruthless and experienced, and more dangerous in its international associations. Our economic advancement demands the end of colonialist and neo-colonialist domination in Africa.

8. But just as we understood that the shaping of our national destinies required of each of us our political independence and bent all our strength to this attainment, so we must recognise that our economic independence resides in our African union and requires the same concentration upon the political achievement.
The unity of our continent, no less than our separate independence, will be delayed if, indeed, we do not lose it, by hobnobbing with colonialism. African Unity is, above all, a political kingdom which can only be gained by political means. The social and economic development of Africa will come only within the political kingdom, not the other way round. The United States of America, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, were the political decisions of revolutionary peoples before they became mighty realities of social power and material wealth.

How, except by our united efforts, will the richest and still enslaved parts of our continent be freed from colonial occupation and become available to us for the total development of our continent? Every step in the decolonization of our continent has brought greater resistance in those areas where colonial garrisons are available to colonialism.

This is the great design of the imperialist interests that buttress colonialism and neo-colonialism, and we would be deceiving ourselves in the most cruel way if we regard their individual actions as separate and unrelated. When Portugal violates Senegal’s border, when Verwoed allocated one-seventh of South Africa’s budget to military and police, when France builds as part of her defense policy an interventionist force that can intervene, more especially in French-speaking Africa, when Welensky talks of Southern Rhodesia joining South Africa, it is all part of a carefully calculated pattern working towards a single end: the continued enslavement of our still dependent brothers and an onslaught upon the independence of our sovereign African States.

Do we have any other weapon against this design but our unity? Is not our unity essential to guard our own freedom as well as to win freedom for our oppressed brothers, the Freedom Fighters? Is it not unity alone that can weld us into an effective force, capable of creating our own progress and making our valuable contribution to world peace? Which independent African State will claim that its financial structure and banking institutions are fully harnessed to its national development? Which will claim that its material resources and human energies are available for its own national aspiration? Which will disclaim a substantial measure of disappointment and disillusionment in its agricultural and urban development?

In independent Africa we are already re-experiencing the instability and frustration which existed under colonial rule. We are fast learning that political independence is not enough to rid us of the consequences of colonial rule.

The movement of the masses of the people of Africa for freedom from that kind of rule was not only a revolt against the conditions which it imposed.

Our people supported us in our fight for independence because they believed that African Governments could cure the ills of the past in a way which could never be accomplished under colonial rule. If, therefore, now that we are independent we allow the same conditions to exist that existed in colonial days, all the resentment which overthrew colonialism will be mobilized against us.

There is evidence on every side that the imperialists have not withdrawn from our affairs. There are times, as in the Congo, when their interference is manifested. But generally it is covered up under the clothing of many agencies, which meddle in our domestic affairs, to foment dissension within our borders and to create an atmosphere of tension and political instability. As long as we do not do away with the root causes of discontent, we lend aid to these neo-colonialist forces, and shall become our own executioners. We cannot ignore the teachings of history.

Our continent is probably the richest in the world for minerals and industrial and agricultural primary materials. From the Congo alone, Western firms exported copper, rubber, cotton, and other goods to the value of 2,773 billion dollars in the ten years between 1945 and...
1955, and from South Africa, Western fold mining companies have drawn a profit, in the six years between 1947 and 1951, of 814 billion dollars.

Our continent certainly exceeds all the others in potential hydroelectric power, which some experts assess as 42 per cent of the world’s total. What need is there for us to remain hewers of wood and drawers of water for the industrialized areas of the world?

It is said, of course, that we have no capital, no industrial skill, no communications and no internal markets, and that we cannot even agree among ourselves how best to utilise our resources.

Yet all the stock exchanges in the world are preoccupied with Africa’s gold, diamonds, uranium, platinum, copper and iron ores. Our capital flows out in the streams to irrigate the whole system of Western economy. Fifty-two per cent of the gold in Fort Knox at this moment, where the U.S.A. stores its bullion, is believed to have originated from our shores. Africa provides more than 60 per cent of the world’s gold. A great deal of the uranium for nuclear power, of copper for electronics, of titanium for supersonic projectiles, of iron and steel for heavy industries, of other minerals and raw materials for lighter industries – the basic economic might of the foreign Powers – come from our continent.

Experts have estimated that the Congo basin alone can produce enough food crops to satisfy the requirements of nearly half the population of the whole world.

For centuries Africa has been the milchcow of the Western world. It was our continent that helped the Western world built up its accumulated wealth.

It is true that we are now throwing off the yoke of colonialism as fast as we can, but our success in this direction is equally matched by an intense effort on the part of imperialism to continue the exploitation of our resources by creating divisions among us.

When the colonies of the American Continent sought to free themselves from imperialism in the 18th century there was no threat of neo-colonialism in the sense in which we know it today. The American States were therefore free to form and fashion the unity which was best suited to their needs and to frame a constitution to hold their unity together without any form of interference from external sources. We, however, are having to grapple with outside interventions. Howe much more, then do we need to come together in the African unity that alone can save us from the clutches of neo-colonialism.

We have the resources. It was colonialism in the first place that prevented us from accumulating the effective capital; but we ourselves have failed to make full use of our power in independence to mobilise our resources for the most effective take-off into thorough-going economic and social development. We have been too busy nursing our separate states to understand fully the basic need of our union, rooted in common purpose, common planning and common endeavour. A union that ignores these fundamental necessities will be but a sham. It is only by uniting our productive capacity and the resultant production that we can amass capital. And once we start, the momentum will increase. With capital controlled by our own banks, harnessed to our own true industrial and agricultural development, we shall make our advance. We shall accumulate machinery and establish steel works, iron foundries and factories; we shall link the various states of our continent with communications; we shall astound the world with our hydroelectric power; we shall clear marshes and swamps, feed the under-nourished, and rid our people of parasites and disease. It is within the possibility of science and technology to make even the Sahara bloom into a vast field with verdant vegetation for agricultural and industrial developments. We shall harness the radio, television, giant printing presses to lift our people from the dark recesses of illiteracy.

A decade ago, these would have been visionary words, the fantasies of an idle dreamer. But this is the age in which science has transcended the limits of the material world, and technology has invaded the silences of nature. Time and space have been reduced to unimportant abstractions. Giant machines make roads, clear forests, dig dams, lay out aerodromes; monster trucks and planes distribute goods; huge laboratories manufacture drugs; complicated geological surveys are made; mighty power stations are built; colossal factories erected – all at an incredible speed. The world is no longer moving through bush paths or on camels and donkeys.

We cannot afford to pace our needs, our development, our security, to the gait of camels and donkeys. We cannot afford not to cut down the overgrown bush of outmoded attitudes
that obstruct our path to the modern open road of the widest and earliest achievement of economic independence and the raising up of the lives of our people to the highest level.

Even for other continents lacking the resources of Africa, this is the age that sees the end of human want. For us it is a simple matter of grasping with certainty our heritage by using the political might of unity. All we need to do is develop with our united strength the enormous resources of our continent. A United Africa will provide a stable field of foreign investment, which will encourage as long as it does not behave inimically to our African interests. For such investment would add by its enterprises to the development of the national economy, employment and training of our people, and will be welcome to Africa. In dealing with a united Africa, investors will no longer have to weigh with concern the risks of negotiating with governments in one period which may not exist in the very next period. Instead of dealing or negotiating with so many separate states at a time they will be dealing with one united government pursuing a harmonised continental policy.

What is the alternative to this? If we falter at this stage, and let time pass for neo-colonialism to consolidate its position on this continent, what will be the fate of our people who have put their trust in us? What will be the fate of our freedom fighters? What will be the fate of other African Territories that are not yet free?

Unless we can establish great industrial complexes in Africa – which we can only do in a united Africa – we must leave our peasantry to the mercy of foreign cash crop markets, and face the same unrest which overthrew the colonialists? What use to the farmer is education and mechanization, what use is even capital for development; unless we can ensure for him a fair price and a ready market? What has the peasant, worker and farmer gained from political independence, unless we can ensure for him a fair return for his labour and a higher standard of living?

Unless we can establish great industrial complexes in Africa, what have the urban worker, and those peasants on over-crowded land gained from political independence? If they are to remain unemployed or in unskilled occupation, what will avail them the better facilities for education, technical training, energy and ambition which independence enables us to provide?

There is hardly any African State without a frontier problem with its adjacent neighbours. It would be futile for me to enumerate them because they are already familiar to us all. But let me suggest to Your Excellencies that this fatal relic of colonialism will drive us to war against one another as our unplanned and uncoordinated industrial development expands, just as happened in Europe. Unless we succeed in arresting the danger through mutual understanding on fundamental issues and through African Unity, which will render existing boundaries obsolete and superfluous, we shall have fought in vain for independence. Only African Unity can heal this festering sore of boundary disputes between our various states. Your Excellencies, the remedy for these ills is ready to our hand. It staves us in the face at every customs barrier, it shouts to us from every African heart. By creating a true political union of all the independent states of Africa, we can tackle hopefully every emergency, every enemy, and every complexity. This is not because we are a race of supermen, but because we have emerged in the age of science and technology in which poverty, ignorance and disease are no longer the masters, but the retreating foes of mankind. We have emerged in the age of socialised planning, when production and distribution are not governed by chaos, greed and self-interest, but by social needs. Together with the rest of mankind, we have awakened from Utopian dreams to pursue practical blueprints for progress and social justice.

Above all, we have emerged at a time when a continental landmass like Africa with its population approaching three hundred million are necessary to the economic capitalization and profitability of modern productive methods and techniques. Not one of us working singly and individually can successfully attain the fullest development. Certainly, in the circumstances, it will not be possible to give adequate assistance to sister states trying, against the most difficult conditions, to improve their economic and social structures. Only a united Africa functioning under a Union Government can forcefully mobilize the material and moral resources of our separate countries and apply them efficiently and energetically to bring a rapid change in the conditions of our people.

If we do not approach the problems in Africa with a common front and a common purpose, we shall be haggling and wrangling among ourselves until we are colonized again and become the tools of a far greater colonialism than we suffered hitherto.
Unite we must. Without necessarily sacrificing our sovereignties, big or small, we can here and now forge a political union based on Defense, Foreign Affairs and Diplomacy, and a Common Citizenship, an African Currency, an African Monetary Zone and an African Central Bank. We must unite in order to achieve the full liberation of our continent. We need a Common Defense System with an African High Command to ensure the stability and security of Africa.

We have been charged with this sacred task by our own people, and we cannot betray their trust by failing them. We will be mocking the hopes of our people if we show the slightest hesitation or delay in tackling realistically this question of African Unity.

The supply of arms or other military aid to the colonial oppressors in Africa must be regarded not only as aid in the vanquishment of the freedom fighters battling for their African independence, but as an act of aggression against the whole of Africa. How can we meet this aggression except by the full weight of our united strength?

Many of us have made non-alignment an article of faith on this continent. We have no wish, and no intention of being drawn in the Cold War. But with the present weakness and insecurity of our States in the context of world politics, the search for bases and spheres of influence brings the Cold War into Africa with its danger of nuclear warfare. Africa should be declared a nuclear-free zone and freed from cold war exigencies. But we cannot make this demand mandatory unless we support it from a position of strength to be found only in our unity.

Instead, many Independent African States are involved by military pacts with the former colonial powers. The stability and security which such devices seek to establish are illusory, for the metropolitan Powers seize the opportunity to support their neo-colonialist controls by direct military involvement. We have seen how the neo-colonialists use their bases to entrench themselves and even to attack neighbouring independent states. Such bases are centres of tension and potential danger spots of military conflict. They threaten the security not only of the country in which they are situated of neighbouring countries as well. How can we hope to make Africa a nuclear-free zone and independent of cold war pressure with such military involvement on our continent? Only by counter-balancing a common defense force with a common defense policy based upon our common desire for Africa untrammeled by foreign dictation or military and nuclear presence. This will require an all-embracing African High Command, especially if the military pacts with the imperialists are to be renounced. It is the only way we can break these direct links between the colonialism of the past and the neo-colonialism which disrupts us today.

We do not want nor do we visualize an African High Command in the terms of the power politics that now rule a great part of the world, but as an essential and indispensable instrument for ensuring stability and security in Africa.

We need a unified economic planning for Africa. Until the economic power of Africa is in our hands, the masses can have no real concern and no real interest for safeguarding our security, for ensuring the stability of our regimes, and for bending their strength to the fulfilment of our ends. With our united resources, energies and talents we have the means, as soon as we show the will, to transform the economic structures of our individual states from poverty to that of wealth, from inequality to the satisfaction of popular needs. Only on a continental basis shall we be able to plan the proper utilization of all our resources for the full development of our continent.

How else will we retain our own capital for our development? How else will we establish an internal market for our own industries? By belonging to different economic zones, how will we break down the currency and trading barriers between African States, and how will the economically stronger amongst us be able to assist the weaker and less developed States?

It is important to remember that independent financing and independent development cannot take place without an independent currency. A currency system that is backed by the resources of a foreign state is ipso facto subject to the trade and financial arrangements of that foreign country.

Because we have so many customs and currency barriers as a result of being subject to the different currency systems of foreign powers, this has served to widen the gap between us in Africa. How, for example, can related communities and families trade with, and support one another successfully, if they find themselves divided by national boundaries and currency restrictions? The only alternative open to them in these circumstances, is to use
smuggled currency and enrich national and international racketeers and crooks who prey upon our financial and economic difficulties.

No independent African state today by itself has a chance to follow an independent course of economic development, and many of us who have tried to do this have been almost ruined or have had to return to the fold of the former colonial rulers. This position will not change unless we have a unified policy working at the continental level. The first step towards our cohesive economy would be a unified monetary zone, with, initially, an agreed common parity for our currencies. To facilitate this arrangement, Ghana would change to a decimal system. When we find that the arrangement of a fixed common parity is working successfully, there would seem to be no reason for not instituting one common currency and a single bank of issue. With a common currency from one common bank of issue we should be able to stand erect on our own feet because such an arrangement would be fully backed by the combined national products of the states composing the union. After all, the purchasing power of money depends on productivity and the productive exploitation of the natural, human and physical resources of the nation.

While we are assuring our stability by a common defense system, and our economy is being oriented beyond foreign control by a Common Currency, Monetary Zone and Central Bank of Issue, we can investigate the resources of our continent. We can begin to ascertain whether in reality we are the richest, and not, as we have been taught to believe, the poorest among the continents. We can determine whether we possess the largest potential in hydroelectric power, and whether we can harness it and other sources of energy to our own industries. We can proceed to plan our industrialization on a continental scale, and to build up a common market for nearly three hundred million people.

Common Continental Planning for the Industrial and Agricultural Development of Africa is a vital necessity.

So many blessings must flow from our unity; so many disasters must follow on our continued disunity, that our failure to unite today will not be attributed by posterity only to faulty reasoning and lack of courage, but to our capitulation before the forces of imperialism.

The hour of history which has brought us to this assembly is a revolutionary hour. It is the hour of decision. For the first time, the economic imperialism which menaces us is itself challenged by the irresistible will of our people.

The masses of the people of Africa are crying for unity. The people of Africa call for the breaking down of the boundaries that kept them apart. They demand an end to the border disputes between sister African states – disputes that arise out of the artificial barriers that divided us. It was colonialism’s purpose that left us with our border irredentism, that rejected our ethnic and cultural fusion.

Our people call for unity so that they may not lose their patrimony in the perpetual service of neo-colonialism. In their fervent push for unity, they understand that only its realization will give full meaning to their freedom and our African independence.

It is this popular determination that must move us on to a Union of Independent African States. In delay lies danger to our well-being, to our very existence as free states. It has been suggested that our approach to unity should be gradual, that it should go piece-meal. This point of view conceives of Africa as a static entity with ‘frozen’ problems which can be eliminated one by one and when all have been cleared then we can come together and say: “Now all is well. Let us now unite”. This view takes no account of external pressures. Nor does it take cognisance of the danger that delay can deepen our isolations and exclusiveness; that it can enlarge our differences and set us drifting further and further apart into the net of neo-colonialism, so that our union will become nothing but a fading hope, and the great design of Africa’s full redemption will be lost, perhaps, forever.

The view is also expressed that our difficulties can be resolved simply by a greater collaboration through cooperative association in our inter-territorial relationships. This way of looking at our problems denies a proper conception of their inter-relationship and mutuality. It denies faith in a future for African advancement in African independence. It betrays a sense of solution only in continued reliance upon external sources through bilateral agreements for economic and other forms of aid.

The fact is that although we have been cooperating and associating with one another in various fields of common endeavour even before colonial times, this has not given us the
continental identity and the political and economic force which would help us to deal effectively with the complicated problems confronting us in Africa today. As far as foreign aid is concerned, a United Africa would be in a more favourable position to attract assistance from foreign sources. There is the far more compelling advantage which this arrangement offers, in that aid will come from anywhere to Africa because our bargaining power would be coming infinitely greater. We shall no longer be dependent upon aid from restricted sources. We shall have the world to choose from.

What are we looking for in Africa? Are we looking for Charters, conceived in the light of the United Nations example? A type of United Nations Organization whose decisions are framed on the basis of resolutions that in our experience have sometimes been ignored by member States? Where groupings are formed and pressures develop in accordance with the interests of the groups concerned? Or is it intended that Africa should be turned into a loose organization of States on the model of the Organization of American states, in which the weaker States within it can be at the mercy of the stronger or more powerful ones politically or economically and all at the mercy of some powerful outside nation or group of nations? Is this the kind of association we want for ourselves in the United Africa we all speak of with such feeling and emotion.

Your Excellencies, permit me to ask: Is this the kind of framework we desire for our United Africa? An arrangement which in future could permit Ghana or Nigeria or the Sudan, or Liberia, or Egypt or Ethiopia for example, to use pressure, which either superior economic or political influence gives, to dictate the flow and direction of trade from, say, Burundi or Togo or Nyasaland to Mozambique?

We all want a united Africa, united not only in our concept of what unity connotes, but united in our common desire to move forward together in dealing with all the problems that can best be solved only on a continent basis.

When the first Congress of the United States met many years ago at Philadelphia one of the delegates sounded the first chord of unity by declaring that they had met in “a state of nature”. In other words, they were not in Philadelphia as Virginians, or Pennsylvanians, but simply as Americans. This reference to themselves as Americans was in those days a new and strange experience. May I dare to assert equally on this occasion, Your Excellencies, that we meet here today not as Ghanaians, Guineans, Egyptians, Algerians, Moroccans, Malians, Liberians, Congolese or Nigerians but as Africans. Africans united in our resolve to remain here until we have agreed on the basic principles of a new compact of unity among ourselves which guarantees for us and future a new arrangement of continental government.

If we succeed in establishing a new set of principles as the basis of a new Charter or Statute for the establishment of a Continental Unity of Africa and the creation of social and political progress for our people, then, in my view, this Conference should mark the end of our various groupings and regional blocs. But if we fail and let this grand and historic opportunity slip by then we shall give way to greater dissension and division among us for which the people of Africa will never forgive us. And the popular and progressive forces and movements within Africa will condemn us. I am sure therefore that we shall not fail them.

I have spoken at some length, Your Excellencies, because it is necessary for us all to explain not only to one another present here but also to our people who have entrusted to us the fate and destiny of Africa. We must therefore not leave this place until we have set up effective machinery for achieving African Unity. To this end, I now propose for your consideration the following:

As a first step, Your Excellencies, a declaration of principles uniting and binding us together and to which we must all faithfully and loyally adhere, and laying the foundations of unity should be set down. And there should also be a formal declaration that all the independent African States here and now agree to the establishment of a Union of African States.

As a second and urgent step for the realisation of the unification of Africa, an All-Africa Committee of Foreign Ministers be set up now, and that before we rise from this Conference, a date should be fixed for them to meet.

This Committee should establish on behalf of the Heads of our Governments, a permanent body of officials and experts to work out a machinery for the Union Government of Africa. This body of officials and experts should be made up of two of the best brains from each Independent African State. The various Charters of the existing groupings and other relevant documents could also be submitted to the officials and experts. A praesidium consist-
ing of the Heads of Governments of the Independent African States should be called upon to meet to adopt a constitution and other recommendations which will launch the Union Government of Africa.

We must also decide on a location where this body of officials and experts will work as the new Headquarters of Capital of our Union Government. Some central place in Africa might be the fairest suggestion either at Bangui in the Central African Republic or Leopoldville in Congo. My colleagues may have other proposals. The Committee of Foreign Ministers, officials and experts should be empowered to establish:-

1. a Commission to frame a constitution for a Union Government of African States;

2. a Commission to work out a continent-wide plan for a unified or common economic and industrial programme for Africa; this plan should include proposals for setting up:
   a. A Common Market for Africa;
   b. An African Currency;
   c. African Monetary Zone;
   d. An African Central Bank, and
   e. A Continental Communications System.

3. a Commission to draw up details for a Common Foreign Policy and Diplomacy;

4. a Commission to produce plans for a Common System of Defense;

5. a Commission to make proposals for a Common African Citizenship.

These Commissions will report to the Committee of Foreign Ministers who should in turn submit within six months of this Conference their recommendations to the Praesidium. The Praesidium meeting in Conference at the Union Headquarters will consider and approve the recommendations of the Committee of Foreign Ministers.

In order to provide funds immediately for the work of the permanent officials and experts of the Headquarters of the Union, I suggest that a special Committee be set up now to work out a budget for this.

Your Excellencies, with these steps, I submit, we shall be irrevocably committed to the road which will bring us to a Union Government of Africa. Only a united Africa with central political direction can successfully give effective material and moral support to our Freedom Fighters in Southern Rhodesia, Angola, Mozambique, South-West Africa, Bechuanaland, Swaziland, Basutoland, Portuguese Guinea, etc., etc., and of course South Africa.
n the history of the African peoples - the living demonstration of vitality the consequence of the multifarious activities of our societies that are constantly in search of freedom and happiness – this Conference of Heads of State or of Governments will stand out as one of the affirmations of their common destiny one of the solemn moments when they assert their existence and their joint and firm determination to put an end to the reign of arbitrary colonialism to eliminate the causes and the illegitimate means of subordinating the people of Africa and the material and moral wealth of Africa to alien interests and inhuman ends.

Addis Ababa becomes a moment in this history, a landmark with a date, a qualitative change in the African world. This moment is that of the complete decolonization of Africa, of its men and of its economic and social, military and cultural, moral and spiritual structures. This landmark is also that of an era of more intense creative activity, on the part of the African nations, more effective because more unified, aimed at achieving a more rapid advance through the full rehabilitation of their peoples, of their common civilization, of their human values and of their culture.

Ethiopia is a great people, an African people that have fought bravely for the independence of Africa, for the preservation of freedom and the normal exercise of the right of our peoples to guide their destiny with no foreign control or interference and to manage their own affairs in full sovereignty.

Because this African Conference is being held in the Ethiopian capital, Addis Ababa and Ethiopia have become still more closely linked with African history; they are henceforth in the midst of this unbroken course of events and facts that are consciously induced and guided by the peoples of a whole continent in a manner consonant with their understanding of affairs and their desire for progress.

At Berlin in 1885, the European states with their anarchical economic development, motivated by an arbitrary feeling for power and for the horizontal expansion of a civilization, proceeded to divide Africa which was then regarded as a cake. But in May 1963, at Addis Ababa, city of freedom the qualified representatives, the authentic and worthy sons of the African people, met, under the banner of their awareness of their common destiny and fidelity to their personality and to the original character of their homeland. Africa - this time to undertake, legally and legitimately, the reunification of their States in a single and unique Charter, the Charter of their brotherhood, of their rights and interests to be defended and developed, the Charter of their solidarity henceforth indomitable, the Charter of freedom and peace, justice and progress in Africa.

The Conference of Addis Ababa will not restrict itself to the solution of the current problems of Africa; it is aware that Africa is part of the world and it will rightly concern itself with all the international problems affecting directly or indirectly, the conditions of life, security, peace and progress of mankind.

SOME OF THE FOUNDATIONS OF AFRICAN UNITY

African unity has become a profound aspiration common to all our peoples. The conditions for the rapid achievement of this aim have demanded the attention and mobilized mas-
sively the energies and abilities of our various states, our parties, our trade unions, our associations of intellectualism, of women, of young people and all the organizations grouping serious-thinking men in Africa.

African unity has its convinced adherents and its determined adversaries. While constituting a decisive means of enabling the African peoples and states to speed up the movement of African emancipation, it forms at the same time a powerful anti-imperialist and anti-colonialist force, an instrument of combat for our peoples against the causes of their poverty and of their economic and social backwardness.

Owing to the vast prospects for progress which it will enable Africa to attain under rapid and effective conditions, African unity is being resolutely opposed in various ways by all the powers and interest groups hostile to the total liberation of Africa, to the rational and dynamic organization of its economic and cultural resources, and to the intelligent participation of Africa, seeking with its sister continents in dignity, just solutions to international problems.

By subversion, lies, corruption, and pressures of all kinds, the enemies of African progress are directly influencing African life with the aim, if not of preventing the ultimate achievement of African unity, at least deferring it for as long as possible. That is why the foundations of African unity ought to be known by all those who sincerely desire to work to bring a new Africa into being.

Philosophically speaking, whether a man is black, white, yellow or red, he is the equal of every other man, obeying the same laws of human development and having, the same deep desire for a free and happy life, for security and continuous development. Since there is no spontaneous human propagation, one is forced to conclude that, from generation to generation and by virtue of the laws of multiplication of mankind, all men. Who ever they are, are directly linked with all the other men on earth. Hence the differences between men, between their abilities and potentialities, stem not from a difference in nature but solely from the difference that exists between human living conditions. For according to whether these are good or bad man can develop physically, intellectually and morally in continuous fashion, or else can remain deprived of all possibilities of full development. What is true of man is also true for society, since society is nothing more than the grouping together or persons acting within the context of certain communities whether family, village, regional or national ones etc.

At that level, the level of human societies, we find again, though in more complex terms of course, the same economic, social, cultural and political problems that condition the life of the individual. The natural equality between men, steaming from the fundamental similarity of their basic behavior, also sanctions the attitudes of societies towards natural phenomena and towards the human relationships established within them. If there are no superior men and inferior men, there cannot be some superior, human societies and other inferior human societies. The equality of nations is a consequence of human equality. No nation has a monopoly of human genius, intelligence or the physical capacity needed to improve the lot of mankind. All national, whatever the color or the religion of their peoples, whatever the climate of the country they live in, whatever the size of their economy, are a part of mankind. Human creative genius, the human faculty of understanding and the capacity for achievement, will remain indistinguishably distributed among the nations and exercised by each of them. Yet efforts have been made to convince mankind that a natural inferiority characterized the African man and particularly the black man. In order to justify the shameful exploitation of a people by a people. The idea of a hierarchy of societies was created the apex of which would consist of the European nations, and the base, called upon to bear inhuman burdens, being the African nations. Whose backwardness with regard to material resources was to be deliberately confused with an indication of their natural incapacity and inferiority.

Is not African unity the means for the African peoples to ensure their presence not at the base or a pyramid built up through arbitrary action and injustice, but on an equal footing with the other peoples of all the other continents in the conduct of world affairs?

In the course of their history, the African countries have all experienced foreign domination, which hampered the normal development of their civilization, of their personality and of their culture and also fostered the intensive exploitation of their wealth and of their peoples for the benefit of foreign interests. Hundreds of millions of men died in the colonial wars, in forced labor, slavery, deportation, etc… Colonization broke up most of the solid foundations of national unity that had existed in Africa. The enslaved continent placed in conditions incompatible with a normal development for its peoples saw the role of those
peoples reduced and perverted to such an extent as to be identified with that of beasts of burden or mere commodities or raw materials, suitable, when used, for ensuring the happiness of a few usurpers in the other continents. By taking from us freedom and dignity, colonization deprived us of the potential flowering of our personality, of the development of our civilization and our culture. Each of our peoples resisted colonial penetration and, latter colonial exploitation and oppression. Each of our peoples fought and accepted all the essential sacrifices for regaining its freedom.

Today, most of the countries have been liberated and have built up states whose concerns are still the same. They have to eradicate from their present condition the consequence of foreign domination, the spirit of irresponsibility, the causes of social distress, and to return to Africa, and for Africa, all the structures and resources inherited from the colonial system: to provide a political and moral basis for the unifying action of their people, so as to facilitate the reconstitution, on an objective, sound and efficient basis, of states whose modern and dynamic action is to promote social and human progress and facilitate greater cooperation in Africa and internationally.

Is not the essential basis of the African unity which is to be constructed this growing awareness by our peoples of the identity of the destinies that they experienced in the past, that they have in the present and that they will necessarily have in the future? Thus African unity is an essential factor in the human worth of every African and in the political and economic advancement of every African nation. For indeed the indignity, incapacity, tutelage and inferiority were, for a people exploited and oppressed by another people, the consequences of its state of irresponsibility in the conduct of its own affairs.

The most cultivated, intelligent and handsome man in the world would derive no advantage from those qualities if he belonged to a colonized society, to a people dispossessed and dominated by a foreign state which regarded its people as an object to be taxed and put to work unsparingly. That man would remain “inferior” despite his potentialities and abilities; he would still be und tutelage, an incomplete person because of being deprived of the essential basis of all human balance, freedom and responsibility.

National independence is for that man what African unity is for each of our nations, and what soil fertility is for a tree.

Indeed none of our nations taken in isolation could validly represent Africa or completely rehabilitate its peoples. African civilization, African culture, African humanism in a word: the contribution of Africa to the life of mankind, demands of all the African peoples their intelligent awareness and their united action on the construction site of universal happiness.

If they remained disunited, torn by conflicts, incapable of organizing themselves and of solving the fundamental problems of our continent, the African states would have no opportunity to do other than sing the praises of liberty without being able to enjoy it, and of hoping for a life of dignity and responsibility without ever fully attaining it.

The identity of the conditions of life that marked the past and which mark the present and will mark the future of the African peoples demands that the African states should co-ordinate their activities for the achievement of goals freely chosen by them in accordance with their joint desire for democratic progress and social justice.

If African unity can ensure to the African states a more harmonious balance and the participation of Africa in the construction of the world on just, egalitarian and interdependent foundations, it will make a surer contribution to the institution and maintenance of real international equilibrium, an equilibrium which will promote justice and strengthen fraternity between nations, the enemies of African unity, aware of the appositeness of these moral, philosophical and historical conceptions, of the legitimacy of our aspiration to this unity, are everywhere sowing the thought that such an achievement would be impossible. They speak of the differences between the political and social systems of African States. They stress the diversity of customs, the diversity of our economic and cultural wealth and above all the diversity of our means of expression and conclude there from rather too hastily, that African States are incapable of surmounting all these factors, which they describe as contradictory.

The Addis Ababa Conference must resoundingly, give the lie to these predictions which aim only at deepening the division and even at making Africa incapable of effectively directing its destiny.

Have the peoples of Europe, Asia and America who have constituted continental units, adopted the same customs, the same ways of life, the same political and social system? Do
they speak the same language? Are their economic systems the same? We do not think so. Their merit lies precisely in the political fact which has enabled them to transcend the diversity characterizing their political economic and social systems by establishing larger communities within which the coordination of their activities for the purpose of rapidly and harmoniously developing their personality and their common values is consistently assured. Why should Europe be able to build European unity, adopt political, economic and social objectives assuring the equality of its nations with each other and the respect of the institutions and personality of each one of its nations? Why should the American countries, which have different institutions and languages be able to build up vast political, economic and cultural communities, and why should Africa be incapable of such a feat?

To conclude that African Unity is impossible to achieve is tantamount to justifying the unjust and humiliating convictions of Africa’s enemies who throughout history, have tried to convince humanity that there are superior and inferior peoples.

We think in consequence that here philosophical and political reasons meet up with the dynamic conceptions of an economic revolution of Africa. If indeed, independence and unity are essential to the expression of our peoples will and the condition of their rapid development independence and African Unity do not automatically become an end in themselves to be attained once and for all. Rather they both remain means at our disposal, means, the conscious use of which to attain our ever higher objectives will bring happiness, security, equilibrium and peace to our peoples. It is obvious that economic development is not possible for a people which does not enjoy freedom of action any more than consistent social and human development is possible for an economically deprived people.

The African States have all opted more or less dynamically for the complete emancipation of the Africa. Since the final goal of their actions is the same and the character underlying their development identical. It is quite natural that the conscience of our States rises to meet the dimensions and requirements of the mission they have set themselves.

The establishment of an African common market the industrialization of Africa, the pooling of its resources, the harmonization and rationalization of our endeavors to avoid contradictions and overlapping, are the result of identical choices made by our States, choices calling for a realistic and honest attitude on the part of our Governments.

We are determined to build the happiness of our peoples to cooperate with other nations in erecting a more prosperous, more loyal and more humane world.

We know that the present is but an extension of the past and that the happy future towards which we strive will be the fruit of our creative activities. The new nature of the African position and the progressive and deeply human qualities of the conditions of political, economic, social and cultural life of our peoples will emerge from the pooling and harmonizing of our development efforts.

Discarding assimilation attempting to ensure for and through ourselves the balanced and dynamic development of our peoples and the unending growth of their means of decent existence, our States must organize themselves logically and methodically. Since the objectives of emancipation chosen by our States are just, legitimate and attainable, the quality of the new structures to be established to promote in a concrete manner direct co-operation between our sister nations, good faith, the loyal and firm attitude of our governments in applying the decisions the conference will enable us to formulate, will constitute the factors of our general success in the common work undertaken on behalf of and for the benefit of our peoples.

Africa realizes that she is lagging behind in the economic, technical and scientific fields and that this backwardness affects its social situation and cultural life. Our States our political parties, our trade unions, our various organizations have already accomplished much but and this ‘We must recognize they have often lacked the spirit of organization and method in the progressive accomplishment of the tasks essential to the achievement of the objectives set.

The usefulness of our present debates will depend. On the importance and efficiency of the organizations we shall establish to ensure the regular functioning of the new unitary edifice we wish to build.

The conference should elaborate and adopt a Charter, lay down its principles and its fundamental objectives and set up an executive secretariat responsible for coordinating the activities of our States.
It would be harmful to African honour and to the success of our pan-African enterprises if the conference confined itself to preparing motions, resolutions or declarations without also clearly defining the practical, means whereby they will succeed in suitable conditions. It is not enough to know and say what the African peoples want; henceforth we must achieve the objective of our States’ options, bring about the success through an effective organization and dynamic action of the deep aspirations and just causes which our peoples defend.

The Casablanca Charter and the Monrovia Charter were attempts at African unity and means of accelerating the historic process of Africa.

The various Export Boards would adopt the following principles:

- Each Board would be set up for a particular product, admitting only those States that produced the product concerned, each State being awarded share commensurate with its output.

- The States concerned would unify their duties and taxes, as well as their regulations governing the product in question. This unification should be achieved by stages and with great flexibility, in order to allow, progressive adaptation.

- The Board would have very far reaching powers with regard to marketing and sales, and could stimulate or restrict national production in the interests of trade and price maintenance. It would operate as a Co-operative of Producer States.

The same principles might also lead to the establishment of African Import Boards which could place over-all orders with foreign industries for a particular product.

An African Automobile Board could be set up which, by ordering in bulk, could obtain much more advantageous prices from the firms concerned for the African purchaser. The same would apply to other goods brought into Africa.

Because of their purchasing-power, these Import Boards could deal with large international manufacturers on a basis of equality, and more readily arrange the establishment in Africa of assembly, or even production plants, by rationalization of trade and standardization of models.

In this way, instead of expecting too much from the rich countries, Africa could make its own investments and start up its own industries.

Working on these lines, a Common Market or Economic Union would be entirely beneficial to Africa. It is up to us to convince ourselves of this.

These means must be merged into a single and unique Charter, The Charter of United Africa.

This new Charter should, through its contents, be consistent with the new exigencies of the development of the African continent.

The Charter will constitute, through the community of purpose it will set for us, a framework and a motive force for our national and international action in the service of our peoples.

It will mark a turning point in the development of our continent and a common basis which will successfully bring to an end the movement for the decolonization of Africa and its human, economic and social realities.

Africa for the Africans is Africa reconstructed on authentically African bases by the thinking people of Africa for the liberty and physical and moral well-being of the African masses.

African unity will not be built round one man, nor round one nation nor round one religion but round this Charter which itself will be a just and dynamic rational and realistic programme.

African unity should not signify that the institutions of our States become standardized or become the extension of any foreign economic, ideological or military block.
African unity will grow a little every day from now on; it will be a continuous creation, an irreversible work which will bind together all future generations to the generation which laid the foundation stone of unity at Addis Ababa.

Everything that can be done at Addis Ababa should be done for the future will bring us new and certainly more complex problems.

As regards African representation in the United Nations and its specialized agencies, it will suffice to point out that the world context of the San Francisco Conference is long since outdated, that the idea of the Great Powers which prevailed in 1945 no longer holds in our time so that it is necessary to revise the United Nations Charter, to place it on a just basis, recognizing our continents right to the place it deserves.

It only remains for Africa to coordinate its action at the United Nations to stimulate its effectiveness. In the economic sector more than anywhere else Africa has paid too dearly to ensure the happiness of other continents. We must only envisage the necessary coordination of our means and then the improvement of our relations with the rest of the world on the unitary basis. The establishment of an African common market, or of African economic groupings, should be the concern of our States whose complementarily cannot be denied.

The establishment of an African Development Bank will be the cornerstone of this economic organization.

In short, an economic conference at continental level would precede “the big world-level meeting whose purpose is to define the bases of international economic co-operation, at which Africa will no longer attend as the poor relation but, quite to the contrary, as a power with an inestimable potential which it could contribute to humanity’s common heritage.

To rebuild our culture which contains a thousand and one virtues and to enable Africa to play its part in scientific co-operation should lead us to draw up a concrete, complete programme of general and technical education.

In this spirit the Conference should unanimously support the excellent suggestion of His Imperial Majesty the Emperor concerning the establishment of African universities, whose chief mission would be to collect, develop and disseminate the authentic elements of African culture. In so far as decolonization is concerned, we must finish with declarations of intention and effectively free those parts of Africa which are still under domination by our own means: political and diplomatic struggle, economic boycott of the backward colonial powers. Finally, it is essential that this Conference lays down a deadline for foreign domination in Africa at which date our armed forces should intervene directly in the legitimate defence of the, African continent against aggressors.

Similarly, the Conference should establish a national liberation fund and we formally propose that each independent African State contributes 10 per cent of its national budget to the fund at the beginning of every financial year.

The Conference should send a delegation of Ministers of Foreign Affairs:

a) to place before the United Nations Secretary-General the conclusions of this Conference with regard to decolonization

b) To request that the Security Council be convened to consider, with a view to finding urgent solutions:

1. the report of the Committee on Decolonization relating to the African territories still under Portuguese domination;

2. the report of the United Nations Committee on the apartheid policy of South Africa.

At the end of his masterly statement which had the great merit of clearly outlining the context of the African Charter to which we all aspire, His Majesty the Emperor HAILE SELASSIE wondered whether history would remember the Conference of Addis Ababa by its success or by its failure.

The reply to that question depends solely on the thirty-one Heads of State assembled in this hall.
For our part, the only reply required by the categorical mandate which the Guinean people has given us is both very simple and very clear “We must do all we can, accept all sacrifices whatever they may be to ensure that the Addis Ababa Conference leads to a completely successful result, so that it may be remembered by all our peoples today and by future generations as having marked the birth of a new Africa, an Africa for ever united and hence forth the master of its fate”.

For this reason we invite our brother African Heads of State present at this Conference to give a solemn pledge here that they will not leave Addis Ababa without having given Africa an organization in keeping with our people’s hopes, an organization defined in a Charter and guided by a permanent Secretariat.

African history, the destiny of our peoples is being played out day by day. The life of a man is counted in decades; the life of Africa is endless. The path that Africa must take no limit, each generation receives from the past a heritage that it is in duty bound to hand on Enriched in its turn.

There is no doubt that our generation will count among its assets the decisions which are to be made by the Conference and the sum of intelligence, devotion and sacrifices, and the value of an unconditional commitment which it will undertake to do honor to Africa so as to make her happy and strong to rehabilitate her by giving he back her freedom, her unity and the key to the democratic progress of her peoples.

For peace and international friendship and cooperation.

For the progress of Africa.

Long live African unity.
YOUR IMPERIAL MAJESTY,
MR. PRESIDENT, EXCELLENCIES,
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,

Having followed with growing interest the statements of my illustrious colleagues, I wondered as I came to this rostrum, whether it would not be extremely reasonable on my part to make the shortest speech of my whole political career, saying to you quite simply and frankly, in all friendship and in all confidence, and that in one single phrase: I have nothing to add, all has been said, and so well said, except that I must affirm to you that I am entirely in agreement with you on adoption in its entirety the common Charter of United Africa at the end of this moving debate - so moving and so rich in instruction.

But I know that you would not be in agreement with me if I acted in that fashion.

So in my turn, I should like first of all to be allowed to express to our host, His Majesty the Emperor Haile Selassie I, the feelings of gratitude awakened in us by his initiative in convening in Addis Ababa a Conference that is most certainly destined to mark an important date in the history of this continent.

We cannot doubt that the future will acknowledge the merits and the decisive role of that man who made himself the interpreter of the aspirations of all the African peoples to unity, and who, identifying himself with the course of events, was the first to succeed in bringing together all those bearing responsibility for this continent, thus allowing them to lay the foundation of their common destiny.

Here we have a positive action in the cause of peace, of which Africans, who traditionally attach a very special importance to discussion, are perhaps more conscious than others. Peace on this continent first, to the extent that this Conference is going to encourage the confrontation of doctrines and methods that are certainly more parallel than opposed, and to attempt to retain only that which can serve to unite us more closely. But peace in the world as well - for its as a fact that the establishment, consolidation and spreading of wide areas of tranquility can only aid powerfully in diminishing the risks of friction and in lessening international tension.

We are, likewise conscious of having within our grasp a chance of progress, and I should almost be tempted to say a chance of survival for African in this modern world the hardness of which - sometimes necessary, but always redoubtable and restrictive - we know well. And if there is a lesson to be derived here and now from the more or less recent independence of our countries, is it not that of the discrepancy that appears between the natural aspiration of our peoples to happiness and the virtual impossibility of satisfying that aspiration within the too restricted and very often artificial limits of our frontiers? Whether we wish it or not, the organization of the modern world is based upon the existence of several large groupings, and to hope that separately we shall find the key to our problems is to condemn ourselves not only to stagnation but also to slow asphyxia.
I find it particularly significant that this first inter-African Conference - anxious to achieve unity, to facilitate the liberation of the whole continent, to consolidate peace and define the framework and means of progress of this continent should hold its meetings in the capital of a state which, thanks to the lucidity and untamed will of its Head, and thanks also to the uncompromising patriotism of a nation to which the people of the Ivory Coast expresses its profound admiration and its brotherly and affectionate greetings, was able to resist victoriously foreign conquest, thus preserving the independence of several thousand years. Who amongst us, indeed, did not follow with passionate interest, alas at that time impotently, the apparently unequal contest sustained by the valiant Ethiopian people? Who amongst us does not recall having heard with pride and hope the announcement of the ultimate success of this country, finally supported by the great democracies, against the totalitarian forces, although they were then at the height of their power?

Since then, Africa has not ceased to pay very special attention to the unceasing efforts of Ethiopia to promote African unity, to the economic development of this dear country and to the steady raising of the standard of life of its inhabitants, the fruits of the labour of a people and of foreign cooperation without discrimination. Such is the country which today lends our meeting the prestige of a glorious history, and sets for our desires for unity the example of a syncretism that unites, without mixing them up, some of the most essential ingredients of the African patrimony.

I should like to take advantage of this historic and opportune occasion to convey likewise to all the Heads of State here assembled the brotherly greetings of the people of the Ivory Coast, which has always followed with pride and hope the announcement of the ultimate success of this country, finally supported by the great democracies, against the totalitarian forces, although they were then at the height of their power?

And in conveying these greetings, I am all the more anxious to make manifest to the Heads of State my satisfaction that at last we have come together and that this meeting constitutes in itself a positive contribution to the unity of our continent, so much desired by all, by permitting us to get to know one another and to exchange ideas upon our common development.

“What are you going to do now that you are 20?” is a question that it is customary to ask an adolescent when he has reached that important stage in life.

We have come to Addis Ababa to seek the answer together. To begin with, two preoccupations, two grave preoccupations, hold our attention:

• First, to achieve unity, the primary and essential condition for our survival as a free and independent continent;

• Secondly, to liberate all Africa from the colonial yoke.

This latter preoccupation is truly the major anxiety of all responsible Africans, as we are unanimous in recognizing that there will be neither effective neutrality, nor peace, nor unity, nor happiness in Africa as long as others among our brethren continue to groan in the chains of slavery.

And in this connection, the solemn undertaking to which my country will subscribe in the struggle for the complete liberation of our continent and undertaking that will be honored, you may all rest assured deserves an explanation from us, so that nobody may be misled as to its exact significance.

We know about the long, difficult, but peaceful struggle that numerous friends amongst you have conducted, as we have ourselves, for the liberation of our respective countries; we know our almost morbid hostility to violence, our passionate devotion to negotiation for the settlement of all differences, the pressing representations that we have made during our visits abroad and in the course of the numerous contacts that we have been accorded, so that an end might be made of foreign occupation in Africa.

Confronted, however, by the unspeakable conduct of the rulers of Portugal, by their systematic and irresponsible refusal to put a stop to the tragic tale, by the inhuman sufferings inflicted by this country on our brethren in their struggle for liberty that prime necessity of mankind by the heroic resistance of the Angolans, without arms or resources, and of so many other brothers whose tale of martyrdom is an affront to our own liberty, a threat and indeed even a negation of our own independence, we solemnly declare that our country,
overcoming the scruples of its devotion to negotiation, has requested us to seek, in concern with yourselves, the most practical means of putting an end to the criminal obstinacy of Portugal, to foreign occupation in Africa, and to the apartheid that is held in honor in South Africa that apartheid which is the great shame of our continent.

Thus the attention of the men in power in those countries, and that of their real friends, is called unequivocally both to our unanimous and unshakeable will to do all within our power to help our oppressed brethren to recover in their turn their independence and dignity, and at the same time to the risks that the anachronistic situation upon which we have dwelt entail for peace in this part of the world.

Must we accordingly await the complete liberation of Africa in order to lay the foundations for the unification of our continent, the dream of yesterday, the reality without doubt of the near future, the justification for the very existence and hopes of all responsible Africans.

The union of those who are already free, who know the intoxicating joy of liberty, can contribute efficaciously to the liberation of our still, oppressed brethren.

I shall not persist there in developing more than necessary the reasons that militate in favor of unity, so compelling do they appear to us, as they derive both from aspirations founded on affection that are common to our peoples, and also from the laws which rule the world around us. It appears obvious, in fact that the irresistible pressure of technology must lead to the constitution of economically powerful geographical groups, which will take the place of the partitions of the past; that is a fact, the major fact of the present epoch, which compels our recognition and which it is not in our power to alter. In reality, we have only the choice between participation in the modern world as a solidly constructed group, and therefore as a respected partner, and standing aside from the main economic stream, which would restrict us, probably for all time, to the role of supernumerary, a role which some people already tend only to often to assign to us. We are too conscious of the impatience of the men who sent us there as their representatives, and of their thirst for greater well-being, too conscious also of the historic nature of what is at stake at this Conference not to set our steps resolutely on the road to unity.

Its construction will be difficult, essential, enthralling and intoxicating, all at the same time.

We should be doing ourselves an injustice if we doubted for a single instant the deliberate will of our illustrious colleagues gathered here, or if we doubted their acute consciousness of the obstacles that await us on the path of unity, a difficult path, but a path that offers salvation for all of us.

Some of our colleagues have stressed here and now with force and conviction the necessity of telling each other the truth as is fitting between the brothers that we are. That is the task to which I would address myself in my turn. Having always had a horror of the sterile polemics and ill founded, subjective accusations that divide us, I should like to say to you in all good faith, that if we venture to emphasize, before and after so many other, the difficulties that face us, this is in no way with the idea of evading our responsibilities or putting a brake on the infectious enthusiasm which WE are experiencing together on this blessed day, but on the contrary with the determination to bear them constantly in mind, so as to have a healthy appreciation of the errors to avoid, to measure judiciously the ingredients of wisdom, active patience, courage and realism essential to the success of this immense and grandiose undertaking.

Our common victory, difficult but certain, will be all the more precious in that we shall be able to seek together in brotherly comradeship the means adequate to overcome the difficulties inherent in this exceptional human achievement.

Indeed, the convergence of reasons of so many different kinds a theme that we shall develop later combined with the affective but powerful inclination that impels the African peoples to achieve their unity, should, as it seems, enable them to surmount all difficulties and overcome all obstacles.

That is what we think, in fact, and our presence here has no other justification. But we are also conscious of the fatal error that we should commit in letting ourselves be carried away by enthusiasm, and in underestimating the difficulties by attempting to pass through the necessary stages too rapidly.

Words of disillusionment?
Certainly not … Words of realism, rather, as we cannot doubt that there are certain kinds of wild optimism that lead straight to disenchantment. It is enough for us to turn our attention to the attempts at unification that are at present emerging in outline in the world to be led to exercise essential but constructive caution. On the one hand, we have nations which left behind them several decades ago the historical phase of nationalism, and which conceive their unity as being the culmination of long and delicate process. On the other hand, we find countries that are neighbors that have a community of language, religion, economy and ideology, that share an equal desire to achieve their unity, and that are nevertheless led by an accurate appreciation of certain realities to renounce the idea of immediate fusion and to provide for transitional forms of association in order to reach their goal.

We must, therefore, be clearly aware that if the union of Africa constitutes for us a new aspiration, the same sentiment has inspired other peoples before us – peoples whose experiences cannot be disregarded, but which must, on the contrary, be carefully analyzed.

We cannot fail to recognize, first of all, the obstacle constituted in our case by the scarcity of human contacts that the rulers of this continent maintain between themselves. And it is already a first positive result of this Conference that we are breaking without isolation, and enjoying the opportunity for personal exchanges on the model of those exchanges which the greatest leaders of the world and the Heads of State of other continents try to establish between each other.

It has been said that frontiers are the scars of history. The magicians of plastic surgery, which certain persons would like to claim they are, will employ their supposed extraordinary talents in vain; they will not succeed so soon in effacing these scars from the surface of the earth. That operation is not indispensable to the achievement of the unity with which we are concerned.

Although we may hope that different nationalisms will rapidly lose their sharp outlines, it is impossible for us to disregard their present existence, sometimes indeed in the exacerbated forms which the struggle against colonialism has obliged them to assume. Furthermore, it is scarcely possible for us legitimately to disregard the difficulties of a linguistic nature, and all those other difficulties which, in a general way, result from the under-development of this continent and from the various temptations, both personal and collective, which are its deplorable ransom,

Even the desire of certain ideological blocs to draw Africa into their sphere of influence, and there to project their antagonisms, must be emphasized and considered as an important factor promoting division.

It therefore seems to us that our ardent quest for unity must be matched by the greatest discretion, and at the same time by the will to proceed by progressive stages, applying positive solutions to concrete problems, and leaving it to what I will call the “dynamism of unity” to settle later on those questions which may still divide us today. Here and now, it appears to us possible to enumerate the principles that should inspire our efforts.

The unity that we seek should not be confused with uniformity, which simplifies first of all that every country must have the opportunity of adopting the political and economic system which appears to it to correspond with a precise phase of its development, and which likewise implies that every country has the imperative duty to respect the different paths that brother countries may choose. This absolute tolerance constitutes both a prerequisite for more highly-developed unification later on, and at the same time contains a positive element to the extent that it will permit the comparison of varied experiences which, as we must recognize, are in their origins foreign to our continent, and which must accordingly be measured in terms of specific reality. The choice of different regimes, moreover, cannot but serve to enrich Africa in no uncertain manner in the realm of doctrines and methods, and to facilitate the working out of a system that would truly belong to our continent and that would borrow from each of these experiments its most positive aspects.

Absolute tolerance, scrupulously and religiously observed by all in their dealings with one another, will bring about the disappearance of the grave threat which hangs over the future of our young states: the subversive intrigues originating in third African States, which are the accomplices of foreign states hostile to our unity, and therefore to our real independence and happiness.

This is the place for us to condemn, energetically and in unison, political assassinations as a means of government or of assuming power.
Respecting as we do the popular will, it will not occur to us to defend from this rostrum regimes or persons condemned by their people.

But what we consider contrary to the spirit of unity that animates all of us, is assassination or murder organized from abroad, or with the tacit complicity of foreign countries, in order to overturn a government or regime that does not enjoy the favour of the African States organizing or encouraging such actions.

It is the duty of our Conference, in such cases, to define their common attitude: this must be clear and without any possible ambiguity towards these false brothers, for otherwise Africa will slip, fall, plunge and plunder in those so-called revolutions which have for decades torn certain countries to pieces under the instigation of a few ambitious men, thirsty for honours, to the certain detriment of the unfortunate industrious masses, who thus pursue their aimless existences in destitution, which is the inevitable consequence of such troubles – factors of political and governmental instability and of insecurity.

We should like to believe, moreover, that we, as responsible leaders, will condemn with firmness any resort to practices which dishonour their authors. Yes, we wish to believe it, because this frame of mind and these methods appear to us foreign to Africa, and because we also consider that improved well-being for the people constitutes for each of us a sufficiently inspiring and absorbing task to preclude our being tempted to pursue dreams of hegemony abroad, which we intend to leave to other continents or other epochs.

We would hope, furthermore, that the solution of such differences as may arise between certain brother states would be sought by means of peaceful negotiations. What is at stake is the harmonious development of this continent, which could not countenance the use of other methods, the value of the message of human peace and brotherhood, which Africa means to convey to a world that needs it sorely, is also at stake.

Whatever may be the extent of the difficulties, some of which we have mentioned, everything militates in favour of unity.

The salvation of all of us and the future of our well-beloved Africa depend on our unity alone.

Freedom, peace and happiness – do not these represent the ultimate goal of our common policy?

We are all agreed in recognizing that the development of Africa can only be achieved in a climate of peace. It is also necessary for Africa to eliminate all internal elements of discord, so as to be able to stand aside from the competition in which the two rival ideological blocs are engaged, and to ensure that they do not succeed in transposing their rivalry to this continent. We believe that Africa will be better able to win respect for its true neutrality by manifesting a complete unity of views, thus proving itself capable of negotiating on a footing of equality with the different blocs, which would otherwise be tempted to link their assistance with political conditions such as would drive the isolated African States to choose between committing themselves – and indeed between accepting ideological subjection – and the withdrawal of essential foreign aid.

Hence the absolute necessity of achieving peace in Africa – total peace, indivisible peace, the foundation of true neutrality.

Yes, peace between ourselves, peace with other continents, those are the essential prerequisites of true neutrality: that neutrality to which we aspire, as it alone will enable us to catch up with the long period we have lagged behind on the road of progress.

I am quite ready to concede that a conflagration would not directly concern our continent, at least in the early stages, and also to the extent it had chosen and won the chance of keeping to strict neutrality. But could anyone seriously believe that in the age in which we are living, and in a world the different parts of which are so closely complementary, and of which the dimensions have been so extraordinarily contracted by technology, could anyone seriously believe that a world dispute would not concern us in the long run, even if indirectly, and would not bring in its trail consequences that are easily imagined for the development, if not the very existence, of our states? And is it not clear that the behaviour of the world powers would be perceptibly transformed as soon as they ceased to have as interlocutors a mosaic of states having relatively negligible importance, and as soon as they were dealing with an entity of more than two hundred million men, with a united continent having at its disposal considerable natural resources essential to those world powers, a continent proclaiming aloud its right to peace – that is to say, to progress.
Although the reasons that lead us to aspire to unity are political, they are also of an economic character. For if it is true that the great world groupings have the appearance of political or ideological blocs, do they not, in the last resort, cloak economic realities? Are not the most solid and stable of unions those which are based upon a community and a coincidence of material interests, which very often appear as the prelude to the imperceptible harmony of policies and then to political unity? Because it appears to us that economic unity constitutes the best possible approach to political unity, because within the framework of the modern organization of world markets, it is becoming more and more essential for Africa to appear in the guise of a coherent whole, because ideological struggles can for the most part be reduced to fundamental divergences on the manner in which the utilization and distribution of material resources are conceived, because the total liberation of African man now appertains, on the economic plane, to the increase of his purchasing power, we cannot remain insensible to the advantages that coordination, as a prelude to the much desired unification, would contribute to our progress in that domain.

Our Conference should turn its attention in particular to that economic coordination which everyone is agreed in recognizing as a vital necessity, and as the essential and indispensable support – I might even affirm, the primary conditions – of our unity.

Whether we are dealing with agricultural or animal production, or the disposal of such products, or with the industrialization of our countries, or with trade, or with lines of communication, with transport or with telecommunications, coordination proves to be necessary.

Our work must culminate in the definition of the framework and means of that coordination, and of the essential stages on the road, leaving to our economic experts the task of progressively filling in the frame, the frame of our future economic community, in the overarching interest of united Africa.

If it is, in fact, true that our difficulties are essentially a result of the delays that have accumulated in our economic development, we shall only succeed in accomplishing our total liberation and in basing our unity on solid and modern foundations, to the extent that we tackle the real obstacles, and to the extent that together we find the solution to our main problem – that of the poor standard of living of the African people. We have said, in fact, that political unions were generally preceded by economic Communities: so it is necessary for us to be able to pool our prosperity, so true is it that destitution can only engender hate and discord.

Our unity will thus in no way exclude outside cooperation.

On the contrary, and this cooperation will be all the more fruitful and confident, for being established on a basis of equality and of respect for all the interests represented.

I do not, moreover, consider it unprofitable to remind you of the necessity for an African culture, a harmonious synthesis of cultures coming from different continents and enriched by the contribution of our common patrimony, defined yesterday so excellently by our colleague and friend, our great poet, President Leopold Senghor, when he called it “African-ness.”

We are, in fact, convinced that no true progress will be made on the road to the unity of our continent if we do not dismiss fanaticism from our speech and actions, so as to open the way for fruitful exchanges between men, and in particular between young people coming from the most varied horizons, thus allowing the establishment of bonds of friendships, the comparison of different experiences and realities, a reciprocal enrichment designed to develop the feeling of jointly belonging to one and the same culture: African culture.

Africa awaits from the Conference of Addis Ababa reply to its impatient expectations: unity. From attentive study of the respective Charters of the two so-called groups, the Casablanca and Monrovia Groups, there emerges a common desire to crown the ardent hopes of our brother Africans: the unity of our continent.

When each one of us has explained precisely and with the most complete frankness the manner in which he conceives African unity, has formulated his reservations, stressed the mistakes to be avoided and the difficulties to be surmounted, and nevertheless induced acceptance of the necessity for and advantages of that unity which we so much desire, let us at last put to shame the many people who seize every opportunity to stigmatize what they consider the chronic and congenital trouble of the Africans: an immoderate taste for palaver.
Certain newspapers will tomorrow bear the headline: “African Conferences follow one another and are all alike”.

“A lot of speeches, very fine speeches (indeed, in Africa everything is song, symphony and poetry), resolutions, piles or resolutions, but no decisions at all.”

Agreed as we are on the goal, are we going to continue our discussions endlessly, to tear each other to pieces on the choice of means, thus ruining Africa’s chance of unity, a chance that is greater than that of all the other continents, and to prove our inveterate critics right by the same token?

No.

The moving admonition of His Majesty the Emperor of Ethiopia confronting us with our responsibilities, must be taken seriously – very seriously – into consideration.

Yes, history will condemn us implacably if the Conference of Addis Ababa, which has aroused so much hope in Africa and so much interest in the world, should end in pious hopes.

We remember a certain night – the 4th of August.

Let us act in such a way that history will likewise consecrate the memory of the day of the 22nd May, the month of flowers at Addis Ababa, which means “The New Flower”, the day on which the new Africa was launched, an Africa united, fraternally united.

To bring this about, let us adopt before we separate, in unanimity and by acclamation, the draft Charter on which our responsible Ministers are working at this moment in the spirit that has emerged from our debates, a simple Charter which is flexible, and which consecrates the fusion of our groups on the altar of African unity, a framework to be progressively filled in, a framework the contents of which I do not require to deal with further, as it has been so eloquently defined by certain speakers preceding me on this rostrum.

Yes, let us adopt it. But let us above all make it our first concern to apply the Charter honestly.

Only then will the dawn of that total unity, to which we aspire with all our being arise, only then – vindicating the poet’s words – “une teint inedité peuplera l’arc-en-ciel” (“an unknown tint will pervade the rainbow”). Then Africa’s voice will be heard, propounding a new humanism to the world, a humanism characterized by fraternity and the sense of solidarity, that special quality that has belonged to Africa throughout the millennia, that message which Africa’s present circumstances, have not yet allowed to prevail.
His Excellency William V. S. Tubman,  
President of the Republic of Liberia

His Imperial Majesty,  
Excellencies,  
Honored Delegates,  
My Fellow Africans,

The Addis Ababa Conference to which African leaders and governments have looked forward and on which world attention has been focused, has today brought together thirty-two Heads of African States and Governments in this historic City of Addis Ababa, in this beautiful setting to discuss and find practical solutions to some of the questions that may arise from the agenda prepared by the Foreign Ministers.

The magnitude and importance of this gathering, the efficiency with which preparations have been carried out and the personal attention which has been given by His Imperial Majesty and the Ethiopian Government deserve great commendation.

We extend to His Imperial Majesty and the Government and people of Ethiopia our grateful thanks and sincere appreciation for the magnificent and elaborate preparations which have been made for the Conference and for the gracious courtesies extended and the unbounded hospitality given to us since our arrival here. May we in this seat of the oldest independent African Kingdom be able to come near to the heart of the basic question so necessary to our survival in a divided world so that we may go away strong in the conviction that unity is not only desirable but feasible.

What will come out of the Addis Ababa Conference has been in the minds of Africans and on the lips of the peoples of the world and since the opening of the Foreign Ministers I meeting a listening world has turned in to Addis Ababa.

His Imperial Majesty has in His speech referred in very forthright manner and positive terms to the need for African Unity and presented the aims of the Conference to this body. How unity can be achieved and what steps can be taken towards its practical implementation so that it may bring us into a creative partnership in which we can live and work in peace for our mutual benefits and there make Africa strong in the economic, educational, cultural and technical phases of development, are issues to which much thought has already been given, various proposals made and plans of procedure advanced.

Now we are afforded an opportunity to create a synthesis of the whole for study and discussion to the end that there may be derived a useful effective and acceptable plan of procedure.

In these circumstances I would like to repeat the story narrated by one of the tribal chiefs of Liberia during an Executive Council where more than one thousand people were present. I had the occasion to relate this same story at the Accra Conference (Narrate story).

Never before has unity of action been more desirable and urgent; never before have had independent nations faced such a challenging and splendid opportunity for concerted action; never before have our problems been graver and our needs more crucial.
The Liberian delegation while having its own views, some of which will come up during the course of the Conference, has come with an open not a closed mind; a mind susceptible to reason and good judgment about the views of other States and groups. I believe that all who have assembled here today have come with the same attitude.

I crave your permission to refer to a practice sometime indulged in by delegations at conferences such as this walking out of committee or general assemblies during debates when the trend is contrary to their delegation’s views. It appears to me that such actions are harmful to the success of a conference.

If a decision taken is against the view or interest of the delegation. The delegation might ask for its protest to the decision to be noted for the benefit of record and future generations because there may be other matt which may arise when the interest of the delegation may be affected or when advice, counsel and assistance of the delegation may be necessary and helpful. We lose the benefit of their advice, counsel and assistance if the delegation has walked out.

We earnestly hope that at such an historic and significant Conference, the general and not the personal or purely national interest will influence our thinking and action and thereby enable us to participate dispassionately and selflessly in debates designed to achieve the greatest good for Africa as pointed out by His Majesty. It is towards this end that we have assembled here; it is for this purpose that we have worked, planned and prepared for the Conference. Certainly this is not a conference to end all conferences but it is one to which African leaders imbued with an avid desire for unity have come to find a way.

To His Majesty and the Government and people of Ethiopia we again pay high compliments for this great occasion in the annals of our continent.

In the great task to which we have set ourselves at this crucial moment in our continent’s history, let us think like men of action and act like men of thought.
Celebrating Success: Africa’s voice over 50 years (1963-2013)

Your Imperial Majesty,
Your Excellencies,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

At this memorable and historical moment when we are all gathered there to reaffirm our unswerving solidarity and to lay sound and lasting foundations for our unity, I am extremely happy to express my most sincere and heartfelt thanks to His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie who, with his well-known love for Africa, has made strenuous efforts and undertaken such remarkable diplomatic activity to convene this historical conference in His glorious Capital of Addis Ababa. Our grateful thanks and deep appreciation go also to His Imperial Majesty and His Government and to the noble and friendly people of Ethiopia for their very warm welcome and most generous hospitality which they have extended to all of us.

It is both a great privilege and an honour to greet this assembly on behalf of the Kingdom of Libya and to convey to you all the greetings of H. M. King Idris I, together with his best wishes for your well being and for a successful outcome of your deliberations. It is also my pleasure to bring brotherly greetings of the Government and people of Libya to the Governments and peoples of the participating countries.

I would like to assure you that the Libyan people place great hope on the purposes of this meeting, attended as it is by the prominent leaders of those nations which go to make up this great continent.

It is my earnest and sincere hope that our deliberations in this meeting be crowned with complete success and that we may at last unite the efforts of the African countries in achieving closer cooperation in all fields of human endeavour. These two factors are needed to bring about the liberation of those remaining peoples of our continent who are still suffering under colonial rule and foreign oppression.

Our ultimate aim must be this noble objective, for in it lies the destiny and hope of the African people. Indeed, all previous African meetings held at such high level had been dedicated to this common purpose.

It is with great joy and pleasure that I take advantage of this happy occasion to extend a very warm and brotherly welcome to the delegations of the African States who are participating with us for the first time. I would like also to extend a hearty welcome to the delegation of our sister country, Algeria, which has at last taken her rightful place amongst us, after attaining her freedom and independence through a heroic and bitter struggle. In her sacred struggle for freedom, African solidarity with our sister Algeria, was manifested itself in the finest possible form.

Your Imperial Majesty,
Your Excellencies,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Libya has always believed in the close cooperation and understanding amongst African States. This cooperation and understanding are dictated by strong common factors: the struggle for freedom and dignity, as well as by common historical ties and the need to unite and to speak with one voice in world affairs.

We live in a world in which regional and international groupings play the greatest role and it is naturally difficult for any nation to proceed alone. In addition to this, there are geographical factors linking the African nations, also their common interests and their urgent need to stand together in close-ranks against hostile tides which prevent Africa from playing its natural role in the international field.

Most African peoples, having achieved their freedom and independence and having liberated themselves from the yoke of colonialism, consider that it is imperative for Africa to undertake her historical role by raising herself to the standard which she deserves. Africa must play an effective part in human civilization and scientific progress and she must catch up with the advanced nations so that she can contribute, together with the other free nations, to the advancement and welfare of the world.

Our beloved continent was for a long time deprived of its right for freedom and dignity. What Africa has now achieved is mainly due to the zeal of her loyal sons who proved to be worthy of leading their countries towards the high standards now achieved by the other advanced nations.

In fact, the African nations occupy now a prominent position in the world and their international status has become very important. Therefore, these African States must promote more cooperation amongst their governments and peoples in order to contribute, through their sincere efforts, to the achievement of world peace and prosperity, and in this they will be discharging their responsibilities towards humanity.

It has always been the policy of Libya to promote close ties between all the African nations. My country firmly believes that the African continent must be an undivided unit and that cooperation must be the objective of all African nations without distinction. Guided by this noble spirit, Libya has always been happy to accept invitations to attend African meetings and conferences.

Libya still believes that the African countries must speak with one voice and unite their efforts. My country spares no effort in promoting cooperation and understanding among all African countries so that the African ship may reach the shore of safety. It is for this high and noble reason that Libya attends this great gathering here.

Today we happily meet under better conditions, perceiving - as we do - a glimpse of hope for the unifying of the voice of Africa. We earnestly hope that the outcome of this conference may be positive and fruitful for the welfare of all the African peoples, as well complete settlement of all outstanding African problems.

We look forward, therefore, to seeing our conference formulate the bases for closer cooperation in a spirit of mutual understanding, which would permit all of us to serve our common interest. Thus we can unify the efforts of the African nations in the elimination of the remaining vestiges of colonialism in all its forms, including zionism, racial discrimination and any other sort of tyranny and colonial rule.

Mutual understanding and closer cooperation among African states is a necessity. We must avoid at all costs, the formation of African groupings which tear and split the unity of Africa and create a real danger to our security and existence. Such disunity would only aid the imperialists - to sow the seeds of discord and dissention among the African nations, to the benefit of their selfish interests and colonial objectives.

Libya was, and is the gateway to Africa. The amendments to the Libyan Constitution promulgated some weeks ago, and which brought about the complete unity of our country, clearly state that Libya is an integral part of Africa. Therefore, my country is determined to fight and resist any imperialistic attempt to split Africa by using tendencious designations such ‘Africa south of the Sahara’. Such a definition is aimed at separating Africa from its northern territories. African Sahara must be a bridge to unite us, not an obstacle to divide us.

Your Imperial Majesty,
Your Excellencies,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Our Agenda include many important items whose object is the realization of African unity. This unity, which we have cherished for so long time, is the greatest hope for all the peoples of Africa those eyes are focused upon our conference in the expectation that it is this noble goal will be given concrete form. It is, therefore, our duty towards all the African peoples to lay down the principles and the bases of our unity in all the fields of human endeavour, in particular close cooperation and solidarity in the fields of politics, economy, social activities and health.

I would like to conclude by expressing again my sincere wishes for the complete success of this blessed conference. We pray Almighty God that this conference may be a step forward in the path of African unity. All the African peoples look to this conference with all hopes and expectations for a brighter future for them all. We must not forget that our brethren African peoples in South Africa, Angola, Mozambique, Portugal, Guinea, and South West Africa and in other African territories are still languishing under the yoke of imperialism. They appeal to us, in the name of brotherhood and Solidarity, to unite and cooperate for the interests of our beloved continent and against our common enemies - who persist in sowing the seeds of discord and dissention among us.

THANK YOU
Your Excellencies, Heads of State,
Your Excellencies,
Chiefs of Governments,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

In the name of the Malagasy People, I have great pleasure in greeting the supreme authorities and the highest dignitaries of the States assembled for this historic Conference of Addis Ababa.

Your Excellencies, Heads of State, Chiefs of Government, Ministers, Honorable Delegates and observers, through your persons the Malagasy, separated from the continent not only by 250 miles of sea but also by many other elements, wish me to convey to all the peoples of the Independent African countries their profound aspirations for African and Malagasy solidarity, friendship and unity.

The Malagasy people send also their brotherly greetings to the countries which are still dependent, fervently wishing that they may in the near future be free to settle their own destiny and assuring them of their effective sympathy, for there can be no real African Unity as long as there are dependent countries in Africa.

Lastly, I should like to express to His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Ethiopia the deep-felt gratitude of the Malagasy Nation for the welcome He has given us and the hospitality offered to us by His Illustrious country.

I shall not indulge in demagogy because we must devote all our attention to such an important matter as the establishment of Unity. Let us be objective.

Madagascar, lost in the Indian Ocean as it is, looks towards Africa and counts upon her affection. It observes, as his country has no common border with any other country, the child of the Great Island thinks he can hold a more objective opinion on what we, African and Malagasy people, really are.

He will try to give his opinion about this Unity by analyzing the difficulties we have to overcome. Indeed, what I am going to say may not be agreeable to all present here. But it is necessary that someone dare tell the truth, however hard it may be, and lance the abscess.

I shall not speak about the sufferings we had to endure in the colonial tirre, for we all know them too well. It would be demagogic for me to dwell upon this subject; besides we must not be too sentimental but realistic, and we have to look straight forwardly into the problems.

That we meet in a country so steeped in African History is to my mind of great significance. With its rich historical post, Ethiopia takes her stand among the very first, organized, independent countries in Africa.

As such, Ethiopia very soon came into contact with the outer world and with her own genius had made her stamp on history.
For the Malagasy, this meeting in Ethiopia assumes a special significance. According to legend, Ethiopia and the Great Island of Madagascar have this in common that they belong to both Africa and Asia. Is it their common heritage that has led both nations to terrace their hill sides for arable purposes and build their strongholds on rocky summits? What truth is there in the traditions which link the Abyssinian and Malagasy races on the basis of anthropological, ethnological and linguistic investigations?

Those still unanswered questions together with the particular prestige of our very eminent host, His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie I all this served to strengthen the support of the Malagasy for my visit to the ancient Empire of the Queen of Sheba.

But the Malagasy, deeply attached to the past though they may be, look towards the future and cherish great hopes for our African and Malagasy Convention which will be epoch making in the History of the Third World. (May I say in passing that I use the word “Convention” in the widest sense of the term).

We are assembled here and we can never over emphasize this fact if we are to have this objective firmly fixed in our minds we are assembled here, I say, to work out African and Malagasy Unity.

At the very moment when all our countries are freely shaping their own destiny, it is our aim to strengthen, within the framework of far-reaching solidarity, their respective and common positions in international affairs; for one, believe that this strengthening of our relations with the rest of the world will play its part in strengthening the national unity of each of our individual States.

For it would be unrealistic to cast our individual characteristics to the winds. In their past history, as far back as is known, and in their present history as well, the peoples we represent here could be distinguished from one another by many specific and original characteristics.

I am not unaware that, when our colonizers set boundaries between territories, they too often ignored the frontiers of race, language and ethics, though Madagascar did not suffer from this historical fact. I am not unaware either of the certain harmful effects of such a system on many African races and tribes.

The tendencies to uniformity which have prevailed in the past are, if they persist indefinitely, liable to do us further serious harm. Unity does no; mean Uniformity.

I have looked with keen interest into a lengthy article published in a newspaper printed in the State of our friend His Excellency Kwame N’Krumah - dealing with the problem of African Linguistic unity: the writer develops the many delicate aspects of the question. Such an example of African diversity to which the Malagasy man are particularly sensitive, confronts them with a new problem, for their country has, time out of mind, known the existence of one single national language.

Most of us have inherited from the colonial powers, a distributing and re-grouping of nationalities, which whether they be good or bad, are evident realities. The colonizers also left behind them a linguistic distribution and re-grouping which enable us to expound our ideas and understand one another today in Addis Ababa.

If I may develop this subject awhile, I may point out that they also enable us to make ourselves understood outside the African continent and Madagascar, and even to make our personality felt throughout the world. I would remind you of an event of which you are certainly already aware: our friend, His Excellency M. Leopold Sedar Senghor has lately been awarded in France the “Grand Prix international de Poesie”.

Groupings have thus been established, with or without our consent that are now stabilized. I do not feel that we can question the existence of unities thus created. It is no longer possible, nor desirable, to modify the boundaries of Nations, on the pretext of racial, religious or linguistic criteria, citing that unity based on uniformity which I have just denounced.

Indeed, should we take race, religion or language as criteria for setting our boundaries, a few States in Africa would be blotted out from the map.

Leaving demagogy aside, it is not conceivable that one of our individual States would readily consent to be among the victims, for the sake of Unity.
A State, at any given moment in its history is composed of assembled races, religions or languages with the inevitable ethnical, religious or linguistic minorities: those minorities have the right to live and ought to be respected.

Madagascar was peopled by many races, both African and Asian. Mixed as they were, those races form today one people, of the same blood, speaking the same language, accepting all religions. Our insular position has no doubt made this fusion easier: I have no doubt that the races grouped within the present national limits can, if they have not already done so, rapidly merge thanks to the accelerating influence on this phenomenon of different factors, in particular the development of all forms of communications and culture.

Therefore, in my opinion, our African and Malagasy Convention has to abide by realities and prove its awareness of present circumstances, for only thus will it inspire throughout the world the consider ration and respect we wish it to enjoy.

This cannot be achieved without real sacrifice. Indeed, it seems to me that we must control and contain our deep sentimental aspirations; it is an appeal of the heart together with reminiscences of the past which inspires us in our very sincere and estimable quest for a closer rapprochement and as complete a fusion as possible we see there in determining elements for the defence of our ancestral heritage, our rights and our interests.

Yet, the Malagasy being deeply attached to their independence, which they attained recently and with difficulty, I would not have the support of my fellow-country men, were I to approve any project of association, federal or even merely confederal in character.

What we see in the different parts of our planet and why not say so - on the African continent itself, should give us matter for reflection. What is happening in the world, in its search for equilibrium, is not very likely to make us wish for immediate political unity, rigid in its principles and in the application of those principles.

I should like to be clearly understood: I believe that Africa's strength in the world theatre will lie in her cohesion, and that the ideal to be attained is harmony through brotherhood, in all its different forms. here indeed is the summit - I am as sincerely convinced of this as anyone of those present here - to which we ought to load the peoples, for whom we bear a grave and heavy responsibility.

But I am of the opinion that the goal is still remote; and because it is so, we have to start off as soon as soon as possible; besides, unless the planned enterprise is prepared with the utmost care, it will fail.

When I consider the obstacles over which European unification stumbles and the price its builders have been paying for centuries, I cannot believe that the acceleration of the historical process and the Lessons we have been able to draw from it can justify our contemplating hasty solutions.

In spite of our hereditary leaning towards solidarity and brotherhood, we shall be greatly mistaken if we think that we are going to decree the establishment of African Unity by means of legislative texts, and that by our very will, it will come to life.

Along with many members of this distinguished Assembly, I wish for the Constitution of a Government and a Parliament covering the whole of Africa if this is what we mean by Unity; but it seems to me unrealistic to believe that this can be achieved in the near future.

Fortunately, there is one thing which brings us together and draws us close to one another: i.e. our common ideal of unity. We should be able then, in able friendship, to size up the obstacles and determine the means of overcoming them.

The proof that this is possible is to be found in the existence of the Casablanca, Monrovia and Brazzaville Groups and in the three Charters which established them; out of former attempts is arising, strengthened and anew, the United Arab Republic.

The erection of such constructions is not achieved without prudent slowness, in spite of the tremendous effort of goodwill made by those associated with it. However such constructions do exist and they contribute towards the implementation of the plans they have established.
The dissemination throughout the world of declarations of intention is not enough to give force to a regional group and enable it to defend its ideals and interests. It is necessary to establish one’s actions upon a concrete foundation. In the initial stage this foundation emanates only from the existing regional groups; in my opinion, it is at their level that the unity of ideal and action for which we are striving can be achieved.

Moreover, it will be necessary from the outset that it carry with it more than a political, cultural and social doctrine: in the first place, the precise outlines of its policy and particularly of its economic policy must also of necessity be defined, for no alliances could ever be lasting without a basis or economic provisions.

Once the policies and programmes of those three groups, formulated as precisely as is necessary, can be compared, a task of the utmost value in fact and I must insist on this point an indispensable task, will have to be carried out the maturely prepared rapprochement, harmonization and coordinated of those policies and programmes.

Only thereafter in my opinion, can our joint organization, the object of our meeting here, lay its foundations on a basis acceptable to all of us, and also to all the isolated countries which are still dependent, which will in all likelihood join us later.

I am well aware that this thesis of mine is in opposition to the desire of several of us to hear talk only of the African Group without any consideration of the existing regional groupings. I know too that it is in opposition to the impatience of those who expect a complete community system, on a continental scale, to result from our first meeting.

My second reply is it is an illusion to wish for the immediate establishment of an African community if we are thinking like some in terms of foreign policy and diplomacy, as well as economic planning - currency and the issue of banknotes, and lastly defence. Many of our States are not mature enough to bear the burden of such a community in their present stage of independent political and economic development. My colleagues from the States that were formerly French Overseas Territories can join me in asserting that we knew such a regime during the period of autonomy when we belonged to the French Community.

That regime is not without merits or advantages, but it restricts the independence of our States that independence we have all known for a long or a short period of time.

It is therefore acceptable only in as much as it brings to all and each of them, as immediate counterparts, unquestionable political, economic and social benefits, as regards the relationship between their strength and that of the other nations in the world.

It will very rightly be argued that the Heads of State and Government here present are fully empowered and competent to engage their countries in this African crusade for the Continent’s progress. Yet, can it be reasonably maintained that the outcome of this first contact will be the establishment of an Inter-African Common Market or of a common defence for Africa and Madagascar? Is it conceivable that at the end of this memorable meeting the three groups will have disappeared to give way to the Convention which it is our desire to establish.

On the contrary I maintain that the Groups will enable us to create the Group. They must draw up an inventory of what they have in common, then of what brings them close together, and lastly of the factors of their present oppositions and contradictions whose importance can be reduced.

I shall analyze only the factors favorable to a rapprochement which could lead us to a minimum programme founded on as large an identical of view as possible, admitting of unanimity and effectiveness.
The Convention, determined by the Nations whose Heads of State or Government are present, is open to all independent African States that consider themselves bound by the San Francisco Charter in their relations with one another.

It will welcome on the same condition countries that have just achieved independence, but could not accept the adhesion of States whose policy is based on racial discrimination.

We intend to uphold the entire sovereignty of our States in their whole sovereignty and negotiate with each other on an equal footing, irrespective of geographical or demographic importance.

We intend solemnly to guarantee the integrity of each State and its inalienable right to independent existence. This in turn leads us to guarantee mutual non-aggression, non-interference in the internal affairs of the other States, and to exclude and condemn subversion that would find shelter, sustenance or support in one of the Associate States.

We consequently advocate the peaceful settlement of disputes and conflicts which could arise between member States.

We are determined to erase colonialism and fight for the independence of brother States which are still under colonial rule, and we are determined to check any attempt at neo-colonialism, from wherever it may come.

I think, and I say repeat, that none of us will discard any of those principles the list of which is not exhaustive, and that we shall accept them as bases for our institution, if we wish to establish an Africa of brotherhood.

I must however clearly point out that our adhesion to such a formula dismisses ipso facto that of the Federation of African States, since federalism presupposes important surrender of national sovereignty.

Likewise, we shall reject the confederalist formula because the authority we set above the States might impose directives unacceptable to some of us.

I consider then that, to ensure the success of our designs and the strength of an Africa of States, we must find at least in the initial stage - a more flexible and yet effective formula, as did the States constituting the Groups of Casablanca, Monrovia and the African and Malagasy Union. Although their respective affinities made them open to the most rigorous forms of re-grouping, they turned neither towards a Federal, nor even towards a Confederacy.

Like the member States of these groups, we shall achieve our purpose by bringing into play our common spirit of active cooperation. An Africa of States must be an Africa of cooperation.

Cooperation opens up for us a vast field foreign policy and diplomacy, defence, science and technology, education and culture, health and nutrition, are as many sectors where our desire for harmony, solidarity and efficacy can play its part.

What might be the fundamental institutions of all-African and Malagasy cooperation? In other words, what will be the very structure of our future Charter?

Madagascar would envisage it as follows: a Conference of Heads of States and Governments, a Council of Ministers – a General Secretariat, an African and Malagasy Group at the United Nations, the Permanent Conciliation Commission and an African and Malagasy Organization for Economic Cooperation. This list is not of course exhaustive.

The Conference of Heads of State might be convened at intervals still to be fixed, e.g. once a year. Being the supreme Authority, it would take decisions to be implemented immediately; the ideal procedure to respect the principle of the sovereignty of the different States would be for decisions to be taken unanimously, each State having, of course, only one vote.

The Council Ministers, meeting twice a year, might examine matters on which they are competent to decide, prepare and superintend the proceedings of the meetings of experts, and lastly prepare the ground for the meetings of the Conference of Heads of States and Governments.
The General Secretariat, the administrative organ of the Convention, might organise the meetings of experts and those of the Council of Ministers, be responsible for the execution of the decisions of the Heads of States and Governments and those of the Conference of Ministers, once directions for their implementation have been given. For I hope that the decisions taken at all levels will not remain dead letters.

The African and Malagasy Group at the United Nations, composed of the Permanent Representatives of member States in New York, might constitute the permanent instrument for the Continent policy towards the countries or the groupings of countries in other continents. Representation in the specialised agencies of United Nations might be conceived along the same lines.

The Permanent Conciliation Commission might be the fifth basic institution, even if it is established by a separate treaty; since it guarantees African peace, it is of the utmost importance. It would be advisable, taking into account the importance we all set on harmony in our relations, for provisions regarding arbitration to be made in the same treaty: appeal to the International Court of Justice will be made only when all the means of African Conciliation have been used.

Those would be the instruments of our political action. The sixth might concern our second front, the economic front; I am alluding to the Organization for Economic and Social Cooperation.

We are all convinced that the strength of our entente depends on our economic strength; we know that cultural and social development is possible only if it is founded on economic progress. The different forms of cooperation, and their efficacies should not be weakened by excessive fractioning; far from distributing them amongst several autonomous organs, we should group them into specialised sections of the same organ.

We all desire the establishment of an African Common Market, and because we desire it eagerly, we must prepare it with the utmost care.

I do not think that it can, like the European Common Market, result from measures taken at the highest level, and them impose on its members far-reaching reforms which we know are difficult to put into effect. It seems to me that this must be tackled in the same way as our down-to-earth programmes of action. More and more numerous are the countries of Africa and Madagascar where the individual, the family and the village are called upon to participate in the equipment of their territory in accordance with plans conceived by themselves, and forming integral part of the State’s programmes.

We should use the same approach to achieve our economic integration which should start at the lowest level. Circumstances favour this formula: our countries’ economies are not specialised to such a point that the orderly distribution of production activities will impose on some of them reconversions which their economic systems cannot afford.

The first step towards widening the African economies should be to harmonise production plans and abolish customs barriers. It would be dangerous for its future that the Continent’s industrialisation be continued amidst the confusion reigning at present.

Our effective or potential natural resources are numerous and diverse. Each of our countries must base its efforts on those which it stands the best chance of exploiting, and leave to the more favoured the exploitation of resources which for them are of secondary importance. It is by refraining from competition that we can establish a strong and competitive industry in relation to world trade. Since there is still time to do so, we should promote the development of our industries on the basis of specialization.

In this intelligent and broad regionalism will help us. We have already noted the existence in Africa of joint economic policies, which are applied to areas of relatively little importance in relation to the geographical scale of the Continent, which are not politically and demographically negligible: it is an ascertained fact that those ententes have already obtained excellent results.

Therefore regional re-groupings will initially be indispensable: they will be a means to an end not an end in themselves and we will have to aim at a later stage towards a fusion of the economic or other complexes they will have formed.

It is difficult for me to believe that regionalism can develop particularities; on the contrary, I think that it will favour cooperation and contribute to the flowering, of African universal-
ism. Each member State of a regional grouping can become an efficient intermediary for
the new relations between that grouping and other member States of the Convention. The
movement is reversible: it is conceivable that a State which is a party to the Convention
may become a member of a regional grouping to which it does not belong, for one defi-
finite operation; another eventuality can even be contemplated: that a regional programme,
strengthened by new adhesions may become the programme of the Convention for sev-
eral groupings and perhaps even for all its members.

To sum up, I sincerely hope that in all the fields of our co-operation, the same procedure
will be adopted, that the rapprochement of regional groupings will ensure our unity. I even
believe that it will be necessary to create new regional groupings to cover the continent
with machinery for harmonious cooperation.

In order that the necessary rapprochements may be prepared on that basis, we should
show realism and practical sense. It seems to me that a system of permanent connections
and information, a network of interpenetration should be our first concern.

For, I ask you, how can we establish a Union if we have no means of meeting? It is not
enough that we, Heads of State and Government, a few Ministers, and a few experts and
Ambassadors of goodwill mutually know, understand and appreciate each other: it is also
necessary that the technician and the businessman, the student and the sportsman, should
be able to move freely and feel at home in all the countries of the Convention.

I wish therefore, that we could very rapidly work out a body of appropriate provisions so
as to facilitate communications, and above all that our nationals might travel without hin-
drance through all of our countries; that merely by presenting a national identity card they
can freely cross all our frontiers.

Secondly, it is necessary that we should agree on the languages to be used for official’s
purposes, which for the convenience of our relations are very few. It is of little importance
that they should have come from sources outside our hereditary culture; I even think that
one of our vernacular languages would stand no chance of being accepted as a common
language by the other Nations which are parties to our Convention.

Lastly, we must with the least possible delay solve the problem of an inter-African network
of communications and transport.

The central station for our telephone and telegraphic communications should be in Africa,
and as far as possible at the geographical centre of the Continent. The same would apply
to the airport which would serve as a centrifugal point.

Our roads, our railways, our sea-routes should be organised in networks to meet our par-
ticular purposes.

These purposes should not be limited to Africa and Madagascar shrinking within them-
selves so as to live in autarky. Unity should not create an impassable barrier around our
countries as a whole, cutting them off from the other continents.

The modern world is one of mutual help and international solidarity and if we disregard
this fact, our countries will be faced with serious dangers.

It is with the help of the whole world that we shall build up our economies and make
them prosperous; and let us not forget that a prosperous economy will consolidate the
independence of each of our States and the Unity of Africa.

Your Excellencies, Heads of State and Government,
Excellencies,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

The general outlines of our respective doctrines are in general no longer a secret to any-
body. Most of them have been revealed during the last few weeks to the International Press
in declarations, articles or communiques.

My Government did not think it necessary to push itself any further forward. It made its
general position known through the voice of its Foreign Minister. Since, on the other hand,
I did not want to take up too much of your time, I limited my remarks, with very few excep-
tions, to the institutional aspects of our exchange of views. I have already been compelled
to retain your attention for longer than I would have wished and I apologise most profusely.
May I sum up rapidly my remarks? In Africa, such as it is divided up in 1963, there exist independent States which we would wish to see strong and dependent countries which we would wish to be strong and independent: the strength of each of these Nations depends on the strength of the whole.

The independence of Africa depends on her economic strength. She must present to the world a united front if she is to gain its respect; but for the time being she is made up of scattered fragments which have at least the merit of existing.

We must consolidate the fragments and join them together: this programme will be achieved only if we have faith in its feasibility, confidence in our final success and a steadfast determination to be patient and pursue our efforts. Africa and Madagascar must become one vast building-yard open to all good workmen.

The task is an exalting but also an overwhelming one; we must make haste to ascertain where we stand. By the end of this memorable conference general trends will already be established which we shall have to classify and compare. Important diplomatic action should immediately follow; my wish is that it should be discrete so as to avoid the dangers of demagoguery.

Thus will be born our African and Malagasy Convention, whose aspirations are the greatness of Africa and the welfare of its people. Our common aspirations have brought us together in the splendid capital of Ethiopia, following the acceptance of an invitation on which everyone had ample time to reflect. We are ready to discuss our differences with the view to wiping them out.

Being responsible to God, to our peoples and in our own conscience, we are duty bound to mark the way for an Africa free from hatred and all forms of religious, racial, tribal, ideological fanaticism and from internal disputes, an Africa which is from now onward to be an Africa of brotherhood and equality and an Africa of cooperation which may tomorrow be the United Africa for which the Malagasy Republic earnestly prays.
Your Imperial Majesty,
Mr. President,
Honourable Brothers,

With my opening words I wish to pay a stirring tribute to the Government of Ethiopia, and particularly to his Majesty the Emperor, who have been able to arrange the best possible conditions for the holding of this Conference, by their brotherly hospitality and their enthusiastic and constant devotion to the African cause. If there are occasions when peoples are entitled to boast with justification of their own achievements, the Conference which brings us together at Addis Ababa is one of these. Assembled round one table, the great African continent – divided by several centuries of colonization – can claim a major victory over the diversity of peoples, languages and religions that characterizes our continent. To convene in conference at a round table thirty-one African States, still completely imbued with that ardent nationalism which led them a few years ago to independence, to organize cooperation between countries like ours that are firmly attached to their recently won sovereignty, will be hailed as an event unique in the history of the world. Here we see that the new Africa, before it has even achieved total liberation, is leaving its mark on the history of relations between nations by its wisdom, and love for its neighbour; an honour such as this makes it imperative for us to succeed in the name of the peoples who placed their confidence in us, to guide them towards unity. In the name of humanity to which our meeting has given new hope, in the name also, Mr. President, of our honour and pride as Africans, confronting those who continue to deny us all capacity for agreeing amongst ourselves, for conducting our own affairs, and for raising in common an enduring edifice – keeping these obligations in mind, the Republic of Mali intends to make a positive contribution to this meeting.

In order to promote and construct a united Africa, we shall gladly conjure up the danger that lurks behind a divided Africa. It is no longer possible to tolerate the opposition cleverly fostered between groups of states. We should be threatened by the cleavage of our continent into antagonistic blocs and should be preparing the most fertile ground for the dangerous transplantation of the cold war to the soil of our common homeland. The period through which we are living today, and which we want to leave behind us, should provide us with a lesson. Sterile opposition must now give place to that brotherly understanding and tolerance which have never ceased to inspire the relations between our populations.

The President of Senegal, Leopold Sedar Senghor, inviting President Modibo Keita of the Republic of Mali to address you, bears witness in the most striking manner to that which may be achieved by the will of men steadfastly attached to African unity. In these conditions, we are able to tackle the problems that continue to face us; and is it not, in fact, true that we have all set ourselves the objective, as have our peoples, of re-establishing and safeguarding our dignity, of rehabilitating our continent, and of giving to Africa the place that it deserves in the national arena and the world arena – so many noble aims cannot be fulfilled in conditions of division or distrust, or of completion for foreign support, which is a source of every kind of blackmail.

His Excellency Modibo Keita,
President of Mali
Indeed, if we take certain parts of Africa in the pre-colonial period, history teaches us that there existed a myriad kingdoms and empires, which took their form according to tribal and ethnic characteristics, but which today have transcended, in the case of certain states, tribal and ethnic differences to constitute a nation, a real nation. These are also realities that we must take into consideration, and we believe, for our part, that African unity must also take these facts in consideration if unity is to become a reality. I venture to cite an example if we desire that our national should be ethnic entities, speaking the same language and having the same psychology, then we shall find no single veritable nation in Africa. The Republic of Mali consists of about ten races, which have transcended ethnic and tribal differences to constitute today the Republic of Mali; but we do not have Songhais, who have found their way to the Niger and elsewhere as a result of great movements of humanity; do we not have Fullbes of all colours who have made their appearance, as a result of the processes of development of their societies, in Guinea in the North, in Cameroon and in Nigeria? Well, if it were necessary to insist that the Republic of Mali, on the basis of the definition of a nation, should be composed essentially of Mandingos, or Fullbes or Songhais, then we should have problems—and plenty of problems—with our neighbours. It is that reality that we must bear in mind, and another reality too: The African states, depending upon the colonial system, that they knew and also the development of popular organizations, have followed more or less this or that to pursue their economic development along the lines traced by the former colonial power, other have turned to a different form of construction—I refer to socialist construction. Others, finally, have chosen a middle course, and all this taking into consideration the realities of their states.

Well, it is not possible for us to obliterate with a stroke of the brush, like a painter, from one day to the next, all these realities of our states. If we wish to do so, we are storing up for Africa difficult days to come; and I am all the more in a position to speak to you freely on this subject, as I have had two or three experiences in the spheres of both political and state organization; but I do not regret these experiences, as they have been a school for myself and my friends. This will permit you, Excellencies, to guess already, here and now, what is the attitude of the Republic of Mali towards African unity. This unity which each of us, our respective states, has put at the top of our programmes of action, has put at the top of our programmes of action, what does it really mean? In our opinion, the pooling of our possibilities and potentialities so as to achieve progress, while respecting the free choice of each of us. That is what the people of Mali and its party, who have resolutely and irreversibly turned their steps along the path of socialist construction of the country since the Congress of 22 September 1960 demand. Honourable brothers, our common undertaking cannot be divorced from the will to dignity for human personalities that animates us, and which must find completely new expression in this respect at Addis Ababa in our support and, should I say, our material, moral and military commitment within this crusade that we have opened against the colonialists.
It would indeed be illusory for us, in our positions of responsibility, to wish to play the hoped-for part, while close beside us, sometimes at our very frontiers, our own brothers are reduced to slavery or to the levels of beasts, at the mere wish of our-of-date colonialists, who have understood nothing of history, or of the racialists of South Africa. The problem here is a grave one, and affects the conscience of the whole of humanity; certainly the unanimous opprobrium of the members of the United Nations Organization and the constant and courageous aid of the anti-imperialist states, particularly of our Asian brothers, bear witness to this. This does not alter the fact that the problem is first of all and essentially our own, and that what is happening in Angola, in Mozambique, in Southern Rhodesia, and in South Africa, challenges the validity of all that we proclaim, opposes the most legitimate aspirations, and obtrudes itself as an insult to all our African soul. It is time, it is high time to put an end to it; our common organization must make that aim its first preoccupation, and must decide here and nor to recruit volunteers in our countries for the liberation of these territories; and must induce governments to ensure the unrestricted transport of arms and munitions intended for the patriots, and also to contribute to a common solidarity fund to support our brothers engaged in the fight for liberation. Dear brothers, in this filed as in that of the common organization that we are undertaking to set up, the Conference of Addis Ababa has a duty to avoid the well-worn paths of those hollow international forums, which has hitherto, alas, been a fair description of many African conferences. The dignity of Africa and the earnestness of our common organization are at stake. I could not continue without drawing your attention to the danger of subversion in Africa. Indeed, you are aware that in certain states, there are living nationalists of other states, even of states that are already independent. If we really desire to achieve African unity, based essentially in the first instance on confidence between one another, it is essential that this situation should be solved; we can recommend that African unity be preceded by national unity. It would be desirable for those African states of which certain citizens have been obliged to take refuge abroad, to extend to them the hand of friendship, and facilitate their return to hearth and home in their common native land. Dignity for the colonized Africans, and also the unity of the states represented here: the task is not easy. The experiences of some of us, and of others, produce rival views in recognizing that harmonization must be brought about wherever that is possible, and in the most highly-development form attainable. As far as we are concerned, our delegation salutes with joy the results of the work of the Foreign Ministers’ Preparatory Conference and its recommendations, which have set forth in clear terms the varied-aspects of inter-African cooperation; I, for my part, shall forbear to repeat them from this illustrious rostrum. Our attention will, however, be directed her to the setting up of an economic and social committee to consider and organize cooperation in the economic, social and cultural fields, as well as in those of communications and transport. A happy solution to the problems preoccupying us with regard to the organization and methods of granting foreign aid might be found within the framework of this Committee’s functions; thus in the field of foreign trade, the Committee would work for a rapid harmonization of customs nomenclature, and for an international transit system, and would also encourage administrative cooperation in Customs matters. The Economic and Social Committee would undertake the study of possibilities for harmonizing commercial legislation in order to avoid double taxation. At the same time, it would set up a civil aviation organization, and could convene a conference with a view to establishing an African maritime navigation company. This Committee, too, could assume the responsibility for establishing an African banking organization. It would pay particular attention to studying the possibility of setting up an African economic community, as well as the effects of foreign economic groupings on the economy of our continent. Similarly, it is a task of top priority to organize defense of the prices of our primary products, by the establishment of a common price stabilization fund. Systematic investigation of the means of coordinating development plans both at continental and regional level in the fields of industrialization, transport and energy, remains one of the most important tasks of this Committee.

Honourable brothers, the activities that I have mentioned will help, I am sure, to promote the progressive emergence of a common attitude towards world economic problems, and will lead to the formation of a common front at international economic conference for defense of the interests both of our people and our states.

Your Majesty, Mr. President, if I have seemed to dwell with insistence on the question of economic coordination, I do not under-estimate for that reason the social importance of other structures. Above all, I do not wish to neglect political and economic conceptions in a world and in a sphere wherein the assimilative tendencies with which we are familiar, become daily more clearly defined. I have good hopes that in all our debates we shall remain vigilant, so as not to become a prey to such manoeuvres. Africa will find its salvation by the scrupulous daily application of non-alignment between the two great blocs. The African states, pooling their efforts, must work out an independent African policy in all domains, in face of which a non-African state, a power or a group of powers, will be free to define
its own position. At the same time, we must together make a solemn covenant to achieve African unity, and never to allow our organization to become the tool of a state or a group of states. I do not at all wish either to ignore those other fields in which, whatever the difficulties, our countries can work together and unite their efforts; but there is one field in which cooperation has been fruitful – it is that of our peoples, and particularly of our mass organizations. The coordination of their actions throughout the whole of the continent has been a powerful leaven in the struggle for the liberation of our countries; and their collaboration with their Asian brothers has already over a period of years impressed the image of the ‘tiers monde’ upon the international conscience. Cementing the unity of our still colonized peoples, tomorrow they will constitute quite naturally the fermenting agent in the new Africa. Our meeting can and should suggest a formula for cooperation in this field in which alas, our affiliation with international organizations appears to be the principal obstacle to be surmounted. A horizontal alliance at first on the African level, afterwards vertical cooperation with the other international organizations, such is the position of the Republic of Mali.

Your Majesty, Mr. President, and dear brothers, I know how deeply you feel with me the honour entrusted to us by history of building a free, united and prosperous Africa, for which aim so many of our comrades have paid with their lives. That is why throughout all the work before us, my delegation and I will join our enthusiasm to yours for the honour, liberty and unity of Africa. Several days from now we shall separate, having voted for resolutions and taken decisions which will arouse many hopes in Africa, as well as much apprehension in other parts of the world, but which will also provoke many sceptical smiles. In the name of our peoples, we shall have assumed obligations for the cooperation of our states, and for the benefit of our brothers, crushed beneath the yoke of colonial domination or racial humiliation. Brushing aside every obstacle, contemptuous of all pressures, we must them proceed, stage by stage, to concrete actions, looking only to the ideals of liberation and African unity. In this inspiring task, your Majesty and dear brothers, you will find at your side the people of Mali, its party, its popular organizations and its government, because the truest expression of the feelings of honour and dignity for the free peoples that we are, consists in the faithful performance of the undertakings to which we have freely subscribed.
Your Majesty,
Your Excellencies,

I take pleasure in beginning this brief statement, for the inadequacies of which I ask you to forgive me, by thanking our illustrious host The Emperor Haile Selassie I. and the Ethiopian Government and people for the warm welcome they have given us and for their unsparing efforts to make possible this meeting, in which we are all proud to take part, in Addis Ababa. Capital of the oldest independent African country.

The fact that our meeting is being held in this distinguished capital is a happy augury and the surest guarantee of the success of our work.

I am happy to be able to proclaim today, before all Africa assembled together what I have been saying at every opportunity for many years on behalf of the Mauritanian people: namely your belief in the need to build African unity, and our constant determination to accept all the necessary sacrifices in order to achieve that unity. The Mauritanian people are convinced that its independence will not be complete until the day when all the peoples of the continent are free and united. It regards itself as an integral part of the great African homeland which we must build at all costs if we do not wish to perish. The victims of isolation and senseless disputes.

Ever since Mauritania acquired the right to express its point of view, that is, since it acquired internal self government, and more especially since it became independent, it has been unceasingly asserting, its attachment to African unity; the best proof of this is that the Mauritanian People’s Party lays down in article 2 of its statutes that the achievement of African unity is one of the fundamental aims of its activities. Hence the Mauritanian delegation feels great joy today on the occasion of the meeting of this historic Conference which brings to fruition a long-cherished hope.

African unity is our essential concern: for as I have often explained, our geographical position makes us a natural crossroads, a “hyphen” between Black Africa and White Africa. Mauritania is connected with the Arab countries by ethnic ties and by a precious cultural heritage. It is also attached to Black Africa not only by solid ethnic links but also by geography and, from time immemorial, by its economy. For this dual reason, the Mauritanian people cannot repudiate either of its two origins, or cut itself off totally from them. It takes pride in symbolizing, by the harmony of the elements that compose it, an Africa united in its diversity, and in thus being an example of that unity which is our common goal.

Dear Brothers,

The work of our Ministers of Foreign Affairs has paved the way, leaving to us the responsibility of determining, in the last instance, the means that will bring about the means that will bring about the consolidation of African and Malagasy Unity.

The Mauritanian delegation would be overjoyed if it proved possible to achieve complete unity immediately, and we would be willing to subscribe to it at once. But we have to rec-
recognize that there are great difficulties, owing to differences in economic and political conditions, differences in civilization, etc. For all these reasons, we feel that the best method is to proceed by stages, provided that the first stage is reached here and now, and that the foundations for unity are laid at once, and in such a way that the process may henceforth be irreversible.

The eyes of the world are upon us, particularly those of the African peoples. The greatest crime we can commit against those peoples is to fail. This conference must succeed and must fulfill the hopes placed in it. In my view it will suffice if we make a list of the points on which immediate agreement is possible, and if that agreement is consolidated without delay. Here are some of these points.

The immediate preparation of an African Charter, defining the principles on which unity should be established, and also the aims and the means;

The establishment of a permanent secretariat, responsible for coordinating the work of the pan-African bodies that exist or are to be created, which should be given the necessary powers;

The immediate setting up of the most important of these bodies: an organization of economic and technical cooperation, the need for which is obvious, and whose role will be to constitute an African front to defend the interests of our continent, particularly in such matters as the stabilization of commodity prices, the processing of the largest possible quantity of these raw materials on the spot, and joint action to force the developed countries to respect our continent and its interests; this calls for firstly, the setting up of an African common market, the design and achievement of which will be one of the main tasks of this organization, and secondly, the establishment of an African development bank;

The creation of a cultural body responsible for promoting and disseminating the African cultures. There is a particularly urgent need to found an African university. It is also important to encourage meetings under the auspices of popular organizations: political parties, trade unions, women's associations, youth movements, students' organizations, so as to eliminate the causes of that isolation of which we have for so long been harvesting bitter fruit.

In the struggle against colonialism and racial discrimination, we must coordinate our efforts and the aid to be given to liberation movements; this coordination must be ensured by a bureau which will centralize and allocate all the contributions. I take the opportunity to ask the Conference of African and Malagasy Heads of State and Government to address a solemn appeal to the nationalists of each country, asking them to form united front so that the struggle does not suffer from the quarrels dividing them and so that the assistance supplied to them may attain its object.

In the international field, a consistent African group should function both in the United Nations and in all the other international organizations. This does not mean that the Afro-Asian group ought to be abolished: there are in fact very many links between us and the Asian countries: community of interests, past and present struggles against colonialism, the active part they are taking in the liberation of Africa, etc.

Hence there is no question of Africa, even if united, isolating itself beyond the necessary solidarity with the countries of the “Third World” it must seek to lay the foundations of a fraternal co-operation with all states, in the interests, of course, of the development of our continent, but also so as to help to bring peace and harmony into the world.

I am aware that most of the points I have made have already been mentioned by other speakers, but I do not think that a bad thing; Everyone must express, in this forum, his ideas on African unity and the means of achieving it: so much the better if the same ideas are frequently repeated: that is a good sign. I have further endeavoured to make a personal contribution by formulating simple proposals that are easy to apply.

My dear friends,

I wish to express, before concluding, that the African and Malagasy unity for which we are all laying, the foundations demands sacrifices from us, not the least of which is that we should forget our former quarrels and dissensions. History reminds us that small conflicts of this kind involve dangers of balkanization that are too serious for us to take lightly. As far as the Mauritanian people is concerned, it feels no resentment or bitterness against anyone not even against those, who at one time did it harm or tried to do it how. On the contrary, it extends to them a friendly hand, as to long-lost brothers, repeating in the words of Jo-
seph: “God will forgive you”. Not only that, but in order to demonstrate our good faith and help to bring together all the members of the great African family, I declare to this historic meeting that we are willing to establish friendly relations with Morocco, such as we have with our other sister countries, as soon as Morocco has recognized our independence and national sovereignty.

My dear friends,

The Mauritanian delegation is certain that the results of our work will not disappoint the hopes of the African and Malagasy peoples and that this Conference will see the birth of a constructive and lasting African and Malagasy unity. How could it be otherwise, when the simple fact that we are assembled here in a friendly atmosphere, despite innumerable tasks and responsibilities, despite all the obstacles and all the factors making for division, is already proof of our unshakeable determination to succeed?

May God bless our efforts and guide us towards the better path, for the sake of our peoples’ happiness.
Your Majesty, Excellencies,

I must first of all thank His Majesty the Emperor of Ethiopia, his Government and the people of Ethiopia for their magnificent hospitality. I wish to see a happy augury for the success of our work, and a symbol of the solidarity of the work of African Unity we have undertaken, in the welcome to this admirable capital, perched on the highest plateau of Africa, and in which reigns one of the most ancient dynasties of the world, has reserved to this “Conference of Hope”, as some of the speakers who preceded me have so aptly named it. This Conference bears witness to the deep desire, common to all the people we represent and whose mandate we bear, that in the course of this historic meeting this great hope for African Unity may become a reality.

Hope and Reality, two contrary terms, two poles between which our action as Heads of State and Government must be situated.

A realistic view of the African conjuncture enables us to perceive this first crying fact, the great diversity of situations within our continent. People of the black, white or brown races, whose ways of life languages, beliefs, and ethics are very different alternatively separated, opposed, confronted, sometimes even regrouped by the accidents of history, particularly by the “colonial fact”, these peoples are today situated at superimposed levels of economic and cultural development; and their membership of large world groups, such as the monetary zones, seems to condemn them to divergent fates.

And behold, in the course of recent years, these Africans, either through the force of arms, or through the ways of law, cease to be foreign dependencies and enter, with heads high, the assembly of free nations, as modern States, henceforth open to the life of the whole world.

Must we, in the name of African Unity, abolish our differences, make uniform the elements of those differences, and tend to produce an average, standardized, depersonalized “home africanus”? That would be pure fantasy.

On the contrary, proceeding from the same realistic view of matters and basing ourselves on this new fact which is the national fact, it is appropriate that we should become clearly aware of some other facts:

In the first place, the demographic growth of our countries; despite the considerable losses from the internal wars which preceded colonial domination; despite the cruel bleedings of the slave trade; despite murderous participation in world conflicts on the battle fields of Europe and Asia. African vitality has been maintained and asserted.

Then, the dislocation of traditional economic and social structures, the over-throw of customary moral values, provoking the political awakening of the masses, fanning their desire to secure, they too, a decent material and cultural life justified by the accelerated progress of modern techniques.
Demographic expansion, expansion of needs however natural they may be, these phenomena contribute to the worsening of the present situation. Here we are, we, countries known as "developing", threatened with a halt to this development, threatened with stagnation and even with retrogression.

The facts are there, drawn from statistics: in international trade, be it with the countries called of the Free World, or with the countries of the East, third countries, to which we have the dubious privilege of belonging, derive their essential resources from export earnings, which are, almost in their entirety, from 50 - 90 per cent, exports of agricultural products (oilseeds, bananas, cocoa, coffee). These earnings are constantly declining, despite increased productivity and production, and that because of the general fall in world prices fixed by the buyers of the western world, following, in principle, the hard law of supply and demand. The price support policy and the organization of markets, practiced by certain major European powers is nothing but a superficial mechanism and, moreover, only provisional.

Then the decline in the monetary income of the African producer is matched by a decline in the budgetary earnings of the States, which aggravates deficits, consolidates economic dependence and outs back the equipment needed for industrialization. Specially, the consequences are already tangible: in many African countries the precariousness of national financial resources (account being taken of population growth) tends, to the detriment of cultural development, the motive power of technical development, to keep steady, if not cause a decline in the school attendance ratio.

In short, if international relations are not fearlessly revised by the parties concerned, the gap between the living standards of the rich and powerful countries and those of the inadequately equipped and economically dependent African countries will inevitably widen.

In addition, however, to the danger of being reduced to penury there is also the not negligible danger of an offensive return of various imperialisms.

These opinions, which may seem pessimistic, should nevertheless guide our action: The hard struggle which each human grouping carries on, more or less consciously, to maintain its place in the sun, in liberty, dignity and well-being, cannot be conducted in verbal euphoria.

Cold reason demands awareness of what there is in common in the situations of our peoples and in their vital interests.

African Unity is essentially this awareness of our solidarity which must in the first place demand us to take common and energetic action in favour of our brothers still under the foreign yoke. I affirm that none of our nations can pride itself on having attained real independence before the whole of our continent is free. It is for this reason, that I suggest, that we take here the firm resolution to make joint use of all means to facilitate the accession to independence of the African peoples still living under colonial regimes. And one of the immediate measures we must take the establishment of an inter-African solidarity fund to assist liberation movements.

Our solidarity must also manifest itself by the setting up of an organization for wide African cooperation, based on reciprocal respect and esteem, brotherly trust, excluding all desire for ethnical, ideological, religious or economic pre-eminence. Sincerely repudiating any attempt to settle possible differences by force, any interference in the domestic affairs of nations, any direct or indirect support of subversion.

This cooperation must set itself, as its primary aims, to establish a sound communications system, to draw up rules facilitating trade, to coordinate development plans, to organize the common peasant producers front for the defense of agricultural raw material prices.

It is a question, in sum, of seeking and putting into effect the means which will enable the African to participate actively in the life of men of other continents. No longer as a second-rate citizen, a poverty-stricken producer, a subject client, or a servile imitator of foreign ways of life, but as a free man, a physically healthy and technically qualified producer, having not only attained his maximum development but also having retained his cultural patrimony, his moral values, his soul.
Most of us are convinced that the bouquet of Africa nations will blossom to the extent that each of the flowers composing it blossoms while yet preserving its original perfume.

To this end - and in conclusion - the delegation of the Republic of the Niger proposes that the members of this Conference should not separate without having taken the following concrete measures:

1. A decision to elaborate, within as short a space of time as possible, an inter-African Charter (the name is of little importance), the basic principles of which would be:
   - respect for the sovereignty of each State and non-interference in the domestic affairs of other independent States;
   - the establishment of advisory and coordinating political institutions, with a permanent secretariat;
   - the organization of a collective defense and security system;
   - the establishment of a body responsible for settling differences which may arise between our States.

2. The establishment here and now, to give this political union economic basis, of a body responsible for coordinating and harmonizing the development efforts of African States.

3. A decision, in the sphere of cultural co-operation, to establish that African University of which there has already been talk which should intensify cultural exchanges between our countries and work for a better knowledge and restoration of the cultural values proper to our continent.

4. The establishment, to provide African liberation movements with immediate and effective assistance, of a Solidarity Fund and an office for the co-ordination of inter-African assistance, which would be responsible for centralizing requests and distributing relief funds. As a means of drawing attention to this joint action an African Solidarity Day must be instituted, with a collection which will add to the fund’s resources.

5. The undertaking by each State, insofar as the fight against the apartheid policy of South Africa is concerned, to put into effect immediately, the sanctions decided upon at previous inter-African conferences.

6. Finally, a decision that the African Group of the United Nations which meets for consultation whenever a problem concerning our continent arises, should abide firmly only by decisions taken in common.

If we reach understanding on these few concrete we shall be able to leave each other satisfied, and with the conviction that this historic Addis Ababa Conference has marked the beginning of a new era for Africa.

LONG LIVE THE FRATERNITY OF AFRICAN NATIONS!
Your Imperial Majesty,
Mr. President,
Your Excellencies,

First, I want to express the thanks of my country to your Imperial Majesty, the Imperial Majesty’s Government and the people of Ethiopia for the warm reception which they have given to my delegation and myself. The presence of almost all the Heads of African States and Government in Addis Ababa is a great tribute to your Imperial Majesty personally. The history of the new Africa will always have your name in the forefront because the unity which we are trying to build in this conference is going to have quite a lot to do with the name of the capital city of Ethiopia, Addis Ababa.

Mr President, His Imperial Majesty sustained a double loss not long ago in the death of her Imperial Majesty, the Empress, and Prince Sahle Selassie. During your period of sorrow which you have sustained with very great fortitude, our hearts were with you. Mr. President, may I ask all of you, your Excellencies, to rise and observe two minutes silence in memory of her Imperial Majesty, the Empress, and Prince Sahle Selassie.

Mr. President, it is very difficult, after so many eloquent speeches which have exhaustively dealt with the subject, for me not to make some repetition of the points made. However, Sir, I will try to explain the views and the stand of Nigeria as far as African unity is concerned. I feel that the mere presence of all the Heads of African States and Governments here shows the success of the Conference, and I have no doubt that all of us will leave Addis Ababa satisfied that we have done something.

It has always been our view in Nigeria that personal contacts and the exchange of ideas are the basis of mutual understanding. I am pleased to say that, from now on, there will be no question of the so-called Monrovia and Casablanca Blocs. We all belong to Africa.

There are have been quite a lot of views on what we mean by African Unity. Some of us have suggested that African Unity should be achieved by political fusion of the different states in Africa; some of us feel that African unity could be achieved by taking practical steps in economic, educational, scientific and cultural cooperation and by trying first to get the Africans to understand themselves before embarking on the more complicated and more difficult arrangement of political union. My country stands for the practical approach to the unity of the African continent. We feel that if this unity is to last, we must start from the beginning. Nigeria’s stand is that if we want this unity in Africa, we must first agree to certain essential things: The first is that African States must respect one another. There must be acceptance of equality by all States. No matter whether they are big or small, they are all sovereign and their sovereignty is sovereignty. The size of a State, its population or its wealth should not be the criterion. It has been pointed out many times that the smaller States in Africa have no right to exist because they are too small. We in Nigeria do not agree with this view. It was unfortunate that the African States have been broken up into different groups by the Colonial powers. In some cases, a single tribe has been broken up into four different States. You might find a section in Guinea, a section in Mali, a section Sierra Leone...
and perhaps a section in Liberia. That was not our fault because, for over 60 years, these different units have been existing, and any attempt, on the part of any African country to disregard this fact might bring trouble to this continent. This is the thing we want to avoid and, for this reason, Nigeria recognizes all the existing boundaries in Africa, and recognizes the existence of all the countries in Africa. This I think, Sir, is the basis of the unity which we in Nigeria pray for on our continent.

As I have said, we have to start from the beginning. I have listened to speeches in this conference, and there have been only a very few members who spoke on the desirability of having a political union. Almost all the speeches indicate that a more practical approach is much preferred by the majority of the delegation. I am glad to say that the stand we have taken right from the beginning is the stand of nearly almost all the countries in this conference. It appears from the speeches as if we were just sitting idle and doing nothing towards the achievement of this unity. For our part, in Nigeria, we are already cooperating with some of our neighbours. For example, the other day, my friend, the President of Malagasy said he could not contact Lagos by telephone from Cotonou. This is no longer the case. Now he can speak direct. What we are trying to do is to link up with all our neighbours by means of telecommunications and by exchanging more postal facilities; and we are already entering into bilateral agreements with many of our neighbours. We are discussing this matter with the Republic of Cameroon, discussing our common problems with Chad, Congo (Leo) with Dahomey, and also we have direct link with Togo. We hope to continue in this work because we feel that, if we were just sitting idle and doing nothing towards the achievement of this unity. For our part, in Nigeria, we are already cooperating with other African countries. For example, the other day, my friend, the President of Malagasy said he could not contact Lagos by telephone from Cotonou. This is no longer the case. Now he can speak direct. What we are trying to do is to link up with all our neighbours by means of telecommunications and by exchanging more postal facilities; and we are already entering into bilateral agreements with many of our neighbours. We are discussing this matter with the Republic of Cameroon, discussing our common problems with Chad, Congo (Leo) with Dahomey, and also we have direct link with Togo. We hope to continue in this work because we feel that, if we were just sitting idle and doing nothing towards the achievement of this unity. For our part, in Nigeria, we are already cooperating with other African countries. For example, the other day, my friend, the President of Malagasy said he could not contact Lagos by telephone from Cotonou. This is no longer the case. Now he can speak direct. What we are trying to do is to link up with all our neighbours by means of telecommunications and by exchanging more postal facilities; and we are already entering into bilateral agreements with many of our neighbours. We are discussing this matter with the Republic of Cameroon, discussing our common problems with Chad, Congo (Leo) with Dahomey, and also we have direct link with Togo. We hope to continue in this work because we feel that, if we were just sitting idle and doing nothing towards the achievement of this unity. For our part, in Nigeria, we are already cooperating with other African countries. For example, the other day, my friend, the President of Malagasy said he could not contact Lagos by telephone from Cotonou. This is no longer the case. Now he can speak direct. What we are trying to do is to link up with all our neighbours by means of telecommunications and by exchanging more postal facilities; and we are already entering into bilateral agreements with many of our neighbours. We are discussing this matter with the Republic of Cameroon, discussing our common problems with Chad, Congo (Leo) with Dahomey, and also we have direct link with Togo. We hope to continue in this work because we feel that, if we were just sitting idle and doing nothing towards the achievement of this unity. For our part, in Nigeria, we are already cooperating with other African countries. For example, the other day, my friend, the President of Malagasy said he could not contact Lagos by telephone from Cotonou. This is no longer the case. Now he can speak direct. What we are trying to do is to link up with all our neighbours by means of telecommunications and by exchanging more postal facilities; and we are already entering into bilateral agreements with many of our neighbours. We are discussing this matter with the Republic of Cameroon, discussing our common problems with Chad, Congo (Leo) with Dahomey, and also we have direct link with Togo. We hope to continue in this work because we feel that, if we were just sitting idle and doing nothing towards the achievement of this unity. For our part, in Nigeria, we are already cooperating with other African countries. For example, the other day, my friend, the President of Malagasy said he could not contact Lagos by telephone from Cotonou. This is no longer the case. Now he can speak direct. What we are trying to do is to link up with all our neighbours by means of telecommunications and by exchanging more postal facilities; and we are already entering into bilateral agreements with many of our neighbours. We are discussing this matter with the Republic of Cameroon, discussing our common problems with Chad, Congo (Leo) with Dahomey, and also we have direct link with Togo. We hope to continue in this work because we feel that, if we were just sitting idle and doing nothing towards the achievement of this unity. For our part, in Nigeria, we are already cooperating with other African countries. For example, the other day, my friend, the President of Malagasy said he could not contact Lagos by telephone from Cotonou. This is no longer the case. Now he can speak direct. What we are trying to do is to link up with all our neighbours by means of telecommunications and by exchanging more postal facilities; and we are already entering into bilateral agreements with many of our neighbours. We are discussing this matter with the Republic of Cameroon, discussing our common problems with Chad, Congo (Leo) with Dahomey, and also we have direct link with Togo. We hope to continue in this work because we feel that, if we were just sitting idle and doing nothing towards the achievement of this unity. For our part, in Nigeria, we are already cooperating with other African countries. For example, the other day, my friend, the President of Malagasy said he could not contact Lagos by telephone from Cotonou. This is no longer the case. Now he can speak direct. What we are trying to do is to link up with all our neighbours by means of telecommunications and by exchanging more postal facilities; and we are already entering into bilateral agreements with many of our neighbours. We are discussing this matter with the Republic of Cameroon, discussing our common problems with Chad, Congo (Leo) with Dahomey, and also we have direct link with Togo. We hope to continue in this work because we feel that, if we were just sitting idle and doing nothing towards the achievement of this unity. For our part, in Nigeria, we are already cooperating with other African countries. For example, the other day, my friend, the President of Malagasy said he could not contact Lagos by telephone from Cotonou. This is no longer the case. Now he can speak direct. What we are trying to do is to link up with all our neighbours by means of telecommunications and by exchanging more postal facilities; and we are already entering into bilateral agreements with many of our neighbours. We are discussing this matter with the Republic of Cameroon, discussing our common problems with Chad, Congo (Leo) with Dahomey, and also we have direct link with Togo. We hope to continue in this work because we feel that, if we were just sitting idle and doing nothing towards the achievement of this unity. For our part, in Nigeria, we are already cooperating with other African countries. For example, the other day, my friend, the President of Malagasy said he could not contact Lagos by telephone from Cotonou. This is no longer the case. Now he can speak direct. What we are trying to do is to link up with all our neighbours by means of telecommunications and by exchanging more postal facilities; and we are already entering into bilateral agreements with many of our neighbours. We are discussing this matter with the Republic of Cameroon, discussing our common problems with Chad, Congo (Leo) with Dahomey, and also we have direct link with Togo. We hope to continue in this work because we feel that, if we were just sitting idle and doing nothing towards the achievement of this unity. For our part, in Nigeria, we are already cooperating with other African countries. For example, the other day, my friend, the President of Malagasy said he could not contact Lagos by telephone from Cotonou. This is no longer the case. Now he can speak direct. What we are trying to do is to link up with all our neighbours by means of telecommunications and by exchanging more postal facilities; and we are already entering into bilateral agreements with many of our neighbours. We are discussing this matter with the Republic of Cameroon, discussing our common problems with Chad, Congo (Leo) with Dahomey, and also we have direct link with Togo. We hope to continue in this work because we feel that, if we were just sitting idle and doing nothing towards the achievement of this unity. For our part, in Nigeria, we are already cooperating with other African countries. For example, the other day, my friend, the President of Malagasy said he could not contact Lagos by telephone from Cotonou. This is no longer the case. Now he can speak direct. What we are trying to do is to link up with all our neighbours by means of telecommunications and by exchanging more postal facilities; and we are already entering into bilateral agreements with many of our neighbours. We are discussing this matter with the Republic of Cameroon, discussing our common problems with Chad, Congo (Leo) with Dahomey, and also we have direct link with Togo. We hope to continue in this work because we feel that, if we were just sitting idle and doing nothing towards the achievement of this unity. For our part, in Nigeria, we are already cooperating with other African countries. For example, the other day, my friend, the President of Malagasy said he could not contact Lagos by telephone from Cotonou. This is no longer the case. Now he can speak direct. What we are trying to do is to link up with all our neighbours by means of telecommunications and by exchanging more postal facilities; and we are already entering into bilateral agreements with many of our neighbours. We are discussing this matter with the Republic of Cameroon, discussing our common problems with Chad, Congo (Leo) with Dahomey, and also we have direct link with Togo. We hope to continue in this work because we feel that, if we were just sitting idle and doing nothing towards the achievement of this unity. For our part, in Nigeria, we are already cooperating with other African countries. For example, the other day, my friend, the President of Malagasy said he could not contact Lagos by telephone from Cotonou. This is no longer the case. Now he can speak direct. What we are trying to do is to link up with all our neighbours by means of telecommunications and by exchanging more postal facilities; and we are already entering into bilateral agreements with many of our neighbours. We are discussing this matter with the Republic of Cameroon, discussing our common problems with Chad, Congo (Leo) with Dahomey, and also we have direct link with Togo. We hope to continue in this work because we feel that, if we were just sitting idle and doing nothing towards the achievement of this unity. For our part, in Nigeria, we are already cooperating with other African countries. For example, the other day, my friend, the President of Malagasy said he could not contact Lagos by telephone from Cotonou. This is no longer the case. Now he can speak direct. What we are trying to do is to link up with all our neighbours by means of telecommunications and by exchanging more postal facilities; and we are already entering into bilateral agreements with many of our neighbours. We are discussing this matter with the Republic of Cameroon, discussing our common problems with Chad, Congo (Leo) with Dahomey, and also we have direct link with Togo. We hope to continue in this work because we feel that, if we were just sitting idle and doing nothing towards the achievement of this unity. For our part, in Nigeria, we are already cooperating with other African countries. For example, the other day, my friend, the President of Malagasy said he could not contact Lagos by telephone from Cotonou. This is no longer the case. Now he can speak direct. What we are trying to do is to link up with all our neighbours by means of telecommunications and by exchanging more postal facilities; and we are already entering into bilateral agreements with many of our neighbours. We are discussing this matter with the Republic of Cameroon, discussing our common problems with Chad, Congo (Leo) with Dahomey, and also we have direct link with Togo. We hope to continue in this work because we feel that, if we were just sitting idle and doing nothing towards the achievement of this unity. For our part, in Nigeria, we are already cooper...
Let us not forget that we in Africa are part of the world. We have our international obligations as well. Whatever we do, we cannot isolate ourselves from the rest of the world. Therefore, in all that we do, and in all that we say, we should be careful because we belong to one human society. Mr. President, I always tell people that I do not believe in African personality, but in human personality. The African is a human being and, therefore, we have to see to the development of human personality in Africa. I think any talk of African personality is based on inferiority complex. I do not regard any human being – red, white, brown, yellow or green – as superior to me. I regard myself as equal to anybody. I am a human being.

Now, some people have suggested, and this is a thing which is already underway, the establishment of an African Development Bank. I hope that, when the Ministers of Finance of different countries of Africa meet in Khartoum, they will be able to produce something which should be of benefit to all of us. Also a suggestion has been made for the establishment of an African Common Market. This is a very good idea; but I must say that we in Nigeria feel that it is a very complicated matter. We want an African Common Market. But, can we do it by taking the continent as a whole? Or can we do it by certain groupings in Africa? What appears to us to be more practical is that we should have an African Common Market based on certain groupings. We are thinking, Sir, of a North African grouping which will include the Sudan; a West African grouping which will extend to the River Congo; an East African grouping, which will include almost all the Central African countries. If we base our examination on these groupings, I think we will arrive at a very successful establishment of an African Common Market, because I think it is good for the trade of Africa. For example, the inter-State trade in Africa is 10 per cent, and 90 per cent is done with countries outside Africa. There is no reason why we should not increase the inter-State trade on this Continent. I think, Sir, that if we are able to establish an African Common Market, we shall overcome many difficulties and we shall be in a position to stand on our own in relation to the other parts of the world. My fear of our being colonized will disappear if we are able to establish this African Common Market.

The question of disarmament was raised by several speakers. I think all of us feel strongly about this question. Although some feel that disarmament can never be achieved, still others feel that it is most important that the great Powers will continue to talk about it; because the more they talk about it, the less danger there would be of an open clash. I am glad they have seen fit to invite some of the African countries to participate in their disarmament talks. The most essential thing, which is desirable, is to effect disarmament. It is desirable to ban nuclear testing; it is most important that we exercise every possible influence we can upon the great Powers to destroy those bombs which they have already got. If there is a war now, there would be nothing – everything would go. We are now just starting to develop our countries. The mere fact that Africa has been declared a nuclear-free zone will not make Africa free in the event of a world war. If there is war, we in Africa will be directly involved. It is our concern that there should be peace in the world, and that there should be understanding among the great Powers. Some people have suggested that we should organise ourselves into a Defense Bloc. Well, Mr. President and Your Excellencies, all of us have been talking about the bad nature of the armament race. It has been suggested that we should embark on an arms race in Africa. All of us know very well that we are at present incapable of joining in such a race. Our idea is that we should not be talking about an arms race. All we should talk about, Sir, is how to stop it, and I would not suggest that we should join in that race at all.

A suggestion was also made that we should come together as a bloc in the United Nations. Well, that is a very good idea; but I must tell the conference that we in Nigeria hate the idea of blocs, and we do not like it. If we can’t find some name for it, such African Committee or
an Africa ‘something’, it will be much better, because the whole idea of blocs is revolting. I think we should try to find better names for these different groupings. I think that we have been working for sometime now in United Nations where our different representatives meet and discuss matters of common interest. May I suggest to the conference that it is time now that we find a permanent small secretariat for such an African Committee in New York? That does not mean, of course, that we will instruct our delegates to close their eyes to the wider issues of world problems. But, as a Continent which has suffered for so long and also as a people who have suffered for so long, I think we have to do everything to get our proper position in the United Nations Organization. Some of us have suggested that we should seek greater representation in the Security Council and also in all the bodies of the United Nations Organization. Well, this has been our stand all the years we have been independent. I said so in New York, I said it in Monrovia. It is absolutely essential that the African continent must have more appropriate representation in the Security Council and all the bodies of United Nations, because we have more to gain thereby. That world organization, I have always maintained, is a sure guarantee of the independent sovereignty of our African states.

Mr. President, many of the points have been made. Many members have said that we cannot leave Addis Ababa without a charter. I hope we shall not leave here without some kind of charter. I hope our Foreign Ministers will produce a charter before we leave this city.

May I thank your Imperial Majesty again and may I ask the conference to forgive me for being a little bit frank. I think that is the only way by which we could achieve understanding among ourselves. It is important that, when we meet on an occasion like this, we try to tell each other the hard facts, the truth about matters, instead of speaking about them behind. It is most important that we become frank in Africa. We are just beginning to know ourselves; and I am very happy, Mr. President, for having the opportunity to meet the very distinguished members from all parts of Africa. I hope that this conference will pave the way to the unity and solidarity of the African continent.
Your Imperial Majesty, please allow me in the first place to convey the Most sincere thanks of the delegation of Ruanda for the warm welcome and charming hospitality we have enjoyed ever since our arrival in the capital of the oldest of Empires of independent African States.

Mr. President,
Honourable Heads of State and Government,
Excellencies,
Gentlemen,

It is with intense personal joy, but also with great apprehension that I take the floor before this august assembly in order to explain, in broad outline only, the Rwanda Republic’s position with respect to African Unity. An intense joy, what a noble task it is to make a modest contribution at the historical moment when the whole African continent, freed from the colonial yoke, becomes aware of itself, at the moment when the leaders of this great continent, after having freed, one by one, nearly all parts of the land of Africa, meet for the first time at a summit conference in order to deride the famous Berlin colonial pact of 1885.

But it also calls for great temerity to dare, mere Minister for Foreign Affairs that I am, to take the floor in the midst of Heads of State whose names and authority inspire respect in Africa. One must be courageous if one is not to become dizzy. That being so, I should like to state here and now, Mr. President, that the Rwanda Republic, which I have the signal honour of representing here, has always come out in favour of African Unit. And you will find this position in the letter, dated 9 May, which His Excellency President Kaibayenda addressed to all Heads of State. There is no doubt that the present movement responds to our aspiration to African Unity. The different political unions, the various inter-African organizations for technical, economic and cultural cooperation, and periodic regional conferences at which, as here, all the leaders of African and Malagasy States meet, constitute a first step towards the desired unity. We have in the past encouraged these meetings, these unions, these organizations, these conferences; that was Rwanda’s intention in joining the African and Malagasy Union.

Today, all the independent States of Africa and Madagascar seem to have decided to go beyond that stage. The Government and the people of Rwanda’s cannot but congratulate themselves on this great step unanimously taken by the leaders of free Africa. What, then, remains to be done? Why so many speeches to say that we are agreed, to recognize the necessity of a Charter? This Charter – let us draw it up: that is why we have come.

Mr. President, I shall not lose myself in enumerating the basic structures which must be set up in the beginning, but I see the Heads of State and Government meeting periodically, Ministers more often, and a permanent Secretariat appointed by the Conference of Heads of State in accordance with criteria to be specified. Men being what they are, in the words of a great man, we must provide for an institution for the peaceful settlement of differences, using all means of negotiation, conciliation, mediation and arbitration.
Mr. President, I cannot pass over in silence the problem of our African brothers who are still stagnating in the darkness of colonialism. On this point, I am precise and clear: Africa for the Africans! Anyone who has read the history of my country knows how revolutionary Rwanda is, how much it condemns the domination and exploitation of one man by another. Thus, Rwanda is agreed that we should condemn once and for all these impenitent and incorrigible colonialists and grant facilities to our brethren who are fighting for their independence.

Mr. President, my country, people with poets and writers, knows how to appreciate speeches on their just merit; but it willingly grants priority to something concrete, tangible, realistic. Thus, I would add myself to the list of those who ask that before we separate we should accomplish something and continue our progress towards African Unity, a Unity which will be useful to Africa and Africans.

Mr. President, I have no more to say.
Your Majesty,
Your Excellencies,
My Dear Brothers,

We are at last living, here and now a dream that we have long dreamed: the dream of a Conference which should bring together fraternally the Heads of all the independent States of Africa. It is a great step forward. You are agreed; we have no right to fail. This dream that we are living is for us to put into effect, now if we are not to be guilty of treason: treason toward our own countrymen, treason toward Mother Africa. How we are to put it into practice is what I propose to discuss.

I will begin by stressing the choice of the method. For the success of our grand design, the effectiveness of the method counts for more than the strength of our feelings. This strength of feeling, this passion is one of the features of African-ness. It has been expressed, all too often, in speech in motions, whose virulence is exceeded only by their lack of realism. It is time to build on our land: on our realities. It is the essential condition for our success.

I would like, as briefly as possible, to express my thoughts on the three points on which we must fix our attention the first is the foundations of African unity; the second its object; and the third is the way and means of achieving it.

I. The Foundations of African Unity
Most of us feel that what brings us close to one another and must unite us is our position as under developed countries, formerly colonized. Nor is that wrong. But we are not the only countries in that position. If that could be said objectively to be whole truth, then African Unity ought one day to dissolve with the disappearance of under-development.

I am convinced that what binds us lies deeper; and my conviction is based on scientifically demonstrable facts. What binds us is beyond history: it is rooted in pre-history. It arises from geography, ethnology, and hence from culture. It existed before Christianity and Islam; it is older than all colonization. It is that community of culture which I call African-ness. I would define it as “the sum total of African civilized values: Whether it appears in its Arab-Berber aspect or its African Negro aspect, African-ness always shows the same characteristics of passion in feelings, and vigour in expression. I recognize an African carpet among those of all other continents. It is no mere chance that some mosaic in Bardo Museum resembles some Mali “pagne”.

I know our languages are diverse. From North to South from the Arab to the Hottentot, they show a series of links which join them one to another. Our races are diverse. Since pre-history, they have mingled.

The consciousness of our community of culture, our African ness, is a necessary preliminary to any progress along the road to unity. Without it there can be no will, let alone an effective effort to reach unity. I do not deny that another thing we have in common is our

His Excellency Leopold Sedar Senghor, President of the Republic of Senegal
situation as under-developed countries, characterized by a certain number of traits which I would sum up thus: under-nourishment and under-productivity because of lack of capital and technically trained personnel. But in order to emerge from this situation, though its nature is material and technical, it is on spiritual energy that ‘We must call. We must forge together a common soul. We have a common soul, which is embodied in our African-ness. All that is needful is to recognize it and take it on. That means we must begin by rejecting all fanaticism, whether racial, religious or linguistic. Then, and then only can we define our aim lucidly.

II. The Aim of African Unity

The aim we must assign, which we do assign, to our action can, obviously, only be the very aim which other nations and continents have set themselves: development through economic growth, I say development. By that I mean bringing each and every African to full worth. It is a question of man.

In the past the Colonizer thought we were sub-humans, and they treated us as such. Let us be hold enough to admit it, our situation at that time, as I have defined it above explained if it did not justify such disdain. Only the strong are respected. If the cold war has led the Great Powers to court us it is, of course, because international morality has grown in minds and hearts; above all, it is because the “trois monde” has united its weaknesses to make of them a force. But we must not create illusions, fear is not respect, and Africa is not even feared.

That means that we must do more. It is not enough that the union of our weaknesses should appear to be a force. It is not important to frighten people. The Important thing is that we transform each of our weaknesses into strength that we make of every African a man who eats and educates himself to his fill: a developed man: - because he has consciously cultivated in himself, in body and soul, all the virtues of African-ness. What that means is that every African must be brought, by means of and beyond economic growth and by means of and beyond greater welfare to the limit of his capabilities: to his optimum state. Now, according to the economists, Africa could feed three thousand million people: I say that then, reviving the virtues of Saint Augustine and of Ibn Khaldoun, reviving the virtues of our builder’s, our sculptors, or painters, our poets, north and south of the Sahara.

Africa will contribute powerfully to the building of a Universal Civilization. By its unity it will have been previously a factor for Peace of that Peace without which there is no civilization.

III. Ways and Means of African Unity

It is easy to define our aim. It was more difficult to discover the solid foundations of our unity. It is more difficult still to discover our ways and means. If it were easy we should not have divided ourselves into several groups. The specific purpose of this Conference is, in my opinion, to merge these groups into one by agreeing on the ways and means of our unity.

At first sight, there are obstacles to overcome. While they are clearly visible we ought to pay attention to them. I would remind you of the fanaticisms - racial, linguistic, religious - of which we must rid ourselves for a start. Then there are the micro-nationalisms. Think! European nations of 30, 50, 60 million inhabitants have come to discover that they have not enough land or sufficient people to organize an economy, or rather build up a civilization that is not distorted. What shall we say of our countries, the most populous of which numbers no more than 40 million souls?

And yet, if we do not wish to meet with disaster, we should consider the European and American examples. We must be cautious, moving forward step by step and stage by stage. I fear that we should be heading rapidly for disaster if we tried to construct a federation - or even a confederation with its own parliament and military command at the first attempt.

If we can overcome our religious differences fairly easily, bearing in mind that we are all believers, that we all belong to revealed religions, let us at last dare to say it, the ethnic, linguistic, and cultural differences win not be wiped out, I don’t say that - that would impoverish us - but they will be brought into harmony tomorrow.

As a first step, we should recognize these complementary differences. We should even help to organize them into regional unions. I can envisage three-: _ North Africa, West Africa and East Africa. - Until such time as South Africa is liberated. Each of these unions could, in its turn, be divided into smaller unions.
But at this Conference we must establish above the regional unions, the organization of Independent African and Malagasy States - the titles is of little importance - which will be the main instrument of our unity.

What Institutions should make up the Organization? To my mind, they should be very few to start off with. I can envisage four:

1. **The Conference of Heads of States and Heads of Government**
   This would be the supreme institution of the Organization. Its decisions alone would be binding. It would meet every year or every two years, on the one hand to consider the Organization’s activities during the previous period and on the other hand to define new objectives for it. Each State Member would dispose of one vote. It is understood that the Charter of the Organization and the Rules of Procedure of the Conference would have been drawn up, if possible, at Addis Ababa.

2. **The Conferences of Ministers**
   These conferences would be made up of ministers nominated by States according to the problems to be examined. Their object would be to study those problems in the different fields of our co-operation and to draw up drafts for discussion by or recommendation to the Conference of Heads of States and Heads of Government.

3. **The General Secretariat**
   This would be an administrative body and not a political one; a body which implemented decision but did not make them. The Secretary General, nominated by the Conference, would have assistants and as many directors as was required by the number of specialized agencies. The assistants and directors would be chosen in such a way as to ensure that all the regions and all the linguistic groups were represented.

   There is an African Group at the United Nations at present. But unfortunately it is a fictitious one. A certain solidarity does, of course, link the non-aligned countries. But, it is no less true that our problems are not the same as those of Latin America or even of Asia. The proof of this lies in the fact that the Great Powers only reserve a small part of their international assistance for Africa.

If then we really desire African unity, if we want our action to be efficacious, it is essential that the African Group in the United Nations becomes a living reality, and that its deliberations be respected by all the African States without exception.

Similar African groups might be constituted in all the specialized agencies of the United Nations.

As I said earlier, our cooperation should extend to every field, and especially to that of economics. Our struggle for the political independence of all the African territories is far from being finished, as I well know I will even go further: until now we have, used words more than deeds against Portuguese and South African colonialism. It is time that the diplomatic and economic blockade that was recommended should be methodically organized, and still more applied.

It remains to be said that there will not be an African Community without an Economic Community. This is the place to draw a distinction between the Common Market and the Economic Community. Too often, in Africa the “Common Market” has come to be regarded as a magic instrument for curing all the ills of under-development. Now the Common Market is, in a modest way, a customs union like those that existed here and there under the colonial regime. The “Economic Community” is far more and far better. It will have a common economic and financial policy, with harmonized planning and free circulation of goods and persons, in addition’s provisions like; those governing the Common Market.

As you may guess, the African Economic Community is not planned: for tomorrow. But we must give it thought already today; and better still, direct our steps and stages in that direction. The first step could well be the African Common Market. We do not dissipate the difficulties. In effect, the Common Market presupposed the fixing of a common external tariff, with the elimination of customs duties and quotas. Now, as you know, our budget are mainly financed by customs duties as well as by import and export duties. As the same time, part of these dues protects our emergent industries. Even in this field, we shall likewise proceed in stages.
CONCLUSION

I have dwelt upon the obstacles that confront us on the road of African unity. You will forgive me for this. I thought that was the best method. Now we must establish the dimensions of these obstacles and then remove them, or at least reduce them in order to progress. We shall do so by giving our institutions rational and realistic structures.

Above all, we shall do so by accepting, each one of us some sacrifices. By accepting and applying in practice the general principles which are the strength of all international institutions: the equality of Member States, non-interference in the internal affairs of others, no resorting to violence to settle differences, and effective solidarity between all the African States.

I leave off where I began. Whatever the difficulties of the undertaking, I am convinced that we can succeed if we want to. But to feel that want we must think of, accept and be conscious of what we have in common - our being African.

Long live eternal Africa!
Your Imperial Majesty;
Your Excellencies,

I must first of all join-in the expressions of thanks to Your Imperial Majesty and to your Government and people for the warm welcome with which we have been received in this lovely city, for the gracious and generous hospitality which has been provided for us, and for all the care and thoroughness with which preparations have been made for this historic SUMMIT Conference of Independent African States.

We in Sierra Leone have never believed that Africa could not be united. We have always held the hope that the differences of approach which seemed to have the appearance of creating different groups or blocks on our continent were only temporary differences. Now we are happy that we did not hold this hope in vain. We are happy that, by the simple fact that we are meeting here from over thirty independent states, we have been able to prove to ourselves and to show to those outside Africa who, for their own reasons, would like to see us divided, that there is only ONE Africa, and that in this one Africa, we are all brothers.

I would like also to express our thanks to our foreign ministers and their delegations; who have worked patiently and well this past week to prepare out Agenda.

It is my view, Your Majesty and Your Excellencies, that if we were to go home from this Conference having reaffirmed the fundamental basis of our Unity, and having set in motion the machinery for the structural aspects of our: Unity, and having declared that we WILL stay united and WILL cooperate in every way towards the full economic, Social, educational, scientific and cultural development of this our potentially great continent, our meeting will have been crowned with success. In order, therefore, to achieve this success, I am prepared to enter into our discussions with a spirit of understanding of sympathy with views which Day be different from my own views, and with a willingness to reach agreement through honorable compromise.

Your Majesty; Your Excellencies: The whole world is watching us, and eagerly listening for the good news from Addis Ababa, that a UNITED AFRICA is ready to lead in the path towards world peace and security.

I thank you.
I feel deeply privileged and honored to have been afforded the opportunity of participating in this historic Conference in which, for the first time, all the Heads of African States and Governments have assembled together with the object of realizing the unity and well-being of Africa.

It is an inspiring experience to see in this hall men whose vision and influence extend far beyond the African Continent, and it is our sincere wish that by combining our efforts there will emerge from this Conference positive and constructive proposals for the achievement of African Unity.

I need not emphasize the value which my Government and people attach to meetings of this nature. In these dynamic and momentous times circumstances demand that African leaders meet more frequently to discuss matters of common concern, to exchange views on problems affecting the destiny of our Continent, and to align policies on international issues which bear upon the unity and well-being of Africa.

In dealing with our problems, it is necessary that we heed the lessons which history has taught us. We must bear in mind that the interests of Africa will best be served by those who belong to Africa, and whose primary loyalties lie with Africa. It would be prudent to remember that African States share a common destiny, and that no state can hope to prosper in isolation. We must be resolute in our efforts to maintain a united front, and to counteract all attempts at the establishment of permanent rival political blocs or grouping in our continent.

There is an aspect of African independence that is perhaps unique in history. Having recently conquered our freedom and national identity, often at an immeasurable price in human lives and hardships, we are naturally proud of our sovereignty and independence. And yet, we do not regard nation independence as our final goal. We are aware that in the second half of the twentieth century to grow into independence means to grow into interdependent. We strive for the consolidation of our national societies, and at the same time we strive for African Unity. We lift our eyes beyond our boundaries and identify ourselves with the struggle of those African brothers who are still under colonial domination.

When we speak of African Unity we beware of clichés and empty words. Our guiding principles should be idealism, tempered by realism, vision and imagination accompanied by a sober concern for practicability. We should not afraid to acknowledge that any form of association, federation or union implies a voluntary limitation on each State’s sovereignty. Recognizing this necessity, the Somali Constitution provides that the Republic “accepts, on conditions of party with other States, these limitations on its sovereignty as may be necessary to ensure peace among nations.”

As a result of past conferences and the preparatory meeting of the Foreign Ministers here, considerable progress has already been made in the direction of African Unity and Solidarity. Several important documents, “which have emerged from these combined efforts, provide excellent working material for the preparation of an African Charter.”

His Excellency Aden Abdulla Osman,
President of the Somali Republic
One of the major tasks confronting us today is to articulate our common aspiration for unity into a political framework acceptable to all.

Three main alternatives should be considered. The first is to develop a system of periodic consultations among African Governments for the purposes of concerting their foreign and military policies, and raising the economic and social level of the African people.

The second alternative is the establishment of an Inter-African Organization dedicated to the same purposes, and having its own budget and legal personality.

The third alternative is the creation of an African Union or Federation with a single foreign policy and diplomacy, a common defence system, a common economic planning, and a unified currency.

There are very important differences among the three alternatives.

Under the first, each member State, while committed to cooperate with the others, remains free to decide its policies according to its own judgment.

Under the second, each member State, within the limits of the Charter of the Organization, is bound by majority decisions, and undertakes to contribute to the expenses of the Organization in proportion to its national budget.

The third alternative is radically different from the others in that, while the degree of autonomy and sovereignty retained by individual States depends upon the terms of the Constitution, each of them is represented internationally by the Federal or Union Government.

What is then the solution best suitable to Africa today? The right answer to this question cannot be improvised or lightly given. I stress that the answer should be the right one; that is it should take into account the present stage of development of the Continent. And project it forward realistically in the foreseeable future; it should express, if at all possible the unanimous conviction of the African States.

No doubt the vision of an African Union speaking with a single voice in the councils of the world reflects the aspirations of the peoples of Africa. As a final goal, we should all strive for the realization of this objective.

At this stage however, I wonder whether the African States would be prepared to surrender their recently acquired sovereignty to a central government. In our view, such a momentous decision should be reached only at the end of a process of evolution. We should begin with less binding forms of association. These would enable us to acquire the habit of working together towards the solution of common problems, and would gradually prepare us for the adoption of closer bonds.

It seems to us that at this stage of development, our common desire for greater unity among African States would best be expressed by the formation of a new Pan-African Organization. The Organization would have its own juridical personality, and would be parallel to the regional agencies already existing in other continents, in full accord with Chapter VIII of the United Nations Charter.

In our view, such an organization should have four principal organs:

a) A Pan-African Assembly which should normally meet once a year and decide the general action and policy of the organization;

b) A Council, which should meet whenever necessary, deal with urgent matters, and be responsible for the implementation of the policies laid down by the Assembly;

c) A permanent Conciliation and Arbitration Commission which should deal with the settlement of territorial and other disputes between African States;

d) A Secretariat responsible only to the organization which, should be entrusted with the performance of the administrative and technical services.

An organization of this nature would provide a forum for periodic contacts among the leaders of African States. In particular, it would serve to reach a peaceful settlement of controversies and disputes among African countries; to coordinate the policies of the Af-
frican States at meetings of the United Nations and of other international organizations; to promote the economic and social progress of the African Continent.

The Permanent Conciliation and Arbitration Commission which I have in mind should consist of a panel of highly qualified Africans who command universal respect. The Member States of the Organization should be urged to submit inter-African disputes to the Commission. The success of this machinery for the amicable settlement of State differences would strengthen mutual confidence and would prepare the ground for closer forms of association.

In the economic and social fields the Organization should be concerned with raising the standard of living of the African people; in particular it should examine thoroughly and promptly the existing projects and recommendations, such as the creation of an African Common Market an African Investment, Fund an African Development Bank and others.

Permit me, however to sound a note of caution. There are matters which must be dealt with by each individual nation; others may be most effectively dealt with on a regional or continental scale; others still should be tackled on a world-wide scale. Before embarking on a course of action such as the creation of a new African technical agency, it should be ascertained whether the proposed organ would provide the best solution to the problem at hand. Any decision should be preceded by a thorough study of the financial technical and other practical aspects of a proposal. It should be borne in mind, for example that the African States here assembled are members of the United Nations and its Specialized Agencies, and we all contribute to their budgets.

It is important therefore to avoid unnecessary duplication and expense. In deciding whether a new project should be launched or a new agency established, we, should be satisfied that there is a real need, and that the function is not already effectively performed by existing agencies.

I have considered it necessary to touch upon the organizational requirements of African Unity because the soundness or otherwise of its structure will affect profoundly the success of our endeavours. To ensure that our organization develops soundly it is important that we build on solid foundations, and the strength of those foundations will, in the last analysis, depend on the degree of understanding and good will which bind the member states. It follows, therefore that those problems which hinder the development of relations between African States must be attended to without delay. If they are left unresolved they could well harm relations and consequently imperil the foundations of our unity.

The kind of problem which we have in mind is that concerning territorial disputes between African States. We are aware; of course that this is not the forum for discussing individual disputes between countries but territorial disputes are issues that go straight to the hearts of the people.

History has shown that the most serious obstacle to African Unity originates from the artificial political boundaries which were imposed on large areas or the African Continent by Colonialist Powers. We have seen how traditionally integrated societies were torn apart and how their land was cruelly partitioned to serve the selfish interests of others.

It has been suggested by some that any attempt to adjust existing boundary arrangements would aggravate rather than ease the situation. and for that reason matters should remain as they are.'We do not subscribe to that view for several reasons. It would amount to us condoning actions and policies which we know very well are wrong and unjust. It would. Too admit a defeats attitude and imply a lack of courage to solve African problems. Finally, it would show that we are short Sighted to think that African Unity can be achieved by side-tracking contentious issues that are the realities of the African scene.

It is for this reason that we seek in the friend list spirit, the indulgence of this great Assembly for a better understanding of the territorial problems which face the Somali people. In doing so, our purpose is not to promote hostility between the states involved, but to seek recognition of the fact that the problems deserve the attention of the whole family of African Nations.

Briefly the Somali problem is this: unlike any other border problem in Africa, the entire length of the existing boundaries as imposed by the colonialists, cut across the traditional pastures of our nomadic population. The problem becomes unique when it is realized that that no other nation in Africa finds itself totally divided along the whole length of its borders from its own people.
These, who oppose the reunification of the Somali territories, attempt to portray the Somali people’s desire for unity as a form of tribalism. Such opponents use every means at their disposal to rank the Somali people as an ordinary tribe without any rights to nationhood. The Somali people are a nation in every sense of the word.

A nation has been defined as “a people, usually inhabiting a distinct portion of the earth, speaking the same language, using the same customs, possessing historic continuity, and distinguished from other like group, by their racial origin and characteristics. It is constituted by inborn qualities which render it indissoluble”.

The Somali people share all these common bonds; and in addition, share a common religion. There is no doubt, as scholars have universally acknowledged that the Somalis constitute a nation.

This concept of nationhood is profoundly felt by all Somalis, those living outside the territory of the Republic, as well as those living within it.

An eminent expert on the peoples of the Horn of Africa has recently written: “The haphazard partition of Somali grazing lands by Britain, Italy, France and Ethiopia towards the end of the nineteenth century separated, quite literally, brother from brother, by a series of artificial and often disputed frontiers across which Somalis as nomads have to move”.

By becoming united, the Somali people feel that not only would their welfare be secured. “but that as a single entity they would be able to contribute effectively to the ideals of African Unity. In their present situation they cannot do so. They cannot develop into a coherent whole, while one-and-a-half million of them are still living in areas administered by Britain, Ethiopia and France.

The Somali area administered by Britain is known as the Northern Frontier District. Last October when an impartial commission was charged with ascertaining the view of the inhabitants living there, it found that 87 per cent of them were in favor of union with the Somali Republic. By expressing themselves overwhelmingly in favor of joining their brothers the people of that region have demonstrated that they emphatically do not consent to be governed by the authorities in Nairobi. Furthermore, by boycotting unanimously the Kenya elections, they have demonstrated that they emphatically do not consent to participate in the government of that country. It is because Britain has refused to recognize the will of the inhabitants of the N. F.D that a dangerous state of unrest has arisen there.

The strong desire expressed in the N. F. D, towards union is shared also by Somalis living under Ethiopian and French rule.

It is not our wish, at this stage to go deeply into the Somali territorial dispute with our host country Ethiopia, We shall simply summaries our stand on this matter by saying that Ethiopia has taken possession of a large portion of Somali territory without the consent and against the wishes of the inhabitants.

The present state of agitation and ferment in those areas will continue to fester, unless an equitable solution is found. If the wound is not healed, it will constitute source of trouble in the region, and may affect adversely the friendly relations between the Somali Republic and her neighbors. Let there be no misunderstanding about our intentions. The Somali Government has no ambitions or claims for territorial aggrandizement. At the same time, the people of the Republic cannot be expected to remain indifferent to the appeal of its brethren. The Somali Government, therefore, must press for self determination for the inhabitants of the Somali areas adjacent to the Somali Republic. Self-determination is a cornerstone of the United Nations Charter, to which we all subscribe. If the Somalis in those areas are given the opportunity to express their will freely, the Government of the Republic pledges itself to accept the verdict.

Before concluding, I should like to summarize in a few words the position of the Somali Government on other important issues.

We share the strong feeling of all Africans that the liquidation of the last vestiges of colonialism from the African continent must be accelerated. We urge, in particular, that the people of French Somaliland be given an opportunity to determine their own future freely, without pressure or intimidation. French Somaliland, as you may have noted, enjoys the unemiable position of being the last French colonial outpost in Africa. Whenever the question of independence for Africa is raised, there is a tendency to devote most attention to the larger colonial territories and overlook the struggles of the smaller ones. In our opin-
ion, all colonial occupied territories should be considered in the same light. It would give
couragement to the people of French Somaliland and also to other smaller territories if
this Conference could endorse the proposition that the indigenous populations should be
allowed to exercise their right to self-determination without further delay, and that moral
and material help will be provided by African States.

The continuing anachronism of colonial regimes in Angola, Mozambique and South West
Africa is intolerable. It is equally anachronistic that the democratic principle of ‘one man
one vote’ should not yet have reached Southern Rhodesia.

We are looking forward to the early independence of the peoples of Kenya, Nyasaland,
Northern Rhodesia and Zanzibar, and will welcome them warmly in our community.

The South African Government’s policy of apartheid and racial discrimination has been
universally condemned. We can never rest as long as this outrageous contempt for the
dignity of man persists.

We continue to subscribe to a policy of non-alignment, in that it enables us to examine
dispassionately the merits of each issue, with prejudice towards none.

We fully support the efforts made by all peace-loving nations towards the achievement of
general and complete disarmament.

We believe that the creation of a nuclear free zone of the African Continent, similar to that
recently proposed for Latin America, would be a significant contribution to the lessening
of world tension. For the same reason we are opposed to foreign military bases in Africa.

We reaffirm our belief in the principles of the United Nations Charter, and our confidence
in the Organization as an indispensable and effective force for the improvement of the hu-
man condition. As the United Nations now has twice as many members as it had when it
was created, we will continue to press jointly with other African countries, for the structural
changes necessary to reflect more adequately the present membership of the organiza-
tion.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank His Imperial Majesty, the Ethiopian Govern-
ment and people, for the warm hospitality accorded us in their capital. May this green
plateau fragrant with eucalyptus and ringed with noble mountains, be the birthplace of a
new era of understanding and unity for the African continent.
Your Majesty,
Mr. President,

I must apologize for intervening at this stage in the debate, but the honourable Head of State of Somalia leaves me no alternative. It is with genuine regret that I intervene, in view of the events of the last two days, the high standard of debate, the purpose for which the eminent Heads of State have gathered together, this high purpose, this dream that all Africans have been dreaming for centuries.

At a time when we are about to realize African unity, I deeply regret that I am obliged to enter into the minor differences between two States. The purpose of our meeting is African unity, collaboration and reconciliation. Our purpose here is not to emphasize our minor differences, but to bring out our points of agreement. In view of the unthinkable accusation made here against my country, I had no other choice than to take the floor I shall be as brief as possible, and it is not my intention to enter into polemics. The President of the Republic of Somalia stated that Ethiopia has seized a large part of Somali territory against the will and desire of the Somalia population. The Somali delegation apparently wishes to apply in all conferences the well-known adage “If you throw enough mud, some of it will stick”, but I had not expected him to apply it at this major conference, attended by great Heads of State from our continent. Whence comes this accusation? I shall restrict myself to a few facts only, so that everyone may know the truth for once and for all. Ethiopia has always existed in history for centuries as an independent state and as a nation, for more than 3,000 years. That is a fact, second fact: the historical frontiers of Ethiopia stretched from the Red Sea to the Indian Ocean, including all the territory between them. Third fact: there is no record in history either of a Somali State or a Somali nation. That too is a fact. I apologize for stating it. During the 19th century, when Europeans colonialists decided to share out African, as two eminent Heads of State have here pointed out, Ethiopia, though robbed of all its coast line Eritrea, Somalia and so on resisted as a symbol to our African brothers, a symbol of the will to independence of Africa. It has resisted alone for centuries. Fellow Delegates, there is no need to recall here that it was at Adoua in colonialist power. In doing so, it was defending its independence, the independence of our brothers. At the Paris Peace Conference after the Second World War, we obliged the colonialists, and particularly the Italian aggressors who used our Ethiopian coast-line of Eritrea and Somalia to carry out attacks against the only independent African country, to abandon their former colonies, and also to abandon their colonies in North Africa and elsewhere. With our friends from Egypt and Liberia, we struggled alone, the three independent states of Africa, on behalf of the whole continent. Afterwards I was myself delegated by His Imperial Majesty in 1949, when the future of the Italian colony of Somalia was discussed. Ethiopia was among the first states to support the independence of Somalia. I myself asked for this. There was a proposal to place Somalia under Italian mandate for 25 years. We refused. It was proposed to place Somalia under Italian mandate for ten years, Ethiopia alone said no, and demanded immediate independence. After a mandate has been granted to Italy, during these last ten years, before Somalia obtained its independence, my Sovereign, His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie I, invited the Somali Head of State who is here present to come to Addis Ababa and granted him the honours with which all the Heads of State were here received two days ago.

His Excellency Tsehai Tezaz Aklilou Habte-Wold,
Prime Minister of Ethiopia
Before there was an independent Somali Republic, the Emperor Haile Selassie extended his hand to our Somali brothers, offering them economic collaboration; proclaimed his support for their independence; and did everything possible to reach a rapprochement, in spite of frontier questions, because questions of frontiers between Ethiopia and the Somali Republic are regulated by an international treaty. If the Somali Republic does not recognize the treaty, then the Somali Republic will not even exist. There is an international treaty, but on the ground there is no demarcation. We could spend much time one discussing that demarcation in order to reach agreement.

When the Honourable President came here, he was very satisfied. He went away; it was only after Somalia became independent that all these polemics came about. Now immediately after independence, there was immediately a terrific campaign aiming at territorial aggrandisement at the expense of Ethiopia and Kenya. It is not for me to reply for Kenya. The President of the Somali Republic said “We are not seeking territorial aggrandisement”. Then what is he seeking? What does he base his statement on? On what does he base this territorial claim? On linguistic reasoning or on religious reasons?

Even if, as was said in this very Chamber by the eminent Heads of the State of Madagascar, of Nigeria, of Ghana, if we are to re-draw the map of Africa on religious, racial and linguistic. I am afraid, as everyone has said, that many States will cease to exist. It is in the interest of all Africans now to respect the frontiers drawn on the maps, whether they are good or bad, by the former colonizers, and that is the interest of Somalia, too, because if we are going to move in this direction, then we, too, the Ethiopians will have claims to make: on the same basis as Somalia, and for more on historical and geographical reasons. Let me say in conclusion, the policy of Ethiopia, as its history shows, while never allowing an inch of territory to be given up, the following: non-interference in the internal affairs of the State, respect for the sovereignty and integrity of every State, a peaceful settlement of all disputes on the established basis, co-operation between African brother states in all fields: economics, cultural, and social, and to work actively for African unity. I beg the Government of Somalia to work on the same principles, as I hope it will, for the greater benefit of our two fraternal peoples.
Dear Friends,

We are gathered together today under the glow of a new dawn which makes the advent of a new era in our Continent. This Africa the cradle of Mankind, where glorious civilizations have blossomed on the shores of mighty rivers, has been for long the prey of colonizers who enslaved her sons, disdained her cultures and exploited her wealth.

We are gathered today to strive for the liberation of those parts of this dear Continent where colonialism wages its last desperate battle and also to encounter another challenge - that of reconstruction, of combating vestiges of economic and social backwardness, and of readapting foreign system of Government to suit our national temperament and traditions. Furthermore our multiple and complex problems have to be set in a wider perspective. We have to face them in the midst of ideological conflicts and foreign interests that threaten Africa.

This is why we meet, Dear Friends, on the outbreak of a new era, the era of African Unity - an idea that has begun to crystallize, having for long been cherished as an ideal by African Leaders and nourished as a hope by the African Peoples.

We meet in this climate of hope to defy these internal and external challenges. We meet, inspired by confidence to rally our internal resources and by faith among African Peoples and Governments. We are here to analyze, to resolve and to overcome all external obstacles; for we are inspired by this sense of the oneness of Africa.

I greet you all in the name of this Unity to which the People of the Republic of the Sudan have always aspired. The Sudanese People have longed and worked for this historic meeting through previous Conferences in which the Sudan participated; fully convinced that artificial differences cannot stand against this Continental surge for Unity.

The importance of this Unique Conference is therefore not only one of magnitude, for one of a quest for the definition of complete Unity disregarding blocks and internal divisions. It is also an expression of our determined efforts to wield this Unity as an effective means of constructing an African edifice which will reflect our multiple economic, social and political endeavors and which will equally effectively contribute towards World Peace and stability.

All our peoples are anxiously watching us lay the cornerstone of this magnificent edifice today. They fully realize that the choice of words in drafting charters, proposals and resolutions is meaningless without the dedicated spirit with which they are to be implemented. Our Peoples expect frankness when details are discussed, and when issues are resolved. They pray for an atmosphere of confidence so that a long cherished dream may be realized. Unity is an imperative necessity for Africa today. Our problems stem from a common root and have, we believe, a common answer. Unity is not only our most effective answer but it has for us a message that is essentially and intrinsically 11y different from a plea for Unity by others. Colonial and industrially developed countries may regard Unity as a method of preserving the status-quo. We regard Unity as an endeavour for the creation of that which should be both ideally and practically.
Dear Friends,

Having set African Unity as our ultimate goal we may agree to differ as to the forms in which this Unity may be expressed. It may acquire various and changing shapes. Only by trial can we embark upon the most congenial and durable form. Nevertheless it is important to declare from this restrum our dedication to this Unity, both in principle and as an instrument of policy.

I am therefore proud and pleased to announce, in the name of the People of the Sudan, our unwavering determination to bring about and realize this Unity. We are more prepared to fulfill our obligations towards this ideal than to enjoy any rights that may accrue.

We are prepared to harmonize our foreign economic and social policies with other African policies. We are equally prepared to expand our various means of communications to strive for closer physical proximity with our neighbors and with other African States. We are equally dedicated to revive and promote spiritual and moral affinities so that a unified African public opinion may emerge. We are fully prepared to work for closer cultural, technical and social cooperation with all African Governments and Peoples.

Dear Friends,

The Sudan does not understand Unity as an attempt to isolate Africa from the rest of the world; or to absolve ourselves from our international obligations. We believe that the reverse is true. We believe that, with Unity the African Voice will carry more weight that our role will be more constructive; and our contribution more positive at this critical juncture in the affairs of Mankind.

We hope thereby to constitute moral force which will direct the world towards peace and good will - a role which will be in keeping with our cultural, spiritual and moral heritage. We believe that we can best fulfill this role by adopting the policy of non-alignment by rejecting foreign military pacts, foreign military bases and by the outright condemnation of armament.

Through preparing to undertake this constructive role; we believe that the rest of the world will be impelled to fulfill its obligations towards us. We do not ask the Big Powers merely to refrain from interfering in our affairs or to desist from meddling ill our inter-African relations. We demand that these Powers undertake and fulfill their responsibilities towards bridging the gulf which separates the haves from the have-nots. We demand fair returns for our primary products in world markets, retains which are commensurate with our efforts and which cannot be achieved by fluctuating prices. If they are truly desirous for world peace, we believe that these same Powers should devote more of their technical resources to enable us to industrialize our raw materials in order to raise the economic and social standard of our Peoples.

This campaign for national construction should not, however, divert us from an equally imperative task - The task of liberating the rest of our Continent from these remaining pockets of colonalist and racialist domination.

The Sudan is of the view that measures to achieve these ends must be practical and coordinative. We believe in the establishment of an all Africa organization through which material aid to Liberation Movements should be channeled and training facilities for Freedom Fighters in our respective countries should be organized. We believe in the application of complete and effective boycott of the Governments of Portugal and the Republic of South Africa.

Brothers and Friends,

This first Meeting between the Heads of Independent African States should spell a new page in our inter-African relations. We should delve into the past only to cement our new-found Unity and open up new vistas for genuine future co-operation. The keynote for this cooperation lies within us; it’s stems from our faith in ourselves and trust in our neighbours and brothers.

I hope you will bare with me while I undertake a congenial and pleasant task. May I, on behalf of the Government and People of the Sudan, express our sincerest thanks to His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie the First. His personal sympathy and support the dedication
of His Government and People have made this Conference possible. Its resounding success is a tribute to the whole of Africa.

May I finally, on behalf of the People of the Sudan convey to the People of Ethiopia our wishes for their continuous happiness and prosperity. The bonds between us are an ancient and living reality which is forever strengthened by the eternal flow of the Nile.

Thank you all.
This conference has been faced with one task, it is the task of finding a common denomina-
tor, which will guide us in our determination to rid our continent of the remaining vestiges 
of colonialism and in our determination to see an Africa speaking with the same voice.

The eyes of Africa and the world are turned upon this conference. They are anxiously wait-
ing for its outcome. Some are praying for its failure; others are praying for its success.

We did not come here to discover whether we all want a free Africa. Event the greatest 
enemies of African unity know that the one thing on which there can be no doubt that the 
whole of Africa speaks with one sincere voice, it is our desire to see an Africa completely 
freed from foreign domination and racialism. We came here to find out what we should all 
do now in order to bring about the final liberation of Africa.

We did not come here to discover whether we want African unity. Again even our enemies 
know that we sincerely desire unity. It is their fear of the consequences to them of com-
plete African unity, which makes them emphasize our differences and hope – wishfully – 
that these differences will make it impossible for Africa to unite. No, we did not come here 
to find out whether we desire unity. We came here to find out our common denominator 
in our approach to African unity.

I do not propose to bother you by stating why Africa should be free and why Africa should 
be united; why Africa should unite in achieving its freedom and free in achieving its unity. 
Your Imperial Majesty and those of my brothers who have spoken before me have stated 
that case much better than I can. It has been even better stated by the suffering of our peo-
ple; by the blood which our people have shed and are still shedding at the hands of their 
oppressors; it has been better stated by the millions of our people who died in the slave 
raids organised all over Africa by those powers whose prestige was built upon the humili-
ation of Africa; it is still stated by those monuments of European, American and (let’s say it) 
Asian glory, which to us are symbols of humiliation and oppression. I repeat then, that I do 
not propose to bother you with reasons, why Africa should be free, and why Africa should 
be united. We came here simply to discover our common denominator, in our approach 
to freedom and unity.

Because of the good fortune that I have had to speak last I can honestly say that we have 
discovered this common denominator. In our approach to the final liberation of Africa, 
we are all agreed without a single exception that the time for more words is gone; that this is 
time for action; that the time for allowing our brethren to struggle unaided is gone; that 
from now on our brethren in non-independent Africa should be helped by independent 
Africa.

In order to complete this picture of unanimity let me add Tanganyika’s voice then. I ask you 
to look at the map of Africa. You will immediately realise why in a very real and special sense 
we in Tanganyika, as indeed our brethren in the Congo cannot be comfortable or compla-
cent in our freedom as long as our neighbours to the south are not free.
At present, not because of any greater dedication to the freedom of Africa, but because of our proximity to non-independent Africa, we are already making a humble contribution to the liberation of Southern Africa, but we are prepared to do more. In particular, we are prepared to support the proposal made by our brother, President Sekou Toure, that one percent of our national budget should be set aside for the purpose of liberating non-free Africa. I want to assure our gallant brother from Algeria, Brother Ben Bella, that we are prepared to die a little for the final removal of the humiliation of colonialism from the face of Africa.

In our search for a common approach to unity the way the United States of America came into being has often been mentioned as an example open to us to follow. But let me say in this connection, that the United States of America did not come into being by the signing of the American Constitution. This was rather the culmination of a common endeavour by thirteen colonial countries. The real unity was forged and sealed by the Declaration of Independence and by a comradeship in arms for the achievement of that independence. Let us not avoid that task now facing us by waiting until Africa is under one Government. I ask Your Imperial Majesty and my brothers assembled here that we collectively should now view the continued occupation of Africa by any foreign power with the same gravity and in the same seriousness as each one of us would have viewed the occupation by a foreign power of a part of the country that he has the privilege and the honour to lead. We can no longer go on saying that Angola is not free or Mozambique is not free, etc., and that we are helping Angolans or Mozambicans to free themselves. Such statements are hiding the truth. The real humiliating truth is that Africa is not free; and therefore it is Africa which should take the necessary collective measures to free Africa. This is the clear and serious message that should go from here to the Security Council of the United Nations.

In our approach to unity we have also discovered a common denominator. We have all repeated our dedication to the achievement of a fully united Africa. But we have all said in effect that just as African independence has been a process, African unity is about to be a process. There is not going to be a God who will bring about African unity by merely willing unity and saying “Let there be Unity”. It is not in the nature of human action that the will and the fulfilment should be simultaneous. That is not in our power, that is only in the power of the Gods. In human action, there is an inevitable progress between the will to do and the fulfilment of that action. What is required is that immediately after the will, the first step should be taken – I repeat then that African unity cannot come by divine will, “Let there be unity”. And none of us is prepared in the name of unity to invite a Napoleon to come and bring about such unity by conquest. We are therefore left with only one method of bringing about African unity. That method is the method of free agreement. That is why at the beginning of this speech I said our task is to discover how to bring about our freedom in unity and our unity in freedom. This means that at any given point we must discover our highest common denominator. Having discovered that highest common denominator our duty is to take it without waiting till tomorrow.

We have, I believe, reached such an agreement here for the initial step to be taken. I believe that one can pick upon any proposal made by our brother President Senghor as such an example of common denominator. Taking the various proposals already made our Foreign Ministers are now drawing that common denominator in the form of a Charter.

There will be some who will say that this Charter does not go far enough or is not revolutionary enough. This may be so. But what is going far enough. No good mason would complain that his first brick did not go far enough. He knows that a first brick will go as far as it can go and will go no farther. He will go on laying brick after brick before edifice is complete.

And what is being revolutionary? A true revolutionary is not an unrealistic dreamer. A true revolutionary is one who analyses any given situation with scientific objectivity and acts accordingly. This is what this conference has been doing. Examining realistically what it is that we have in common in our approach to unity and then act accordingly.

The enemies of Africa are now praying. They are praying for the failure of this conference. The people of Africa are also praying. They are praying for the triumph of PAN-AFRICANISM OVER NARROW NATIONALISM AND REGIONALISM. They are especially praying for the triumph of an all embracing Africa Charter over a Monrovia or Casablanca.

It is unnecessary for me to prophesy that shall not be recorded in history that, “BUT FOR THE STUBBORNNESS AND NON-COOPERATION OF TANGANYIKA THE ADDIS ABABA
CONFERENCE WOULD HAVE BEEN A SUCCESS. Our National Motto is “UHURU NA UMOJA” (FREEDOM AND UNITY). Our National Anthem is “GOD BLESS AFRICA”.

Finally, let me say this:

We reciprocate the good wishes and prayers of the friends of Africa wherever they may be.

To those enemies of Africa who will want to belittle the significance of this conference by saying that it did not achieve very much we ought to send this challenge. That if when the nations of the world reassemble at the United Nations, they will approach the problems of the world in the same spirit of goodwill and cooperation as the nations of Africa assembled have approached their African problems here, the human race, like the African people, shall have taken an immense step towards universal brotherhood.
Your Majesty,
Your Excellencies,

It is my pleasant duty to convey to your august assembly the fraternal greetings of the Tunisian, people, and their wishes for the complete success of our work. For the second time within a few years the independent States of Africa have met in Addis Ababa, that heroic bastion of African liberty. I cannot evoke the epic story of Ethiopia without pride and emotion. There began a decisive battle which was destined to end, in Africa and elsewhere, with the final and inevitable defeat of colonialism. Allow me, from this tribune, to pay a whole hearted tribute to the inflexible will and indormitable courage of His Majesty, the Emperor Haile Selassie, the man who yesterday saved the honor of Africa and who, today, is placing his wisdom and experience at the service of its great designs.

We have come here desirous of, examining and, if possible, resolving together problems of common interest. Our problems are numerous and difficult; of that we grow each day more vividly aware. But these problems, amount essentially to three predominant concerns; to complete the decolonization of the continent.

To mobilize all material and moral resources in order effectively to combat underdevelopment.

To lay the foundations of that African unity, which is taking shape naturally.

I. THE DECOLONIZATION OF AFRICA

The majority of African countries represented here are independent, sovereign states. Like “peau de chagrin”, the shadow of colonial domination is shrinking visibly away. Thrust back upon its last redoubts, colonialism exhausts itself in savage and useless rear guard actions, or founders in blind hatred. Repression is rife in Angola and South Africa. The fires are smoldering in Mozambique and Southern Rhodesia. Confronted with such an alarming situation, the duty of the independent countries of Africa is clear.

We must strengthen by every possible means action taken under the aegis and auspices of the United Nations, provide sufficient continuous aid to the peoples who are fighting for their freedom, and made untenable the position of the last colonial enclaves in Africa, until Liberation is achieved.

It is not perhaps out of pace to mention here that, as we see it, decolonization implies not only the end of all forms of colonial domination, but also the elimination of all those consequences which tend to perpetuate the influence of colonialism and to encourage its aims, avowed or clandestine. It often occurs that when, political emancipation is won, there is no clear-cut frontier between dependence and freedom. Firm and persevering action is

His Excellency Habib Bourguiba, President of the Republic of Tunisia
then called for in order to eliminate, one by one, the consequences of colonial status, and restore its full meaning and all its prerogatives to independence.

Such action is not without risks. But we have judged it necessary, whatever the price, as independence - the first stage in the reconquest of human dignity makes people the masters of their own destiny. After independence, all things become possible. And in particular, methodical, coherent and sustained action to improve the moral and material condition of men.

II. THE STRUGGLE AGAINST UNDER DEVELOPMENT

In such a perspective, independence no longer appears as an end in itself, but as the solemn proclamation of an irresistible aspiration of the peoples towards well-being and progress. Independence establishes claim to dignity but does not entirely satisfy that claim. Because dignity is really only accessible to people freed from hunger, sickness and ignorance. In these conditions, the political emancipation of Africa can be no more than the necessary prelude to the mobilization of energies and resources with a view to raising men to a higher moral and material level.

The struggle against under-development which has been begun on the whole African continent is an undertaking of exceptional scope.

It calls for:

5. Thorough and vigorous action on mental structures with a view to reforming the economic and social structures.

6. Outside assistance in the form of capital and cadres, and therefore as well-balanced co-operation as possible with the industrialized countries.

7. Active and fruitful cooperation with the other countries of the African continent.

i. Action on structures and habits built up over a long period of stagnation reflects, in each case, the economic and social orientation of local policies. A fairly general effort to explore the African way to socialism may, however, be perceived. The aim of that action is to bring about a condition of world consciousness and to prepare humanity to tackle the tasks of development.

ii. Cooperation with the industrialized countries, rich in capital, cadres and technical experience, is not only desirable but inevitable for developing countries. There is no alternative. The refusal of such co-operation through fear of a revival of colonialism is a position which can be justified from the sentimental point of view or that of pure logic. But all the same the attitude is unrealistic. Accepting the assistance of former colonial powers does sometimes means running a real risk, I admit. But refusing it means isolating oneself and condemning oneself to stagnation.

I think it is possible to find a way out of this dilemma provided one is really determined to put an end to dependence as soon as one is in a position to do so, one must accept co-operation even if that cooperation is not always balanced to start off with. If one accepts it all the same in full understanding of what it means, it is because it is the only way of freeing oneself of dependence. Otherwise, the paralyzing fear of neo-colonialism might well keep newly liberated countries in a state of chronic weakness and therefore of prolonged dependence.

Between cooperation accepted as a means of attaining freedom through economic and social progress and cooperation which serves as a façade for neo-colonialism, the difference is not of kind but of the final objective. It is above all a matter of conscience for those in authority, who accept it. It is because we know what we want and where we are going that we have never had any complexes. The independence of Tunisia has never suffered thereby. On the contrary:

If cooperation between African countries and industrialized countries on a bilateral basis is the most usual in spite of the risks it may entail, co-operation with economic unities has a chance of bring better balanced and less suspect.

The ideal would obviously be for external aid of whatever origin to be distributed by the United Nations and under its aegis. If aid to under-developed countries were given an international character, it would no longer be suspected of serving the ends of the cold war. Unfortunately there does not seem much possibility of such a solution being adopted. In
the present state of affairs and due to the urgent needs of developing countries, we cannot
do otherwise than accept assistance from the developed countries while insisting on the
fact that such aid is in the recognized interest of those who supply it and those who receive
it. It is a bridge thrown across the abyss of inequalities. The better-off countries must be
aware of the dangers menacing world peace so long as Humanity is divided into the un-
der-fed and the well-fed and so long as the gap between these two sections of humanity is
only accentuated by the results of a population explosion affecting the under-fed section.

iii. Insofar as cooperation between African countries is concerned we are still at the
approach stage. Divisions, differences in tradition and language" inherited from the
Colonial era, inadequacy of transport and communication systems, particularisms,
mental reservations and sometimes misunderstandings have hardly furthered the
progress of inter-African cooperation. In its principle and effects however that co-
operation remains eminently desirable.

Everyone recognizes the urgency of concerted action on foreign markets. No one seriously
questions the necessity of organizing domestic markets large enough to support a drive
towards industrialization, which is still the surest way of rescuing African economies from
under-development.

Everything, therefore, encourages us to come together, to explore in common the pros-
pects of a necessary and fruitful cooperation to confront our experiences and ideas, to mul-
tiply our trade and contacts, thereby indefinitely extending the field of common interest.

Encouraging results have already been noted, thanks to the effective and methodical ac-
tion of the United Nations and its specialized agencies. Such action must be supported
and its field of application extended to precise spheres in such a way as to emphasize the
solidarity of interests and furnish proof of inter-dependence, which alone will prepare the
way for unity.

III. AFRICAN UNITY
In a continent barely emerging from the colonial era, enfeebled and divided, unity has,
of necessity, a penetrating resonance and great power of attraction. But it is still an ideal
towards which we are tending and for which we must act.

Speaking for ourselves, we prefer to see things as they are. We hardly know each other and
we have barely had time to draw up an inventory of the things which bring us together
and those which divide us. We have to break down all divisions inherited from the colonial
era. It must not be forgotten that for a very long time Africa was a continent open to the
world and closed to itself.

To postulate unity as an imminent, straightforward thing, which will be achieved by adopt-
ing a motion, or Manifesto, or by elaborating a constitution, may lead to disappointments.

We must build on reality, and reality is that the people of Africa are aspiring towards a
certain unity of purpose, expression of a common awareness of the continent’s problems.

Such unity of purpose is possible here and now. It may emerge from our debates. It may
help us to take up a common stand in international affairs, to identify our aims, to coor-
dinate our efforts and harmonize our trends in the fight for economic and social progress.

Let us, all together, serve our apprenticeship to unity. Know ourselves better, hold each
other in esteem, understand each other’s problems and the interest of all. Minds must
become accustomed to the idea of unity and its practical and moral implications. A sober
psychological preparation is necessary, without which nothing of value can be done.

For unity, in the final analysis, can only come from the consent - the real, profound and
freely expressed consent, - of the people. It can never be imposed by means of force or
subversion, serving a desire for supremacy. The desire for supremacy is the worm in the
bud. When one partner wishes to dominate a group, sooner or later that group will fall
apart. The experience of recent years bears witness to this fact.

We do not believe that it is in Africa’s interest to invite misfortunes of that sort. Unity is a
work that takes time. The Pace of history must not be -forced. We must build solidly on a
basis of popular consent, mutual esteem and respect for all sovereignties. Nothing lasting
can be forged in the fire of hasty improvisation or and lambent sentiment. African unity will
be built by frank collaboration, honest negotiation and democracy. This is my wish for the
future of our continent.
Tunisia, which hopes to have won your respect by its realism, its sense of moderation and its constant devotion to the cause of liberty and progress in Africa, is still prepared to do anything that may help us to take the first step on the road to African unity.

Experiments are in progress in certain regions of Africa which, through periodic contacts, are helping to organize limited co-operation in certain technical fields, or the progressive establishment of an integrated economic unit. Moreover, we have seen more ambitious and more spectacular attempts in Africa towards a greater degree of integration. They fell short and eventually led to a slight retreat in the concept of unity.

Whatever the case, regional agreements have an important part to play in the development of Africa. We know that the industrial countries, which provide technical assistance and capital, would rather deal with groups than with separate countries. Moreover, it is easier for countries combined in a unit to harmonize their economic and social policies within the framework of joint programmes. Thus regional agreements further both the planning of external assistance and that of their own development.

For all these reasons and for others arising from the many affinities existing between our people, we long ago planned to set up in North Africa the great Arab Maghreb. However, we had to wait until the end of the long Algerian war.

With time, we hope to be able to overcome the final obstacles, and set up a valid and liable Maghreb unit, which can greatly reinforce that African unity whose foundations, we must here lay.

This Conference, like many before it, may well conclude, after many eloquent speeches and lively debates with a number of motions, forthright statements of position and declarations of intention, which will in no way alter the situation in Africa.

But if you are willing, our Conference can be the exception to the rule.

Concrete proposals have been made, discussed and drawn up by our Foreign Ministers. We shall not separate until we have perfected them. Then it will be our task to implement them methodically.

It is not out of some vague feeling of skepticism that we, for our part, wish to proceed gradually. On the contrary, it is because we have faith in African unity, because we regard it as a precious possession; because we share the great hopes placed in our work for its success that we wish to avoid haste and the errors which often lead to disappointment and finally to despair.

If we can avoid these dangers, the African union of countries may provide an original solution to the problem of “unity in diversity”.

At a single stroke, our efforts towards well-being and progress will be accelerated, and our collective work in defence of peace throughout the world will be strengthened.

These are great tasks which await us.

The Tunisian delegation approaches them with a firm will to succeed.
The meaning I attach to this Conference is that we have gathered here to find a basin as to how we can advance the two revolutions which are running together in Africa. There is the revolt against foreign rule and economic and social domination. There is also the revolutionary upsurge which aims at giving Africa a new creed, a new certainty, a new sense of belonging by transforming the mental attitudes and orientation of our peoples and by giving them a political, economic and social standard which would ensure a better life than we have today anywhere in Africa. To me, these goals can only be achieved through a continental and a joint effort by all of us. There seems to be no disagreement that we should collectively work together to achieve these goals.

What appears to me important in this agreement is the quantum and the total effectiveness of the joint effort we are prepared to put to the task. I am in favour of wielding a heavy hammer to give a definite and meaningful shape to the things that we intend to do thus ensuring that our own people and the world at large are left in no doubt whatever as to our intentions. It is, of course, very encouraging that the mere presence of all of us in this city and in this great country is in itself an indication of the beginning of a further step in the continental re-awakening of and desire to unity Africa. This in itself is important is a definite step forward, but I submit that it must be backed with bold decisions and that we must not leave this city with a decision that will be interpreted by the outside world and by our peoples to mean that we have met here only to agree to meet again. I do not say that we must not meet again but the basis of our future meetings must be different from what it is now.

My understanding is that we have met in this Conference so as to explore those areas of agreement which will form the basis of our future discussions and guide our action in such a way that Africa will be able to project her image as a single unit. I do not think it is beyond our ability and powers to establish such a basis. Once this basis is established at this Conference, our future meetings would then take the role of framing what Africa must say and do both within the African continent and in her relations with other countries.

I say all this in full understanding of our history and the effect of that history upon each of us. We have been ruled by other people but the colonial period in Africa which began with Western Europe explorers is rapidly coming to an end. Direct western rule on the Continent of Africa has outlived its historical functions and is now perishing in a fermentation caused by our bid for freedom and independence. We are now developing new ideas and new movements. We are also unleashing new energies in order to give expression to what Africa is. The continent of Africa and her peoples seek a new orientation. Our main difficulty lies in the links we still have with the powers which shattered our culture and exploited our resources human and material. We cannot run away from the fact that the economies of our new states are still dependent on external powers. But our peoples remain sensitive and proud and they look to a day when their leaders will give them full freedom. In my case, the experience is only a few months old and apart from Ethiopia and Liberia, none of us can reckon this sort of experience in terms of decades.

As a heritage from the colonial era, our people are disease ridden and poverty stricken and this has led to a vicious circle of malnutrition disease and low productivity. A decision at this
Conference to agree to meet again is a decision which does not wage a continent-wide war on the evils that we have inherited. This is a common problem to all of us and its solution calls for joint and bold effort through a machinery which we must establish a certainly not through consultation good though that may be.

There are also new and ominous symptoms of the danger that we face. Unless we are able to establish a strong central machinery, the tendency to stay away from one another and to form groupings against ourselves will grow. The growth of this tendency will help our ex-colonizers and other powers desirous of having a foothold in Africa. And when this becomes a reality the whole basis of our revolt against foreign control will be destroyed.

Our revolution must succeed. This Conference has the task to lay down the foundation for its success. I know that there are great difficulties which we must overcome in order to take a bold step forward. Several centuries of close contact with our ex-colonizers have left deep marks on us. Even in this Conference we can only communicate with one another with the help of the former colonial powers’ languages. But we cannot forget or overlook the fact that the labour and products of Africa still lay a decisive part in the national economies of our former colonizers and also the fact that those countries still depend on the raw materials they obtain from their former colonies and on the textiles, machines, and consumer goods which they still sale to such ex-colonies. What we have to decide at this Conference is whether our manners and even our temperament will continue to be dominated by our long association with our ex-rulers. We have also to bear in mind in making that decision the problems of poverty and ignorance of our peoples and the back-log of administrative problems which we individually seem to have accepted as incapable of solution without external aid. I do not say that there is no need for help, nor do I say that we should not welcome any assistance, but I am convinced that any assistance which tends to make us stay away from one another is against Africa and African peoples.

I hold the view that however nice one may feel as complete master in one’s own house the time has come, indeed almost overdue, for African Independent States to surrender some of their sovereignty in favour of an African Central Legislature and Executive body with specific powers over those subjects where divided control and action would be undesirable. I refer to such subjects as the establishment of an African Common Market, Economic Planning on a continent wide basis, Collective Defense, a Common Foreign Policy, a Common Development Bank and a Common Monetary Zone: The list is by no means exhaustive, and I hope that the Conference will agree to the appointment of a Committee of experts who will investigate the matter of closer economic and political union among African Independent States and report to the Heads of States within a period not exceeding six months.

I also consider that the question of exchange of students both at the Secondary and at the University levels merits far greater consideration than has hitherto been accorded to it. I need not recite the concrete and imponderable benefits that would accrue to the cause of African unity. I may mention the clear advantage that French speaking Secondary School students would derive out of a year’s studentship in an English-speaking school and vice versa. We have got to learn each other’s language and ways of living and we must catch the future citizens of Africa at the most plastic and most impressionable stage of their lives, and this is one easy and cheap way of going about it.

On no single issue has Africa ever been so solidly united as on the question of apartheid and colonialism and Uganda bows to no one in her determination to see that colonialism in all its forms is liquidated. I would go to the extent of offering Uganda as training ground for the land forces that are necessary for the liberation forces which are needed in the struggle against colonialism. I suggest that Uganda is eminently well suited to serve the three major trouble spots of Angola, Mozambique, South Africa and, if the need should arise, Southern Rhodesia. I suggest that to bring the colonialists to their senses vituperative condemnations have ceased to be effective in the struggle against 20th century colonialism in the context of the cold war. Their pockets should be hurt by the imposition of economic sanction of different forms. I venture to suggest that if the white minority of Southern Rhodesia should be permitted to declare themselves independent, the African States should promptly counter this by severing trade and other relations with the United Kingdom and her fellow travelers.
The principle driving force that motivated our ex-colonizers in their colonial adventure was economic and political power. The predominant consideration in their present attempt to maintain their influence in Africa is still the same.

We all know the humiliation suffered by our people under foreign rule and influence. We are not unaware of the battle we still have to fight to free those parts of Africa still under foreign domination and indignity. Above all, we still have the task of translating political freedom in our states into social and economical freedom. Agreement that we shall meet again and even setting up consultative Committees of Ministers will fall short of the great task. Uganda will support the setting up of a strong political, economic and social machinery to direct our next effort to free Africa, to give African peoples a continental security and to give our continent the pride and dignity she deserves.
Dear Friends,

From the vicinity of the shores where the Nile ends, came here the United Arab Republic Delegation, following the course of the creative River, proceeding to one of its most important sources here in this great country.

While here are among you - friends - those who have, in this hall expressed their admiration for the hospitality of the glorious Ethiopian People who played host to this Conference, and for the precision of the organization and efforts exerted to enable the Conference to accomplish its mission smoothly, we would recall that long years ago, in times as old as the history of mankind, we have known the generosity of this country and the systematic precision which reaches us in an annual flood with the course of the life-giving Nile and which comes to us always at the right time without failure or delay.

Such is Ethiopia, its land, its people and its Emperor, who has devoted to this Conference the care and efforts which we all behold, appreciate and receive with deep thanks and gratitude.

Dear Friends,

Allow me to make my speech as brief as it possibly can be, for it is evident from what I have already heard up till now that all our thoughts are focused on the same horizon and our views are converged on the same subjects of importance. This was clear in the quick agreement reached by our foreign ministers who preceded us to here and who deployed efforts worthy of appreciation, allowing them to reach the draft agenda which includes a good number of issues commanding our attention, preoccupying our minds, engaging our thoughts and on which our views met during these sessions.

Thus, we now feel that it is time for us to put all our thoughts and aspirations into a plan of action. If you allow me, I would say that my conception of the task which awaits us here should proceed along the following lines:

FIRST

The U.A.R. feels that the African Continent faces today the most serious phase of its struggle. If we should say that the banners of independence which have been hoisted on the continent throughout recent years are a testimony to the fact that the birth of freedom has taken place, the birth alone, even with its spectacular miracle is not enough; freedom must grow and its growth must be sound and complete, and capable of facing the responsibilities of life in our age.

Hence, following the miracle of birth, in our view, the continent now faces the challenges of life and it should, amidst difficult circumstances, prove its fitness for survival and development much further, its ability to renew and evolve life itself.
I hardly believe, I need detail those difficult circumstances. I believe it would be enough for me to refer to those which hover over the continent from outside and those which lurk on the soil of the continent itself.

OUTSIDE THE CONTINENT

- There exists that colonialism which has not totally and fully been eradicated from all parts of the continent and which clings stubbornly and brutally to some of these parts, and in others, attempts to disguise itself behind false masks.

- There exists that racial discrimination and apartheid imposed on some parts of the continent by those who loot its riches, and enslave its labor; and in spite of that would not scruple at trampling over its dignity in its most elementary human forms.

- There exists that disguise behind military pacts to make of the peoples soil, bases by which to threaten them.

- There exist those attempts at forging new colonialist tools which infiltrate under the banner of the United Nations and which brought to the Congo, during its violent crisis that appalling tragedy whose victim was that African revolutionary martyr Patrice Lumumba; even in the guise of offering aid to the peoples of the continent, infiltration attempts took place.

- There exists that insistence on making of the continent a mere warehouse for raw materials at prices which fail to satisfy the hunger of its people while the total benefit goes to the importing countries which try to make of their industrial and scientific progress a quasi-colonialism of a new form, that of unjust exploitation of the wealth of others without a fair share.

- There exists the extent even of making of the lands of the peoples of the continent a field for nuclear test without the consent of those peoples, contrary to their aspirations for peace and in direct threat to them even in the air they breathe on their native soil.

- There exists that usurpation of the land of peoples, denying it to its legitimate owners and allowing it to settlers who came from afar, refusing to enjoy only the rights of guests and with arrogance and terror they imposed the despotism of the master.

- There exists that deception through slogans; even justice and even peace were harnessed to the necessities of the fait accompli. There can be no peace without justice; accepting the fait accompli without justice means the acceptance of submission and this is as remote from peace as can be.

- There exist in the continent itself other difficult circumstances. If the African continent in all fairness - does not bear the responsibility of these circumstances it nevertheless, is duty-bound to seek the best solution, irrespective of the sharing of responsibilities.

- There exists for instance - the problem of terrifying under-development, within the confines of which live the majority of the peoples of the continent and which provides the frightening gap between the living standards in this continent and those in other continents which proceeded in progress. This is a problem Which does not only affect the dignity and legitimate rights of the continent, but also has a perilous bearing on world peace, How can peace be stabilized between excessive wealth and appalling poverty in a world where distance counts no more.

- There exists that problem of social inequality within the one country this is a state of affairs that should remedy itself by applying fair measures which afford the citizen within the one country an equitable opportunity for life.

- There exist the problems of development to face the effects of underdevelopment and meet the needs of social justice, among which are the problems of planning, financing, and experience. In all those domains the continent is in need of extensive aid. The U.A.R. has its view on the matter of foreign aid. It finds it to been obligation upon those who preceded in progress, towards the underdeveloped peoples a right based on human interdependence and the consolidation of peace. Rather, the United Arab Republic considers this aid to be a tax due to others by the big powers with a colonial past, in compensation for the looting to which numerous peoples in Africa and Asia have and are still being expose4, peoples who have their wealth systematically
removed so that prosperity might be a monopoly by others, while they would be left
with the monopoly of poverty. If there are those who ask us to forgive the past, we
are prepared to forgive from the bottom of our hearts, but we are not ready to forget.
We forgive but we do not forget. We turn the old age in forgiveness but we would be
wrong to turn it in native.

• There exist the border problems between numerous African States frontiers we all
know how they were sometimes traced and how they were laid down.

• There exist the residues of the past which left behind numerous dark stains on the
continent and which now call for massive efforts in the fields of education and culture
to achieve the liberation of the African man from all the unseen shackles which bind
and impede his movement. And even in facing those difficult circumstances from out-
side and within the continent, we find ourselves in an atmosphere which increases the
intensity and gravity of the strife against it. We wage our struggle for the evolution of
life in the face of violent currents.

• There exist-those forces in whose interest it is to impose on us underdevelopment;
they do not hesitate to go as far as to instigate one brother against another, sowing the
seeds of doubt and leaving us to reap hatred.

• There exist the cross currents of the cold war with their stresses and strains. We live
in a world where distance counts no more following the extensive scientific progress
particularly in means of transportation. a matter which has brought the battles of the
cold war to our very homes and to the hearts and minds of the people in those homes.

As a result we live in a world full of expectations a world in which the rightful and legitimate
demands of man have increased without an active and effective increase in his potential-
ities which may afford those demands. We cannot set close enough to realizing the wide
aspirations of mankind except through converted action which calls for national mobiliza-
tion and which implements the democratic will of peoples and imposes on them willingly
and with consciousness - scarifies which are heritable before the stage of the upsurge; all
this within the circumstances and dangers of the cold war.

SECOND

The United Arab Republic feels that this stage of the African struggle of which I have ex-
posed to you some glimpses of its different aspects, with the objectivity at my disposal - an
objectivity that does not resort to wonder and does not allow itself to indulge in dreamy
optimism - requires and foremost a free and one African will.

There is no doubt that this conference is in itself proof of the existent of a free and one
African will. Thus, the mere convening of this conference is not less important than any
resolutions issued there from. This scene around us in this beautiful capital Addis Ababa is
historic and to be remembered: the continent will look back on this conference for many
generations to come as a decisive during point in the progress of African endeavour.

The mere holding of this conference is proof of the existence of a free and one African will.

We have not arrived here by chance, neither have we arrived quickly. We have come
through various paths and our coming was subject to endeavours which finally succeeded
because they emanate from an overwhelming call for unity, which neither we could resist
nor were others able to keep us away from.

This is confirmed by the fact that all the organizations and groupings which emerged in
the continent to face preceding stages of the evolution of African effort in its various cir-
cumstances and situations have become conscious that it was time they met together
without reservations so that the meeting may provide the one and free African will.

This is also confirmed by the fact that all the traditional divisions which imperialism tried to
impose on the continent to rend it apart to North of the Sahara and South of the Sahara,
to white, black and colored Africa, to East and West, to French -speaking Africa and English
speaking Africa have all collapsed and were swept away by the genuine African reality.
There remains but one language on African land……. the language of the one destiny no
matter what the method of expression.
THIRD

Finally, I come to a third and last point. First I mentioned that the continent faces the most dangerous stage of its struggle and that following the miracle of birth it faces responsibility of life, growth and strong survival.

Secondly, I mentioned that the mere holding of this conference is proof of the existence of a free and one African will.

Thirdly, I would say: This free and one will requires an organizing mind and dynamic nerves so that it might be able to face the challenges and proceed efficiently towards the sublime African aspirations.

This is the mission which awaits the endeavours and efforts of this conference.

To perceive the limits of our responsibilities is an important stop.

It is more important that our one will and these responsibilities should converge. Yet the decisive and final step is to equip this one will with powerful engines which penetrate the creative power and drive it together with the sensitive nerves towards the practice of the great change by which we seek the evolution of life on our African Land.

It is not enough to identify our problems. Neither is it enough for us to meet before them, what is important is to combat them on all levels and according to the needs of the circumstances, Colonialism will not withdraw from the Parts it still occupies in our African continent, just because we scream that the continuation of its presence humiliates us.

We screamed against colonialism in our country for seventy years hoping that the logic of negotiations would induce it to leave, until we were finally compelled to bear arms.

We were surprised only months after its withdrawal from our land the first time in June 1956, to see it return to us once again in the form of total invasion on October 29th concentrating the forces of three countries alleging that our restoration of the Suez Canal and our removal of that monopoly remaining from the piracy of the Nineteenth Century, was a violation of inter national law and the sanctity of treaties. We had to carry arms once again reluctantly we carried arms in a battle imposed on us.

Then came the Suez victory, victory for freedom in Africa and everywhere and a symbol of emancipation which heralded hope for numerous peoples in the struggling continent. I do not say that there should be a Suez in every place where colonialism is centered, but I say our good intentions alone are not enough even if they are supported by world conscience which is becoming stronger day after day; thus, our responsibilities impose on us readiness for all eventualities. Readiness calls for an organizing mind and dynamic nerves. To eradicate racial discrimination and apartheid, it is not enough to brand them as a humiliation to mankind as a whole in this and every other age but it is imperative that there should be a valiant resistance by all means and ways until we reach the weapon of total boycott by which we can change the state of affairs and transform those who sought to impose isolation on the African peoples in their land, to pockets isolated from mankind, ousted from the framework of international cooperation.

For effective boycotting by all means and ways we are in need of an organizing mind and dynamic nerves.

Other problems we face from outside the continent call for the same thing. Military pacts will not fall by themselves as autumn leaves. Looting of raw materials will never end and the looters will never be satisfied. The settlers not accept willingly the rights of guests and give up the despotism of the masters' but in everyone of those problems Africa faces the battle which calls for an organizing mind and dynamic nerves.

Likewise, problems lurking in our continent the problems of underdevelopment in all African countries problems of social disparity within every African country and the development border and education problems all mind call for the same thing and organizing mind and sensitive nerves so long as we all view them with the same eye and believe in the necessity of finding solutions to them.

The same measure applies to the responsibilities of Africa towards world peace.
This does not mean for one moment that Africa should become an international bloc or that African endeavour should be isolated from the march of human progress as whole.

This is the last thing we can think of or ask for. Rather we consider reaching that extent to be fanaticism the responsibility of the outcome of which we cannot bear. Fortunately, our meeting at this United Nations Hall brings constantly to mind the fact that what we look forward to, is an extension of the aspirations of the countries which established them and stood up for their safeguard in the face of every danger threatening them.

But as I have already mentioned what we need are an African organizing mind and an African dynamic nerve to guide the free and one African will facing the problems and challenges which stand in front of the Continent and hamper its potentiality for the evolution of its life, and as a result; reduces its contribution to the drive of human progress. This is the mission awaiting this Conference the measure of its success in this mission is the measure of its fulfillment of its historic responsibilities towards Africa and towards humanity.

A mind and nerves for the free and one African will.

A Mind that is both wise and bold at the same time it fights as a builder and builds as a fighter it fights with the ability and patience of the builder and builds with the enthusiasm and drive of the fighter.

Nerves which are bold and imaginative they face perils. They can rise with their vision to see wide and new horizons of the potentialities of creative development.

This before any other is our responsibility here.

Our problems are not in need of new definitions we all recognize them.

Our one will is not in need of proof of its existence we are all in this hall.

What we need are powerful engines, to generate the power from our great aspirations and unlimited potentialities and to direct this power. Here lies our need for an organizing mind and dynamic nerves.

Let it be an African League.

Let there be a Charter for all Africa.

Let there be periodical meetings of the African Heads of State and representatives in the continent.

Let there be anything.

One thing the United Arab Republic does not want: namely to leave this place with more enthusiastic words or with formalistic institutional facades.

In this case we would be deceiving ourselves and not deceiving others.

In this case we would be harming Africa and peace.

Rather in this case we would be losing what we actually have namely the recognition of our problems and the unanimity of our will.

Dear Friends,

Let there be an African League. This has been proclaimed by the working Charter issued by the National Congress of Peoples Powers elected democratically in the United Arab Republic and which was adopted in June last year.

Let there be a Charter for the whole of Africa

Let there be meetings at all official and popular levels as we have been heard from a number of friends.

Let there be anything– but it should be something real.

Let us entrust it with whatever plans we wish. Let us fix a final date for the liquidation of colonialism let us lay down projects for cultural and scientific cooperation; let us embark
on the coordination of our economic cooperation towards an African common market: all these and much more awaits our efforts but all is in need of the organizing mind and the dynamic nerves.

Let us always recall that any organization we establish as the mind and nerves for the African will, shall not lead to African unity overnight. But will, always derive its aspirations trace the plans for their realization from its potentialities and follow up their implementation with attentive awareness. In this, it does not only express its unity but also deeper its feeling for unity in other words: it emanates from the aspiration for unity and spontaneously adds to its effectiveness through living experience.

Dear Friends,

The United Arab Republic has come here with an open heart, an open mind and an appreciation of the responsibility infused with goodwill and she is ready to bear to all limits her historical responsibilities towards our African Continent.

We have come here without selfishness; even the problem which we consider to be one of our most serious problems, namely that of Israel, end on which the Casablanca Member States rightly share our view that it is one of the tools of imperialist infiltration to the continent and one of its bases of organization we shall not submit this problem for discussion at this meeting in the conviction that the progress of free African endeavour will, through trial, reveal the truth, day after day and lay it unmasked before African conscience.

Thus, we came here without reservations …………. without demands.

We believe that the joint work will remove our need for any reservations and we believe that the success of this joint endeavour will satisfy all our demands.

Dear Friends,

At this conference, which merely by its convening represents the existence of a free and one African will, the United Arab Republic delegation is ready to exert its utmost, honestly and sincerely, for the sake of reaching the formula which provides the free and one African will with an organizing mind and dynamic nerves.

Thus, Africa would achieve all its African hope for freedom and dignity. Rather, Africa would achieve all her human hope for peace based on justice.

May your efforts be blessed.
Your Imperial Majesty,
Honourable Heads of State and Government,

The name ADDIS ABABA will henceforth be associated with one of the outstanding events in the human history of our century.

The fact is that today’s rendez-vous will have been not only that of logic and good sense; it will also have been that of will and, we all hope, of good will.

It is not for me to trace the course of that history, still so recent but so rich in happenings, which will have made it possible to transcend scepticisms and sterile divisions; in short, to transcend this accumulation of preconceived ideas, of false images and permanent outrages against human solidarity.

A big breath of pure air, a new definition of man, a new ethic, a new way of imbuing human relations with humanity has been born in Africa this flame has sometimes flickered: for a long time it remained spluttering, but today it sets aglow a whole heaven of hope. We, Heads of State, have the very formidable privilege of hallowing a destiny, the destiny of Africa; but, at the same time and of necessity, the destiny of universal peace, the destiny of a humanity delivered from the course of self-destruction.

I have the great pleasure of greet here each of the Heads of State whose lucid vision and far-seeking ideas of our common future have made it possible to convene this very high assembly of honourable representatives of independent States of the African continent.

Thirty-one Heads of State and Government are meeting, mostly for the first time, each with preoccupations heretofore marked by the geographic area to which he belongs; but also anxious to go beyond the artificial division of Africa into groups foreign to each other, and in any case lacking the osmosis necessary to enable the great breath of African liberty to circulate without obstruction. Better still, thirty-one Heads of State and Government are providing the whole world with the spectacle, comforting for some and astonishing for others of the sacrifice they are making to raise themselves to the highest level in the world.

The time has now come to confront, to weigh, to discuss, to understand each other and to take hands; the time has come to find out not who was right and who was wrong, but to seek out that which must unite us and to abolish that which might divide us; the time has come for us to achieve complete fulfilment.

On that point, indeed, agreement is unanimous and profound and there is no point in further developing the spirit common to us since it has made it possible for us to meet at ADDIS ABABA; perhaps conditional trust and mental reservations will continue to rule until the discussions have been concluded; but we shall certainly have the surprise of noting the deep identity of the aims we are pursuing and of the methods we consider the best.
The difficulties facing us are no less than the lofty designs we have planned; the terms of the discussion may well be technical but their substance is in the elements common to us all.

Without in the least wishes to give an exhaustive enumeration of them, the beginnings and the end are I believe, to be found in the definition of our relations with the groups outside our sphere, in the definition of economic options common to us all and, finally, in the definition of that philosophy which must serve as the true instrument of our action: and, in the long run perhaps, the essential thing is to succeed in finding the formula which will ensure us respect, consideration and efficacy; I in no way under-estimate the compelling power of some options, I in no way underestimate the blinding dullness of certain pre-conceived ideas; but our conference will mark the essential rediscovery of our common will to live in true liberty and in true dignity.

These direct contacts between Black Africa and White Africa, and the more specifically oriental world, will certainly be a rediscovery for us all; it is a rendez-vous of truth whence we are entitled to expect that the light, the beneficent light of fraternity, will break forth.

The difficulties in our relations with the outside world on our forth coming regrouping will derive from the fact that words have ended by acquiring, in the situation of today, very subjective values with respect to those who utter them and it will not be the least of our triumphs if we succeed in stabilizing the quicksands of vocabulary.

We are not responsible for the division of the world into ideological blocs, awaiting extinction by an atomic accident; the important thing is that we must be able to place this situation as alien to us from the day when we shall have built our regrouping and our unity into a moral force that will prevail: ours is the number and ours must be the strength.

Remembering the technical means displayed by this one and that one, this expression may raise a smile but it certainly will not if our strength lies in the deeply human value of the principles we defend, in the objective and serene reprobation our action will bring to bear on all threats at acts of folly that will end in bloodshed; if we have the strength and the will, in short, to be what we ought to be. We are in the situation of enforced solidarity; let us try to be the group of effective, freely chosen solidarity.

Nothing is served by burying our heads in the sand and denying certain facts: we, Africans of Black Africa, who have been forged in the crucible of the same historic, geographic and political facts, are already driven to recognize, while congratulating ourselves thereon, the profusion of divergent ideas which upsets all those who wish to project the future.

Africa is not monolithic in thought, it obviously cannot be so in politics; and this affirmation becomes a fortiori even more obvious from the moment when we leave the geographical area of Black Africa and enter the realities of the modern Arab world. There again the profusion of ideas, the will to renovate and make progress, the richness of the philosophic vision have nothing to envy in those of any people or any continent; but this at the same time shows us the importance of elements to take into account for the synthesis, the power of imagination, the will for tolerance which must preside at the birth of the community spirit of our future regrouping.

It is not even necessary to recall the factors of dispersion, the factors of misunderstanding accumulated over the centuries.

The people of this same Arab world know us only as we know them, that is to say through the gravely distorting prism of public information, indifferent if not inaccurate.

The new element, the bridge of new knowledge between our two worlds, has been thrown by three of our Black African brothers, Presidents KWAME N’KRUMA, SEKOU TOURE and MODIBO KEITA; for us their names are the best reference, they are the sublime children of a land of pride which adversity has been able to keep on the leash but has never been able to break.

I am convinced that the contacts, the spirit in which they were the spokesmen for the Casablanca Group, have already provided the members of that group with evidence concerning the deep identity of the objectives of our action; and the only proof I want is the fact that we are all met here today.
In consequence, it is not a sign of complacent optimism to consider that the ADDIS ABABA meeting should not be classified among artificial and publicity seeking improvisations but rather constitutes the meeting of lucid men who know what they want.

Perhaps I ought to make myself the interpreter of some downcast spirits by raising the question of the optimum geographic area for our regrouping! Well, I think I should find unanimous approbation if I were simply to say that the ultimate aim of our regrouping should be to gather all the outcasts of the earth round one and the same faith and one and the same ideal of human self-respect.

But we have not reached that stage: we must be realists and see, at the given moment, what is possible and desirable; in the same way as we must build as solidly as possible what already exists, so we must grant sufficient flexibility to the permanent organs of our future Union so as to enable it to withstand all shocks without the danger of falling to pieces.

Our new Union, although it must live and set an example, should, above all, maintain the spirit of tolerance and neighborly love; for each woman and each man of the countries it embraces, our Union should mean a constant forgetfulness of self for the future of the common good in the absolute desire for joint success, in the total disdain of the spirit of domination under any form.

Unity is strength; that is an eternal maxim. If, therefore, we want to be strong we must achieve Unity.

But how can we achieve Unity with the numberless obstacles impeding our path? It is sufficient to want the means - and that with determination of being quite simply African in the full sense of the word.

Obviously a drowning man cannot choose which branch he will hang onto; on this apocalyptic sea over which we are sailing, African Unity is the only haven.

It is unity, rather than violent speeches, which will hasten the departure of the impotent colonialists who still wish to preserve possessions in Africa. It will at the same time eliminate all ambitions and resulting subversions.

The colonial powers will never take us seriously if we leave ADDIS ABABA without adopting the outlines of our Pan-African Charter.

There has long been speculation on our ability to unite because of the aged being within each of us.

By unanimously approving the ADDIS ABABA Charter we shall display unquestionable political maturity. We shall cut short all causes of division between us, to the advantage of Africa and not of those who keep those differences alive.

In Africa there are not, as the divisionists would wish, revolutionaries on one side and reformists or moderates on the other; there is simply one Africa, revolutionary in the highest degree throughout its length and breadth.

We shall therefore silence all those evil prophets of misfortune, who expect our conference to result in timid decisions liable to serve as easy nourishment for their propaganda against African Unity.

I must now raise the more delicate problem of the common economic future; guiding ideas, whether premature or technically interesting, in short, opinions at least meriting study have been submitted and advanced; I cannot but leave to the specialists the task of discussing these matters.

What I should like to say, however, is that just as in the beginning the idea of African Unity appeared as a dream and has yet made its way, so it is possible to conceive that our economic confrontation will open up new ways and perhaps that way left to unaligned countries of dingling, on their own, the real direction of their economic progress of establishing in the perspective of their special interests that which will not only be the AFRICAN COMMON MARKET but sooner or later, the Market of the Unaligned countries; perhaps all that placed us more than ever before the obligation of African Unity enlarged to its widest dimensions.

That, honourable Heads of State and dear colleagues, is the message I wish to bring you on behalf of my country, Upper Volta.
May I be permitted to convey my fraternal greetings to you all; you have all succeeded in affixing your signatures to a stirring page of African history; I cannot cite you all by name but I must address a special message of brotherly friendship to Prime Minister BEN BELLA; the people of Algeria has at last emerged from the period of terrible trials and started to blaze the trial along which all African may now proceed. We extend special greetings to Prime Minister BEN BELLA because we know he cannot disappoint the exceptional destiny which must be Algeria’s.

It now remains for me - and I do so with very special joy - to address my very sincere thanks to the Ethiopian Government for the magnificent welcome it has given my delegation. We beg HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY EMPEROR HAILE SELASSIE I to accept the expression of our highest consideration and deepest sympathy.

YOUR MAJESTY, please allow me, in conclusion, to evoke the memo of the beautiful and noble Queen of Sheba, wife of the great King Solomon. This prestigious and charming image, of the Union of two great people bro about by the love of their sovereigns, pleasingly illustrates the work of builders, which we want to be.

On the other hand, in an even more distant past there floats another image from childhood also from Holy Scriptures; that sombre disquieting erection, the Tower of Babel. May this evocation discourage us from over ambitious designs; convince us of the necessity of building slowly but surely with union of hearts and minds. May it also allow us to evoke what His Majesty the Emperor of Ethiopia represented for the world, in the sad and tragic year which in Africa marked the end of an era and the beginning its renaissance, may be said that His Majesty HAILE SELASSIE was and is the most prestigious personality of old Africa.

The impressive serenity of His Imperial Majesty, the tranquil assurance which emanates from the whole of his great personality, the simplicity and sweetness of his expression, all this, joined to a sublime faith in God, cannot but augur the success of the Summit Conference.

It is for this reason that I am confident that at the end of our work the first African bomb will burst in Addis Ababa; a super-atomic bomb it will be, both beneficial and deadly; beneficial for our peoples, deadly for colonialists, even the most stubborn of them; it will be the bomb of AFRICAN UNITY.

In any case, the mandate I bear from the people of Upper Volta obliges me, under pain of deceiving them, to take back from this illustrious conference, not merely initialed, but well and duly signed, the Charter of AFRICAN UNITY.

Then the name of ADDIS ABABA will remain, for the greater glory of us all, connected with the achievement of a fundamental and masterly work permitting that hither to under-estimated human category to see each day rise with a little more confidence: to witness each day more certainly, the building of the effective and objective conditions of dignity and liberty!

LONG LIVE AFRICA UNITED AND FREE!
Joint Memorandum to the African Summit Conference of the Heads of States by the Representatives of African National Liberation Movements in Non-Independent Territories
Addis Ababa, May 21, 1963

We, the representatives of African national liberation movements in the non-independent territories of our motherland, Africa, humbly submit this Joint Memorandum to our brothers and fellow freedom-fighters, the Heads of African Independent States meeting here in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

All Africa must be liberated now! Empty words and pious resolutions will not suffice. This Summit Conference of African Independent States should issue an ultimatum to all colonial and racist powers in Africa to start immediately the transference of power to the African peoples in the respective non-independent territories or else face the consequences. It should be made absolutely clear that where the ultimatum is not heeded the African Independent States shall intervene directly.

No African country or nation is really free until all Africa is free. Accordingly, we urge most strongly that in all African Conferences, no forms of discrimination or differentiation of status should ever be entertained among us African people. We are all African freedom fighters. The fact that we are not yet free is not due to any lack of the revolutionary spirit in our movements. It is due to the oppressive tactics of the imperialists as well as some historical and political realities in our territories. We urge sincerely that in this Summit Conference we be accorded a status commensurate to our position as brothers and comrades of the other African freedom fighters who have already won their independence. We request that the opportunity be given to us to participate in and address the Summit Conference as associate members.

We propose that a body known as the African Liberation Bureau be now set up in an agreed Capital of an African Independent Nation. The functions of the African Liberation Bureau would be the following:

a. To coordinate the struggle for African liberation in all non-independent territories.

b. To receive, distribute and transport funds and other forms of aid, including military equipment and personnel on behalf of the African National Liberation movements.

c. To administer the Refugees Relief programme for our African brothers and sisters and their children from war-torn and otherwise victimised African territories. These refugees are in desperate needs for food, housing, medical attention and schools for the children. We urge that aid to alleviate these hardships be pledged at their Conference.

d. To ensure the security and protection of leaders and personnel of African National Liberation movements operating outside their respective countries due to harsh conditions at home.
e. To organize the training of personnel for administrative, military and diplomatic services.

f. To coordinate information, propaganda and research for total African liberation.

The site of the African Liberation Bureau should be geographically close to the still non-independent territories to facilitate the movement of equipment and personnel to the theatre of liberation operations. The African Liberation Bureau may organise regional offices as needs for such offices necessitate.

We request that every political party in power in an independent African country should pledge a specific sum of money or material aid, including military equipment for specified value, to be delivered at regular intervals to African national liberation movements through the African Liberation Bureau. We believe, of course, that giving such sums of money or material aid through the African Liberation Bureau does not necessarily absolve the African Independent States from giving further aid directly to individual movements as needs arise. We also urge that all African Independent Governments must be prepared to permit the transportation of military equipment through their respective countries to the theatres of liberation operation, and to receive and store such equipment on behalf of the liberation movements should situations so necessitate.

We propose that a Committee whose members are drawn from the Independent African States and working through the African Liberation Bureau should be set up to confer with the leaders of the African National Liberation movements of all shades of opinion in Angola, Mozambique, Portuguese Guinea, Cape Verde Islands, Sap Tome and and Principe, Southern Rhodesia, the Republic of South Africa, South West Africa, French Somaliland, the Comoros Islands, Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland with a view to enhancing the formation and strengthening of united liberation fronts in these respective territories for the rapid achievement of the goal of total African liberation.

Shortage of manpower is a most serious handicap in the liberation movement and in the struggle against neo-colonialism both in the independent and non-independent countries. Training institutes for administration, military personnel and diplomatic services as well as schools for the refugees’ children are most desperately needed. We propose that every university, training institute or academy in Africa should also be requested to set aside at least 100 places every year for youths from the non-independent territories.

The power of the Press and all other forms of information must never be overlooked. All least one nationalist paper printed and published by the political liberation front or movement in each non-independent country is absolutely essential. We urge the African Independent States to pledge that they shall donate at least one press and make available after information media to the non-independent territories through the proposed African Liberation Bureau. We also call for an African Freedom News Agency to be organized by the African Liberation Bureau. At the same time we request the African Independent States not to allow dissemination of news and press releases against African liberation.

We urge most strongly that all African countries be vigilantly on guard against neo-colonialism which continues to mar the Africans’ hard-won independence. To this end, we fully support the steps being taken to establish an African Common Market and Payments Union as well as common defense arrangements and the harmonization of monetary zones. We also welcome the proposal to establish an African Development Bank and propose that another Bank to be known as the All African Central Reserve Bank be established to come to the aid of deserving African Nations that may from time to time find themselves in recurrent Budget difficulties.

We would like to remind the delegates to this Summit Conference of the African Heads of State of the resolution passed in 1960 by the Conference of African Heads of State calling for the economic diplomatic and consular boycott of South Africa as well as the refusal of landing rights and servicing of South Africa’s aircrafts and vessels. We urge our brothers to implement the spirit and the letter of that resolution as indeed all the resolutions to be passed at this Summit Conference. We further urge that the terms of this resolution be extended to include the fascist regime of Portugal, the racist settler regime of Southern Rhodesia and the imperialist Britain. We also recommend strongly that African member-nations of the British Commonwealth withdraw from that organization if the United Kingdom continue to suppress the African people. Also those African nations with bilateral
relations with France should sever those relations unless France liberates her remaining colonial areas.

Lastly, we wish to call the attention of the Heads of African Independent States to the existence of political organizations sponsored by colonialist powers and functioning within African Independent States. We urge strongly that steps be now taken to eradicate such organisations immediately.

THIS JOINT MEMORANDUM IS SIGNED BY:

1. THE KENYA AFRICAN NATIONAL UNION
2. PROGRESSIVE PEOPLES PARTY OF THE GAMBIA
3. FRONTE de LUTA PELA INDEPENDENCIA NACIONAL de GUINEA “Portuguesa” (FLING)
4. FRONT NACIONAL de LIBERATION de L’ANGOLA
5. POPULAR MOVEMENT FOR THE LIBERATION OF ANGOLA
6. UNITED NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE PARTY
7. MOZAMBIQUE LIBERATION FRONT
8. ZIMBABWE AFRICAN PEOPLES UNION OF SOUTHERN RHODESIA
9. NOTHERN PROVINCE UNITED ASSOCIATION (affiliated to KANU)
10. MOUVEMENT DE LA LIBERATION ANTIONALE des COMORES
11. COMITE de LIBERATION de SAO TOME et PRINCIPE
12. PARTI AFRICAINE de l’INDEPENDENCE de la GUINEE et CAP VERT
13. SOUTH WEST AFRICA PEOPLE’S ORGANIZATION
14. UNIAO NACIONAL DEMOCRATICA de MOZAMBIQUE
15. BASUTOLAND CONGRESS PARTY
16. SWAZILAND PROGRESSIVE PARTY
17. PAN-AFRICAN CONGRESS
18. AFRICAN NATIONAL CONGRESS
19. SOUTH WEST AFRICA NATIONAL UNION
20. ZANZIBAR NATIONALIST PARTY
21. SHIRIF OTHMAN
   Zanzibar Afro-Shirozi Party
Distinguished Colleagues,

On behalf of myself, the Government and the people of Ethiopia, I take this great occasion to thank all of you for your kind words you so generously offered to me, my government and my people. On our turn, I would like to state that the initiative, effort and success of the Conference is due to the initiative and labour of each one of us. Indeed, the spirit of understanding and dedication to the cause of the African people has given us all courage and faith for the future.

When all of you decided to meet here, you came with the determination to succeed. And succeeded – we did. For, together we have cleared the grounds for concerted action on all our common problems. For our part, experience has taught us that no matter how much one would sustain hardship and struggle by oneself, one would not survive or solve one’s problem alone. Only in the determination of our purpose and our will to solve it together can we discover strength and wisdom to guide us beyond the horizon wherein lies a better life for our people. We are indeed proud and happy to be host of so many far sighted leaders of Africa; a credit to your people; a pride to us and to those who needed your sacrifice to attain their God given liberty.

As this Conference, which will stand as a shining landmark in African history concludes, let us once more resolve, in the same spirit of cooperation and fraternity which had made today’s achievements possible, to work together in unity and singleness of purpose for the future growth of this great continent, for the freedom, the prosperity and the happiness of the peoples we lead, and for the peace and brotherhood of all mankind.

May God be with us in our great undertakings, and may this Covenant of Union last many a thousand years.

Closing Remarks by
His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie I
Closing Remarks by
His Excellency Milton Obote,

Your Imperial Majesty,
Distinguished Presidents,
Prime Ministers,

This has been a great and Historic conference. We have, I think, established a basis of a clear mission to carry with us to our various capitals and countries. We have also established a mission which we are leaving here in Addis Ababa with the Provisional Secretariat that we have established in this conference. We have talked here of understanding and cooperation between one another and collectively. We have talked and given and showed great respect to one another. We have done all this in order to erect a strong foundation for the liberation of Africa from foreign domination and influence in order to fulfil our determination and desire for the welfare and advancement of our peoples. In ordinary circumstances I would not have the honour to address this August-Assembly immediately after yourself, Your Imperial Majesty. But I have the opportunity because I am the baby of the Conference. My State, that is the State of Uganda, has been the youngest in this great decision. Uganda, of all the countries of Africa represented here, has been the last to gain her independence, and I take it that my having this opportunity to address this Assembly has a very important and deep meaning and that is that Uganda is not only being initiated into independence that many of us have enjoyed and certainly Your Majesty and your illustrious ancestors and the peoples of Ethiopia have enjoyed for centuries. Uganda has been initiated, but at the same time beginning from Ethiopia running through the United Arab Republic, Liberia and all our countries represented here through the door of Uganda having gained independence only a few months back, we look behind Uganda to see who else is to come through this door and join us in the next Conference.

Africa as a whole has, and is sometime described by our former colonial powers as composed of young countries. This is not because in God’s creation the continent of Africa was created last of all continents; this youth refers to the age of coming out of colonial rule. The ex-colonial powers when they speak of this continent as young do not simply see that that very description is in itself a sufficient ground to convict them of acts of humiliation, acts of indignity and piracy committed by them in Africa. We have talked in this Conference and made decisions against colonialism. Being the latest African state to come out of the mouth of that monster we call colonialism Uganda’s experience is limited, but within our limited experience we have learned a great deal. We have learned before we came here and we have learned greatly in this Conference. All of us having come out of the mouth of this great monster, lurking everywhere in Africa, we now find that the monster we thought was gone is still with us. Of course its mouth is now shut, as far as we here are concerned, but its claws are wide open. I take this to be the technique which colonialism uses, if it cannot swallow one alive, it adopts the technique of using its very powerful sharp and poisonous claws to draw the blood out of you. In this Conference, we have agreed with the illustrious President of the United Arab Republic that there must not be anymore looting in Africa. We have also agreed with the gallant Prime Minister of Algeria to face realities in a practical way and have resolved to remove the red colour we can still see on that map hanging on the wall. We have resolved that it is our determination that those patches join us in our future conferences. But we went further and here I am proud to say that in future years all of us
can go to North and West Africa, feel the air and feel the hospitalities of our peoples living in the great African towns of Casablanca and Monrovia, but forgetting completely any other Charters that had contained the name of Casablanca or Monrovia. We have therefore agreed and firmly resolved to renounce the Casablanca and Monrovia Charters. Instead we have adopted and signed for the first time in the history of Africa one Charter to guide our cause and action. Addressing this august house, the President of Tanganyika told us of the enemies of Africa, he said they were praying and he said that the African peoples were also praying. Now this is the time of reckoning, we do not know whose prayer has been heard by God. I, of course, cannot put words into the mouths of those enemies of Africa, but I do know that they foresee one thing and that is doom. I know that they will begin to change the tactics and sow seeds of discord amongst us, but I say that Africa is marching ahead to her goal of destiny and honour. Free Africa, for the first time, has met and agreed on what to do. Your Imperial Majesty, this was the deep desire that brought all of us here, and it is indeed of fundamental importance that we should be able to say that at least what we wanted we have found and we are taking with us.

Your Imperial Majesty and colleagues, it is most grateful that this continental reawakening of Africa should have taken place in this country. The geometrical shape of Africa is that of a question mark. Africa has been putting questions to her sons and daughters and also to colonial powers. It has taken years and ages to answer some of those questions. Let us leave Addis Ababa hoping that we have at long last found some of the answers. And I believe that this Conference will go into history as the first beginning by free Africa to find some of the answers to the questions that Africa was putting to them. The consequence of this has been that every year and let us hope that it will soon be every month, they have been sent out of Africa and very often in disgrace.

Your Imperial Majesty and fellow colleagues, the lion feared by many so long is reawakening; we who have been privileged to witness the grand awakening have a bounded duty and obligation to remain true witnesses and I do urge all my colleagues that we regard what we have signed as a declaration of a continental independence and interdependence.

Lastly, Your Imperial Majesty, I wish to thank you and all your subjects. On behalf of my distinguished colleagues, for Your hospitality and Your support and interest You personally gave to the conference. At a time like this and for the problems that are facing us, I cannot imagine a better host to lead us to the great success we have met with in this conference. Also, on behalf my colleagues, I pay tribute to Your Majesty’s Government for the efficient way in which this conference was organized and conducted. Very often reasons are advanced in parts of Africa, not yet independent, that the African is inefficient; I think all of us leave Ethiopia fully convinced that we have seen efficiency at its highest degree. Allow me, Your Majesty also on behalf of my colleagues to express their thanks to the Secretary General of the Conference, the Secretary, the interpreters, all the officials and aids who have made our work easy and very interesting, and to the Ethiopian people who cheered us and kept us happy day and night and we all still remember when we went to plant the trees that they were there in heavy rain. We acknowledge their cheers and we send them all our greetings and well wishes.

Your Majesty, all this made this historic conference the resounding success that it has been. It only remains for me to say, God bless Africa.
Your Imperial Majesty,
Mr. Chairman,
Your Excellencies,
Brothers and Friends,

We have come to the end of a historic and momentous Conference. The decisions we have taken here have made African Unity a reality and we can see clearly a Union Government of Africa in the horizon.

This is the goal which we set ourselves when we struggled in our separate State for Independence. It is also the compelling force which brought us together in Addis Ababa.

As I have said over and over again, the independence of our separate States is meaningless, unless the whole of Africa becomes free and united.

The resolutions we have made here are a symbol of our determination to become united and to remain united in an African Community with common aspirations and common objectives.

Freedom Fighters in all parts of our Continent can now be assured that they are not alone in their struggle. The whole weight and power of a united Africa is behind them.

After centuries of colonial exploitation and domination Africa has been re-born. We have discovered our common identity, a force with which we can re-assert our African personality.

We shall from now on think, plan and work together for the progress and development of our great Continent. In this way, we shall eliminate completely the handicaps, set-backs and humiliation we have suffered under colonialism and imperialism.

We should be happy that at long last by the adoption of this Charter, we have seen the end of the various groupings and regional blocs.

It only remains for me, Your Majesty, on behalf of my colleagues and myself, to convey to the Government and people of Ethiopia especially to His Imperial Majesty, my sincere expression of gratitude for a happy and memorable stay in Addis Ababa.

To conclude, I would like to read to you a short poem, a tribute to Ethiopia, just composed by Ghanaian poet:
Ethiopia Shall Rise

Ethiopia, Africa's bright gem,
Set high among the verdant hills
That gave birth to the unfailing
Waters of the Nile
Ethiopia shall rise,
Ethiopia, land of the wise;
Ethiopia, bold cradle of Africa's ancient rule
And fertile School of our African culture;
Ethiopia the wise shall rise

And remould with us the full figure of Africa's hopes and destiny.
On the occasion of the 50th Anniversary of our continental organization, it gives me particular pleasure to extend my warmest felicitations to all our African brothers and sisters all over the continent and beyond. This is indeed a historic milestone in our quest to regain the freedom and dignity of the African people as well as to promote unity and solidarity between and among African States.

As we celebrate the Golden Jubilee of the OAU/AU, it is fitting that we take stock of our journey over the last five decades and chart a continental agenda for the next 50 years. In this regard, the theme “Pan-Africanism and African Renaissance” accurately captures the main essence of the Golden Jubilee celebration allowing us to reflect on our past and look forward into the future with a great sense of hope and optimism. It is in this context that I would like to share my thoughts by making a brief assessment of our past achievements and challenges as well as looking forward into the future with an appreciation of the opportunities and threats that lie ahead in our collective endeavor to realize the African Renaissance.

When the OAU was founded 50 years ago, one of its primary objectives was to rid the continent of colonialism and Apartheid. Undoubtedly, the OAU made invaluable contribution to liberate Africa from the shackles of colonialism and Apartheid and restore the freedom and dignity of the African people. As the only country in Africa that has never been colonized, Ethiopia served as a beacon of hope for those African countries that were struggling to liberate themselves. In this regard, I wish to quote what Nelson Mandela, one of the finest sons of our continent wrote in his memoir, “The Long Walk to Freedom” drawing inspiration from what he saw in Ethiopia while attending a military parade: “Here, for the first time in my life, I was witnessing black soldiers commanded by black generals applauded by black leaders who were all guests of a black Head of State. It was a heady moment. I only hoped it was a vision of what lay in the future for my own country.” Indeed, Ethiopia feels very proud for having played a historic role in providing military, financial and other forms of support to liberation movements throughout the continent and Nelson Mandela is one of those who received military training in Ethiopia as he indicated in his memoir.

As we celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the OAU/AU, it is incumbent upon us to pay a special tribute to the successive generations of African leaders for bequeathing to us a continent free of colonialism and Apartheid. When our Founding Fathers signed the OAU Charter on 25 May 2013, there was a lot of euphoria and optimism for Africa’s rejuvenation. Their dream was to promote unity and solidarity between and among African States with a view to achieving a better life for the peoples of Africa.

Fifty years after independence, it is true that Africa has come a long way in addressing some of its perennial problems through our continental organization, which has served as an important platform for our collective endeavors. This notwithstanding, however, it is disappointing to note that what has been accomplished over the last five decades is a far cry from what the Founding Fathers of our organization aspired to achieve.

Explaining Africa’s predicaments has been a matter of intellectual discourse and there is a wide ranging consensus that both internal and external dynamics contributed to it. Al-
though Africa is one of the most richly endowed regions in the world, it could not harness its resources to improve the plight of the African people. Since the African political economy has been predominantly extractive in nature, African States became the primary source of widespread rent-seeking and political patronage. Hence, many African States were characterized by poor leadership, corruption and bad governance and they failed to bring about the desired structural transformation, which is essential to disentangle the African people from the vicious cycle of poverty.

Of course, the origin of the predatory state in Africa dates back to the era of slave trade and colonialism that integrated the continent into the world economy as a supplier of raw materials and cheap labor. Therefore, Africa has been marginalized in the global economic system and its share of global trade, investment and capital is still negligible. During the cold war period, Africa also became a battle field for hegemony between the two super powers that exasperated its political and socio-economic woes. This coupled with other external shocks such as the oil and debt crisis had brought Africa almost to a point of no return.

Although the Bretton Wood institutions tried to address Africa’s crisis through neo-liberal prescriptions, they utterly failed to take the continent out of the poverty trap. Since they believed that the State is the source of all evil in Africa, they prescribed neo-liberal policies and programmes as a panacea for Africa’s predicaments. Instead of solving Africa’s problems, those policies ended up severely weakening African States and relegating them to the role of a “Night Watchman”. Therefore, the 1980s and 1990s are considered the lost decades and it was during this period that pundits characterized Africa as “the hopeless continent”.

After decades of political and economic experimentation that went abysmally wrong, however, Africa began to turn its dark chapter at the beginning of the 21st century. Many of the authoritarian regimes in Africa begun to be replaced by leaders elected through tested elections. The inter and intra-state conflicts that ravaged the continent also started to slowly subside if not completely eradicated. Furthermore, Africa’s macroeconomic governance gradually improved and this coupled with better prices for Africa’s commodities enabled the continent to achieve a high growth trajectory in the first decade of the new century.

Having discharged its mandate, the OAU also transformed itself into the African Union to better respond to the challenges posed by globalization. Through the Constitutive Act of the African Union, African leaders committed themselves to ensuring peace and stability as well as democratic governance so as to create a favourable environment for the socio-economic transformation of Africa. In this context, Africa began to give home grown solutions to its own problems and the African Union emerged as a central player in the search for peaceful resolution of conflicts throughout the continent. Particularly, the strong position that African Union adopted against unconstitutional change government has contributed to the decline in the number of coup d’etats in the continent—at some point almost a mundane reality of the continent’s political annals.

Africa has also charted its own path of development on the principle of ownership and partnership. Accordingly, there is a growing tendency to put higher premium on policy autonomy and less on paternalistic prescriptions from afar. The New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) is Africa’s own blueprint for its rejuvenation and it demonstrates the collective commitment of African leaders for better political and economic governance to realize the African renaissance.

Moreover, Africa has started to speak with one voice on major international fora. As a result, its presence is being felt and its voice is being heard louder and clearer. In this process, the African Union has played an important role in raising Africa’s profile on the world stage. This is a clear demonstration that if Africa stands united, it will be a force to be reckoned with.

While we celebrate the progress that we have achieved over the last decade, we are mindful of the fact that we still have a long way to go towards realizing our vision. There is every reason to believe that our future is indeed bright. But its brightness is also predicated on whether we can collectively strive to build on the successes we have managed to achieve and to work resolutely on the setbacks we have suffered all along.

In this regard, Africa needs to sustain the rapid growth spiral that it has been experiencing over the last decade or so. This can only be done by bringing about structural transformation. Africa should transcend the resource curse under which it has long suffered and find ways to avoid remaining net exporter of primary commodities. Diversification of products as well as paths to industrialization must be given priority. In this regard, infrastructure
development, which was neglected in the past due to neo-liberal orthodoxy, should now be given utmost priority.

Africa also should address the dangers of population explosion and the so-called youth bulge if it is to sustain its current growth rate and ensure sustainable development. As much as our growing population is a potential resource, any failure on our part to create employment opportunity also means that it is a potential source of instability.

In other words, African States should be able to assume the driving seat in pushing their transformation agenda as the experience of successful East Asian Economies has clearly demonstrated. African States should embrace the developmentalist path, which has a better chance of extricating Africa from abject poverty and accelerate growth. On its part, Ethiopia has adopted this path to eradicate poverty and bring about sustained growth and transformation. That is why we have been able to register Asian type of economic growth over the last decade lifting millions of people out of poverty.

That there is a growing tendency towards a multi-polar world has created a distinct advantage for Africa in the sense that we stand a better chance of avoiding being sucked into the kind of deplating trap to which neo-liberalism had once consigned Africa—and from which many have yet to fully recover. If indeed Africa gets its acts together to build on the things that it has already gotten right and improve on its deficiencies, in the context of our strong unity, there is no reason why it should not be the Next Growth Pole.
Fifty years have gone by since the official signing of the Charter of the Organization of African Unity.

Bruised and wounded by the slave trade, colonization and racial domination, Africans are saying yes to their willingness to take their destiny into their own hands and are poised for the advent of a comity of nations based on justice, mutual respect and shared progress.

The celebration of this golden jubilee is a time to assess the strides made toward Africa’s renaissance and delve deeper into what it takes to speed up the continent’s joint action.

In the trying colonial, the rebirth of the continent was foremost on the agenda of the founding fathers of OAU. They embarked on that process, even as they strived to consolidate their unwavering ties of solidarity with all other just causes worldwide.

The speeding up of decolonization and dismantling of apartheid at the sweat and blood of millions of Africans and untold suffering, will remain etched in our memories as major milestones of OAU. Under the Liberation Committee, African countries stood together as one. Algeria spared no effort in lending a hand to African peoples that were still under the yoke of colonialism or subject to apartheid and racial discrimination to gain their independence and dignity. In the same vein, Algeria is proud to have stood on the podium of the United Nations to call for action by the international community against the heinous apartheid regime. Since its independence, Algeria has kept to the ideals of the OAU, and always given of its all in many areas of Africa’s development and the prosperity of its peoples.

For nearly two decades running, OAU proved to be a powerful catalyst for Africa’s ambitions, before handing over the reins to the African Union to pursue the process in line with the dictates of the rapid changes on the continent and in the world at large.

African leaders geared up to carry out qualitative changes that would determine the future of their peoples. Indeed, strides have been made in the face of daunting challenges, be they in developing the continent and forging integration, as shown by the numerous regional infrastructural projects, or in the move towards sustainable peace and establishing the rules of democracy and good governance as shown by the various African architectures for peace, security and governance.

Pan-Africanism and the African renaissance cannot be divorced from the quest to project Africa on the international arena. Throughout the last 50 years, Africa has rallied around a common platform on major global issues, enhanced its cohesion and spoken with one voice to defend its interests.

The continent is thus increasingly showing itself to be a true stakeholder in the move towards a balanced and sustainable global economy.

The continent also rallied around the Ezulwini consensus aimed at correcting past injustices by ensuring equitable representation of our continent at the United Nations Security Council.
After fifty years since the founding of the Organization of African Unity (OAU), now African Union (AU), we can consider the decision of the then African Heads of State, as one of the most important factor for the creation of mechanisms to preserve the interests and fulfil the deepest aspirations of the African people regarding the national independence, freedom, socio-cultural progress and development in general.

In a difficult international context, marked by the so-called Cold War and characterized by unfavourable power relations to our continent, the OAU had to cope with external interference and even the intervention of foreign powers, the violent actions of mercenaries and the instability caused by coup d’états, secessionist movements and violent disputes of power, with extremely negative impact on the lives of our people.

The OAU proved up to the events of the time, taking a firm stance in defence of national independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of the new African States, establishing the principle of inviolability of the borders inherited from the colonial situation.

The solidarity expressed in the manifold support accorded to the National Liberation Movements, in order to complete the decolonization of the African Continent and the eradication of the racist regime of “apartheid”, was, without doubt, one of the highest and unforgettable moments of the History of our continental organization.

The end of the Cold War and the emergence of a new international situation led to the re-foundation of the OAU into the African Union and the adoption of a new dynamic to support the processes of multiparty democracy as a way of legitimizing the political power and promotion of the fundamental human rights, thus opening a new era of stability and development for the African people.

In these circumstances, and taking into account the phenomenon of globalization, the processes of sub-regional integration began to take effect in order to optimize the potential for economic and social development, safeguarding the sovereignty of each of our countries over their natural resources, so that they can benefit and satisfy the demands of progress and prosperity of our people.

The African Union proposes, therefore, to safeguard the political stability as an indispensable basis for development, enshrining the principle of non-recognition of governments installed by violence or undemocratic and unconstitutional means.

It should be noted that this measure was a major factor not only to preserve the sovereignty and territorial integrity of African countries but also to boost their internal processes of democratization and strengthening of political and social stability, contributing to dilute and revert the sentiment of the so-called ‘afro-pessimism’, which gave rise to a process of unprecedented growth, despite the challenges that our countries still face to achieve the millennium development goals.

The African Union, which has enjoyed the support and participation of the United Nations (UN), plays a fundamental role in resolving the conflicts of the continent, highlighting the
practical route and preventive diplomacy as the most appropriate ways to promote and preserve democratic processes and economic and social development.

One of the most ambitious objectives pursued by the African Union is, undoubtedly, the political integration of the continent. However, the reality indicates that such enormous process can only be done in phases, based on the rule of peace and stability, democracy and good governance at the level of all African countries.

Contributing to the achievement of such a noble goal, the economic communities of sub-regional integration have played a relevant role in promoting sustainable economic and social development, effecting the dissemination and preservation of common political values, essential for continental coordination at the highest level.

To mark the half-century of existence, our continental organization is alive and in good health and we wish a bright future for the progress and prosperity of African people.
25 May 1963 - 25 May 2013: fifty (50) years ago our Pan-African Organization, the Organization of African Unity (OAU), was born.

Above and beyond the rightful enthusiasm which the commemoration of the fiftieth anniversary of this event prompts in each of us, it offers a special opportunity to take stock of the journey we have made since then, in a sincere manner but without false modesty, and to look forward to the next fifty (50) years of our common Organization.

Following independence, African leaders, aware that they had inherited a charged colonial past preceded by several centuries of slavery and a multitude of handicaps, came together to set up the Organization of African Unity.

This historic act took place despite the divergences of ideology or vision which characterized African leaders as far as the future of the continent was concerned, and notwithstanding ethnic and religious divisions, social and regional inequality and the struggle for power.

This event of great historical importance was ardently welcomed by the Peoples of Africa and acclaimed throughout the world.

For this reason, it is our duty, first and foremost, to pay tribute to the memory of the Founding Fathers of our common Organization for marking the path in wisdom and solidarity with unshakable conviction.

We respectfully place on record our gratitude to all these departed illustrious heroes who sacrificed their lives for the African cause, and pay resounding homage to the brothers and sisters from the continent as well as those of the diaspora who fought for the political liberation of our peoples.

As we take stock, it is undeniable that the goals laid down for the OAU at its birth enabled it to play a major role in affirming an African identity with the vision of an Africa united and prosperous in its diversity.

Despite the enormous difficulties which have hindered its long march, the Organization has been able to remain a strong and united block. It has been able to engage in activities which led to the full liberation of the continent from the colonial yoke and from Apartheid, to consolidate the independence of the member States and to promote inter-African solidarity.

On the economic front, we must recognize that the Organization’s achievements have fallen short of what was hoped. However, to its great credit, in 1980 it adopted the Lagos Plan of Action for the creation of an African common market, and in 1991 it adopted the Abuja Treaty setting up the African Economic Community.

But more than four decades after its establishment, it is necessary to acknowledge that OAU’s successes have been mixed, in terms of the goals set by its Founding Fathers. The Organization was already out of step with the new geopolitical situation, at both the regional
and the global level, even before the end of the cold war, the fall of the Berlin Wall and the beginning of the new era of democratization on the Continent.

On 09 September 1999, in Libya, the Heads of State and Government, aware of this trend, adopted the Sirte Declaration, establishing the African Union, which was officially proclaimed in that same city, on 02 March 2001.

The celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of our common organization therefore offers us an opportunity to reflect in a forward-looking manner on the future of the continent.

The future of Africa holds great hope. The African continent possesses substantial reserves of natural resources and raw materials. Moreover, in terms of human resources, Africa will have more than two (02) billion inhabitants by 2050, more than 60% of whom will be aged under 35. If these young people have skills, this will constitute an additional advantage. Our States are also adopting the principles of good governance and implementing dynamic economic policies designed to make the institutional and legal environment more conducive to investment and the flourishing of the private sector. All these advantages should enable Africa to assure its emergence and thus become one of the main poles of attraction for investment and acceleration of economic growth at the global level.

In this context, the African Union has conceived and drawn up development strategies in the sectors of energy, infrastructure, agriculture and food security, education, health, sanitation and the environment through NEPAD and its programmes such as PIDA and CAADP, to mention only these.

To achieve this, we need to settle a number of prerequisites which have to do not with the outside world nor with the peoples for whom we are responsible, but with ourselves, the leaders of modern Africa.

How can we pursue the renaissance of Africa and its prosperity if we do not strive harder to strengthen the foundations of the unity, stability and security of our Continent?

In the light of the lessons drawn from the past fifty years of our Pan-African Organization and the contemporary challenges which we must meet in order to realize the ideals of the Founding Fathers of the Organization of African Unity, the future of our institution depends first and foremost on the most valuable things we can share, namely the political unity and cohesion which cannot be envisaged without peace, stability and security - the guarantees of sustainable development for an Africa which is integrated, peaceful and prosperous. Hence the need for governance which stands above all ethnic, clan-based or regionalist divisions or those based on differences of sex, religion or colour, which all divide us needlessly and prevent us from moving forward along the path of unity, progress and shared prosperity.

In the next fifty years, bold and courageous decisions will have to be taken to ensure that the unity of the continent at last becomes a reality. In this context, our Organization must adopt a face which personifies it and speaks on its behalf on the political and diplomatic front in international forums.

However, none of our legitimate ambitions for Africa can take shape without the intelligent and coordinated pooling of our advantages, the mutualization of our riches, the integration of our economies and the building of an African common market through the introduction of the free-trade area on our continent.

In organizational terms, there is an urgent need to tackle the dysfunctionalities between various organs of the Union - the current President of the Conference of Heads of State and Government, the Commission of the Union, the Peace and Security Council and the Pan-African Parliament - so as to enable Africa to speak with a single voice.

There is also a need to challenge the principle of subsidiarity once again, so as to prevent it from becoming a launch pad for centrifugal dynamics whereas the Regional Economic Communities have been designed as instruments for accelerating our progress towards continent-wide integration.

To ensure greater efficiency in the governance of our States, our Union would benefit from the establishment of a mechanism for multilateral surveillance and monitoring through the extension of the principles of the African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM) to all States, accompanied by binding measures. Similarly, the Union should work towards an Africa-wide
non-aggression agreement in order to boost respect for the principle of the inviolability of the borders inherited from the colonial period.

Lastly, in order to guarantee the well-being of our peoples, the ultimate goal of our continent-wide government policies, we African leaders must meet the challenges of peace, stability, security and youth employment – in short, we must strive to continue the struggle against poverty, youth unemployment, ignorance, illiteracy, pandemic diseases, extremism and religious intolerance.

For the coming years, our researchers and our political leaders must work together to integrate the African cultural identity in the process of economic and social development of the continent. In this way we will offer our peoples the opportunity for autonomous and endogenous development which is rooted in our history and our culture, where man in his intellectual, spiritual and physical advancement stands at the heart of our official policies.

Moreover, in the light of contemporary changes and experience with the operation of the organs of our Union, it is vital to look to its reorganization on the basis of the political vision of the Founding Fathers of OAU. This reorganization obliges us to revisit our basic texts from the Constitutive Act to the various Protocols as well as the overall institutional architecture in order to update them and adapt them to the challenges and new demands imposed by the advance of the continent.

These reforms are necessary for the steady strengthening of unity, the preservation of peace, stability, guaranteeing the defence and security of the continent, the promotion of high-quality political, electoral, economic and social governance, the implacable struggle against corruption and impunity, the obligation to produce results, accountability, transparency, in order to preserve it against shocks, influences and interference from outside.

The new half-century which is beginning for our continent-wide Organization will be the half-century of hope and the genuine renaissance of Africa; an Africa which is united, at peace, secure, stable and prosperous, an Africa which is involved in the blossoming of a better world, which has value in a fruitful partnership and which draws benefit, an Africa which is present at the banquet of Nations.
As we celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the existence of our Continental organization, I think it is opportune to pause and reflect on our past and share reflections on our future.

It is most appropriate that on this Day, I should pay a special tribute to our founding leaders, who in 1963 embraced the concept of Pan Africanism to forge African unity by forming the Organisation of the African Unity (OAU). On that historic Day, individually and collectively, they committed to among others, promoting unity and development; defending the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Member States; promoting cooperation among African states and bringing an end to colonialism and apartheid. They ignited a flame which we carry forward today in order to achieve their vision for a strong and integrated continent.

A decade ago, African Heads of State and Government found it prudent to transform the OAU into the African Union, in order to accommodate new realities and challenges facing the continent. The new African Union was to promote and accelerate political and economic integration, democracy, social justice and peace, gender equality and good governance in Africa.

Through the OAU Charter, the Treaty establishing the African Economic Community and the AU Constitutive Act, African leaders laid out the strategic path for the realisation of the dreams of the founding fathers. Political independence, which in many countries emerged out of the ashes of war and conflict, unleashed the energy of our people to unprecedented levels of opportunities in all spheres of human development. Democracy and respect for human rights have taken root in many of our countries. Our people have become actors and not mere spectators in the socio-economic transformation of the continent. The new dawn brought to light the fact that development would neither be achieved nor complete, without the full involvement of people who make more than half the population in most of our countries - women.

Fifty years later, economic development has ceased to be the preserve of governing elites, and has become the collective responsibility of all citizens.

It is therefore, appropriate that the Theme of the 50th Anniversary of the OAU/AU, should be “Pan Africanism and African Renaissance”. This theme should guide our deliberations as we reflect on our achievements and challenges in the last 50 years, and re-dedicate ourselves towards a more prosperous, peaceful and united Africa, driven by its people and representing a dynamic force within the global arena.

However, as we celebrate our achievements, we remember that the Continent is still grappling with the legacies of colonialism and post colonial socio-economic and political ideological fissures. These include persistent intra-state conflicts, poor democratic practises, disregard for the rule of law and human rights, unconstitutional change of government, economic and political marginalisation, underdevelopment, poverty and social exclusion. These ills have undermined, and continue to undermine our founding values. We should separately and collectively confront these challenges, if Africa is to become a respectable and a strong force in world affairs.
The AU has more work to do to achieve its stated vision of “an Integrated, prosperous and peaceful Africa, driven by its own citizens and representing a dynamic force in the global arena”. It is time for Africa to reflect on the challenges and prospects for the future so as to adopt concrete and realistic solutions for Africa’s development and prosperity. We need to do more to build the 21st century infrastructure such as roads, rail and air links to ensure easy movement of goods and services across Africa. We need to tear down outdated laws that hamper trade and investment and have constrained economic growth and reduction in poverty across the Continent. We have to speedily harmonise our trade and investment regulations to ensure that our people participate freely in commerce with the rest of the world.

Africa, more than any continent is confronted by the danger of climate change. While our contribution to the depletion of the ozone layer collectively is minimal, the impact of climate change on the continent is widespread and catastrophic. Today, fifty years later, we see more droughts devastating our countries, unreliable weather patterns that make it difficult for farmers to produce food. We see the acceleration of desertification, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa, with obvious consequences - massive loss of fertile agricultural lands, leading to uncontrolled rural urban migration. Climate change requires that we spend more resources in adaptation and mitigation measures not only in the development process but as a way of life.

Let me conclude by observing that Africa is where it is today because of the ingenuity and enterprise of its people. The Continent has met many colonial and post-colonial challenges with resolve. We should summon together, the same courage and spirit of Pan-Africanism to face the future. Even the most stringent critics have been unanimous in acknowledging that Africa is the continent of the future. Let’s embrace the future and own it.
On 25 May 1963, the ambition to create an Africa of peace, an Africa of restored dignity – unified, confident and able to overcome adversity in order to build its future led our founding fathers to lay the new foundations for our continental organization, the Organization of African Unity, which has today become the African Union, after having finally reached the end of a positive process of change through the adoption of its Constitutive Act in July 2000.

After half a century of the Organization’s existence and operations to serve this shared ideal, we must look back and pay vibrant tribute to the men and women who were able to prioritize the fundamental values of fraternity and solidarity, and victoriously lead the emancipatory struggle with the support of Africans of the Diaspora.

Looking back, we can legitimately feel proud of the important results achieved in political liberation of the States under colonial rule and the elimination of the anachronistic and abhorrent apartheid system.

We are also justified in congratulating ourselves on the progress accomplished in the area of conflict management, the sustainable resolution of crises, the promotion of peace, stability, democracy, human rights and good governance practices.

As regards development activities, the macro-economic and market reforms have helped African economies initiate a notable expansion over the past ten years, through a growth rate above the world average.

The consolidation of these significant achievements, which are factors showing the resilience of our continent to the world-renowned economic woes, today requires the urgent development of strategies based on prevention, and inter-State and international cooperation in the face of the rise of new transnational threats such as terrorism and the proliferation of criminal networks and illegal trafficking, which dangerously undermine the stability of the continent.

Also, the commemoration of the 50th anniversary of our Organization, a time for deep reflection on the building of a peaceful future, is of particular importance for the African peoples, whose enormous sacrifices on the path of freedom and progress sustain the faith of our nations in an Africa of peace and hope.

This celebration strengthens our commitment to bringing a new dynamic to the many initiatives undertaken to endow our continent with full control of its destiny and its rightful place in a world of challenges requiring the pooling of strengths, ideas and knowledge.

The success of this commitment lies in accelerating the process of integrating our States, whose enormous natural potential and the quality of their human resources constitute sure assets towards strengthening our determination to write a new chapter in our common history.

The achievement of this noble aspiration is a crucial issue in order to build an Africa of peace and prosperity over the next years, an Africa rich in its fundamental values, open
to the rest of the world and to innovations, and helping to build united and flourishing people.

This union of peoples is also vital to promoting the emergence of a strong African economy, to increase the share of our continent in trade at the global level, and to ensure better representation at major forums as well a more significant role in global governance.

In this regard, we would like to honour the high level of awareness of people, especially the youth, endowed with the noble and sacred role of achieving our common aim, as shown by the creation of regional economic communities, the adoption of legal instruments such as the Lagos Plan of Action, and the Abuja Treaty establishing the African Economic Community and the Constitution of the African Union.

The theme of the 50th anniversary of “Pan-Africanism and the African Renaissance”, which recognizes the value of the role and vision of the forerunners of this unity, encourages us to base the action of our Organization even more than ever on the cultural foundations of solidarity, peace and brotherhood, which are characteristic of our societies.

It is also important to prioritize our benchmarks on development, education, training, and promotion of health services and employment, as a way of mobilizing the youth, whose dream of a strong and prosperous Africa constitutes a real promise for continental integration.

Burkina Faso reaffirms its commitment to helping to enhance the image of our continent and empower it to make its mark on the evolution of mankind.
As we celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Organization of African Unity/African Union, the Government of the Republic of Burundi joins all other African Governments and peoples devoted to peace and liberty on this memorable day.

Burundi is very proud to be among the founding members of the Organization of African Unity and honoured to be a dynamic member that has always defended fundamental principles such as non-interference in the affairs of other countries and the inviolability of borders.

The Organization of African Unity/African Union has had a very long and eventful journey. It would be appropriate here to laud the actions of some leaders and heroes, among whom are Emperor Haile Selassie, Kwame Nkrumah, Julius Kambarage Nyerere, Kenneth Kaunda, Modibo Keita, Félix Houphouet Boigny, Sekou Toure, Leopold Sedar Senghor, Agostino Neto and Amilcar Cabral. These are but a few of those worthy of mention and who held high the flame of independence of their citizens of their countries and that of the peoples of Africa.

The Organization of African Unity/African Union has had a very long and eventful journey. It would be appropriate here to laud the actions of some leaders and heroes, among whom are Emperor Haile Selassie, Kwame Nkrumah, Julius Kambarage Nyerere, Kenneth Kaunda, Modibo Keita, Félix Houphouet Boigny, Sekou Toure, Leopold Sedar Senghor, Agostino Neto and Amilcar Cabral. These are but a few of those worthy of mention and who held high the flame of independence of their citizens of their countries and that of the peoples of Africa.

For the celebration of the 50th Anniversary of the Organization of African Unity/African Union

Achieving this objective of living in freedom, by breaking the shackles of colonization in all its forms, was not easy. The was not a level playing field as the colonizer had the political, military, economic, scientific and social establishment in addition to the solidarity of all other colonial powers in the world.

The colonial masters spared no effort to delay and perpetuate their domination over the African peoples, even to the extent of inventing a most subtle form of domination, apartheid, one of the most ignominious forms in human history. Active solidarity by progressive forces the world over conquered apartheid’s backward forces. The spirit of the South African people under the leadership of Nelson Mandela gave South Africa and Africa as a whole the most beautiful gift – that of being able to put an end to the savagery and inhuman suffering of the apartheid system.

Here, we should add to the successful achievement of the Organization of African Union/African Union the resolution of conflicts that have continued to emerge here and there, within or between states. Wisdom and reason always prevailed. The Organization is constantly engaged in calming and curbing the ambitions of some countries, which at times were spoiling for a fight.

Success was not always achieved. Our Organization was not always successful, but it never gave up on renewing its efforts so that there would peace throughout the continent. To date, all efforts are being made so that Sudan and South Sudan can live in harmony. The Union is deeply committed to resolving the conflict in Somalia, and the recent crisis in Côte
d’Ivoire and in the Central African Republic and the east of the Democratic Republic of the Congo during the negotiations between the Government and M23 in Kampala.

The Burundi people are grateful to the African Union and the entire international community for all the support and solidarity shown in its entire history, and especially, during the darkest periods that lasted over a decade, from 1993 to 2003. Indeed, the African Union spearheaded support for Burundi, especially during the peace negotiations that took place in Arusha, the United Republic of Tanzania.

It is safe to say that it would be difficult to imagine what Burundi would have been like without the contribution of the African Union’s peace and architecture.

Burundi has always played a fundamental role in the African Union’s peace-building in its peace missions throughout the continent, be it in Somalia or Darfur, and is ready to continue to do so whenever and wherever necessary.

The Government of the Republic of Burundi is proud to belong to the great family of the African Union. The noble objectives of the African Union and its ideals of peace, justice, liberty, democracy and shared values, are all dear to the hearts of the Burundi people, without exception.

The political independence of Africa needed to be supported by economic independence. The struggle for economic independence, however, will be just as difficult as the one for political independence. The African Union can rightly be proud of its achieved successes such as the adoption of the Lagos Plan of Action and the Abuja Treaty, the advent of NEPAD and the establishment of the regional economic communities. The African Union has long understood that political union must be combined with economic union in order for the people to enjoy all the benefits of regional integration.

The Burundi people and its Government reiterate their commitment to contributing to building the African Union. The country will provide unflinching support to the Union’s programmes and initiatives, living up to the challenges that the African family must overcome in the next 50 years, as it had done in the past 50 years.

On its path to democracy, the African Union will surely face with many more challenges in areas such as human rights, good governance and development, in the spirit of Pan-Africanism and the African Renaissance. The Union will be able to achieve all its objectives with the assistance of its daughters and sons, and all local, regional and international partners of the international community.


LONG LIVE THE ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY
LONG LIVE THE AFRICAN UNION
LONG LIVE INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
As we commemorate the 50th anniversary of the founding of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) on 25 May 1963 in Addis Ababa, let us assess how far we have come in our quest to build a united continent. Let us also look towards the future to strategize on how to strengthen our unity.

The burning question, at the dawn of the third millennium, is, “What kind of Africa are we going to hand over to all these exuberant, dynamic and willing young Africans, who make up the better part of our population?” A vital issue, doubtless, as the future of a continent of over a million people will depend how we tackle the question.

Our continent has known trying times, from the slave trade to colonization and the atrocious segregationist and racist apartheid system. Independence, often gained at a heavy cost and through struggle and painful sacrifice, is therefore a heritage to be preserved and developed for the honour, pride and welfare of the African people.

This is what has guided the thoughts and actions of various generations of pan-Africanists, and also why Cameroon has always supported first, the OAU, and then the African Union.

In other words, for Cameroon, it is vital now, just as it was then, to make unity among young African States, the bedrock of true independence for Africa, as a means of opening the way to its development and its emergence as an influential stakeholder on the international arena.

Awareness about the importance of this factor of unity is the prerequisite to the renaissance of Africa as a land of free men and women, free to carve out their society, free to bring up their children, free and able to manage their natural resources for their own interests, free to meet the peoples of other continents who wish to join hands with them on their development path, to build a people which recognizes and cultivates the virtues of equity, rights and solidarity.

At the end of the day, an Africa, that is reconciled with itself, free from domination, aspiring to live in peace and working for the prosperity of its children, and quite ready to add its bit to the emergence of a universal and peaceful civilization, is the kind of Africa whose foundations we must strengthen, with the hope of seeing it hoisted high to that level by 2063.

Yes, I do mean strengthening its foundations, because 50 years after the establishment of the Organization of African Unity, and 10 years after its transformation to the African Union, the time has come to fortify the bases of our continental organization. Only solid foundations can carry mammoth structures.

Indeed, we must give renewed impetus to the OAU, an inter-governmental organization created to build African unity, based on its regional economic communities (RECs), which will develop in concentric circles until the dawning of the United States of Africa. In other words, a phased approach will be taken to institute true political unity for Africa, with the transfer of sovereignty, leading in the long term, to the establishment of a supranational
body. This is what the African Union is all about – a renaissance of African unity and pan-Africanism.

Despite all the criticisms, the establishment of the RECs led to the development of trade transactions, management of migration policies and the gradual transfer of sovereignty through the monetary unions. Strengthening of cooperation ties among RECs should be encouraged.

The adoption of the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) and its Programme for Infrastructure Development in Africa (PIDA) provides hope for Africa’s development, as the continent works together with its technical and financial partners to implement projects.

Also, bolstering intra-African trade and the plans to create a free trade area in 2017 should give a new dimension to intra-African cooperation and enhance solidarity among African States.

On the other hand, Africa’s growth and development call for the consolidation of peace and security through the establishment of operational organs for resolving crises on the continent.

These projects can only be realized with material and financial resources that will promote the continent’s development and integration. It is now up to us to hold the momentum of the solidarity inscribed in gold in the Constitutive Act of our organization, to adopt the alternative sources of financing recommended by our Ministers of Finance to afford Africa the autonomy needed to carry out these projects.

In addition, the political unity of Africa is a must in a global context where countries are grouping into vast regional bodies in order to have greater influence and representation on the world market. Indeed, the Yaoundé Declaration, which endorses the “Africa21” International Conference held as part of the 50th independence celebration of Cameroon, states that “Africa is now able to achieve its unity in most areas…” The current situation challenges all Africans once again to: (a) Wake up to the NEED for this unity (Why must Africa unite?); (b) Identify its BASIS (On what bases can this unity be built?); (c) Show the WILLINGNESS for this goal (Does Africa truly want to unite?); (d) Outline a METHOD to achieve unity (How do we achieve this unity?).

I believe that if we resolve to answer these four questions objectively and open-mindedly, we would have started building a solid and unshakable foundation for an emerging Africa.

(a) Why must Africa unite?
Even more than the birth of the OAU half a century ago, globalization today is compelling all nations to integrate into vast regional geographical groups, if they are to preserve their political and economic future. Individual African States cannot opt out of this mandatory international relations exercise. This means that the continent must unite to:

- Avoid the perils of State isolation, the pitfalls of division and dispersion in an unforgiving and competitive world.
- Make up for the weaknesses of individual States, by forming a single political unit with considerable leverage in the conduct of world affairs.
- Find solutions to the inability of individual States to face Africa’s myriad security, environmental, cultural, technological, health, economic and commercial challenges which require a synergy of efforts.
- Go along with the unification efforts prevailing in all parts of the world, and which Africa cannot afford to miss out on.

(b) On what basis can this unity be built?
The fundamental reasons for unity are pretty clear.

For example:

- The continent’s cultural identity, which is a common base for the peoples of Africa;
- The common political memory shared by Africans;
- All Africans identifying with their struggle for self-determination;
- Existence of a set of shared ethical values;
- Awareness of a common destiny;
- Feeling of African solidarity for the continent.

(c) Does Africa truly want to unite?
Every action and project begins with willpower. The continent must afford itself the means to demonstrate its determination to achieve unity. This entails, taking into consideration the social and political circumstances of our environment, as well as the aspirations of our people. We must thus display a strong political will to achieve unity for our continent, and a more robust expression of support for integration.

(d) How can we achieve this unity?
We must first give more impetus to the various dimensions of our Union, with special focus on:

- The ideological dimension of shared values, in the common African programme for: education on African solidarity; strengthening democracy, the rule of law, governance and promotion and protection of human rights.

- The institutional dimension, which calls for strengthening our States and subregional organizations (the RECs). On this score, I wish to point out the need to preserve the gains made following the July 2007 Accra Summit, which led to an audit of the structures of the Union. Equally important is sustaining the institutional framework that will ensure the efficient running of our organization, avoiding duplication of efforts and budget structures that have a limited impact on the dynamics of unity and development.

- The security dimension: Finalizing the peace and security architecture of the Union is a priority challenge that must be tackled to ensure the full operationalization of the African Standby Force. In addition to contributing to building Africa’s capacity of responding to crises, this force will be an instrument for the sovereignty and independence of our continent.

- The infrastructural dimension: This must be our centre of attention, with all its diverse areas such as transport, telecommunication, training and capacity building. This calls for greater synergy of efforts to speed up the projects covered by PIDA, and those under the Comprehensive African Agricultural Development Programme (CAADP), as well as initiatives on facilitating access to potable water and promoting health, especially that of women and children. We must, indeed, fully support the implementation of these programmes, with partners only coming in to partner the Union’s internal efforts.

Lastly, celebrating the creation of OAU, beyond the assessments made or the road covered and the successes and failures encountered, is a time to be fully conscious of renewing our commitment to improving implementation of our unity and development goals. We must hold ourselves accountable for past failures, to ensure that we do not miss out on the future. More than ever, building this unity is a must, without which all our development prospects will come to naught. Let us also try to preserve the laudable gains made. Indeed, our continent is the only one with a truly continental organization. This political feat must be highlighted, and rightly so. Celebrating the golden jubilee of the Union is tantamount to celebrating the permanency of an ideal that has resisted the ravages of time, through the dogged determination of all its member States.

Let us afford ourselves the means to project our continent toward newer more promising horizons than what we have now. Let us rally around these ideals. Let us put forward our goals and get over our national and subregional selfish tendencies. The concept of unity must live up to its name to give meaning to pan-Africanism and the African renaissance. Cameroon remains steadfast in its readiness to support this effort.

Long live the founding fathers of the Organization of African Unity!

Long life the African Union!
50 years ago, under the sign of noble ideals of Pan-Africanism, the Organization of African Unity was born on May 25, 1963, in Addis Ababa, during the historic meeting of its founding Fathers.

The Golden Jubilee of the founding of the Organization of African Unity is a special reason for Africans of all ages, ethnicities, beliefs and socio-economic conditions, from Tunisia to South Africa, from Cape Verde to Somalia, to provide a fair and public recognition of the road already travelled and of the objectives achieved, and to celebrate with justifiable pride the progress made in the liberation of the continent from colonial rule and discrimination, and especially, from apartheid.

This occasion is also propitious to celebrate the creation of the creation of the African Union, which, in the wake of the OAU, intends to continue the noble objectives of promoting an integrated, prosperous and peaceful Africa, based on the values of freedom, democracy, human rights and a sustainable economy.

Over those 50 years, Africa has accumulated valuable assets to invest in building a brighter future aimed at the full implementation of its objectives.

Despite the progress achieved, Africa has still numerous and complex challenges ahead as well as constraints of various kinds, arising from the multiplicity of asymmetries, economic backwardness and political instability, which can only be overcome if we are able not only to recognize this fact in a straightforward manner but also, and especially, to adopt, with the spirit of responsibility, the necessary measures.

From this perspective, the motto “Pan-Africanism and the African Renaissance”, chosen this year for the celebrations of Africa Day, should be a source of inspiration capable of guiding us along a path of renewal, which, as history often has shown us, is not always easy and straight. Therefore, Pan-Africanism, according to our opinion, must be both active and fully aligned with the realities of today’s world: a Pan-Africanism that can enable an exponential increase of development, under democracy and respected human rights.

In this context, I have the deep conviction that the young people, not only because they are more in line with the intricacies of today’s world but also for their deep interest as carriers of the future, have a key role to play in the decisions, measures and actions that will shape that future so decisively. Thus, it is imperative for everyone but especially for the young people themselves to create all conditions for achieving such an aim.

Cape Verde, despite the difficulties internationally recognized, has managed over the years to consolidate its rule of law, deepen its democracy and promote an environment of political and institutional stability whose backdrop is the desire of the Cape Verdeans to contribute to an Africa capable of providing an effective wellness and quality of life to all its children.
As the Representative of the Cape Verdean Nation, I am particularly pleased and have the great honor to warmly welcome all Cape Verdeans and, in general, all Africans, especially those who, coming from the continent, chose my country to live and work, by thanking their participation in the construction of a land of peace, freedom, democracy, tolerance and solidarity to all people who live and work side by side, for progress and a better life.

As the Highest Magistrate of the Cape Verdean Nation, it is a great privilege to me to express, on behalf of the people of Cape Verde and in my own name, all my respect and recognition for all those men and women of this Organization – from the most prominent to the humblest of its servants – who supported, first in the struggle against the colonial power, and today in building an Africa of peace, democracy and solidarity for all those who live and labor in it.

Long live Africa!

Long live the African Union!
The establishment of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) on 25 May 1963 was a major event which marked the history of our continent. Chad is proud to be among the 32 countries which signed the charter setting up the OAU. Amid the enthusiasm of independence and emergence from colonization, African countries had the legitimate ambition to unite and build a strong continent whose voice would be heard in the concert of nations. In 2002, the African Union was set up to accelerate the process of continental integration. It now includes all African independent States bar one.

It would be difficult to draw up an exhaustive record of the last 50 years of OAU/AU. Africans, through their continental organization, have made significant progress which must be welcomed.

The struggle for the independence of the countries still under colonial domination was an important contribution made by OAU. All these countries, and in particular those under Portuguese domination, have achieved independence and become free countries.

The fight against apartheid was led by OAU in a vigorous and steadfast manner, taking on Western Powers which long opposed this struggle for the dignity of Africans.

OAU/AU certainly strived in an important way for democracy and the protection of human rights. I would like to mention the condemnation of the seizure of power by force and the suspension of countries which resort to force, the adoption of the African Charter of Human and Peoples' Rights, and the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child, the law relating to women and equality between men and women.

In an area where the situation in Africa is often critical, AU has made remarkable progress with the voluntary commitment of Heads of State and government to undergo evaluation by their peers, in the sphere of political, economic and corporate governance. To date 32 countries have already made a voluntary commitment.

In economic matters, the Adoption of NEPAD by the continent constituted an important step towards its economic integration. Africa, through NEPAD, has placed on record its resolve to take charge of its development through an Economic Programme which highlights integration in every area. This has made it possible to promote convergence of views on the major plans for integration and to secure the support of the International Community. The goal of the programme remains the eradication of poverty and social inequality, in an Africa which is united and stands together and is no longer marginalized and is integrated in the global economy.

In the sphere of peace and security, major achievements can be credited to OAU/AU. Remarkable efforts have been made in settling conflicts between States, or sometimes within States. Examples are Somalia, Sierra Leone, Liberia and Burundi.

OAU/AU has enabled the member States to adopt coordinated positions on a number of issues of common interest concerning Africa in international forums, or vis-à-vis the various
international blocks and Powers. Major successes have been recorded thanks to this uni-
tary approach within OAU/AU, which in particular made possible a marked improvement
in the representation of Africa in international forums, a rise in the volume of direct invest-
ment in Africa by the member countries of the G20, and the inclusion of the funding of
African integration on the agendas of international forums.

This is the place to pay a ringing tribute to the Founding Fathers of OAU who succeeded in
bringing it into being, despite the hostility of the colonizers, who did not wish to see Africa
unite and speak with a single voice.

While we have made progress, we must acknowledge our failures so that we can draw
lessons from them.

OAU/AU is viewed by our peoples as a matter for Heads of State. The expression “trade
union for heads of State”, even if it does not reflect reality, points to a certain perception of
our organization by our peoples, who need to be further mobilized for the ideal of African
integration.

The continent’s principal weakness is that it is the Region of the World With the great-
est number of countries, compared with the other regions which are large and powerful
countries on a continental scale. African countries know that they will not achieve much
alone. Yet in practice, there is always a degree of resistance to the application of decisions
adopted on regional issues, such as the movement of persons, goods and capital. Our
inability to agree on major joint projects and authorize our organization to speak on our
behalf weakens us and divides us vis-à-vis the International Community and the Powers
outside the Continent.

Our shared weakness was illustrated on the occasion of very important events which
affected the integrity and unity of African countries, and breached all the texts we have
adopted. I wish to mention two cases in illustration, the war in Libya, carried out by Powers
from outside the continent, and the situation in Mali, where our ability to react speedily to
terrorists was sorely tested. It was France that intervened on the ground first.

The institutions and organs of OAU/AU have not always been equal to their tasks. We have
fallen short on our financial contributions to give them the ability to function; but it should
also be pointed out that excessive bureaucracy and insufficient transparency have also di-
minished the credibility of our institutions, together with difficulties in handling the major
divergences between certain States.

The creation of AU was the response of African leaders to the need to take a giant step to-
wards African integration. We cannot bequeath to future generations an Africa which in 50
years will be described by them as having made a little progress, with much still remaining
to be done. I personally launched the movement for the renaissance of Chad two years ago.
My ambition is to make Chad an emerging country by 2025 - an intermediate-income
country with an economy enjoying diversified sources of growth which generate added
value and jobs; a country where every Chadian citizen should have access to basic social
services, decent housing and good-quality training.

Africa must voluntarily embark on accelerated, coordinated and solidarity-based develop-
ment. We must refine our shared vision of development, make NEPAD a living reality which
our peoples have grasped in order to implement it. There cannot be national responses on
one side and continental responses on the other. The major current and future challenges
related to underdevelopment, to various diseases, to armed conflicts, to socioeconomic
and financial crises, to poverty, to climate change and to food shortages, must prompt
more collective actions on a continental scale.

Africa has no chance to wield influence in the world of today and tomorrow, without en-
hanced unity, without renunciation of a portion of national sovereignty for the good of
each and every one. The African Union must move forward along the path it has drawn,
in particular the creation of the government of the Union, the total political and econom-
ic integration which is indeed its ultimate goal. The transformation of the African Union
Commission into an Authority of the Union must speed up this integration. The African
parliament must rapidly begin to legislate in common areas and effectively play its role as
representative of the peoples of Africa.

We must have the courage to reduce the number of regional organizations whose oper-
ations are costly, and which also pursue programmes that overlap. The different regions
must finalize as soon as possible the stages of integration in each region. They must finalize progress towards continental integration.

In the very short term, and this is a prerequisite, terrorism constitutes one of the major challenges which our pan-African organization must address. This phenomenon, which is growing dangerously in the different parts of Africa, particularly in the Horn of Africa, the Sahel and in the Gulf of Guinea, and which has broader ramifications and networks throughout the world, necessitates the mobilization of the entire continent, for the terrorist threat will spare none of our countries. We must concentrate our efforts to eradicate it, or else we will see all the progress we have made come to nothing.

We must not wait 50 more years. In the coming 10 to 15 years we must be in a position to insert all the missing links in terms of infrastructure, remove non-physical barriers to trade, create continental rapid reaction forces capable of helping to maintain peace, truly empower our continental organization to speak and negotiate on our behalf in the key areas of African integration. We must ensure that all countries are treated in a fair and equitable manner.

Not all African countries have the same resources. It is our hope that the coming years will bring even greater solidarity. We greet and thank the developed countries for their assistance. We must also be in a position to display more solidarity at the continental level. We must reflect and introduce machinery for solidarity among African countries which will enable us to be stronger and more united in the face of challenges.

Happy fiftieth anniversary to OAU/AU. Long live United Africa.
The African Union is celebrating its golden jubilee. Fifty years can readily be said to be the age of maturity; but for an international organization, it is also the time for raising all questions abound and entertaining every hope.

Our organization can boast of a glorious past, having fought the good fight on every front, imbued with those deep African values of dignity, patriotism, solidarity, the work ethic and sacrifice, inculcated in the peoples of our continent.

Throughout its history, it has been inspired and guided by the valiant sons of Africa, who braved an often hostile, ever changing and never totally controllable environment, to bring their wisdom, bravery and determination to bear. Their contribution has indeed helped our continent to chalk successes.

The Union has laid the groundwork for us to take on tomorrow and discover the future, as well as safeguard the unity on which Africa’s victory and success are founded.

However, the world is changing and so is the continent. Every milestone crossed opens up new vistas of daunting challenges and uncertainties, and the sheer magnitude of the tasks ahead.

In all this, it is the responsibility of the African Union to chart a course for Africa’s future; it must face squarely and calmly the twists and turns of an ever-changing world; it must be responsible and resourceful in finding answers to the issues facing the continent.

Today, the African Union is an organization having a voice in the comity of nations, fully present where global matters are decided; ready to contribute and be heard as we shape tomorrow’s world.

It is present at the United Nations, where high-level dialogue is conducted and proposals made to impact the much-needed reform of this useful organization, which, more than ever, wishes to work in sync with the realities of today. It is focusing world attention on a rising Africa, to recognize both its worth and legitimate concern to become a member of the Security Council. This is the responsibility of the African Union. This is also the resolve and expectation of Africans who also seek to influence those decisions binding on the international community.
We must do our utmost to reform the United Nations, indispensable as it is to the lives of our peoples and to a willed future of peace and security.

Globally, the African Union condemns wars, atrocities of all sorts and blatant inequalities in its quest to ensure that people, once again, become the true focus of public policy.

Continently, the Union carries the hopes of bringing about socioeconomic development, combating insecurity and helping to achieve the Millennium Development Goals. The most burning issues for development today are health and education, which the Union must tackle head on.

However, nothing will happen on our continent if the people shun politics and public debate and fail to take their destiny into their own hands.

Accordingly, the business of governance must be conducted with vigilance, transparency and clear options, with modesty and humility enough to warrant the recognition and support of the people in a quest to safeguard the general interest and eschew marginalization.

To build a common future and reach out to Africa’s demanding, combative yet genuinely patriotic youth, our organization should intensify its involvement in the prevention, management and resolution of the conflicts that keep eroding our social fabric and blighting our horizon.

Striving to promote the rule of law, while respecting people’s right to differ and their human dignity is no mean task.

Africa, our Africa, this continent which witnessed the birth of mankind and which, like no other, holds great potential for the youth, must straighten up and affirm itself, indeed, renew itself to cope with the challenges of the times and march toward the future.

While needing each and every one of its people to be generous and understanding, our continent requires that the African Union always make innovative choices, become proactive and mobilize the resources of its people in synergy.

The African Union must builder, guide and uphold peace and stability as well as a drive Africa’s development and progress.

As it celebrates its golden jubilee, the Union has what it takes, the stamina and the willingness to forge ahead. We sense that in how its leaders conduct business; this fills us with hope and optimism. It elicits the commitment and unflinching support of each Member State.

Perhaps more than any other, my country knows the true worth of an efficient and strong African Union. Over the last few years as we fought to safeguard national unity and reconcile Comorians with each other, the Union provided invaluable support that was appreciated by all our people. I wish to commend the Union for this commitment that helped save my country from collapse.

I wish to declare that as the African Union forges along its path of development, through time and struggles, it can count on the unwavering support of my country, the Union of the Comoros, because we believe in the future of our continent and in the determination of the African Union.
It was on 25 May 1963 that Africa rallied behind the founding fathers of the Organization of African Unity to set down in letters of gold, the greatest chapter in the continent’s history, with the establishment of this noble and memorable work of continental integration, whose architecture and goals were about to experience the challenges of time and age.

Fifty years on, afro-pessimism and apocalyptic prophecies notwithstanding, no major force has been able shatter the hopes of the sixties, or shake the foundations of the vision. Far from it, in half a century, in fact, our continent has established its identity, completed its emancipation, consolidated peace and security and, indeed, made giant strides.

This progress, however, was not without its pitfalls; against the backdrop of the cold war, the continent had to contend with a persistent neocolonial agenda, attempts at destabilization, amidst threats of secession or balkanization, civil wars, warring neighbouring States and the economic crisis of the 1980s, with its raft of anti-social structural adjustment programmes.

Through it all, OAU/AU has weathered the storm, braving as it were, the storms in its way. Today, African unity is no longer a mere catch phrase. Africa now talks with one voice on the international arena. Indeed, Africa now commands respect on the world stage.

For many of our generation called upon to assume the daunting but exhilarating heritage of the founding fathers, by any account, OAU/AU, epitomizes the very image of a free and united Africa, indeed one with a fighting spirit. Tried over and over again, it has shown the world its creative genius, steeped in the tradition of a mosaic of the well-known African “palavers”, which uses consensus as the way of settling matters.

African peoples will recall and will always remember the support given by the pan-African organization to the liberation movements and the dogged hard labour put in to bring an end to colonization.

The height of this struggle was the fight against apartheid. The liberation of Southern Africa from the heinous and degrading apartheid system was seen as the triumph of truth over racial injustice. Today, the birth of the new South Africa is seen as the work of the political liberation of the continent.

What has happened with peacekeeping? Following the decolonization movement, efforts were made to secure peace, with the establishment of the Peace and Security Council, whose architecture denotes the continent’s full endorsement of the peace process, although gaps do remain.

In its quest for maturity, stability and responsibility, the African Union initiated institutions such as the African Charter on Democracy, Elections and Governance, thereby doing away with the forcible takeover of power and manoeuvrings to put a veneer on democracy and good governance.
The African Union is also firmly committed to speeding up the integration and development process toward a United States of Africa. The five subregional economic communities, set up in the 1980s by the Lagos Plan of Action, form the concentric circles which, with much goodwill, will undergird the continent’s strategy.

In all aspects of economic and social development, Africa has always adopted bold and ambitious programmes in agriculture and the agri-food industry, energy, infrastructure, sustainable development, housing, health, education, youth training, science and technology.

This quest to overtake, open up and adapt to global changes, led to the establishment of the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD), underpinned by the African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM), a singular experience of its kind, demonstrating Africa’s ability to pull itself together to improve governance for its States and peoples.

The Republic of the Congo has always done its best to contribute to the struggle for a burgeoning, free, united and economically accomplished Africa. Indeed, from 1986 to 1987, as Chairperson of the then OAU, the Congo made the voice of Africa heard in the four corners of the world.

The bold initiatives Africa took at the time, relayed the world over, led to the abolition of the heinous apartheid system. Initiatives such as the Africa Fund, the International Literary Symposium of Writers Against Apartheid, the first African science congress and the quadripartite peace talks for Southern Africa all led to the:

• Withdrawal of Cuban troops from Angola
• Independence of Namibia
• Freeing of Nelson Mandela
• Dawn of a new South Africa

The Congo made its mark in several other areas to achieve pan-African ideals. These include the non-aggression and joint defence pact at the time when the country chaired the African Union from 2006 to 2007.

The next 50 years will certainly see Africa facing equally crucial challenges.

During this period, we must forge ahead to realize the dream of the founding fathers to create a United States of Africa with a continental government and single currency. The free movement of persons and goods should be the order of the day from Tripoli to Cape Town and from Djibouti to Dakar.

We would also stand to gain by harmonizing and streamlining processes to strengthen the regional economic communities.

The next 50 years should also see Africa setting up pan-African poles of excellence in areas such as science and technology, with special focus on information and communication technologies.

Also for the next 50 years, we should: do more to promote our African languages; take contributions by Africans of the diaspora into account for the development of the continent; develop an efficient pan-African system to counteract terrorism, piracy at sea and organized cross-border crime.

Yes, the road will be long; but every long journey starts with the first step. Any step taken by the African Union must take us toward the goal of this long journey. This bantu saying captures the picture so well: “to climb on your bed, you must first put your feet on the floor”.

Finally, by 2063, Africa should be seen as a continent at ease and at par with other continents. Once integration of the continent is sealed, moving from an Africa of States to an Africa of peoples will be the greatest tribute that we can pay to the founding fathers of African unity.
On the occasion of the formal celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the establishment of the Organization of African Unity, we can affirm that despite the many challenges which we face as we build a more united and more prosperous space in the political, economic and social spheres, we are entitled to look at the future with hope because pan-Africanism is a wager on the future. It is the key to the future.

The celebration of this fiftieth anniversary must enable us to assume responsibility for the present and outline the future of our continent in the light of the challenges of the era in which we are living.

Africa has become a major geopolitical and geostrategic challenge. We are witnesses today of the emergence of a continent which, in the recent past, was still described as the backward continent, whether in economic, technological or scientific terms. The gap which separated it from the industrialized nations had become ever wider over the previous four decades.

Since the start of the XXIst century, Africa has been undergoing a veritable metamorphosis, a significant acceleration of its history, whose speed and scope portray it in a new light, as a continent in the middle of a boom, whose legitimate vocation is to rejoin the major emerging groups on the political and economic chessboard of the XXIst century.

The world is changing, and Africa is changing with it, embodying an ambitious vision linked to clear objectives. Our continent enjoys advantages in meeting the challenge of harmonious development. They have to do with its history, its geographical situation, its men and its natural resources. Advantages which it must seize in order to take its rightful place in the world.

It is our privilege to be living through special times, to participate in shaping Africa and to see our economies experience annual growth which is well above the level in the United States and Europe. In this time of growth, Africa is demonstrating undeniable economic vigour while the economic crisis is hitting the developed countries hard.

Our continent’s new position, at the centre of positive global challenges, must enable it to grasp the opportunities which are available to it to regulate the global balance of power and benefit from the advantages of global economic growth.

Thanks to the advantages offered by its natural resources and its energy potential, the proportion and the dynamism of its active young people and the development of its middle class, the African continent, a major player in multilateralism aware of its influence in the affairs of the world, must carry the demand for reform of global governance, and in particular the entry of African countries into the United Nations Security Council, as permanent members. African civilization must no longer be the only absentee in this top category of members of the United Nations Security Council.

However, in order to consolidate its position on the international stage and carry the ambition of development and progress, our continent will have to take up three (3) major
challenges in the context of the stakes which will be facing us by the middle of the century, when Africa will contain 2 billion inhabitants, and overcome the inherent downsides:

- The challenge of peace, stability and security, through the construction of a common defence and security policy by pooling national resources;
- The challenge of democracy, through the creation and strengthening of democratic institutions at the national and then the continental level;
- The challenge of Infrastructure, through respect for commitments entered into and the search for strategic partnerships.

In the face of these challenges, the only valid option, for African decision makers, is integration. We must strengthen our continental Organization and its network of Regional Economic Communities.

As suggested and strongly recommended by the West African Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU), which has already laid the foundations for a space which is better suited to the new global situation, “the task is to jointly define shared approaches, which create ensembles of the critical scale and vision required to offset the weight of the new partners who are jostling for access to the continent.”

We will then build with our partners an area of common growth based on interests shared between countries, peoples and economies.

Fifty years after its establishment, our common organization has taken major steps towards greater integration, greater security, progress and democracy. But we must change many of the rules which govern its operation and decision-making, in order to ensure that the voice of the peoples is heard.

Lastly, it remains for us, as the Founding Fathers did, to strengthen the Political Will to bring to completion the transformation of Africa, the new frontier of development, which we call for wholeheartedly.
Fifty years ago the Organization of African Unity was born, and with it a dream, which has now become a reality, that of the liberation of our continent from colonialism and apartheid. At the same time a flame was ignited which has never gone out, that of the shared unity and prosperity of the peoples of Africa.

Despite the storms of history, this dream and this flame, the clear vision of pan-Africanism and the path it must follow, continue to be passed on from generation to generation, enlightening and inspiring African peoples and leaders in the construction of a continent which is united, prosperous, master of its own history and, for humanity, a source of hope.

More than a moment of festivities, the celebration of this fiftieth anniversary is therefore an opportunity to pay a deserved tribute to those who inspired and founded the Organization of African Unity, now the African Union, to evaluate the progress which has been made in realizing their vision and to agree, in the light of present and future challenges, on the new objectives to be sought together and the means of achieving them.

As borne out by the victory over colonialism and apartheid and the transformation of the Organization of African Unity into the African Union, remarkable success has been achieved during the fifty years of our organization’s life. Almost all African nations have become independent and secured international sovereignty, the single-party dictatorships and régimes which proliferated after independence have been swept away, democracy and the rule of law have steadily progressed and strengthened, the fundamentals have never been so reassuring in terms of the prospects of economic growth and the march of the continent towards greater unity has become stronger and faster.

Yet several major challenges remain, within States, the continent and the planet. The challenges of African integration, total respect for human rights, good governance, socio-economic development and improvement of people’s living conditions; the broader challenge of sustainable development in its principal forms: hunger, access to water, a warming climate, the demand for clean energy, responsible management of natural resources and ecosystems, peace and security for all.

Above and beyond its resolve to take up the challenges of integration and development, Africa has the means to do so. It also has substantial means to make a decisive contribution to efforts to take up the challenge of the survival of humanity.

In either case, it is vital that Africa should have confidence in itself and display courage. Courage to resist the easy temptation of populism, identity-based politics and narrow nationalism. Courage to claim its role and its place on the international scene.

It is equally vital to preserve and strengthen a most important achievement: the system of rules laid down by the African Union, which has made it possible to prevent and manage conflicts within and between States, and also the many attempts at destabilization which would otherwise have threatened the very existence of our young nations and turned the pan-Africanist dream into an illusion.
I am thinking in particular of the fundamental principles which were laid down in the Charter of the Organization of African Unity, and have been confirmed in the Constitutive Act of the African Union and reaffirmed at each of its sessions by the Conference of Heads of State and Government of our continental organization:

- The principle of the inviolability of the borders inherited from the colonial period;
- The principle of non-interference in the domestic affairs of other States and the prohibition of subversion of any kind;
- The principle of the peaceful settlement of disputes and conflicts between African States;
- The total condemnation of any change of power by unconstitutional means and of any armed rebellion, whatever the justification might be.

Strict respect for these rules of good conduct, which we have all signed up to, might have spared our countries the violent tragedies which have taken human lives without number, destroyed infrastructure and physical capital, severely tested national cohesion and slowed development, thus calling into question the credibility of our Union and its project.

As we celebrate the anniversary of our common organization, it is essential for each of our States to reaffirm its scrupulous respect for these cardinal principles, and for our Union to be their vigilant protector, more than ever, so as to lay the ground for lasting peace, stability and shared development in each of our States and between them, to restore pan-Africanism to its full meaning, to facilitate the renaissance of the continent and to enable its daughters and sons to fully enjoy the benefits of freedom and of their labour.

This is the price to be paid if Africa, the cradle of humanity, is to shoulder its destiny, that of being the centre and not the periphery of the world.

This is the price to be paid if we are to show ourselves worthy of the founding fathers of our organization and translate into reality that prophetic and stirring pledge of one of them, my fellow-countryman Patrice-Emery Lumumba: “Africa will write its own history, which, to the north and the south of the Sahara, will be a history of glory and dignity.”

Today as yesterday, my country, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, reaffirms its commitment and its resolve to strive, together with all the fraternal countries of the continent, to ensure that this prophecy by its national hero comes true.

Together, united and resolute, everything is possible!
When, in 1963, our founding fathers signed the OAU Charter, none of them could have imagined that the future of this long-awaited organization had meaning only because it realized the promise of a united Africa in pursuit of progress and development. Fifty years on, the great Pan-Africanist adventure is staying the course, despite obstacles and difficulties along the way. Some of us still remember the fervour and excitement surrounding the Constitutive Act of the Organization of African Unity. At last, our continent, parceled out by colonial greed at the 1884 Berlin conference, had woken up to the fact that it could not be divided! Finally, our continent, manipulated at the 1945 Yalta Conference for the strategic needs of the Cold War, had dared to manifest its identity and neutrality.

The ambition of the time matched the hopes raised. Let us therefore first pay tribute to our founding fathers for leading us into the realm of the possible. Since then, this great quest, which began with the fight for national sovereignty, continues unabated. Indeed, it is true that the OAU has expended a great part of its energy on decolonization and the struggle against the intolerable apartheid regime in South Africa. My country identifies with this dogged perseverance of the Organization. Indeed, it was also due to international pressure from the Committee for the Liberation of Djibouti that we were able to successfully achieve our independence in 1977. The need to fight against imperialism of all stripes, the obligation to rid the continent of foreign rule, the OAU brought both to fulfillment. We must rejoice and be glad, because nothing would have been possible without this prelude that still serves as the foundation of the unity of our continent.

These undeniable successes notwithstanding, the OAU rigidly set in these prerogatives and overwhelmed by inter- and intra-state wars, quickly became an obsolete organization whose weakened voice could not reach the international community. The OAU could no longer meet the expectations of its founders to pool the energies of the continent, nor to the dictates of the time to launch Africa on the global scene. This is why, following the Syrte Declaration in 1999, we transformed the OAU into a new entity in Durban in 2002.

This transformation, which was necessary and logical in view of the many challenges that the continent was facing, still holds the flame of the African Renaissance. This new structure, clearly built in a renewed international context, has the merit of focusing all of its efforts on the integration of the continent. A political and economic integration is called for, to be implemented step by step, region by region. We commend this new methodology, combining pragmatism with realism, and favouring the harmonization of regional blocks, which is a prerequisite to the integration of the whole. Since 2002, our continent can boast of support from an organization whose prerogatives and available competences make for active involvement in the prevention and resolution of conflicts. Since 2002, our continent has been proud to count on an organization that represents it with dignity in major international negotiations. With the African Union, Africa has most certainly made a quantum leap in its quest for peace and development. However, this 50th anniversary must serve as an opportunity to also take a critical view of our organization. It is only at this cost, I believe, that we can project ourselves and our continent into the future.
At this time of globalization where global governance is organized into transnational frameworks, our Continent has an even greater need to rely on a structure that transcends the individual interests of States, and which will favour the general interests of the African people. This clearly requires the institutional strengthening of the African Union and, dare we say, by transferring some national sovereign institutions to the African Union Commission. Indeed, while we do not mean to rekindle the polemic debates between sovereignists and federalists, we must work towards a “dynamic compromise” to allow our continent to play its role in the stage of globalization. It is by initiating this process of shared sovereignty for the good of our peoples that we shall put an end to an Africa with many voices to one that speaks with one voice. It is the same transnational logic that will be able to overcome the diplomatic anomaly and the status quo that prevails at the United Nations. Indeed, it is quite unfortunate that over 60 years on, the spirit of Yalta freezes the international institutions and that a continent of more than one billion people is under-represented in international organizations. It is time for a reform of the United Nations Security Council, so longed for and always postponed, which would integrate the voice of Africa. The African Union should mobilize all its energies for the achievement of this diplomatic justice. After an African of States, let us create the challenge of an Africa of the people, with diverse cultures and which eschews uniformity and aspires to a dignified and assumed identity. However, this Africa, beyond theory and utopia, can only be achieved if its political and economic leaders develop a clear vision of our common future. This vision must first focus on recognizing the value of our youth. This is an extraordinary opportunity for our continent to have at its disposal such a force thus far untapped or poorly exploited. I am convinced that if we activate this key driver of development, then our continent will be propelled into an era of prosperity. How then, do we provide our youth with health, education or even training tailored to the labour market? Again, we need to rethink our national policies and invent ambitious cooperation frameworks to put efforts into creating synergies. It is this path of efficiency and solidarity that will help us forge our common destiny.

Fifty years after the birth of the OAU, the time for an Africa of one-party States is completely over. We must welcome this. The peoples of our continent have shown that they are capable of transcending ethnic divisions and growing in freedom and democracy. There is no turning back, and it is by condemning coups d’état that the African Union contributes to the affirmation of democracy on the continent. This is the direction of history. We must always encourage this and contribute to it. For a long time, Africa has remained marginalized due to institutions that were not fit for good political and economic governance. For a long time, Africa has been seen as a continent of corruption. It is obvious that this situation has had adverse effects on the development of individual countries and the continent as a whole. I am convinced that the Africa of the next 50 years will definitely be rid of this scourge. The emergence of an African civil society is another source of satisfaction, and again, the African Union should encourage and promote the activities of associations to a greater extent than it currently does. This is the pledge of endogenous participatory development, rooted in the territories and communities.

Finally, let me conclude by declaring my conviction, that of a politician who thinks that, in 50 years, Africa will become what we will make of it, starting from today. Therefore, let us assume our responsibility and commit ourselves to this great adventure.
Fifty years on from the creation of the Organization of African Unity, an era emanating from the community of history and destiny

I am addressing you at this watershed in our common history, asking you to pause a while and reflect on our common struggle and past, so as to consider with pride, the things we have accomplished, learn lessons from them and draw conclusions from past experiences, even as we look to the future to explore the path to achieving Africa’s renaissance.

In May 2013, we are celebrating the golden jubilee of our prestigious organization, which, since its establishment in 1963 (and even though its name has changed from the Organization of African Unity to the African Union), remains at the heart of Africa’s joint action and the institutional framework through which the aspirations of our people are translated into ambitious strategies and action plans to reach our common goals. For several decades now, this prestigious organization has supported the struggle of the African people. The difficulties notwithstanding, organization has always strived to achieve unity and complementarity among Africans; and defended their causes and interests at all international fora. The change from an organization into a union was, in fact, proof of the dynamic nature of our institution and its capacity to adapt to the changing demands of time and meet the aspirations of our people to enhance cooperation among our States in order to reach the ultimate goal expressed in the vision of the founding fathers, namely “Pan-Africanism and the African Renaissance”.

This is a special moment, for us, especially as the commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the Organization of African Unity is taking place at time when the Egyptian people are resolutely embarking on a new chapter in their distinguished history. Indeed, a time when its sons and daughters are fighting through their sweat and blood, and opening up the road to freedom, justice and dignity. We were touched by the interest and support shown by all the African people during the glorious 25 January revolution – proof that we belong to one big family, spanning the entire African continent, from Dakar to Mogadishu and from Alexandria to Pretoria, cherishing the same dreams and pursuing the same goals and challenges.

Today, our organization can bear witness to its impressive track record. Indeed, the era when the African people came together to free themselves from the shackles of colonialism and the role played by the OAU will go down in history as one of the greatest achievements of the African people to gain their independence. It was the intention of the founding fathers that the elimination of colonialism, one of the main goals it was pursuing, would be recorded in the Charter of the OAU. Today, we have clear proof of how far our organization has come from its membership of 33 States, at creation, to 54 today, all enjoying the freedom of independence.

Egypt was at the heart of the African solidarity movement against colonialism. Convinced that the independence of any African country could not be achieved until the liberation of all the countries of the continent, Egypt spared no effort in supporting the liberation movements. This was at the time when Cairo served as headquarters of the African Assem-
bly (formerly called the African League) set up in 1956. Indeed, it was from Cairo that radio stations broadcasted programmes in African languages to stir up the spirit of revolution against colonialism in all the regions of Africa.

Our organization stepped up efforts to set up continent-wide mechanisms to strengthen cooperation ties among African States in different disciplines to give rise to a joint African action that yielded the following:

- For peace and security, the Organization established basic principles to cope with the challenges facing the countries and peoples of the continent. These included recommending “African solutions to African problems”. The Organization’s mandate was also reinforced to enable it to intervene to ensure protection of Africans in cases such as crimes of genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity. In this connection, Egypt hosted the African summit of 1993, when the conflict management and resolution mechanism for Africa was set up, following the Cairo Declaration, and giving rise, with the establishment of the African Union, to the African peace and security architecture, with its four components namely: The Peace and Security Council; The African Standby Force; The Continental Early Warning System; and the Panel of the Wise. These form the framework for crisis resolution and management of the threats to the continent’s security. The leadership role played by the Organization and the spirit of initiative it has shown in the settlement of conflicts in Africa, as well as the sacrifices made by the peacemakers in Africa in the conflict zones all go to show that Africa is now capable of solving its problems, ensuring protection for its people and taking full control of its destiny.

- At the economic level, the Organization continues to deploy sustained efforts to boost investment and intra-African trade, economic complementarity among member States and development of joint infrastructure projects to provide communication among countries of the region, as well as consolidate the role of the regional economic communities, as the bedrock of African unity and regional complementarity. The Organization also supports the economic, social and human development processes in African countries through the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) an Africa-wide, Africa-owned development initiative, which affirms the continent’s desire to assume responsibility for the development of its societies, in line with African strategies and priorities.

- In terms of external relations with Africa, the Organization has formulated common African positions on major issues to ensure that the continent speaks with one voice on the international arena. It has also established a network of partnerships, both with the East and the West, to serve as a cooperation framework between Africa and various countries and regional groupings. To this end, Egypt is proud of the role it has played throughout the ages as the human and civilization link between Africa and the outside world. Indeed, in 1977 for instance, Egypt hosted the first Afro-Arab Summit, which started one of Africa’s oldest and elaborate partnerships.

The last 50 years have seen Africa cross major milestones. This affirms the attachment of the African people to their rightful prestigious rank in the comity of nations. However, with the considerable resources that we have and the high aspirations of our people, we sincerely need to combine our efforts to meet current challenges and strive to achieve a promising future for our people, especially as the current challenges are no less daunting than those faced by Africans at the dawn of independence.

In this context, development remains top of the agenda for the continent, which, despite its immense natural and human resources, has not succeeded in bringing about the prosperity its peoples have been aspiring to for so long. A large proportion of its citizens continue to live in poverty and experience the consequences of poor rates of human, economic and social development. This urges us to double our efforts in economic complementarity and regional integration as well as establish the continental free trade area, in order to consolidate the competitiveness of Africa’s economies in the face of other economic blocks, and
to firm up the continent’s position in the global economy as well as strengthen its capacity to cope with financial problems.

The Organization also plays a key role as guide in our process to establish a fair economic order with a human face, to buttress the continent’s efforts to reduce poverty and fight against marginalization. This is even more relevant as we draw up new development goals beyond 2015. These must be in line with the principle of national ownership and draw lessons from the obstacles that many countries have had to face in trying to achieve the Millennium Development Goals. It is also vital to formulate national development strategies on social justice which aim at meeting the basic needs of citizens, without discrimination. Indeed, these citizens are the artisans and pillars of the African renaissance.

In spite of all that the continent has done to promote security, stability and resolution of the crises faced by our countries, the tremendous human and social toll these crises have taken on the people, not to mention dilapidation and waste of resources, make us even more convinced about the need to adopt a preventive strategy to get to the root causes of the conflicts. This will be made possible by setting up democratic government institutions; respecting diversity and combating poverty and marginalization; and respecting the political, civic, social and economic rights of citizens, especially as sustainable development depends on the establishment of security and stability. To preserve the gains made in security and stability, we must reduce the continent’s dependence on foreign financing, allow it to reach a high degree of independence and ensure that it relies on its own resources.

To this end, we shall continue to deploy our efforts to implement a new framework for our external relations, confirming the role Africa plays as a key partner in global decision-making, and which would include its vision to reform the international system, including that of the United Nations and the Security Council to make it more representative and having the values of justice and democracy, so as to safeguard the interest of our continent as expressed in the Common African Position, and repair the historical injustice it has suffered.

As Egypt takes pride in belonging to the continent of Africa and in the shared role it plays as custodian of African unity, and given its contributions during the last 50 years to Africa’s joint action, the country would like to stress the priority it constantly gives to African causes, not only in terms of historical considerations and the human ties among our people, but also because of the unshakeable conviction about our common history and destiny. Egypt is committed to promoting common African causes and working together with other African countries to create an enabling environment for our prestigious organization to chalk even more successes and increase its accomplishments to meet the aspirations of our people and fulfill their desires for freedom and prosperity. In so doing, the African people, who are at the heart of our concern and the reason why we are making all these efforts, may have a decent life.

Lastly, the celebration of the golden jubilee of our organization is a singular occasion to express our commitment once again to our people as well as to mankind as a whole. The realities of today have made it indispensable, even urgent, to give rise to Africa’s renaissance and free up its potential to turn into a centre of global growth and a moral powerhouse capable of redressing the imbalances in the world and contributing to establishing the kind of world mankind is aspiring to, a world where justice and probity hold sway, devoid of injustice and discrimination and imbied with the values of fraternity and cooperation among people who will continually strive for Africa’s sustainable security and prosperity.
Hand-in-hand, together like brothers, we have traversed one-half century, continuing the dream of the valiant founding fathers of the African Union. Traverse, is all we had to do, the course already having been charted right from the outset.

At birth of the Organization of African Unity in 1963, many of our countries were still under the colonial yoke; but even at the time, they were burning with the pan-Africanist ideal. They could hardly wait to be free to join our continental organization and contribute to its development.

We must forever uphold and strengthen principles such as promoting the political and economic integration of Africa and strengthening ties among our members, for which our organization was established.

A heroic deed indeed, by the founding fathers of the Organization of African Unity at a time of fierce resistance from the colonizers who tried to thwart the independence efforts of the African people. Indeed, the founding fathers took this huge decision, a great responsibility fraught with risks. To these founding fathers, we owe our highest tribute.

However, I believe that the greatest tribute we can pay them is to never betray their ideals; indeed, it is to build a united and harmonious Africa, where citizens live in safety and in peace.

While our organization has grown in leaps and bounds since its establishment, we are quite aware that much more remains to be done.

Following several attempts at political unity, including the Union of African States in 1958, the Organization of African Unity in 1963 and the Economic Community of Africa in 1981, here we are today with the African Union, which came into being at the Durban Summit in July 2002.

While the regional economic communities were set up to support the continental integration programme, their composition and functioning do not make for achieving their prime purpose. The time is ripe to reconsider how these structures should work; indeed, a paradigm shift is in order for all five subregions of the continent.

As we proudly celebrate the golden jubilee of our continental organization, the theme, “Pan-Africanism and African Renaissance” sums it all up. At 50, our continent has come of age; the time now for Africans themselves to formulate their comprehensive development agenda.

That is why African countries must remain vigilant even as they cope with this acute economic crisis affecting European countries, which some cannot help using as a pretext to justify threats to and incursions into our countries. Let us not forget that such attempts have already taken place in the past.
The Africa of today is different from that of 50 years ago. We are now independent countries with functioning institutions, qualified human resources, adequate natural resources and a common continental vision for the future.

Many will agree with me that we have lost time, indeed, too much time, by believing in aid from other countries. We are fully aware that aid has been the bane of true independence, hindering us, as it were, from taking our sovereign decisions.

Africa must maintain cooperation ties with other sovereign countries, mutually benefiting from and respecting one another.

Africa continues to be marginalized and its voice is hardly recognized on the international stage. We must reverse that situation by working hard with our international partners to correct the injustices of the past.

One such injustice is the absence of Africa, a whole continent, from the United Nations Security Council. This is a vestige of the past, which grew out of the injustices of a fictitious democracy still prevailing in this world, where it is assumed that all countries are already independent.

Ultimately, we must, I believe, appeal to the shared responsibility of all stakeholders: our States, the African Union and all its bodies, the regional economic communities and the citizens themselves, including those of the diaspora, to defend our hard-earned independence, to set the ball rolling to achieve unity on the continent and embark on pan-African solidarity and economic and social development projects. In so doing, we will improve the livelihoods of our people, even as we keep up with dynamic global developments of the day.
As we commemorate the 50th anniversary of the OAU/AU under the theme “Pan Africanism and African Renaissance”, and soberly ponder on where our continent will be positioned in the global pecking order 50 years henceforth, I personally believe that the tribulations of our past and the enormity of the multifaceted challenges that we face at the present should not, in any way, eclipse Africa’s immense potential and higher prospects for vigorous, sustained, and all-rounded progress in the next fifty years.

True, the balance sheet for the past fifty years is not rosy or entirely positive when our continental performance is gauged in comparative terms against the most essential economic, political and social indicators. Among other things, Africa’s share of global trade remains at a pittance 3%; foreign investment continues to be skewed to the extractive industries; intra-State and internal conflicts continue to wreck havoc to our societies; poverty, deprivation and diseases afflict the majority of our citizens; and, our innovative potential continues to be eroded by debilitating brain drain. In a nutshell, marginalization, with all its economic, political, security and social ramifications, has remained Africa’s lot for the better part of our existence as a community of independent States.

But this rather grim history should not cast its dark shadow on the new, brighter, narrative that we aspire to enunciate and see crystallized in the next tranche of fifty years of our collective voyage. This will, of course, require the articulation of appropriate and visionary policies, strategies, and programmes of action at the three, complementary, pillars of our continental institutional architecture: the Nation-State; the Regional Economic Cooperation organs, and the African Union. Needless to emphasize, articulation of new or revised policies, programmes and institutional arrangements will depend on critical appraisal of our performances in the past as well as in a proper and realistic reading of developments and trends in the wider global environment. In this spirit, let me briefly outline Eritrea’s perspectives in the modest hope of contributing to the animated debate that is already on the offing at this important historical juncture.

1. Independent National Policies: The vivacious perspectives espoused by the Casablanca and Monrovia Groups when the OAU was established in 1963 have perhaps lost their original luster in our contemporary times when there is almost universal consensus on the indispensability of the Nation-State as the constitutive element of any regional association of any kind. Indeed abstract economic considerations of optimization or rationalizations of economic growth are not the sole determinant factors in complex societies where national, ethnic, cultural, historical identities and psychological dispositions, affiliations and loyalties have far higher importance and transcend purely material economic calculus. So, in all probabilities, Africa will not coalesce into one single polity fifty years henceforth. The nation-states, and the regional economic blocs, will remain as the constitutive elements of the Union and the key fulcrums for economic development and social progress. What will require further articulation is therefore the policies and programmes that are enunciated at the three distinct pillars in order to enhance better synergy and complimentarity; issues that I will revert to, later. In as far as the nation states are concerned, the experience in the past
fifty years has largely been that of dependence on dominant external players for inspiration and policy direction. In terms of economic development, African countries did not have much latitude to chart out their own models responsive to their own situations outside the “orthodoxies” preached by the Bretton Woods Institutions and/or other benefactors. Polarized ideological perspectives within the global context of the Cold War in a bipolar setting further informed and determined the political discourse and models of political governance and State institutions in Africa for the best part of the last fifty years. This must change for Africa to regain its soul, map out its own development path and raise its global status. Global economic trends are also indicative of substantive changes in the making. Asia and Latin America will increasingly become prominent players on the global scene in the next half century. The opportunities and latitude of action that this may afford to Africa are factors that must feature in our thinking as we fashion development approaches and political models of good governance that are better suited to our own specific realities.

2. The Peace and Security Architecture: Peace and security are clearly pre-requisites for any economic development and for the welfare of our peoples. Conflict prevention and resolution indeed remains Africa’s Achilles heel to date. The rationale for concerted action primarily to prevent conflicts and to resolve them effectively when and if they erupt is thus too palpable to merit elaboration. Both through its Constitutive Act as well as through subsequent resolutions and Protocols, the African Union has supplanted the traditional OAU principle and praxis of “non-interference by any member-State in the internal affairs of another” with the concept of “non-indifference” in cases of “genocide, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity”. The African Union has also created the necessary institutions — the Peace and Security Council, the Conflict Early Warning System, the Panel of the Wise, and the African Standby Force — to bolster its tasks of peace-making and peace-building. The wars in Somalia, Libya, Côte d’Ivoire, and Mali however portray a different narrative than what is suggested in the premises and operational structures of the AU’s peace and security architecture. The primary actors in all these instances were and continue to be external powers; the agendas are also primarily extraneous and not always and necessarily aligned with the interests of the peoples and nations concerned or with Africa at large. The fact that AU’s peace-making and peace-building efforts depend on our external partners for much of the financing needs is a factor that accounts for this anomaly. Larger issues of structural dependence, the proliferation of foreign military bases and other alliances between individual African countries and major external powers — AFRICOM has bases or military prepositioning presence in 35 African countries today — are other deeper maladies that will require adequate remedies if Africa’s peace and security architecture is to maintain its independence and for Africa to act solely on the basis of its jurisdictional prerogatives and considerations.

3. The Regional Economic Blocs: Geographic contiguity, higher cultural affinities, economic complimentarity and scale, and, vital security interests are among the main parameters that have historically prompted the establishment and consolidation of regional economic associations in the continent. As Africa’s political union is an ideal that can only be contemplated in the distant future, the RECs must constitute the primary building blocks for much closer political, economic and security associations for the foreseeable future in what has been termed as the modular approach to ultimate African political unity. But the recent trend seems to gravitate towards the creation of new RECs that have overlapping memberships and mandates — IGAD, EAC, CENSAD, SADC, COMESA etc. The potential wastage in resources and efforts that unregulated regional configuration might incur thus be a task that warrants sober appraisal in order to formulate workable formulas in the future. On a more substantive level, the RECs are the most appropriate vehicles for aggressively pursuing Africa’s air, sea and land connectivity. While much is being done along these lines, national and regional investments must be funneled in accordance with clearly calibrated objectives and timelines to ensure progress in all the regions within specific timelines.

4. Africa’s fault lines and emergent problems: As we contemplate modalities and timelines of regional economic cooperation and African unity, the reality in individual African countries remains exceedingly worrisome due to deepening centrifugal tendencies of ethnic/religious polarization, disharmony and strife. These are grave fault lines that have corrosive impact on the fabric of our societies and efforts of nation-building. The remedies lie, among other things, on inclusive policies and programmes of even development and social justice that our individual governments must pursue with the requisite seriousness and consistency. Myopic policies of institutionalizing ethnicity as well as ill-advised practices that perpetuate the polarization of society along ethnic and religious lines for electoral or short-term gains must thus be discarded if we really wish to cultivate the social harmony in our societies that is critical to internal stability, economic progress and sustainable development.
5. Forging strong links with the Diaspora: Africa’s Diaspora — in the broadest sense of the term - is not only very large in numerical terms. But the Diaspora can also act as vital sources for investment, technical expertise and genuine partners for joint development particularly with countries of African Diaspora preponderance. The next fifty years may indeed turn out to be auspicious times for reversing the brain drain of the past.

6. AUs enhanced global advocacy: The AU’s primary functions in the next fifty years will not revolve around devising policies and institutions of immediate African political and economic unity. The tasks of economic integration will remain to be delegated to the RECs. But the AU can perhaps play a greater role in its advocacy of our continent’s vital interests in the areas and negotiations of fair trading regimes, climate change and other major global issues that impinge on Africa’s developmental trajectories and challenges. The AU will become more relevant and potent if it focuses less on ambitious structures and programmes of continental unity that will not be realistically achieved in the timeline in question and more on an effective division of labour with the RECs for functions and objectives that can be better realized at the respective local levels.

In conclusion, Africa’s rich endowments and resources, its demography, the advantages of the ICT revolution and globalization, the cumulative investment of African countries in their human capital, and realistic and achievable programmes of infrastructural development and connectivity that Africa has already embarked on and that can be accelerated in the coming decades can allow Africa to make steady and meaningful progress in the next fifty years.
By adopting the Constitutive Act of the African Union at the Lomé Summit in Togo during the year 2000 and establishing the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) in 2001, African Heads of State and Government, sought to throw off the last vestiges of colonialism, strengthen the unity and solidarity of African States, coordinate and intensify cooperation for development, defend the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the member States and promote international cooperation.

This first stage cleared the path for the establishment of the African Union, an Organization whose values are founded on a shared vision of a reborn Africa which is united and modern and capable of becoming a major actor whose voice will be heard on the continental and international stage.

It is with a feeling of pride that the Peoples of Africa and their leaders observe the significant progress made by the African Union in the promotion of peace, security and stability on the Continent, preconditions for the implementation of its programme of development and integration.

The strengthening of Africa’s capacities in the prevention and settlement of conflicts through the African Peace and Security Architecture (APSA), the participation of our Continent in joint peacekeeping operations with the United Nations such as UNAMID, the deployment of African operations such as AMISOM, and the many mediation efforts conducted here and there in the various theatres of operations, offer tangible proof of the collective and concerted commitment of our States in establishing peace and security on our Continent.

In the economic sphere, our collective efforts are directed towards strengthening the integration of the Continent; the Objective sought being the creation of genuine economies which are capable of promoting a better quality of life for our peoples. This is rightfully the role played by our Regional Economic Communities (RECs), though opinions differ concerning the results achieved.

The diversification of strategic partnerships, along the lines of those developed with the European Union, Turkey, China, Japan, India and Korea, the boosting of intra-African trade, and the promotion of the new Information and Communication Technologies, are various fields which constitute the pillars of the vision of the African renaissance of which NEPAD is the driving force.

We must also welcome the acceptance of good governance, democracies and respect for human rights, values which are universally shared on the international stage.

However, the African renaissance must also lead our Continent to abandon its excessive dependence, and hence its vulnerability vis-à-vis its partners. In this context, we must take charge of our own destiny by financing our development.
Gabon subscribes to this strategic option and participates in all the initiatives seeking alternative sources of financing advocated by the African Union, convinced as it is that innovative financing will, I am certain, launch us on the path of greater autonomy and responsibility.

Gabon, which shares this pan-Africanist vision, also plans to contribute to the renaissance of Africa by means of its Emerging Gabon Strategic Plan, which has the ambition of raising Gabon to the level of the emerging countries by the year 2025.

Among the aims of this plan is to promote a green economy based on sustainable development and protection of the environment. It is this which led Gabon to seek the inclusion in the African Union’s Strategic Plan for 2014-2017 of a priority devoted to the preservation of the environment and efforts to combat climate change.

Hence we must combine our efforts to achieve the conclusion of a continental legal instrument aimed at the sound and wise management of natural resources, the protection of our forest wealth and animal species.

Africa’s salvation necessarily and firmly involves its political, social and economic renaissance. Gabon, like many other States, was founded on the ideals and values of pan-Africanism. It plans to continue to develop and assert itself in accordance with the principles of the African renaissance.

This is the place to call on all African countries to continue to strive to confirm this dynamic impulse on the threshold of the second millennium. To that end, we must act in favour of an Africa which fully meets the aspirations of African men, women and young people.

In the face of the many domestic and subregional challenges we must address, the African Union must be able to put forward solutions to the problems before us. Only on this condition will our continental Organization become effective and make its voice heard in the concert of nations.

We praise the Almighty God for giving us this opportunity to celebrate and reflect upon the evolution of the OAU/AU after fifty years of existence. As proud Africans, the people of The Gambia are delighted to join their fellow compatriots across the continent and Diaspora in celebrating the 50th Anniversary of the founding of our continental organization on 25th May, 1963, under the theme Pan-Africanism and African Renaissance.

Besides more awareness about the OAU/AU, the aim is to pay tribute to the founders, including Osagyefo Kwame Nkrumah, whose inspiring and prophetic words I quote:

“So many blessings flow from our unity, and so many disasters will flow from our disunity.”

As we have struggled and progressed towards the vision of a prosperous and stable Africa that its people-driven, it makes us even prouder members of the African family to be the host, since 1989, of one of the OAU/AU landmark institutions – the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights. We are also proud to be associated with Africa’s foremost document on human and peoples’ rights – a landmark document enviably known as The Banjul Charter (African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights). We will continue to be an integral part of the colorful history, heroic struggles and achievements of our beloved organization.

Fifty years of existence is not a small feat. We Africans owe it to ourselves and posterity to pay a special tribute to the generations of brave men and women who pioneered the founding of the OAU/AU. They have left indelible imprints in the sands of time through their struggles, farsightedness and words of wisdom bequeathed to us. It falls to us now to carry the torch forward by fulfilling their lofty aspiration of African unity and integration.

The question may be asked: What is there to celebrate today? To that I say, today, we celebrate the liberation of our continent from colonialism and Apartheid; today, we celebrate the renaissance of Africa with renewed efforts to restore the dignity of our people. Above all, today, we celebrate the resilience of African peoples everywhere. This is all possible because of true African solidarity and so ably championed by our Pan-Africanist pioneers. As Africans and peoples of African descent, we have weathered so much adversity and that is why we are where we are today. As a firm believer in the promise of Africa, let me state that our better days are yet to come.

As we celebrate our renaissance, allow me to reflect upon some of the issues that would be critical to the attainment of our collective prosperity, security and material well-being. Africa needs its children wherever they are. They must assume their historic responsibility for the integration of our continent by creating a supranational political authority and an economic society in which every African has a stake. As Africans, we must recognize and manage our diversity as a source of strength, and we must not entertain external interests or influences that seek to weaken our unity. We will however continue to engage and pursue solidarity with our true allies and partners in good faith. We will also defend our interests where they matter.

His Excellency Yahya A. J. J. Jammeh, President of the Republic of the Gambia
At this juncture in our history, we must abhor any attempts at polarization based on the politics of competing sub-regional or linguistic enclaves. Africa is one, and divided we fall. Let the message of African solidarity reign supreme in our politics, economics and people-to-people interactions. We must commit ourselves to the vigorous strengthening of those Pan-African institutions that we have tasked with the responsibility of transforming our aspirations into reality. They too must begin a strategic reorientation of their mission with a view to supporting Africa’s strategic vision of stability and people-driven development. That includes, I hasten to add, finding innovative ways of relying on our own resources when it comes to funding our integration agenda. We have the means, and so let us use it to reclaim our collective dignity. Our integration agenda cannot continue to be externally funded, since he who pays the piper calls the tune.

The integration of Africa has started at the sub-regional level, from which the solid foundations of continental African Unity must emerge. Our investments in peace, security and development continue to contribute to the creation of a stable continent. We must, therefore, continue using our homegrown conflict resolution mechanisms, which emphasize peaceful, gender-sensitive methods and community values, until war and turmoil on our dear continent become things of the past. We all know too well how the prevalence of conflicts has greatly hampered Africa’s development, not to mention the devastating effects of externally-imposed de-industrialization policies. An Africa that is peaceful, stable and highly developed is possible within the coming decades, acknowledged in the media by even the most conservative Afro-pessimists.

In our quest for a peaceful Africa, we must be vigilant when it comes to the role of foreign armies on our soil. The increasing militarization of our continent or its interests may in the long-run prove to be a Trojan horse. Africa cannot and should not become a client continent for foreign military interests. We are the ones who can guarantee our own security, and that is, only if we pursue and largely fund our common security agenda. Africa’s security should not be mortgaged to foreign interests.

There were moments when, out of frustration, I had chastised our Union for its short comings in responding to certain situations. Such concerns emanate from my innate wish to see us Africans doing better in solving our own problems. That abiding desire will forever dictate our quest for excellence on the continent. Constructive criticism and introspection should serve us right as we pursue our vision of a united continent. Good governance and the rule of law will continue to be essential elements in pacifying our continent.

As we look forward to ushering in the next fifty years, I foresee an Africa that is peaceful and stable; an Africa that is an economic powerhouse; an Africa that feeds itself and becomes the breadbasket of the world; an Africa that provides decent jobs and decent livelihoods to its people. I see an Africa whose people enjoy robust health and are highly educated in all relevant skills. From Cape Town to Cairo, from Victoria to Praia, I see an Africa that trades more with itself, adds value to its produce and invests more from within. I see an Africa that is more interconnected electronically and through its advanced infrastructure networks. That will be an Africa whose people traverse its landscape without artificial barriers or restrictions.

A resurgent Africa will have as center-stage the enterprise of our youth becoming a beacon for the rest of the world, along-side the tireless efforts to build their capacity and add value to the continent’s abundant natural resources. As we continue to witness the dawn of our renaissance, I feel imbued with a deep sense of Pan-Africanism, which I believe, will transform our lives and those of generations yet unborn.

AFRICA RISING is not a myth. Our defining character will forever remain our steadfast determination, tenacity of purpose and resilience in the face of adversities. Nobody should be allowed to speak for or define us anymore. We have the voice, we have the means, and so we must use them. We must engage our interlocutors on the basis of mutual respect and reciprocity. Going forward, we must not tolerate, in any shape or form, any insult to our dignity or denigration to our self-worth. I see an Africa whose sons and daughters walk the earth with dignity and respect.

On this joyous and solemn occasion of our golden jubilee, let me seize this historic opportunity to unequivocally declare The Gambia’s unwavering commitment to the full realization of our collective African aspiration—an integrated continent that is peaceful, prosperous and united. An Africa whose dignity reverberates across the world would be one that is self-reliant. In unity lies our strength or as they say in Wolof: “Mbollo Moy Dolleh.”

Long live the African Union! Long live Mother Africa!
“The independence of Ghana is meaningless unless it is linked to the total liberation of Africa…” (Osagyefo Dr. Kwame Nkrumah – 5th March 1957)

Fellow Africans,

The above-quoted famous and heroic words of Ghana’s first President, Osagyefo Dr. Kwame Nkrumah, reflected our nation’s enduring commitment to the vision of a free and united Africa. The evils of slavery, colonialism, discrimination and economic marginalisation had left people with a deep yearning for freedom, unity and solidarity. We identified with the struggle of our brothers and sisters of African descent everywhere. Our independence came with a desire to see Africans living in freedom in an integrated continent of independent African States.

As the first state in sub-Saharan Africa to free itself from colonization, history thrust on the shoulders of the nascent state of Ghana the responsibility of providing leadership in the struggle for political liberation, independence and self-assertion. Thanks to President Nkrumah’s strong convictions, vision and organizational acumen, Ghana placed at the disposal of liberation movements across the continent tremendous financial, human, intellectual, political and diplomatic resources.

Nkrumah drew heavily on the ideas of and worked with stalwart Pan-Africanists like Marcus Garvey, W.E.B. Du Bois, George Padmore and other activists from the Diaspora, who were at the forefront of the global movement for the emancipation of the African peoples. We consider ourselves blessed to have started our nation’s journey with a leader with the courage of his convictions and clarity of purpose.

Even though the first generation of African leaders were by and large united in their quest for unity of sorts, there were disagreements as to how it was to be achieved. Eventually, the ideal of immediate continental political union gave way to the formation of the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) in May 1963. The OAU has since provided a much-welcome platform for the exchange of ideas, fostering dialogue, peace initiatives and maintaining unity of purpose. As a founding member of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) as well as its successor organization, the African Union (AU), Ghana has always shared the aspirations of the continental body and been deeply involved in its struggles and activities.

Over the past fifty years, the OAU/AU has had to face many difficult challenges. At the same time, it has to its credit many sterling achievements. While we take due note of our shortcomings to ensure that mistakes are not repeated, there are very good reasons to celebrate our achievements and be very optimistic about the future at a time of unprecedented economic growth and relative stability.

Like all Africans, Ghana takes deep pride in the liberation of African countries from colonialism, the ending of Apartheid in South Africa, as well the spread of participatory democracy and the commitment to good governance across our continent.
In places where previously there were seemingly intractable conflicts, peace now prevails and the seeds of democracy are taking root. These positive changes owe much to the dogged efforts and enterprise of the Organization of African Unity and its successor, the African Union, including forging strategic partnerships with multilateral institutions and bilateral donors.

It is true that the idealism that greeted the birth of the OAU/AU has often been severely tested by the realities of the continent. What must be emphasized, however, is that the experiences of the last fifty years ought to deepen our commitment to strengthening this organization so as to make it more pragmatic, self-reliant and responsive to our needs. The vital lessons of the past and the positive changes we are witnessing all over the continent should inspire us to renew our determination to continue working together in furtherance of our shared vision of an African Renaissance.

Ultimately, only a strong, focused and resourceful African Union would enable us transform the political, economic and social landscape of Africa, in fulfillment of the Pan-African vision of a peaceful, prosperous and united continent.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Dear African Brothers and Sisters,

Fifty years ago, Africa clearly expressed its determination to fight against division and to defeat underdevelopment.

It reiterated its rejection of colonization and of all kinds of discrimination, as well as its unconditional commitment to doing its utmost to affirm its role in the management of world affairs.

This led to the creation of the Organization of African Unity on 25 May 1963, in Addis Ababa, after historic compromises had been made among different ideological groups.

This prestigious organization, the result of an unrelenting struggle of great, exceptional men and women, put Africa on the path towards controlling its destiny and overcoming its challenges.

Certainly, Africa has come a long way. It must be recognized that our continent, despite adverse international economic conditions, has managed to set up the necessary institutions in order to realize the legitimate aspirations of its peoples.

Today, colonization is a distant memory despite attempts to question our hard-won independence.

Apartheid, this anachronism of history, has been conquered, as a result of the tenaciousness and courage of all persons devoted to peace, justice and the democratic process.

Africa recognizes the need to speak with one voice to overcome the challenges of development if it wishes to effectively participate in building a more just and fairer world, conducive to mutually beneficial international cooperation.

Africa can only play this role effectively by ensuring the mobilization of its populations and their self-sufficiency, a mark of true integration that would promote the creation of continental institutions in all areas of human endeavour, thus allowing us to free ourselves from the often humiliating dependence.

Following a long process, the creation of the African Union in Durban in 2002 represents an undeniable advancement towards a better future for Africa.

The African Union has definitely achieved real progress in crisis management, the promotion of good governance, and the fight against poverty and major pandemics, as well as other scourges, all sources of instability.

Nevertheless, many challenges still need to be overcome, in particular, in the area of building the capacity of our organization to fully assume its role in the preservation of peace, security and the cohesive development of the continent.
In this respect, we must have autonomy to make our own decisions so as to better assume our responsibility to act together to preserve peace and security, and to promote the rule of law and democracy.

We should be proud of the Peace and Security Council, this invaluable tool for ensuring stability on the continent. Indeed, following its initial activities, we are even more convinced of the need to strengthen its role.

Clearly, the African Standby Force deserves our full attention. Its functionality will largely depend on our ability to tackle issues concerning the rule of law, and conflict resolution.

This is what the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights recommends. It also calls on us to support the African Court of Justice, the symbol of our will to fight against impunity and other violations of rights and fundamental freedoms.

The rule of thumb should be strengthening our negotiating capacity with other development partners, streamlining continental institutions by relying on the regional economic communities and harmonizing our policies towards a common vision and action.

The more united we are, the more clearly can our voice be heard, and the more able we will be to reduce poverty. Without doubt, we will have greater influence in international affairs, to push for democratization of the United Nations system and international institutions where our continent must find its rightful place.

Africa is rising again. It has a place on the world stage because it is the continent of the future, the land of opportunity.

This Africa will rely on the dynamism of its youth, the creativity of its women and the multi-dimensional support of its Diaspora to highlight the value of its immense historical, cultural, social and economic potential.

We leaders have the will. We must find the means. Peace and international security are at stake.

The Republic of Guinea, a pioneer of independence, a founding member of the Organization of African Unity and the voice of Pan-Africanism, has paid a heavy price for the affirmation of African identity and unity.

Moreover, it has participated in every struggle for political and economic integration by promoting the emergence of many subregional and regional organizations, the only alternative for the stability and sustainable development of Africa.

My country reaffirms its unfailing commitment to the vision of our founding fathers to whose memory we pay tribute.

I am convinced that future generations will be inspired by the example of these remarkable forefathers and will carry high the banner of the fundamental values that they have defended.

The current African leaders have an obligation to own this Pan-Africanist vision of a true Renaissance of our continent, which is much in need of solidarity, in a world increasingly confronted by a systemic crisis whose impact could be even more devastating for Africa if it does not speak with one voice.

The United States of Africa is the ultimate bulwark against marginalization, the only pole we must hold on to strengthen our unity, promote our development and build our strength in this great encounter with history.

Long live the African Union.
I take this opportunity to heartily congratulate all the African States on this occasion of the 50th Anniversary of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) and its successor, the African Union (AU). The 25th of May is a special day on the calendar of the continent. It is a day on which we reflect on the ideals upon which the organization was founded and celebrate the progress we have made towards meeting our collective goals and aspirations.

Fifty years ago, a tide of optimism and determination swept through our continent. African leaders, inspired by a Pan-Africanist vision of a Union of States, sharing a common desire for socio-economic development, political cooperation, promotion of fundamental rights and freedoms, the realization of peace and stability, and the removal of the remaining yokes of colonialism and apartheid on the continent, came together to lay the foundations of our continental body, the OAU.

As we commemorate the 50th Anniversary of the OAU / AU, we recall how the winds of change blew across Africa in the 1960s and 70s, giving impetus to one of the primary goals of the Founding Fathers – to fight for the emancipation of African countries and to eradicate apartheid and other forms of racism in Africa.

Those aspirations are now a reality, and today, Africa is politically free. I therefore join hands with the rest of the continent to salute and honour some of the distinguished leaders of the continental struggle such as Kwame Nkrumah, Haile Selassie, Samora Machel, Nelson Mandela, Kenya’s founding father Jomo Kenyatta and many others. Today, succeeding generations of Africans are enjoying the fruits of their efforts.

I also laud the wisdom and foresight that informed the OAU’s decision at its inception to respect those borders existing on the achievement of national independence. This principle has been instrumental in facilitating the settlement of boundary disputes, and has been further consolidated by the Declaration on the African Union Border Programme which put in place a new form of pragmatic border management, aimed at promoting peace, security and stability, and at facilitating the process of integration and sustainable development in Africa.

In the year 2002, the OAU sought to adapt itself to an increasingly complex and ever-changing international environment by adopting the Constitutive Act of the African Union. The new organization was designed to lead the people of Africa on a new journey towards progress and development by focusing on translating the gains of political independence into economic progress.

The OAU recognized that the economic integration of the continent was a prerequisite to economic development, and had supported the establishment of Regional Economic Communities (RECs). Their objective was to increase economic and commercial cooperation between member states, harmonize tariffs and reduce trade barriers, with the ultimate aim of creating an African common market. Under the AU, considerable progress has been made in pursuit of those objectives.

The same vision of integration led to the establishment of African financial institution such as the African Development Bank, the PTA Bank, as well as the African Export-Import Bank.
The banks have in recent years increasingly taken a lead role in spearheading development on the continent by funding development projects as well as providing finances to African financial institutions. While there are still a number of challenges to be overcome, it is clear from the economic growth currently being witnessed on the continent, that the efforts towards achieving effective economic integration are already realizing the desired benefits.

Africa has also come a long way in entrenching democratization and the rule of law. I wish to single out the African Charter on Democracy, Elections and Governance, whose objectives include promoting adherence to the universal values and principles of democracy and respect for human rights. Article 11 demands that State Parties develop the necessary legislative and policy frameworks to establish and strengthen a culture of democracy and peace.

Inspired by these noble ideals, Kenya adopted a new constitutional order characterized by a very comprehensive Bill of Rights and a framework of strong and accountable institutions of governance. Implementing the Kenya Constitution of 2010 has taken centre-stage in our national agenda over the past two years. I am pleased to report that as part of this process, Kenya successfully held the first Presidential and Parliamentary elections under our new constitution on March 4th, 2013. These elections were witnessed by observers from the African Union and other states and organizations. The continuous monitoring of elections in Africa by the AU has helped to further inculcate and cement democratic governance on the continent.

The AU has also played a key role in conflict resolution on the continent. By granting regional blocs such as the Inter Governmental Authority for Development (IGAD), the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) and the Southern African Development Community (SADC) an enhanced role in conflict resolution, while maintaining a monitoring role through the African Union Peace and Security Council, the AU has succeeded in getting more pragmatic and localized solutions to problems in different regions. The close collaboration between the African Union and the United Nations, leading to the deployment of peacekeepers to Somalia and Darfur, is another milestone towards fostering international cooperation on issues of global and security.

The resolution of these conflicts addresses the critical link between peace and security, political stability and development. Without peace and security there can be no political stability, and without the latter there can be no sustainable development and prosperity. I therefore applaud the African Union and its organs for systematically addressing challenges in the area of conflict resolution.

As we appreciate these developments, we must acknowledge that there remain pockets of instability and conflict. In addition, millions of Africans still live below the poverty line, in fragile economies that cannot cope with the rate of population growth, while the effects of climate change such as global warming, desertification, floods and severe drought also continue to take on increasingly alarming proportions. At the same time, pandemics such as HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis have yet to be brought under control.

As a continent, we must collectively address these challenges, thereby guaranteeing a better life for our people. By standing united and speaking with ‘one voice’, we can make the continent a shining example of unity of purpose and belief, and demonstrate that Africa can rise up to these and other challenges.

Going forward, over the next fifty years, I believe there are no limits to what our continent can achieve. Building on the current momentum of growth and transformation in Africa, I envisage a continent that will be a world leader in economic development, social progress and political enlightenment, where our economies are intertwined by the infrastructure that seamlessly connects our countries to one another, and the ease of visiting, living and working in any country that we desire on the continent. I also envision a conflict-free Africa where our people will live in productive societies, competing in their contributions to the further development and greater good of the continent.

However, to meet these aspirations, we must rekindle the spirit of Pan-Africanism that propelled us during the birth of independence in Africa. We must inspire our people to once again take their destiny into their own hands, to cultivate faith and confidence on the ability of Africa to address her problems and to craft appropriate solutions to deal with them. To do this, each of us must avail the requisite financial resources to the African Union to allow it to set and maintain the agenda defined through our collective will, and succeed in
its endeavours to implement programmes that promote peace and advance the development of the continent.

Secondly, we need to deploy the tremendous physical and human resources that the continent has more effectively, in order to create wealth and jobs for our people. Africa is endowed with extensive natural resources which must be properly utilized for the benefit of our people. The youthful and energetic population of the continent is also an asset which we have yet to tap successfully. We need to invest properly in our youth and provide them with the necessary education and empowerment to turn them into world class innovators and entrepreneurs. In addition, we have a duty to invest in our entire populations to remove all impediments to our citizens’ self development so that they can realize their desires.

Thirdly, our borders should no longer be barriers, but bridges to seamless social and economic interactions. African countries should strive to accomplish the regional and continental integration agenda as envisaged in the Lagos Plan of Action and the Abuja Treaty. I believe that it is only when our citizens interact freely, that they are able to understand and appreciate each other’s different cultures and also discover opportunities that can be turned into avenues for creating wealth. To this end, a regional approach to integration that encourages and involves the input of all actors, from government to the business community and to the ordinary citizen is the guarantor of success.

Finally, for Africa’s full potential to be realized, it is imperative that we put in place the necessary infrastructure to allow unimpeded interaction and exchange. Connectivity within the continent by road, rail and air is paramount. We also need to invest in reliable energy supplies to lower manufacturing costs and increase productivity, as well as enhance the use of Information and Communications Technology to provide better, easier and faster means of actualizing our development needs.

I therefore call upon the African Union to remain steadfast in its pursuit of a peaceful, stable and prosperous Africa. The full political, social and economic emancipation of our continent may not be realized before another 50 years have passed, but the journey towards the achievement of that goal must begin with us. We are the forefathers that must lay the foundation and define the path moving forward, for the realization of Africa’s dreams and aspirations. Working together through the African Union, I am confident that we can succeed.

God Bless the African Union! God Bless Africa!
No other people have gone through more trials and tribulations than the people of the African continent. History took the African people from slavery, which unfortunately also benefited from African complicity, to colonial exploitation and Apartheid. Unprecedented poverty, that was militarily, politically and economically induced by foreign colonizers, and the social ills of the most despicable kind, that include conflicts, disease and ignorance, were for a long time the curse of our continent. This collective humiliation and suffering ignited among the African people a spirit of common identity and shared destiny. It also fuelled in the minds of the people of Africa a feeling of Pan-African solidarity and a strong desire for emancipation of the continent from this unenviable situation.

The establishment of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) on 25 May, 1963 was a response to the painful situation in which Africa found itself at the point in history. The organization sought to pursue the total liberation of Africa from all forms of colonialism, discrimination and Apartheid. It was also a platform from which to promote and strengthen unity and solidarity of Africa, to defend the territorial integrity and independence of the African countries and to coordinate their efforts towards achieving a better life for their peoples.

Indeed, the OAU succeeded in achieving the main objective for which it was established. Thanks to the sustained efforts of the organization, today virtually the whole of Africa is free from foreign colonial domination and the people of Africa enjoy the fruits of self-determination. Unfortunately, there is one country that remains as a black spot on this bright panorama of success. It is the Saharawi Arab Democratic Republic, whose people today continue to languish under the yoke of colonialism. It is regrettable that this colonialism is visited upon the people of Saharawi by the Kingdom of Morocco, a sister African country. But the struggle itself must continue. Our organization must finish the job.

As Africa celebrates 50 years of the existence of the Organization of Africa Unity, we must pay tribute to the great Pan-Africanists whose vision led to the creation of an organization that became such a powerful instrument for Africa's liberation from colonialism and a guide for today's generation. Those great Pan-Africans include Kwame Nkrumah, Julius Nyerere, Gamal Abdel Nasser, Sekou Toure, Modibo Keita, Ahmed Ben Bela, Patrice Lumumba and many others. We must take this opportunity to reaffirm our faith in their vision and renew our commitment to the principles which they stood for.

But the OAU did not concern itself only with the political liberation of the African continent. On the contrary, this Pan African organization also addressed itself to the daunting economic and social challenges that were facing and continue to face the African continent. OAU took the lead in laying the blue prints for the economic development and integration of the African countries. The Monrovia Declaration that was adopted in 1979 provided the guidelines for the achievement of collective economic self-reliance and for the establishment of a New International Economic Order. The subsequent Lagos Plan of Action and the Final Act of Lagos that were adopted in 1980, set out the roadmap for the implementation of the Monrovia Declaration. These instruments embodied Africa's commitment to a path of collective action in addressing the new agenda of continent-wide economic growth and integration. The plan was tied to specific time-frames and agreed implemen-
tation milestones. The tangible culmination of these commitments, was the Abuja Treaty Establishing the African Economic Community which entered into force in 1994. Today the provisions of this treaty still resonate in the continental economic plans as Africa pursues the vision of progressive socio-political and economic integration, with the Regional Economic Communities as the building blocs of a larger African Economic Community.

The significance of these achievements must be viewed against the background of the unfavourable global political environment that prevailed over a greater part of the 20th century. It was an environment that hindered progress and favoured widespread foreign intervention in the affairs of African countries, proliferation of intra-state conflicts, military dictatorships, and rampant corruption in the context of a world that was divided into rival ideological blocs. It was not until the end of the millennium that the collapse of the Soviet Union and the demise of the cold war brought some improvement in international relations, though the new environment also brought with it some new challenges.

Our organization responded in a positive and robust manner to the global political environment that was brought about by the end of the cold war. The OAU was transformed into the African Union (AU), which was officially launched in July 2002 in Durban, Republic of South Africa.

Tired of its image as a continent of poverty and political instability, and inspired by the new global mood that came with the new century, Africa sought to take its future into its own hands. By forming the African Union, the people of Africa were making a loud and clear statement about their desire for Africa’s economic recovery and the restructuring of the social and political agenda of the continent. Our organization took the lead in urging the peoples of Africa to embrace the dream of African Renaissance.

Since its launch in July 2002, the African Union has established institutions that are aimed at deepening the political, economic and social integration of the African continent. It has provided a vibrant platform for the adoption of common positions and for the strengthening of collective actions to tackle common problems and challenges. These include the challenges of poverty eradication, reduction of conflicts, opening up of access to education, fight against pandemics, protection of human rights, promotion of good governance and management of Africa’s relations with the rest of the world. The African Union has harnessed the efforts of the African people to develop the African Union Peace and Security Architecture in order to confront the scourge of conflicts on the continent. It has forcefully advocated consolidation of democracy, respect for the rule of law, good governance and basic human rights among its Member States. Unconstitutional changes of government are unequivocally rejected because they poison peace and stability which are the basic requirements for economic development. Initiatives such as the New Partnership for Africa’s Development that was adopted in 2001 and the African Peer Review Mechanism, continue to inspire Africa’s dream of a vibrant continent that is free of conflicts and that devotes the energies of its people to economic development.

Five decades is not a very long time in the history of a continent that is known as “the cradle of civilization”. Africa can look back with pride and satisfaction at the achievements that have been made over the past 50 years. But our countries must remain concerned about the overreliance of our continental organization on external funding for its projects and programmes.

As we look forward to the next fifty years, our organization must remain guided by the vision that is articulated in the Constitutive Act of the Union, which provides for “an integrated, prosperous and peaceful Africa, driven by its own citizens and representing a dynamic force in the global arena”. Towards this end, the process of continental integration must be accelerated. The operationalization of the African Peace and Security Architecture must be expedited. The continent must prioritize programmes for job creation and poverty eradication, as well as for self reliance in food production, particularly by modernizing the Agricultural Sector. The flight against pandemic diseases must be intensified through education and access to improved health facilities. But above all, our organization must continue to encourage and support the deepening of the culture of democracy and good governance in all our countries.

The spirit of Pan-Africanism and the dream of African Renaissance must remain alive and guide our continent to a better future for the people of Africa in the next fifty years.

God bless Africa.
My Dear Brothers and Sisters:

Today, 25 May 2013, marks fifty (50) years since the formation of the Organization of African Unity (OAU), which morphed into the present African Union (AU). This Golden Jubilee of the OAU gives us pause for a well deserved celebration. It has been a singular achievement and attests to the vision, foresight, and resolve of the founders to promote continental, regional, social, economic and cultural integration.

The Journey to Continental Unity:
Permit me, my dear brothers and sisters, to briefly reflect on the journey to this day. In July 1959, Ghana, Liberia and Guinea met at Sanniquellie, Nimba County in Liberia to discuss the question of African freedom and unity. President William V.S. Tubman of Liberia hosted this historic tri-partite meeting which discussed the formation of a continental organization that would collectively deal with issues affecting Africa. Then Prime Minister Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana and President Ahmed Sekou Toure of the Republic of Guinea, whose countries gained independence in 1957 and 1958, respectively, attended this historic conference.

The Sanniquellie Conference laid the formative corner stones of the OAU, now the AU. At the end of the meeting, a communiqué titled ‘Declaration of Principles’ was issued which proposed the establishment of a Community of Independent African States with membership open to all Independent African States and federations. Its proposed motto was “Independence and Unity”. The Sanniquellie Summit was followed by the Monrovia Conference of 1961.

As the independence movement gained momentum, many of the states embraced the concept of continental unity. Not everyone however agreed on how this unity could be achieved. Two groups emerged. One was the Casablanca Bloc, which wanted an African Continental Government immediately. The other was the Brazzaville Bloc that preferred the Monrovia concept of a gradualist approach to continental unity, through regional integration and economic cooperation.

The Addis Ababa Conference convened by Ethiopian Emperor Haile Selassie I in 1963 achieved a dynamic compromise between the two groups when the 32 independent African states present and attending resolved to form the OAU. The motto appropriately adopted of the new continental organization was “Unity in Diversity”.

With the continental organization, Africa became unified in its focus for a total political independence and liberation of the continent from the shackles of colonialism. With the total liberation of the continent in sight, the OAU again convened in Monrovia in 1979 and in the Monrovia declaration decided to refocus the continent’s attention to economic independence by forming a continental an African Economic Community.

This objective was however put on hold until twenty (20) years later when on 9 September 1999, the Heads of State and Government of the Organization of African Unity meeting...
in Sirte, Libya, issued the Sirte Declaration which called for the transformation of the OAU into an African Union. That decision in Sirte was concretized in Durban, South Africa in 2002 when the African Summit launched the African Union as successor to the OAU.

**Successes and Challenges:**

The OAU to its credit played a pivotal role in eradicating colonialism and minority rule in Africa. Through its Liberation Committee, it provided financial resources and materiel to the colonised territories especially in Southern Africa and the Portuguese Territories. It helped to mobilize and maintain international support for sanctions against the apartheid and minority regimes in Southern Africa. It also managed to uphold and defend the territorial integrity of the front line states from encroachment and aggression by racist minority regimes.

Through its principle for respect of borders inherited at independence, it minimized boundary disputes amongst the newly independent African States. The OAU survived and withstood threats from the East-West rivalry or the Cold War.

Specifically, the AU in partnership with the Economic Community of African States and the United Nations supported Liberia to end fourteen (14) years of civil war and has been very much instrumental in sustaining regional peace and security of recent times.

The successes and the resilience of the OAU in surmounting the challenges and threats to continental unity have paved the way for its successor, the AU, to concentrate on the perennial issues of underdevelopment, unemployment, illiteracy, poverty and disease, corruption, democratic governance, transparency and accountability, organized trans border crimes, human trafficking, climate change, gender equity and women economic empowerment. These are issues too big for any one state to tackle, and require the collective efforts of all.

The AU is promoting intra-Africa trade and regional integration as drivers of sustainable development on the continent.

**Liberia’s Post-Conflict Reconstruction:**

The OAU/AU played a significant role in Liberia’s peace process. As a result, we now enjoy peace in the country and now began to make steady progress. This year marks ten (10) years of unbroken peace. The country has put in place policies for national reconciliation, peace-building, and sound macroeconomic reforms. With respect to the MDGS, Liberia has made tremendous strides and is well on the way to achieving MDG 2 which deals with Universal Primary Education. The increase in net enrolment of children in primary schools recorded in one year reflects the potential of Liberia reaching MDG 2 by 2015. It is also well placed in MDG 3, concerning the promotion of Gender Equality and Empowerment of Women. On MDG 6, which combats HIV/AIDS, Malaria, and Other diseases, solid progress is being made.

For the past seven years, Liberia’s economy has experienced average annual growth rate of 6.5 percent. We are proud, that having successfully carried out reforms required under the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) Initiative, on September 17, at the Paris Club, the final segment of Liberia’s $4.9 billion external debt was written off the books.

On direct foreign investment, the country has mobilized some $16 billion in our mining sector, where we have brought in some of the big players – Arcelor Mittal, which restarted our very first export of iron ore in 20 years. China Union, a Chinese entity also has acquired certain mining rights.

After 18 months of nationwide consultations and careful research, at the National Conference, Liberia Rising 2030, the Government and people of Liberia adopted Vision 2030 and the Agenda for Transformation geared at propelling us into a middle income status within eighteen (18) years.

**Africa’s Fight to End Malaria:**

The fight against Malaria is another concrete example OAU/AU’s determination to fight killer diseases and minimize deaths from preventable afflictions. I am pleased to serve as Chair of the Africa Leaders’ Malaria Alliance (ALMA) – an alliance of African Heads of State and Government working to end malaria-related deaths.
While we still have a long way to go in defeating malaria, the 2012 Report presents encouraging data that show a steady decline of the burden of malaria, thereby signifying a huge improvement. The Report also encourages countries to adhere to the WHO-recommended combined treatment for malaria, which will reduce the emergence of drug resistance and ultimately improve the survival of the peoples of Africa and the world.

The Post 2015 Global Development Agenda:
I am honored by UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon’s appointment to co-chair the Panel, to listen to the voices of the hundreds of millions of Africans and countless others from around the planet. Through robust consultations, we are hearing what the world considers a reasoned, practical development agenda that can successfully tackle the myriad dimensions of poverty after the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) expire in 2015.

African Women Leadership:
Africa has made another cardinal achievement in gender quality and women economic empowerment. In 2005, the Republic of Liberia democratically elected Africa’s first female Head of State and Government. Last year, our Continent again made history in the empowerment of women as we witnessed with delight the ascendency of a second female to the Presidency of an African State in the person of my sister, H.E. Joyce Banda of Malawi. The entire continent has also elected H.E. Dr. Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma, the first female to serve as Chairperson of our continental body.

These elections are historic milestones in women empower and certainly will inspire young African females to aspire to higher vocations.

Regional Cooperation:
The AU has made regional integration and cooperation as corner stone for its policy of promoting intra-Africa trade and sustainable economic development. In this light we support the programs for regional infrastructural development projects such as joint telecommunication, transnational high ways and power projects.

As Chairperson of the Mano River Union, Liberia a remains committed to this approach at regional integration and fully supports the objectives of the OAU/AU in this regard. Within the sub region, we have also undertaken initiatives for cross border security cooperation and joint exercises in fighting organized crimes.

Reflecting on our journey over the last fifty years, we can all boast that Africa has made significant progress through this continental organization. We must therefore press on to unleash the creative energies of all of Africa’s peoples for better life, healthier living and prosperity.

Long live Africa! Long live the OAU and the AU!
Today May 25th, all African peoples celebrate the 50th anniversary of the establishment of the Organization of African Unity / African Union. This African house whose foundations were laid down by the founding fathers and I have honor to mention one of them with respect and appreciation, the Crown Prince of the Kingdom of Libya as a representative of His Majesty King Idris I when they met in Addis Ababa on the same day today to achieve this noble purpose, which is rightly a source of our pride and dignity, it is an occasion when we are delighted to convey sincere and best regards of the Libyan people and government to all African peoples and governments.

As we celebrate today, numerous challenges are facing our countries and our organization on various regional, international and local levels, including disease, hunger, poverty, illiteracy and how to achieve progress, prosperity, sustainable development, integration and unity through the completion of building of the AU institutions in order to serve the goals for which this great African edifice was established.

Memory takes us back to the very pillar of the philosophy adopted by the founding fathers and the honorable African militants in their call for the establishment of African Unity, that unity that has constituted and has always been the basis for building solidarity and the genuine African unity. As we see, it is a Union that should deepen the African fraternity and identity, it is to prioritize and make finding solutions to the African disputes its primary concern in earnest, via effective mechanisms that aim to bring about stability and security. It is a Union that is keen and works hard in the context of sharing common concerns, to assist member states to accelerate the pace of development and, infrastructure and optimal utilization of our natural and human resources, as well as rehabilitation and capacity building of the African citizen and then comes establishment of the hoped-for good governed statehood. It is a Union that lines up ranks rather that divide through the issues and agendas introduced to its conferences and summits, A Union with a reputation and ability and will to establish an organization, active and consistent in its positions in international fora and a protector and defender of the African rights and aspirations of the African peoples, a Union that contributes along with other regional and international organizations to the establishment of a new world of peace, harmony and economic cooperation based on agreed principles and elements of genuine partnership and respect of choices and capabilities and aspirations of all peoples alike.

This is the Union that we aspire all to establish and work together to press ahead with, and that my country, the new Libya as it was reborn after February 17th glorious revolution is looking forward as an African peace-loving country to sharing her African brotherly counties in this ambition to build the Union on genuine basis of equality, justice and respect of others and noninterference in internal affairs. In this context of mutual understanding, my country stretches her hands to all brothers to build this Union in a new era of love and mutual trust and achieving common interests of our peoples in every part of our great African homeland away from feuds, bickering, futile political wrangling and trying to impose ideas, trends and empty bright slogans that does not help us build a country, let alone establishing a colossus such as the African Union with great unitary aspirations.

His Excellency Ali Zaidan, Prime Minister of Libya
The new Libya, forging its foreign policy which stems from pillars that entirely reflect our human values, identity, requirements and needs of our national security and geographical affiliations, reaffirms today that it will not abandon its identity nor its African obligations and responsibilities, and it will be a supporting element of any trend to build the African Union and democracy, as well as any efforts to settle African conflicts and disputes, the new Libya will continue as it has always been the main gateway to Africa through history, as expressed by the head of our delegation in the founding ceremony of the Organization of African Unity on May 25, 1963. The new Libya will do her best to accelerate the pace of African development and be supportive of any efforts to build a better African environment where peace and security prevail and achieve better future for peoples and fruitful cooperation, prosperity and fraternity, and we will work in a joint effort with you to strengthen the role of Africa and hopes, within our strong organization, the (AU).
1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 The year 2013, is significant in the history of Africa's quest for continental integration. Africa celebrates fifty (50) years of an organized structure for a unified continent. The 25th of May, marks the Golden Jubilee of this continental union. This is not only a moment of commemoration, but it is also an occasion that provides us the opportunity to rethink what Africa should be in the next fifty years. As we celebrate the Golden Jubilee, I would like to reflect on what Africa has achieved in relation to the inspirations enshrined in the Charter of the Organisation of African Unity (OAU), and the Constitutive Act of the African Union (AU).

1.2 My reflections revolve around four themes, and these include Democracy, Rule of Law and Political Stability; Economic Integration; Gender and Development; and Peace and Security.

2.0 DEMOCRACY, RULE OF LAW AND POLITICAL STABILITY

2.1 At the outset of the OAU, Member States were determined to safeguard and consolidate the hard-won independence as well as the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the new African states, and to fight against neo-colonialism in all its forms. Today the AU appreciates the need to promote and protect human and peoples' rights, consolidate democratic institutions and culture, and ensure good governance. Africa fought against colonialism and gained self rule, but the very principles of democracy and good governance, have time and again been ignored, and the rule of law has been set apart. Constitutions have often been flouted; Africa regressed from the path to democracy consolidation; election results have often been contested; corruption has gained ground and coup d'états have been registered. This is the history that Africa cannot ignore. Learning from that, Africa goes into the next set of decades, geared to strengthen its political institutions, that assure the citizenry of a peaceful and politically stable continent.

3.0 ECONOMIC INTEGRATION

3.1 The question of Economic Integration has been at the centre of the development discourse for Africa. The last fifty years have proved that Africa needs a radical developmental agenda that is not driven, influenced nor interrupted by external actors. The Monrovia Declaration, followed by the Lagos Plan of Action and the Abuja Treaty, indicate Africa's determination to forge ahead with its economic cooperation and integration. By now Africa would have been self sufficient with a strong sense of solidarity, if it were not for the external influence and manipulation. Despite the many challenges that rock the African efforts for economic cooperation and integration, Africa continues to foster its determination, in search of effective and efficient endogenous policies that will ensure total self sufficiency.

3.2 The goal of Africa, in the next fifty years, should be to empower its citizens, generate and champion home-grown policies, that serve African interests. Africa, as a bloc, can negotiate its role and position in the global economic system, but it cannot, today turn around the world economic order. This being the case, let Africa decide and lead its own development agenda. The next fifty years should see Africa, with a developmental agenda that is respected and upheld for the global system. It cannot be overemphasized that Africa is rich in minerals and diverse natural resources. Most of these resources have been
viewed as huge bundles of curses to the continent. Instead of exploiting the resources to
develop the land, they have been used to the shame of the same land. Africa's resources
have been left to the developed North, to enrich themselves further, while pushing Africa
to the extreme end of the spectrum. Africa has been fighting itself, while its resources have
been going out.

3.3 Africa should not drown in the celebration of the past. It is a moment of reflection and
redrafting of our contracts with the developing partners, so that we decide on the best use
of our resources. The next half century should, therefore, be a period in which Africa will
cease to export raw materials, and import finished products from its own resources. Our
dream for the next half century, should be to have an Africa that will be a manufacturer of
finished goods from its raw materials.

4.0 GENDER AND DEVELOPMENT
4.1 The question of the role of women in development, and the reality of social construc-
tion, is now almost a settled debate, although challenges of acceptance can still be noted.
It is widely accepted that gender is a developmental concern.

4.2 While strides have been made in the last fifty years to address the question of the
position of women in social, economic and political affairs, it does not need a rigorous
statistical analysis to note that progress has been slow. For instance, in 2013, Africa can
only celebrate two female presidents and many African parliaments have disproportional
ratio of women to men, where the men out balance the women. As Africa is getting set
for more development in the next fifty years, a balance needs to be stricken on the role
of women and men in development. The next fifty years will not be a period of campaigns
for affirmative action and positive discrimination. This will be a period in which all the prin-
ciples of gender balance will have been settled as a form of life. Africa should not be think-
ing of drafting and debating, but implementing policies in which no one is discriminated
against, on the basis of their being male or female. The next fifty years will be a period in
which matters of facts as they relate to the roles of males and females are distinguished
from principles of social construction.

4.3 On the question of Maternal health and Safe Motherhood, the continent has very
few landmarks to celebrate. The number of women dying, while giving birth has been so
alarming, and the cases of infant mortality have been scaring. Many nations are now mak-
ing bold statements in the pursuit of reducing infant mortality and maternal death. Africa
should commit and enact practical policies, that will ensure the lives of both the mother
and the child. Africa should be a place where no woman dies when giving birth, and no
child dies before the age of five. The Government of Malawi has come up with policies,
that involve the traditional leaders in matters of Maternal health and Safe Motherhood.
This approach, among others ensures that the battle for maternal health and safe moth-
erhood, is taken to the grass roots, by the people who know and understand the terrain
better.

5.0 YOUTH EMPOWERMENT
5.1 The history of Africa’s independence cannot be complete without mentioning the
role the Youth of the continent played during the struggle for independence. Most of the
founding fathers of the OAU were young men and women of their time.

5.2 The youth have always played and continue to play a vital role in shaping the future
of the continent. Sadly, though, their contributions to the development of the continent
have not been given due recognition. As we look forward into the next 50 years, African
Governments should design deliberate policies and programmes aimed at empowering
the youth to better prepare them for the challenges of the future of our continent.

6.0 PEACE AND SECURITY
6.1 One of the issues through which critics have assessed the relevance of both the OAU
and the AU, is the question of peace and security. The OAU was set to promote unity
and solidarity of African States, defend countries’ sovereignty, territorial integrity, and these
have also been reiterated in the Constitutive Act of the AU. Although this has always been
the goal, Africa has not always been politically stable and that appealed for the interven-
tion of the OAU/AU in the settlement of disputes.

6.2 While the OAU/AU has often intervened in the settlement of disputes, critics have
cited some isolated cases, and argue that OAU/AU have not played any role in ensuring
peace and security on the continent. At this dawn of another half century, Africa should
move with speed, in resolving the outstanding conflicts. While the AU continues to uphold
the principle of non interference in the internal political matters, in the next fifty years,
the African Union should be able to read and interpret early warning signs of an impend-
ing political crisis, and offer timely conflict prevention/resolution measures, in a win-win end-result.

7.0 CONCLUSION
7.1 The path to economic and political cooperation and integration in Africa, has not been smooth. While the will and determination have always been confirmed, the nations have often stumbled on the very principles that needed to keep them together. It has been shown that not all is attributed to Africa’s internal factors, but also external influence and manipulation. Nonetheless, the passion and the spirit to forge ahead still grow from one level to another, and this is the factor that still inspires the nations.
Our organization, created in Addis Ababa in 1963, is already 50 years old. What a great landmark and what great achievements for an organization that so many critics then predicted would be short-lived!

As one of the successors to President Modibo Keita, one of the illustrious founding fathers of our continental organization, I am gladdened to be part of these festivities that pay homage to the Pan-African commitment of our elders whose countries, in their vast majority, were only just emerging from the long and traumatic dark days of the colonial era.

In these times of lingering doubt, where citizens and leaders alike are seriously questioning their common future in the tumultuous context of globalization, these celebrations are the sign of the gratitude we owe to a generation of highly devoted leaders whose immense efforts proved that these were not mere politicians, but true and genuine freedom fighters.

I salute their memory. With emotion and pride, I identify myself in their struggle, which has been anything but a smooth ride. I declare, loudly and clearly, that the founding fathers of the OAU, the forerunners of the African Union, were visionaries. It was these leaders who were endowed with the ability of looking ahead. They were fearless and authentic Pan-Africanists who, beyond the limits of the artificial borders roughly drawn by the colonial powers, thought out and envisaged the future of the African countries and peoples with a touch of political messianism.

Their fight is noble, uplifting and rewarding. Their merit is great. Their example is an inexhaustible source of inspiration for many generations of African leaders. They have inspired vocations and continue to motivate us to cope with the new challenges and issues of building a true Pan-African space – a space that can grow by prioritizing our immense resources, our cultural diversity, our values of civilization and our needs, but also a space that can grow and still remain open to the positive contributions of the global environment.

It is in this context that the African Renaissance of which I am a strong supporter and actor is meaningful. The African Renaissance cannot and should not be content with outmoded, post-colonial political divisions and their inhibiting vestiges that lie deeply in our subconscious, and with all other forms of egotism that would lead to isolation on a hypothetical “treasure island”.

After the political liberation of the continent and the end of apartheid, the transformation of the OAU to the African Union in 2002 has been an extraordinary opportunity to address these challenges while giving African peoples, universities, research institutes, entrepreneurs and business people, and non-governmental organizations, among others, a stronger role and a greater place in continental governance.

For the next 50 years, there will be strong expectations from us with respect to good governance, this new demand of modern times that will allow us to use all our potential wisely and to implement the most appropriate economic and social policies for the prosperity of the peoples of Africa.
Now, at a time when we are fully entering into the information and technology society, all of our current actions will be scrutinized by our peoples and our partners. Even our proposals, as simple as they may be, will be communicated and closely analysed by our national opinions in order to detect the slightest fault.

Far from being intimidated by this new situation, it should convince us, as leaders, to nurture this responsibility. During and even after our leadership, we should be willing to be accountable to our voters, our citizens and our partners. This is the only condition that would allow us to continue to benefit from credibility from others and their recognition, and to draw the abundant financial flows available on international markets to the continent.

I believe in the African Union; I have faith in our common determination to work for the prosperity of the continent, and, being naturally optimistic, I am sure that we could successfully continue to go beyond this landmark for yet another 50 years.

Together with ECOWAS, the United Nations, France, Chad, the United States of America and all our bilateral and multilateral partners, our common organization has contributed to a large extent to freeing my country, Mali, from hordes of terrorists and drug traffickers who have taken root and who aimed to use the north of my country for criminal purposes.

This is the place for me to pay homage to our continental organization for its leadership in the re-conquest of the northern regions of my country, and its relentless and decisive diplomatic actions at the United Nations Security Council, which have resulted in significant resolutions on Mali.

I would like to express my personal gratitude and that of the Malian people to my sister, Nkasazana Dlamini-Zuma, the President of the Commission, and all her staff for their past and continued support to Mali during the difficult and very trying times that our country has been going through.

I would like to thank all of Mali’s friendly countries whose support has allowed us to shed light on these issues and to envisage the future with hope and serenity. I have a special consideration for those countries whose soldiers are fighting in my country, by our sides, and who have spilled their blood to help us recover our national territorial integrity. We wish to thank them from the bottom of our hearts, and express our gratitude and deep appreciation.

I honour the friendship between peoples. I honour the solidarity between African peoples and peoples from elsewhere. I honour the African Union, which is committed to this act of generosity. I wish a happy anniversary to our common organization.

Happy Anniversary!
Your Majesties and Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen, Heads of State and Government of the member countries of the African Union,

Dear brothers and sisters, citizens of Africa,

On this very day 50 years ago, in Addis Ababa, the founding fathers held the Summit which established the Organization of African Unity, under the auspices of the Emperor of Ethiopia, the late Haile Selassie I, with the participation of the founding father of the Islamic Republic of Mauritania, the late Moktar Ould Daddah, thus making my country one of the founding members of the OAU, which represents, for the Mauritanian people as a whole, and for myself, a source of legitimate pride and real satisfaction.

By merging the two Subregional Organizations of the time, the Casablanca Group and the Monrovia Group, the founding fathers laid the foundations for the unification of our continent, gathering States together in a single organization whose role was to serve as a crucible for the pooling of their efforts for the benefit of Africa.

In this way OAU became a valuable launching pad for efforts to promote the realization of its strategic objectives, which focused on the unification of the continent, decolonization and the eradication of the hateful regimes of Apartheid and racial discrimination in South Africa and Rhodesia.

Despite its inadequate resources and the newly independent States which made it up, OAU committed itself fully to political, financial and material support for the liberation movements, particularly in the Portuguese colonies, and the relentless struggle against Apartheid and racial discrimination.

At the same time, it organized and guided African countries in building and strengthening the new States, as well as in efforts to combat the deterioration in the terms of trade, the issue of national currencies, the review of cooperation agreements, so as to put the finishing touches to their newly acquired independent status and, above all, to achieve its indispensable corollary, economic independence, in order to embark truly on the struggle for development.

By transforming itself, on 9 July 2002, at the Durban summit, in South Africa, into the African Union, the continental Organization gave itself a second wind, which, with perfect timing, breathed into it renewed vigour and vitality.

It subsequently created a peace and security architecture (PSA) based on the Peace and Security Council (PSC), the keystone of the new African conflict management machinery, and the African stand-by force, contingents of which have already been deployed, as peacekeeping forces or buffer forces, in many theatres of operation.

The African conflict management machinery has been put to the test, with definite success, in the recent crises which shook the continent, in particular post-electoral crises (Ken-
ya, Côte d’Ivoire), rebellions et civil wars (Somalia, Libya, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Central African Republic, Mali, etc.), as Africa has clearly displayed its ambition to address its own problems and promote its own solutions to the conflicts which are taking place in the continent, by means of High-Level Panels, ad hoc committees, good offices missions, committees of elders, etc.

It is participating actively in intergovernmental negotiations on the reform of the United Nations system and, first and foremost, the expansion of the Security Council, including the proposal to allocate Africa a permanent seat on the Council, with the entire continent standing shoulder to shoulder around its harmonized position, expressed in the Ezulwini consensus, on 08 March 2005.

The African Union is also engaged in an ambitious process of economic integration, through the establishment or strengthening of regional economic communities.

With the return to sustained growth, since the beginning of the century, eliminating the Afro-pessimism of the late twentieth century, Africa has sufficient potentialities to make it today one of the main engines of growth in the world economy.

So that Africa is today a voice which counts in international relations, specifically in the new order which is taking shape, marked by the globalization of political, economic and trade relations.

The celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of OAU/AU on 25 May 2013 offers us an opportunity to rethink the concepts of PAN-AFRICANISM and RENAISSANCE which the Commission has, so pertinently, selected as the themes of this commemoration, in the context of the current circumstances.

Since the strategic objectives for which OAU was set up, namely, decolonization and the elimination of Apartheid and racial discrimination, have been basically achieved, PAN-AFRICANISM should now be refocused on the unity of the continent, effective management of its crises and the promotion of a genuine feeling of solidarity, on a continental scale, between States, parliamentary institutions, economic operators, political actors, intellectual elites, all Africans, white or black, men, women, young people, in the South or in the north, from the East to the West, in short, among all Africans.

We are also invited to give specific content to the Renaissance of Africa. This involves drawing maximum benefit from our natural resources, mobilizing our human resources, devising efficient government policies and fully engaging in the battle of economic development, social progress, the reduction of poverty and social inequality in the interests of real economic take-off in Africa, so that our continent can conquer the place it deserves in international relations.

The Islamic Republic of Mauritania is perfectly aware of its responsibilities towards the continent and will spare no effort to play its role fully and contribute actively to any approach in which its assistance may be sought, under the direction of the African Union commission, and notably its Chair, Her Excellency Dr. Ms. Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma, whose election as the first woman at the head of the organization represented, in itself, a major turning point in the political life of the continent, and to whom I have pleasure in confirming my active support.
The vision of our founding fathers finds relevance and pertinence to this very day. It should be recalled that Kwame Nkrumah’s clarion call “Africa Must Unite” was the object of derision on the part of many, including some African leaders themselves. Questions were raised on the “raison d’être” of continental institutions such as the Organisation of African Unity. We should today ask ourselves what would have become of our Continent without it!

In its early days, the Organisation of African Unity proceeded by trial and error at a time when its Member States were taking their first halting steps on the international scene as newly independent nations, jealously guarding their sovereignty and divided as they were by cold war alignments.

History, however, has already recorded how it managed to get its act together with meagre financial resources; and played a crucial role in spearheading the emancipation of the Continent, and fostering closer ties amongst African nations. It also turned out to be a powerful “voice of the voiceless” in international fora.

The African Union is today resolutely looking to the future and putting in place the economic and political architecture to improve the lot of our citizens and secure our rightful place on the world scene.

Once decried as a Continent of doom and gloom, we are today getting international acclaim for the progress we have achieved over the last decade. As a recent issue of The Economist stated: “Never in the half-century since it won independence from the colonial powers, has Africa been in such good shape”.

The figures are eloquent: African economies will account for US$ 2.6 trillion in annual output by 2020; our Continent is recording an average rate of growth of 5 percent while much of the world is in recession. The rapid emergence of a middle class of some 310 million has opened up new opportunities for trade within the Continent. Foreign Direct Investment is increasing. According to the World Investment Report 2012, the Continent has witnessed an increase in Foreign Direct Investment flows from approximately US$ 9 billion in 2000 to US$ 18 billion in 2004 and US$ 42 billion in 2011.

Indeed, Africa’s time has come. The renaissance of Africa is no longer an ambition, it is reality. Today, Africa is poised for what may well be the most buoyant period in its economic history – provided we do what is necessary to make our economies perform better at the national, regional and continental levels.

Under the aegis of the African Union, we can realise our common aim for the Continent. We should continue harmonising our policies in vital sectors, such as education, health, finance, trade, manufacturing and public infrastructure.

A continental Free Trade Area remains a work in progress and needs to be pursued assiduously. This has the potential of transforming our Continent as one of the most important economic powers of the world.
It is inconceivable that a Continent of 54 countries with a population of more than one billion is being deprived of even one permanent seat at the enlarged United Nations Security Council. This should be high on our political agenda.

This important milestone marking the Golden Jubilee of the Organisation of African Unity/African Union should be an opportune time for an objective audit of our achievements and our weaknesses. It should be the prerequisite for charting out a new road map for the progress and prosperity of all our peoples.

Among the major achievements of our organisation, has been the pro-active role we have played to ensure the peaceful resolutions of conflicts and the recognition that democratic, free and fair elections remain the surest way to serve the people and continue the undoubted developmental progress that we have achieved.

In the next fifty years we look forward to a more confident Union bringing ever greater political entente and economic integration amongst the Nations of Africa.

We can indeed claim the 21st Century as our century!

Long live Africa and Long live the African Union!
From the historic 25th May, 1963, the leaders of our continent have been meeting here this illustrious and welcoming city of Addis Ababa, to celebrate developments that have been marking the journey of our continent, consolidate pan-Africanism and make decisions aimed at boosting the valuation of our independence and improving the living conditions of our people. The 25th May of this year takes a special significance for being the date of the Golden Jubilee Celebration of our continental organization. This is a unique opportunity for us to make a look back at journey political, social and economic journey of our mother Africa and together, look into the future, for measures that may raise the bar of the prestige it deserves within the concert of nations.

We welcome the progress that we have been experiencing over the last five decades of African Unity. On 25th May, 1963, the founders of the Organization of African Unity, including Ben Bella, Gamal Nasser, Haile Selassie, Julius Nyerere, Kwame Nkrumah, Modibo Keita and Sekou Toure set the decolonization of our mother Africa as the target to implement, in a peaceful environment, our programmes of social and economic development. Five decades later, the colonization of most of the geographical spaces of the continent has gone down in history and we have been reducing significantly the spectrum of internal conflicts and consolidating democratic institutions and the rule of law. The creation of regional economic communities, with increased synchronization and coordination among them is having a positive impact on social and economic development of these regions and Member States, underlining that it is possible to realize the dream of the founders of our organization of continental unity. Throughout these 50 years, we have also been taking an increasing role in the context of international politics and diplomacy and in debates on peace, defense, security and development on a global scale.

However, we continue to face enormous challenges on route towards the well-being of our people. Among these challenges, focus is on the fight against poverty, the development of infrastructures and promotion of trade between our countries and between our regional economic communities. We also have the challenge of continually improving our capacity to use the abundant natural resources that dwell in our soil and subsoil and put them, with increasing visibility and impact, supporting the diversification of our economies, leveraging its potential throughout its value chain.

In this very special date, we bow before the founding of our continental organization for their vision determination and ability to achieve one of the biggest dreams of our people: freedom and independence. In their honor, today we must continue to fight for economic liberation of our mother Africa and consolidate an environment in which self-esteem, working culture and peace prevails.
On 25 May 2013, the people of Africa will celebrate and remember the historical milestone in our quest for self-determination, freedom and the restoration of human dignity. It was on this day, 50 years ago, that the Heads of State and Government of independent African States and the leaders of National Liberation Movements met in Addis Ababa and launched the Organisation of African Unity, the predecessor of the African Union.

Africa defeated colonialism and asserted her fundamental rights to independence, freedom, and justice. Africans can proclaim with a sense of pride that, with the exception of Western Sahara, Africa is forever free. The current generation pays deserving tribute to the 32 founding Heads of State and Government of the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) for their farsightedness, their collective wisdom, and their unyielding determination to forge and promote a common African identity. In this context, we honour our African forefathers and mothers, and the brave and selfless sons and daughters of Africa who made the supreme sacrifice so that the African people could regain their dignity after centuries of colonial subjugation.

The theme for our Golden Jubilee: “Pan Africanism and African Renaissance”, is both timely and relevant. As we reaffirm our commitment to Pan Africanism, we should honour the memories of Pan Africanist legends such as Henry Sylvester Williams, W. E. B. Du Bois, George Padmore, and Marcus Garvey. Their relentless pursuit of the idea of African Unity significantly contributed to the growth of Pan Africanism at a time when Africans were treated with contempt by colonialists. Namibia acknowledges the sterling contributions of Osagyefo Dr Kwame Nkrumah, Ahmed Sekou Toure, Ben Bella, Leopold Sedar Senghor, Modibo Keita, Gamal Abdul Nasser, Patrice Lumumba, Mwalimu Julius Nyerere, among other eminent Pan Africanists. These giants of Africa and the Diaspora have made invaluable contributions to the promotion of the ideals of Pan Africanism, which was an essential instrument in articulating the ideals of restoring the dignity of the African peoples, including those in the Diaspora, after centuries of slavery, colonialism, looting and plunder of African resources.

Drawing from their lessons, the African Union must consistently foster a timeless spirit of Pan Africanism that should drive the African Renaissance. While taking account of our common history, the ideals of Pan Africanism must be firmly rooted in the determination to address and accelerate the socio-economic development and technological advancement of the continent. For Pan Africanism to be meaningful to the African people, and for the African Renaissance to become a reality, it is imperative for the continent to reinforce the shared values of democracy, good governance and rule of law, as provided for in the African Charter on Democracy, Elections and Governance. It is, therefore, critical that these values are embraced, internalised and implemented by all African governments, and African people.

Africa must rise up and join hands, inspired by a common vision to overcome the challenges of poverty, underdevelopment and inequity. This can only be achieved by adopting a common goal of liberating our continent and our people from the dehumanizing causes and effects of destitution. The OAU and the African Union embody the common will of the people of Africa to bring about a United Africa. The OAU, through its Liberation Coor-
In the same manner, a common vision of a United Africa should propel the 54 African states to ensure that no child goes to bed hungry, no woman dies while giving birth and that poverty is eradicated from this continent.

As Africa takes stock of fifty years of the existence of the OAU and its successor, the African Union, the continent continues to face many challenges. Studies have been undertaken and reports have documented the challenges that confront Africa. Suggestions have been made as to how such challenges could be overcome. The political and economic history of our continent, and the realities of our time, indicate that Africa needs to do things differently. I believe that by adopting new ways of addressing the development challenges facing our continent Africa can realise its common vision to free her people from the chains of poverty, diseases and ignorance. We must act, and we must act now.

Africa must ensure that development initiatives that have been agreed upon to move our continent forward are implemented. It is our duty as leaders to ensure that African children live in safety, without the threat of internally fomented conflicts. Children should also have access to quality education, health care, housing, sanitation and the basic amenities such as food and water. Africa is endowed with abundant resources, there is no reason why her people should live in poverty.

Various factors have forced millions of African professionals to be scattered in all parts of the world, having let the continent because of the so-called brain-drain. They have left the continent because of the poor prospects for self-actualisation and professional growth in many of our countries. We must now create incentives and opportunities to reverse this trend so that Africans can come back home and help create a new dynamism for the growth and economic prosperity of our continent. We must make it possible for a brain-gain for Africa.

It is a sad indictment of our continent that, after fifty years of gaining independence, Africa still lags behind all other continents in vital development indicators. With the exception of a few countries, African economies continue to be largely agrarian, dominated by subsistence agriculture. The majority of rural populations have no access to public services and are largely excluded from the modern economy.

Over the past 50 years, the campaign for gender equality and empowerment has resulted in significant gains for African women. Amongst others, the African Union has adopted gender parity as a key policy underpinning its activities and programmes. The current Chairperson of the Commission of the African Union is a woman. African women have made enormous contributions to the liberation struggles on the continent. Today, they represent a tremendous force and an untapped energy in the process of social and economic development. More remains to be done to address issues such as gender based violence, and other gender related impediments that hinder the realisation of the full potential of women in Africa and elsewhere in the whole world.

In most African cities and towns, the informal settlements are placing huge burdens on the capacity of local authorities to provide services. I, therefore, believe that African Cities need a rescue plan. Against this background, I propose that the state of African cities be placed on the Agenda of the Assembly of the African Union, with a view to finding innovative ways of addressing the question of orderly and systematic urban development in Africa. African leaders must adopt a common vision and act now, while the situation is still manageable. One more day of inaction will be too late.

The African Union needs to mobilise the needed resources, in order to fund development initiatives on the continent. The continued reliance on external funding for the implementation of the programmes of our continental organisation, must be reconsidered and reduced. By effectively implementing decisions of the 9th Assembly of the Heads of State and Government, held in Accra in 2007, Africa can accelerate continental integration. In Accra, the Assembly agreed to promote common values that need to be identified and agreed upon as benchmarks.

The Assembly similarly agreed that the African Union is a Union of peoples and not just a “union of states and governments”. Six years after the Grand Debate in Accra and ity years after the establishment of the OAU, the African Union has not achieved much in respect of continental integration. I, therefore, propose that we prioritise the implementation of seven key commitments that could accelerate deeper integration of the continent.
First, all Member States must implement Decision 32 of the last OAU Summit, which was held in Lusaka, Republic of Zambia, in July 2001, relating to the hoisting of the African Union flag on all Government (public) buildings and the singing of the AU Anthem at all official government functions.

Second, the African Union should prioritise the implementation of the Minimum Integration Programme (MIP). The MIP is a practical implementation of the Accra Declaration, which committed our countries to free movement of persons, goods, services and capital.

Third, the Organisation should mobilise sufficient domestic resources to fund the African Union and NEPAD projects such as the Programme for Infrastructure Development in Africa (PIDA) and the various projects under the Presidential Infrastructure Championship Initiative (PICT).

Fourth, the African Union should make conscious and deliberate effort to capacitate the Regional Economic Communities (RECs) to accelerate the process of regional and continental integration by convening annual Joint Summits of the Heads of State and Government chairing the 8 recognised RECs.

The 11th proposal is to mobilise the Economic, Social and Cultural Council of the African Union (ECOSOCC), as a platform to promote interaction between the African people and the organs of the African Union in order to mobilise the African people and facilitate regular consultations.

Sixth, we must redouble our efforts to implement all decisions and commitments in the area of social development in order to overcome preventable diseases such as HIV/AIDS and malaria; to improve food security and the provision of clean drinking water; and to expand education, especially the enrolment of the girl child.

Seventh, in order to improve and consolidate the peace and security situation on the continent, we must fully operationalize the Africa Stand-by Force (ASF) so that it has the capacity to act swiftly and decisively in resolving conflicts situations on the continent. As a matter of principle and consistency, we must denounce any form of unconstitutional change of government in any AU member state.

Namibia believes the proposals we advanced could go a long way in accelerating the implementation of our continent’s integration and development agenda.
This year, 2013, marks the 50th anniversary of the creation of the Organization of African Unity, whose glorious heritage today is upheld by the African Union, which still the irreplaceable framework for collaboration, cooperation, integration and the affirmation of the African identity.

This anniversary gives me the opportunity to honour the vision and great wisdom of our founding fathers who laid the foundations of our common organization soon after the accession of our country to international sovereignty, on the wave of independence that swept through the continent.

At the time, the creation of the Organization of African Unity was a challenge, after such a long period under colonial rule, especially as our States and territories had been carved up for us following the Berlin conference and therefore faced numerous problems.

Five decades on from the historic signing of the Charter of the Organization of African Unity, the “broken mirror” image reflected by the continent’s configuration has faded.

Today, Africa, our continent, with its vibrant economy and still-untapped mineral wealth, is a force to be reckoned with, even as its young geniuses spearhead its global development agenda.

We must, all of us together, in solidarity, work towards the Renaissance of this continent; we have built States that are firmly committed to the integration processes and that favour democracy and good governance as methods of governing and managing public affairs. As Kwame Nkrumah said, “Africa must unite or perish”, and to paraphrase King Guezo, “If all the children of Africa would come with their hands together, upholding the pierced clay jar, the continent would be saved”.

How right the founding fathers were to enshrine in the Charter the principle of the inviolability of the borders inherited from colonization. Indeed, they successfully laid the foundations for the liberation of the whole continent, and later, its development and the affirmation of its identity.

Strong commitment and courage were needed to complete this mission, and the Organization of African Unity has carried out this political battle with great results. Africa today must address the new phase of its evolution, namely, political integration and the economic and social development of the continent.

New generations must be proud of the work achieved by the founding fathers. Today, they must commit themselves to consolidating these achievements and strengthening the dynamics to build a unified, stable and prosperous Africa.

Africa, however, must still face many adversities along its path that we must have the duty to overcome in the pursuit of our objectives, including peace, security and good governance, which often problematic.
Although many initiatives have been undertaken to take these constraints into consideration, we must show greater commitment to allow Africa to thrive in the current context of globalization. The NEPAD African peer review mechanism, the NEPAD programme itself, as well as many current initiatives in democracy, good governance and popular participation must become much more effective.

Calling into question the republican order and the unconstitutional changes of regimes has, for a long time, stunted the development of our continent despite courageous initiatives undertaken by our continental organization. Today, appropriate instruments allow the Organization to take strong measures to contribute to resolving these obstacles that have long delayed Africa’s march towards prosperity.

We have presented suitable positions on the major issues on the international agenda, be it trade negotiations within the World Trade Organization and the Doha Round or issues of climate change or the reform of the United Nations Security Council. Today, Africa has a common position on this reform, expressed through the Ezulwini Consensus, which aims to redress the past wrongs committed against Africa, such as the fact that Africa still does not have a permanent seat on this Council, despite its undeniably influence in contemporary world affairs. What is more, current trends suggest that Africa’s role will grow in the global context.

In Niger, we are convinced that the development of our country depends on the diversification of its partners and the strengthening of South-South cooperation.

The African Renaissance, which we are strongly calling for, must be nurtured by the values of Pan-Africanism and rely on the significant wealth that abounds on our continent; this would enable us to complete the work that has been passed down to us by our founding fathers.

This is Niger’s guiding principle for building of a flourishing Africa, an Africa of which the founding fathers would be proud.
On the landmark 50th Anniversary of the foundation of the Organization of African Unity (OAU), the forerunner of the present day African Union (AU), Nigeria extends very hearty congratulations to Africa’s foremost organization; Heads of State and Government of Member States; the Chairperson and members of staff of the AU Commission and, indeed, the entire people of Africa.

Let me pay special tribute to the founding fathers of the OAU for their vision. My personal gratitude goes to the late Emperor Haile Selessie and the people of Ethiopia for offering a permanent home to the organization. We also acknowledge the role of the late Prime Minister of Nigeria, Sir Abubakar Tafawa Balewa, whose quiet but effective diplomacy proved very crucial in the formation of the organization. Late President Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana was among the first to articulate the hopes and aspirations of Africans for a united Africa, while President Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia, the last surviving member of the founding fathers, kept the twin evils of colonialism and apartheid on the front burner until they were completely eradicated from Africa.

As we look back on the past 50 years, it is tempting to conclude as most observers are wont to do, that not much has been achieved in the life of our organization. It should be noted that at the time the OAU was founded in May 1963, only 32 African States had attained independence as against today’s 54 countries. The main preoccupation of the member countries at the time was achieving the political emancipation of the countries still under colonial rule. Understandably, while the issue of de-colonization was the top priority for the young organization and its member states, the other objectives of the organization relating to socio-economic development received very little attention.

Besides the struggle against the remaining vestiges of colonialism which engaged the attention of the OAU, the organization was also seized with the fight against minority rule in Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) and apartheid in South Africa. These struggles were only concluded with the eradication of apartheid rule and the emergence of a free South Africa under black majority rule in 1994.

The organization was also confronted with several other challenges, particularly inter and intra state conflicts among many of the newly independent countries. While some of the conflicts were inherited at independence, others had their origins in the struggles for political power and territorial acquisition. Still others resulted from the denial of popular participation in governance and military interventions in political affairs which became the vogue from the late 1960s until about the early 1990s.

The historic transformation of the OAU to AU which took place a decade ago with the expressed goal to promote “an integrated, prosperous and peaceful Africa, driven by its own citizens and representing a dynamic force in global arena”, was therefore an attempt to place the organization on the right footing to address economic and developmental issues affecting Africa.
Without any gainsaying, Nigeria has contributed immensely to the evolution of OAU/AU. Nigeria’s Dr. Taslim Elias played a key role in the drafting of the OAU Charter. The first ever involvement of the then OAU with the quest for the economic emancipation of the African continent began with the Summit hosted by Nigeria in Lagos in 1980 which produced the Lagos Plan of Action (LPA); a comprehensive blueprint for the continent’s economic development.

Nigeria has been and remains an honest and committed key player in conflict management and resolution in Africa. Since our successful intervention in Liberia and Sierra Leone, we have been at the forefront of efforts to develop a permanent force for the maintenance of peace, security and stability not only in the West African sub-region but across the continent. Nigeria is currently a troop contributing country to the African Union-United Nations Hybrid Operations in Darfur (UNAMID) and the African-led International Support Mission in Mali (AFISMA). We also have a Formed Police Unit in Somalia as part of the African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM). It is no mere coincidence that Africa remains till date the centre-piece of Nigeria’s foreign policy.

Nigeria has, at different times, stood up for Africa and taken decisions that have greatly enhanced Africa’s position, as it did in 1975 when it rejected the attempt by forces outside the continent to impose a solution on their own over which Movement between MPLA or UNITA should take charge of Angola. Our decisive action in recognizing the Transitional Council in Libya in 2012 helped in quickly bringing the political crisis in the country to an end while at the same time avoiding a descent into war.

Nigeria has fought the flawed perception of Africa as only good for the production and supply of raw materials to European industries and facilitated South-South cooperation. We continue to provide technical assistance to less endowed countries in Africa and beyond under the Technical Aid Corps (TAC) scheme established in 1987, with the following broad objectives: to share Nigeria’s know-how and expertise with other African, Caribbean and Pacific countries; provide assistance on the basis of assessed needs of recipient countries; promote better understanding between Nigeria and the recipient countries, at the level of government and the youth; provide a channel for enhancing South-South cooperation; as well as, establish a Nigerian presence in countries where Nigeria has no resident diplomatic missions.

No doubt, Africa has indeed come of age since the foundation of the OAU in 1963. The organization has comprehensively achieved the first task it set out for itself: the eradication of the remaining vestiges of colonialism, apartheid and racist minority rule. Our hope is that in the next 50 years, Africa will be in a better position to galvanize its economic ascendancy by having a bigger, louder and more respected voice on the world stage.

We are already beginning to see this with the impressive performance of African economies despite the still persisting global economic and financial crisis; with the preponderance of civil democratic rule across the continent, and with the focus on good governance practices in many countries in Africa. The AU’s peace and security architecture is not only robust, it is largely working to the admiration of many even beyond Africa. We expect to see more gains in all these areas in the next fifty years. It is also expected that member states will be more disposed to supporting the African Union not only politically but financially.

Nigeria remains unwaveringly committed to the principles, goals and objectives of the African Union as well as to the noble ideas that inspired Pan Africanism and the African Renaissance.
A fitting tribute to the visionary founders of the OAU and the hopeful people of Africa fifty years on would be a genuine effort by Africa’s leaders to continue working together to bring about a dignified, prosperous and peaceful continent, with its citizens at the forefront of progress.

In the same manner in which successful countries have evolved, we are learning from our achievements and mistakes. African governments are working to respond consistently to the needs of our people. We want to see to it that our citizens participate meaningfully in decisions that affect their lives and contribute to building stronger nations.

Africa and its one billion people have what it takes to take charge of our destiny. Our countries are evolving ever faster. Even the last ten years has seen tremendous change and advancement. But there remains a lot of work to make the African renaissance a reality. This is why we cannot afford complacency or be satisfied with minimal progress.

We are at an opportune time in our history to build on the groundwork laid in ridding Africa of colonialism and apartheid. And the lessons learned in the last few decades can only push to seize the reins of a continent full of promise and opportunity.

Today’s Africa seeks its own solutions as well as a different kind of relationship with the international community – one based on real partnership, shared values, mutual respect and benefit. We have stated time and again the need to change the global conversation. It is way past due for a shift in the way we relate with more advanced economies in order to right longstanding imbalances and offer our citizens a better future.

But Africa cannot simply call for a new world order – we have to make it happen, by leading by example. How Africa is perceived and treated depends very much on the choices we make about how to govern our countries. Reaching this goal will require us to face our challenges head on and earn the right to determine our destiny.

Discarding forever the image of a continent of strife and suffering demands that we not shy away from the real reasons behind these afflictions, as uncomfortable as they are for us and our partners. Based on the specific contexts and experiences of each of our fifty-four countries, we should have no illusion about the sheer hard work that is needed to pull our continent and people towards a future of stability, prosperity and self-determination.

Our efforts are reinforced in the last decade by impressive economic growth rates that have defied the global downturn and financial turmoil in Europe and elsewhere. Increased business by African companies in nearly all sectors including IT and telecommunications, service industry, tourism, banking, agriculture and mining is creating wealth across the continent. We also continue to build new and productive trade and investment partner-
ships, in particular with Asian countries, a trend which should be pursued further and strengthened.

Africa’s inability to transform our vast natural resources into real wealth has placed us in the difficult position of relying perpetually on development aid. However, this is also the time for serious reflection about Africa’s future without aid. We must use our resilience to ensure that aid serves us well as a temporary measure, while we work to end dependence.

We will perpetuate the legacy of the founders of the African Union by ensuring that the continent’s economy is driven by business, investment, innovation and hard work by Africans in collaboration with international partners.

No doubt our continent still faces considerable challenges that are further complicated by global turbulence – but working together we can find appropriate and responsible solutions for greater stability, socioeconomic transformation and the future that Africans deserve and are capable of creating.
As we are celebrating the 50th anniversary of the establishment of the Organisation of African Unity, it gives me immense pleasure, on behalf of the Government and people of the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic, to convey our most sincere congratulations to all African peoples and nations.

It is also an occasion to pay tribute to the founding fathers of our continental organisation, and to the highly dedicated men and women across the continent that work so hard every day to make possible the African dream of a strongly united, prosperous and peaceful Africa.

The establishment of the OAU in the city of Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, fifty years ago was undoubtedly a landmark in the African modern history, which constituted the institutional embodiment of Pan-Africanism as an expression of the strong belief in the unity and common purpose among all peoples of Africa. It was also the expression of the strong conviction held by the founding fathers of our continental organisation that freedom, eradication of all forms of colonialism, peace and an African oriented socio-economic and political development were essential for the achievement of the legitimate aspirations of the African peoples for unity, solidarity and cooperation.

Marking the 50th anniversary of the OAU, under the theme of “Pan-Africanism and the African Renaissance” comes at a moment when Africa is on the rise, and when most African countries have recorded positive economic growth rates over the past decade despite the on-going uncertainty in the global economy. Notwithstanding the multidimensional challenges that still face the continent, these positive socio-economic and political developments, in which we can rightly take pride, are a motive for celebration and for reinforcing African’s confidence in its great potential and its promising future.

The celebrations take place a little more than a decade since the transformation of the OAU into the African Union, which represented an event of great magnitude in the institutional evolution of the continent. As symbol of African unity and Pan-Africanism, the AU was another milestone created to promote an integrated, prosperous and peaceful Africa, driven by its own citizens, and to achieve greater economic and political integration of the continent.

After fifty years of existence, the African continental organisation, with the active participation of Member States, has contributed significantly to making progress in the areas of peace and security, human rights, good governance, democracy, gender equality and the empowerment of civil society, among other things. The OAU has equally played a pivotal role in liberating the continent from the foreign colonialism, Apartheid and other forms of racial segregation and oppression.

With the exception of the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic whose parts of its territory are still under foreign occupation, all African nations have gained their hard-won independence, and have since been able to exercise fully their inalienable right to self-determination and to pursue freely their socio-economic and political development. Guided by the principles and objectives of the OAU Charter, in particular those relating to the total decoloni-
vation of the African territories under foreign occupation and the intangibility of borders existing on the achievement of national independence, the OAU and the subsequently the AU have always been at the forefront of supporting and defending the inalienable right of the Sahrawi people to self-determination and independence.

Our continental organisation has also participated actively in the search for a peaceful, just and lasting solution to the decolonisation conflict in Western Sahara between the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic and the Kingdom of Morocco. As we celebrate the 50th anniversary of the establishment of the OAU and the great achievements made during the past five decades, the continuation of the conflict in Western Sahara is a reminder of the urgent need of coordinating and intensifying our efforts to enable the Sahrawi people to exercise their inalienable right to self-determination and independence.

Dr. Nkrumah’s historic statement that the independence of Ghana was incomplete until the whole of Africa was free, which embodies the spirit of Pan-Africanism, is still relevant today, and therefore the unfinished decolonisation of Western Sahara remains a pending task for Africa and for the international community at large.

It is our strong hope that the 50th anniversary of the establishment of the OAU will mark the beginning of a proactive African and international involvement in the decolonisation of the last colony in Africa, which will undoubtedly give an additional impetus to the on-going efforts aiming at achieving the long-sought regional as well as continental integration.
The celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of OAU/AU offers me a pleasant opportunity to address my warmest congratulations to the member States of our Organization and to all the friends and brothers among the African peoples.

By proclaiming the birth of the continental Organization on 25 May 1963 in Addis Ababa, the founding fathers by that historic act translated the legitimate aspirations of our peoples to take charge of their own destiny, in freedom, unity and solidarity.

I would like to pay special tribute to the Founding Fathers and all the pioneers of pan-Africanism, in Africa and in the diaspora.

Because they bore and sustained the flame of liberty and the ideal of African unity, in a difficult context of colonial and post-colonial adversity, we are now pursuing our common march towards our ultimate objective: African integration.

During the fifty years of its existence, the continental Organization has provided us with a unique forum for gathering together, working together and taking action to complete the process of decolonization of Africa, dismantle the apartheid regime, strive – with varying degrees of success, it is true – to eliminate hotbeds of tension in the Continent and harmonize our positions on issues of common interest in international organizations.

These successes are of great importance. They must be welcomed. Moreover, it was as these achievements came to maturity that our countries learned to know each other better, to draw on each other’s experience, to discover their own potentialities and appreciate their capacity for mobilization whenever it was necessary to uphold the causes which constitute the raison d’être of our Institution.

When we look back on the road we have covered, we must express our gratitude to the generations which have contributed to the realization of the heritage that we are celebrating today.

At the same time, when we look at the road ahead of us, we must persuade ourselves that this heritage imposes on us a major duty: to take up with determination the many challenges which are facing us so as to be worthy of the legacy of our elders and the recognition of future generations.

Our responsibility today and in the coming years is to devote all our energies, all our resources and all our intelligence to the economic and social development of our peoples.

To this end, we must banish the spectre of war throughout Africa, transcend the divergences which distract us from what is essential, build strong and reliable Institutions, promote democracy and good governance, break the vicious circle of poverty, develop the infrastructure which links us and put the finishing touches to African integration.

This, in my view, is the agenda which should constantly motivate Africa and Africans if we wish to rise to the demands of the twenty-first century.
This is the best gift we can prepare, as of now, for the Centenary of our Organization. And it is against this benchmark that future generations will judge our actions.

For myself, I am happy that the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of OAU/AU coincides with the term of office granted to me by my Peers at the head of the steering committee of the Heads and State and Government of NEPAD.

It is my intention to pursue this mission steadfastly in the service of our shared ideals.

Long live Africa!

Long live African Unity!
Celebrating Success: Africa’s voice over 50 years (1963-2013)

It is an honour to contribute to this commemorative book to mark the 50th anniversary of the OAU/AU, together with other African leaders.

I would like to seize this opportunity on behalf of the people of Seychelles and my Government to extend my sincere congratulations to the African Union on this milestone and to commend the AU for its continuous devotion and determination in steering Africa towards its aspirations for peace and prosperity.

Seychelles is convinced that the OAU/AU history as an organisation for the liberation of Africa further inspires its future as a driver of African growth, prosperity and development. Our organisation is at the forefront of our African renaissance in the spirit of pan-Africanism.

Fifty years ago, the dream of the founding fathers of the OAU was that of a united Africa where African States could intensify their cooperation and efforts to achieve a better life for the people of the continent. This was at a time when Africans were on the very brink of emerging from the shadow of colonisation and independence was a reality for many and a tangible prospect for others.

As the smallest African state, Seychelles reflects with pride on its own path to independence – a path that was illuminated by the efforts of the OAU, and of all those visionary leaders that blazed a path ahead of us.

In celebrating this 50th anniversary, I would also like to salute the legacy of our former President France Albert René, who first fanned the flames of independence in 1964, and eventually led his nation to independence in 1976. We are forever grateful to his determination to ensure that the Seychellois people’s voice could be heard. Before independence, the OAU was one of the key conduits for this voice. It was indeed our voice.

Fifty years today, the AU still signifies to all of us the spirit of equality, unity and human dignity that inspired the independence movements.

The global context and political paradigm in those 50 years have changed considerably, but we have been able to adapt to the changes and have become more than ever committed to working together towards our common goals.

Our forefathers, in their search for justice, unity and dignity laid the foundation for a strong union of African Nations and this is the basis that we have been able to build on since May 1963. We should be proud that the African Union has today found its place as one of the most respected intergovernmental organisations in the world.

From its inception to its current status, the African Union has faced and continues to face many challenges but a lesson learnt over the years has been to turn these challenges into opportunities.
As we celebrate the half-century existence of our Organisation, it is clearly an exciting time to be African and above all to be part of the African Union. Never before has Africa been afforded with so many prospects to decide on its own future. Never before has Africa’s future been intrinsically linked to that of the whole world.

Africa’s success can provide impetus to the whole world.

It is crucial that we therefore take time to reflect on our future and of what we can do together for the next fifty years.

While our struggles for liberation are still fresh in our minds, we are conscious that we must still continue to strive for Africa’s full economic liberation.

We must find ways – innovative ways - to create new opportunities for sustainable development. The ‘Green’ and ‘Blue’ economies are real opportunities for us, new economic growth that is friendly to the earth’s ecosystem. Africa’s oceans can also bring a new frontier of resources for our people. We must ensure that we claim the benefits of our natural heritage and ensure that we bequeath these riches to our children, so that they may also benefit.

We must also continue to invest in the youth of Africa to better enhance their potential. We should look to them not only as the future leaders of Africa but as drivers of our economies today. To be capable leaders, we must create the mechanism to help them achieve that end. Education should be at the core of our policies and must benefit both boys and girls equally. We must create the right frameworks that will allow the young people of Africa to excel.

We must also strengthen our resolve to end the cycles of violence that continue to plague certain parts of our continent despite the increased peace and stability of the majority of our countries.

Our past is critical to our actions in the present and will be responsible for the future that we wish to have. Our role is to continue the work that our forefathers have started fifty years before.

It is with much pleasure that I again join with my African brothers and sisters in congratulating our organisation on its 50th anniversary.
Our continental organization survived. And has grown stronger, more resilient, and more united than it was fifty years ago. In a world of so many differences, so many challenges, the very fact of holding together more than fifty nations in a continental organization that is growing stronger is a feat worthy of celebration.

Our continental union was founded to realize our worthier aspirations and to meet the common challenges we face as Africans. It was a union formed in the enthusiastic years of the early 60s to sustain, through a united front, the political freedom we had just won; and to carry forward the greater aspirations of our people for freedom of all Africa, for economic emancipation, and unity amongst the descendants of the builders of the pyramids, the great walls of Zimbabwe, the historic monasteries of Ethiopia and great universities of Timbuktu.

Different generations of Africans have acted on different versions of the same vision and challenges to these aspirations: freedom from external control; freedom from internal servitude; freedom from poverty; emancipation of women. Perspectives are changing on these, and it is often the case that as perspectives change, prevailing mechanisms for realizing the ideals of freedom have been seen as insufficient. Every generation had its most pressing issues, its greatest challenges, and implementable visions.

Freedom from external domination and unity to ensure that political freedom formed the basis of the interventions of the first visionaries of the organization. From the Union of African States proposed by Dr. Kwame Nkrumah to the reality of the Organization of African Unity which 50 year Anniversary we are celebrating this year, this goal was uppermost in the minds of the peoples and leaders of the continent.

That was, however, soon seen as insufficient. Freedom from external political control would have greater meaning if grounded in freedom from external economic control. But even this freedom from external economic control must be backed by freedom from internal oppression and dictatorship; and even this freedom is insufficient without the emancipation of women, the empowerment of youths, the transformation of agriculture, and the resolution of conflicts.

We often have differences as to how to meet the goals of freedom and unity. From differences over our approach to the civil war in Angola, to the conflict in the Western Sahara, from how best to fight apartheid to the nature of our representation in the United Nation. These differences rocked the boats of our united resolve, but we most times steered clear, and asserted the better options that promoted the freedom of our people.

The African Charter on Human and People’s Right expanded the vision of freedom within our continental organization to include rights of persons and peoples within the states of Africa. States must be free from external control, but so also must the people and persons within these states be free from oppression and human rights violations.

Economic freedom is needed to firm up our political freedoms at the states, peoples and individual levels. The Lagos Plan of Action for the Development of Africa energized the
institutionalization of this perspective within our continental organization. This vision of economic freedom was to spur the 1991 treaty to create the African Economic Community and the recognition of Regional Economic Communities as providing the sound basis for the economic integration of all African States.

Our African Union has been a force for good in Africa. Where there has been war, as in Somalia and the Sudan, we have promoted the peace, where there has been injustice, as in the case with gender inequalities and discrimination, we have promoted gender equity, and today, the Chair of our African Union Commission is a woman of unsurpassed experience; where there has been usurpation of democratic regimes, as in my own country in the mid 1990s, Togo, Mauritania, Mali and the Central African Republic, we have promoted the resuscitation of legitimate order; where there has been human rights abuses, as in Darfur, Somalia, Mali, South Africa during Apartheid years, in my own country in the 1990s, and a number of other countries, we have intervened to ensure restoration and justice. We sometimes fall short of the goals of our efforts, but we have, on the whole, moved towards the better ideals of unity, justice, inclusion, security and development.

Newer challenges to these ideals are emerging. Our continent is being targeted by networks of terrorists and traffickers in drugs and persons; newer forms of diseases are compromising our healthcare systems; our nations are being challenged by international financial and food crises, climate change, unfair trade practices and international instruments that are sometimes skewed against greater African participation and empowerment. And a new generation of Africans is rising: a generation impatient with slow paces of growth, yearning for greater empowerment and fired by the possibilities of greatness embedded in our land, our culture, and the newer information and communication technologies.

I am glad that we are strengthening the instruments and our capabilities to meet many of these challenges head-on, and grab the opportunities made available by the natural and human endowments of our continent. We have made the transition from the Organization of African Unity to the African Union, suggesting greater strength and unity, and greater confidence in our capacities for joint action. We have developed the CAADP process to meet our challenges in the agriculture and food security sector. We have developed NEPAD and the African Peer Review Mechanism as guideposts for continent-wide adherence to democratic values, good governance, accountability and development. We have as a Union set up the African Parliament to promote greater inclusion; we institutionalized the Economic, Social and Cultural Council to enhance the participation of African Civil Society in the affairs of the Union, and we have adopted and adapted several human rights instruments, including the establishment of the African Court of Justice and Human and Peoples Rights to protect our people from internal oppression; and we formed a Committee of Ten heads of state to spearhead our efforts at making the United Nations more democratic, more inclusive and more relevant.

We are, as the African Union, keeping alive the dreams of the founders of the OAU, and forever keeping alight the fires of freedom and unity, that they are not extinguished by the high winds of pessimism and turmoil that sometimes gripped our continent. For this I, on behalf of the people of the Republic of Sierra Leone, and in my own name, salute the founders of our premier continental organization. For this, we applaud leaders of Africa who have toiled hard to keep the fires burning, and we honor the citizens of our continent, whose resilience, whose dedication and whose aspirations for greater freedom have been the greatest spurs for the greatest achievements of our African Union.

More needs to be done, but the stage has been set, the aspirations made known, and the AU is becoming the premier institution of relevance for meeting the goals Africans have set for themselves. We acknowledge that the first fifty years were decades of expansion and deepening of the notions of freedom in Africa, and the creation of the instruments and mechanisms for their realization. We re-affirm our faith in the premier relevance of the AU to the promise of Africa. We declare that the next fifty years must be the time for bringing to every hearth in Africa, the fruits of the expansion of our common notions of freedom.
It is an immense pleasure for me and the people of Somalia to celebrate with our African brothers and sisters the 50th anniversary of the OAU/AU. Somalia as a founding member of this august organization feels proud of the achievements of the half century in liberating our continent from the yoke of colonialism, imperialism, apartheid and all kinds of oppression, discrimination and subjugation.

Our organization is ushering a new phase, that is of rebirth and reconstruction and in pulling together the collective resources of our continent towards development, integration and a new awakening so that Africa could bring about the aspirations of its peoples in attaining the standards of living that have been achieved by developed countries.

The march towards the renaissance of Africa has been embarked on, and soon Africa under the leadership of the AU is going to take its place under the sun on equal status among other continents and contribute generously towards advancing human civilization.

The new hope of the world in progress and in increasing the wealth of the humanity is Africa, and the AU is assuming this mission proudly.

Somalia has played its role in supporting the process of decolonization of Africa with humility and with a sense of duty and it is ready to day to take its share in the second phase of revival with determination and confidence.

Somalia celebrates this day with joy and congratulates all the nations of Africa for all their achievements in the last half century.
On 25th May 1963, leaders of 32 African independent states signed the Charter establishing the Organisation for African Unity. On that historical day, African Leaders met in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia to give birth to the Organisation of African Unity. Precisely fifty years on, these historical events of 25 May 1963 continue to unite all Africans across the continent towards realising the dream of Pan Africanism.

It is well documented that the Organisation of African Unity (OAU), the precursor of the African Union (AU), prioritised the decolonisation of Africa as its main objective. In this regard, the OAU established the African Liberation Committee. The people of Africa, within the framework of the OAU Charter, took a conscious and deliberate decision to wage a united struggle against colonialism and apartheid. Our fellow Africans, in collaboration with revolutionary forces of the world, persistently supported our liberation movements as we fought to end the abhorrent system of apartheid in our country.

It was in the pursuit of African Unity that apartheid in South Africa continued to experience intensified international isolation from the 1960s until its demise in the 1990s. We recall with pride and gratitude, the role of the Frontline States whose leaders and people were at the forefront of this campaign, which subsequently led to the formation of the Southern African Development Coordination Conference (SADCC), or the Southern African Development Community as we know it today.

It was against this background that the African National Congress (ANC) was granted an observer status in the OAU attended by the late Oliver Tambo, one of the gallant sons of our continent and later the President of the ANC. We are greatful of the gesture from the founders of our Union, which proved that we were not alone in our plight and that we were joined side-by-side by our fellow Africans.

As South Africa, we can proudly attest that South Africa, guided by the oldest liberation movement in Africa, the African National Congress (ANC), has a long and a proud tradition of working for African Unity. Former President Mandela (Madiba) and the late Comrade OR Tambo played an important role in the process of the establishment of the OAU.

We recall that the OAU was founded against the backdrop of promoting the unity and solidarity of African States; to co-ordinate and intensify their co-operation and efforts to achieve a better life for the peoples of Africa; defend their sovereignty, territorial integrity and independence; eradicate all forms of colonialism from Africa; promote international co-operation, giving due regard to the Charter of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; and co-ordinate and harmonise members’ political, diplomatic, economic, educational, cultural, health, welfare, scientific, technical and defence policies.

The 25th of May, celebrated as Africa Day, marks the quest for the unity of the continent and for the political and economic emancipation of its people. Following the defeat of the scourge of apartheid, a fully democratic South Africa was officially admitted as the 53rd Member State of the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) during the Summit in Tunis, Tunisia in 1994. The African story on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the OAU would be
distorted without alluding to the Berlin Conference which opened on 15 November 1884 and ended in 1885.

Historical accounts reveal that at the request of Portugal, the then German Chancellor Otto Von Bismarck called upon on all the European powers, to apportion the African continent amongst them and finally lay to rest the confusions over the colonization and control of the continent. The Berlin Conference created a platform for the European powers to harmonize their colonial efforts and avert a possible military confrontation among them. The colonizers understood that for their continent to persist and subjugate Africans, they on their part must forge unity.

The OAU therefore created a mechanism for the African intelligentsia and those at the forefront of the struggle against colonialism to coordinate and intensify their cooperation to emancipate the continent from colonial subjugation. The OAU thus provided a sense of purpose for the African people to restore their freedom, dignity and to strive for a better life for all Africans, hence assuming the vehicle that carried the hopes and aspirations of all Africans. African hopes were revived that a day shall dawn, when all vestiges of colonialism will be obliterated from the African soil. It is through the OAU that the need to harmonize members’ political, diplomatic, economic, cultural, health, welfare, scientific, technical and defence policies was conceived and contemplated.

As Marcus Garvey once said, “men who are in earnest are not afraid of the consequences”. When the OAU was born in 1963, back in South Africa, former President Nelson Mandela and his comrades-in-arms had had just been sentenced to life imprisonment. However, inspired by the need to get rid of what would be the last remnant of colonial malevolence on the continent, under the banner of African Unity, they (Rivonia Trialists) remained undaunted and were prepared to face the consequences. Under the OAU, African leaders and other states shared in the anti-apartheid sentiment, and supported the cause of the anti-apartheid movement until its demise. The demise of apartheid in South Africa became in essence a symbol of triumph against colonialism.

Therefore as we mark the 50th Anniversary of the OAU, we must intensify our efforts and our calls for the reform of the governing global order. We declare the Africa Century and whilst we rightfully celebrate the 50th Anniversary, we are cognisant of the challenges we face and that the road ahead to attain peace, stability and prosperity on the African Continent for all her peoples is still arduous. This calls on all of us, as Leaders of Africa, to sharpen our resolve and through the African Union, raise our collective voices, and confront the challenges presented by the current global dispensation.

As the Republic of South Africa, we are mindful of these challenges that confront our continent and our Union. Our current Union will have to confront these in order to realise its mandate and dispel the prevailing pessimism about Africa. Again South Africa wishes to reiterate that Africa’s challenges are not insurmountable and that the African Union, can build on the proud legacy left by the Organisation of African Unity.

We must continue to work together to intensify Africa’s development through the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD). The Continent must map its journey through voluntary self-assessment through the African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM). It should be recalled that at the turn of the new millennium, Africa’s development agenda has gained momentum which can be sustained in the following way:

- an assertion by NEPAD programme that peace, stability and good governance are foremost prerequisite for development has been heeded and subscribed to by a considerable number of African states and is bearing fruits for the continent.
- NEPAD has reinforced the culture of economic development orientation on the continent which also emphasizes common African priorities for trade and commercial interaction with the rest of the world. This also includes the Programme for Infrastructure Development (PIDA) and the Presidential Infrastructure Championship Initiative (PICI) with the prime objectives of ridding the continent of physical infrastructure deficit, and ensure integration of markets and regions across the continent, and
- Africa cannot be sidelined any longer, with the continent recently experiencing some of its best periods of economic growth. Amidst the global financial meltdown, Africa registered more than 5% growth rate. These benefits must be consolidated.

The Republic of South Africa wishes to encourage all fellow Member States, the Organs of the African Union and the various Regional Economic Communities to mark this mo-
mentous milestone and to continue to work together for the realisation of a prosperous, peaceful and developed Africa, a monumental legacy for future generations.

It is further hoped that as we rededicate ourselves to the task of the African Renaissance, we will spare no efforts to contribute resources to make our Union self-reliant and independent. A free and self-sustaining Africa will be a pipe dream if we remain beholden to external sources.

In moving forward to commemorate another fifty years, we wish for goodness and prosperity for our continent and its People. We are reminded of this wish through song by one of our sons of the soil, Enoch Sontoga, who wrote and called aloud: “Nkosi Sikelel’iAfrica”
On behalf of its people and the Government of the Republic of South Sudan, I would like to avail my appreciation for the work of the Organization of African Unity/African Union (OAU/AU) since its inception on the 25th May 1963 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. As we commemorate its 50-year anniversary, there is much to be celebrated as we reflect upon the achievements of this esteemed Pan-African institution. Namely, the pursuit of our primary objective, which is the promotion of unity and solidarity amongst member states in securing our economic and political futures. Indeed, the AU has spearheaded the cause of stability, peace and security that we all seek for our continent.

South Sudan has had a long yet special journey that culminated with our independence on 9 July 2011. On 10 July 2011, we proudly became the 54th member of the African Union. It is well documented that there had been civil war in Sudan off and on since 1955, long before the founding of the OAU. One will also recall that Sudan was at war with itself before its independence in 1956. From that time until the signing of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) in 2005, in Kenya, the people of South Sudan knew nothing other than war.

The first phase of the conflict, which was brought to an end with the 1972 Addis Ababa Agreement signed between the Government of Sudan and the Southern Sudan Freedom Fighters (Anya Nya), was brokered by the founders of OAU. Unfortunately, that peace lasted for only eleven years and civil war re-ignited in 1983. Numerous efforts – both regional and international were made to broker peace between the two sides in an attempt to bring the war to an end. The longest running peace negotiations forum was sponsored by the Inter-Governmental Authority on Development (IGAD), a regional body under the OAU/AU. Most recently, during the CPA Interim Period, the African Union established the AU High Implementation Panel (AUHIP) to support the negotiations between South Sudan and Sudan.

Today, we look beyond war and focus on building a nation worthy of the martyrs who gave their lives for the cause of liberation and peace. The OAU/AU has been a strong supporter of peace in Sudan and has contributed tirelessly to ensure that both Sudan and South Sudan enjoy lasting peace and prosperity.

We congratulate the AUHIP on its commitment towards the resolution of the post secession negotiations talks. The AU has played a significant role in achieving the CPA and safeguarding the independence of the people of South Sudan. Though these discussions have been long and at times tense, we appreciate the commendable leadership shown by the AU commission, and in particular the panel, for their laudable initiative.

The historic signing of the Mutual Cooperation Agreement on 27 September 2012 is a testimony to the commitment of the AU.

As the newest nation in the world, South Sudan faces many development challenges. However, we do not shy away from the challenges. With each day and new experience, South Sudan continues to learn and grow as we further evolve. We look forward to our deepened integration into this body as we aim to consolidate the democratic develop-
ment of the political, social, cultural, economic and institutional factors fostering our development. Our challenging landscape is not insurmountable and therefore cannot prevent our determination to build bridges and strong enough to stretch from Egypt to South Africa or South Sudan to Senegal.

Looking forward, the Republic of South Sudan is committed to further cooperation with the Commission as we look forward to strengthening the collaboration between the Republic of South Sudan and member states of the AU. South Sudan has always considered the AU Commission as a trusted partner and an instrument for strengthening cooperation between member states. We look forward to a continuous fruitful collaboration in support of our country’s development agenda in the next fifty years.

We will work with the AU to as we seek to integrate ourselves into the apparatus of the AU’s structure and bring about our development objectives. As the youngest nation, we look to our fellow member states for guidance in the form of lessons gained from past experiences. As we have proudly taken our place as a sovereign nation amongst nations, we are determined to deliver dividends to our people.

We remain confident that the many achievements of the AU over the past fifty years will never be forgotten. Rather we will build on those accomplishments to ensure that the continent becomes more influential in the world arena. There is potential to increase trade and build stronger economies, utilizing the AU network that we have in place. We look forward to the many achievements and milestones that are sure to come in the next fifty years for the benefit of our continent and the world at large.

May God Bless the African Union.
Today, as we celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the establishment of the Organization of African Unity, the peoples of Africa, as well as its governments, regional organizations and NGOs are delighted to take part in the commemoration of this event which equates to the proclamation of independence of the continents’ states in the 1960s. Gaining independence has always been viewed by the new African states as the first step towards achieving pan-African unity and ridding the continent of the remnants of colonialism and apartheid systems.

African states have been largely successful in resolving their border disputes by adhering to the principles of respect for the borders inherited from the colonial period and the sovereignty of each state on its territories. In upholding these artificial boundaries, African states were simply avoiding the time bomb left behind by the colonizers who were keen to keep us busy with conflicts in order to perpetuate their hegemony over Africa and continue to exploit its rich endowments of raw materials. Our love and appreciation of the founding fathers of the Organization thus stem from their early commitment to consider African unity as a strategic goal which should continue to inspire us and for whose achievement no effort should be spared. Thanks to the solid practices they have painstakingly put in place, the continent was able to keep its cohesion while navigating through age-old difficulties.

The African continent has long been characterized by persistent backwardness, poverty and the prevalence of endemic diseases. It has witnessed far too many regional, ethnic and cultural conflicts between and within African countries. Notwithstanding this, we have registered huge successes like the establishment of the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, and the adoption the Lagos Declaration and Plan of Action, and we made considerable strides in attaining regional and economic integration, as reflected in the numerous specific projects and programmes currently being implemented. Adopting a bottom-up approach to achieve our objectives, we have set up regional organizations, established the necessary machinery and ministerial bodies to consider and follow up all aspects of political, social and economic cooperation and integration among the continent’s peoples and states. Despite all these achievements, we did not lose sight of the ultimate objective of achieving African unity. We therefore took the bold step in 1999 to create the African Union, and have ever since undertaken to equip it with the appropriate institutions and mechanisms needed for the attainment of its objectives. Indeed we are aware that our world today is a world which favours bigger groups and blocks, hence our commitment to develop the African Union’s organs in line with this new vision and to build its capacities in order to keep abreast of the evolving global conditions.

Africa has been largely able to overcome the effects of the recent global financial crisis despite the refusal of rich countries to write off the debts of African nations or allow them adequate debt relief. Recent statistics show that seven of the world’s ten fastest growing economies are in Africa. Moreover, the continent is playing a major role in covering the global need in energy and other important minerals. This has had a considerable positive impact on the continent’s efforts to alleviate poverty. However, we still have a long way to go to improve the health and education services and bring them to the levels required by the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).
Africa’s efforts to secure a respectable place among major global partners are bearing fruit. Its voice is now increasingly being heard within the G8 and G20 and other major international fora. All this has been achieved thanks to improved Afro-Arab cooperation as well as cooperation with the Group of 77, China, India as well as the BRIKS countries, which include South Africa.

We must further consolidate South-South cooperation as well as cooperation with emerging and developing economies in the service of our mutual development. We must also intensify our efforts in the field of technology transfer to help us break off the dependence on major powers. The continent must also fully engage with other powers in the dialogue towards reforming the United Nations and ensuring that Africa is represented equitably and proportionally to its real weight in the United Nations Security Council, to contribute to enforcing greater democracy within this institution and its various Agencies.

We nevertheless, need to double our efforts in order to realize the dream of our fellow citizens in a life of peace and stability. Development and peace go hand in hand for they are the two sides of the very same coin. To this effect, we have taken a significant step in the promotion of peace on the continent by creating the Peace and Security Council of the African Union, but this council requires our support as well as significant contributions from our states and our regional and sub-regional organizations in order to succeed in its mission of consolidating peace in Africa. All concerned stakeholders are urged to refrain from igniting internal conflicts in other countries through supporting rebel movements. Wars, no matter who win them, can only leave behind loss of life, external as well as internal displacement and devastation for the entire nation.

As we celebrate this fiftieth anniversary, we need to seize the opportunity to draw some lessons from our past experiences and to envisage the way forward with a unified vision underpinned by a common political will that encourages free trade within the framework of an economic integration, improve our common military capacities for peace keeping, thwart the dangers of terrorism, trans-boundary crime, and human trafficking and finally provide the necessary requirements for the creation of a conducive environment for the African Union to remove all obstacles to peace, security and sustainable development, leading ultimately to unity.

We consider our country Sudan to be a representation of the African continent’s ethnic, cultural and geographic diversity. We have always insisted on placing the resolution of Sudan’s conflicts in the hands of the African continent and its political organs. In this respect, we salute the efforts of the previous African Union’s High-level Panel composed of the ex-presidents Thabo Mbeki, Pierre Buyoya and Abu BakrAbdussalam for the major role they played in the signing of the Abuja Agreement. We also salute the diligent and unrelenting efforts deployed currently by another high-level panel to facilitate a mediation agreement between the states of Sudan and Southern Sudan. We have always reiterated the continent’s capacity to resolve its disputes if those with foreign agendas would refrain from intervening in its internal affairs.

We look forward to sharing Sudan’s experience in peacefully resolving its disputes as a rich and positive experience for Africa. We also pledge to continue our efforts of consolidating the relations of good neighborliness with all our neighbors, and in particular with Southern Sudan, to transform our common borders from hotbeds of tension into safe zones of cooperation and mutual exchange in order to attain consensual unity between the two states with a view to the unity of the entire continent.

The efforts of our member states and of the African Union must continue in order to lead our people to real independence from colonialism and apartheid and emancipation from the hegemony of super powers and donors’ conditionality’s. It is high time that African states and the African Union explores alternative resources for funding the projects included in the development strategies for the coming fifty years and thus demonstrate the continent’s capacity to execute its ambitious development projects using its own domestic resources.

One of the major duties of the African Union in the upcoming period is to instill in Africans the ideal of Pan Africanism that has been forged by the founding fathers and consolidate the concept of the African Unity, especially among community groups and the youth. It must also enhance mutual understanding among African peoples through joined cultural, social and media activities. Some Africans still ignore the realities of other fellow Africans and only receive news of what is happening in other African countries from often tendentious foreign sources. We also need to strengthen the links between civil society organizations in our respective countries and consolidate the principles of democracy, human
rights for Africans, and especially their right to freedom, participation and creativity as well as their right to development so as to contribute to a world of peace, justice and equality.

Long live the free and independent Africa and long live the African Union as a crucible for our efforts towards the comprehensive African Unity.
Your Excellency Prime Minister Hailemariam Desalegn of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia and Chairman of the AU,
Your Majesties,
Your Excellencies Heads of State and Government,
Chairperson of the AU Commission,
Ministers,
Excellencies Members of the Diplomatic Corps,
Distinguished Ladies and Gentlemen

INTRODUCTION
Mr. Chairman,

It is a great honour and privilege for me to get this momentous opportunity to join my fellow Heads of State and Government in the commemoration of the 50th anniversary of our continental organization, the OAU/AU.

As we celebrate this day we look back with pride and joy because this occasion brings the nostalgia of 1963. Today represents the fruits of those visionary men and women of this great continent, who conceived this noble idea of forming a continental organization that will champion the course of Africa.

In recognising this great milestone, we need to take stock of the challenges, strengths and weaknesses of our organization in order to strategically position ourselves towards addressing its theme as a collective. We need to draw lessons from our experiences in crafting a better future for our continent.

Rational for the formation of the OAU
The 19th century brought about multiple challenges to our beloved continent, Africa, whose problems were humongous. Many of our countries were confronted with slavery and oppression. The dehumanizing effects of colonialism and apartheid brought our predecessors together having realized that no single country could successfully face the challenges confronting Africa alone.

The main objective of our organization was to develop strategies to mitigate the challenges and adopt appropriate African solutions to champion our aspirations. In this regard, the main thrust was to foster unity among African countries and their peoples in order to liberate the continent.

Milestones for the continental organizations
Mr. Chairman,

We are extremely encouraged by the journey that Africans took 50 years ago for its remarkable progress, though at great pains. At the time the Organization was formed, there were about 32 Independent African countries on the continent but now the number has grown to 54. Africa deserves to be proud of this accomplishment.
Mr. Chairman,

Following the political paradigm shift on our continent we all agreed to transform our organization from the Organization of African Unity into the African Union.

Africa saw the need to form a body with a bigger mandate in order to unleash a holistic approach to Africa’s multifaceted challenges.

The creation of the African Union arose from the need to have in place a mechanism to operate beyond the mere political field and involve itself more closely in socio-economic development efforts and accelerate the pace of integration of African economies and peoples.

The Kingdom of Eswatini fully embraces the AU vision which seeks an integrated, prosperous and peaceful Africa, driven by its own citizens and representing a dynamic force in the global arena. This vision, if carried to the letter, will lead Africa to greater heights.

Mr. Chairman,

We observe that, there have been some gains associated with the transformation of the OAU into the AU. The development of mechanisms and instruments to deal with conflict situations and other problems of the continent are critical if we are to create a conducive environment for Africans to live peacefully. This noble goal needs an accelerated effort towards operationalising the African Peace and Security Architecture.

Food security remains crucial to many of our people. What Africa needs is support to increase food production on our God given fertile soils.

Agriculture and other initiatives, such as infrastructure development and industrial development, remain critical to our desire for sustainable development on the continent.

**Peace remains elusive**

However, Mr. Chairman, despite the positive gains we have consolidated thus far, peace still continues to elude us. There are new forms of emerging conflict situations. These include electoral disputes, popular uprisings, unconstitutional changes of government and unresolved border issues.

These situations continue to undermine the Peace, Security and Stability of the continental Organization. Africa should not allow such scenarios to happen because they are grossly unacceptable.

Most disturbing is the unconstitutional changes of government which have assumed a different form.

Since peace and stability is a key ingredient of sustainable development we need to strengthen our organs of enhancing peace not only in Africa but other regions of the world too. The Kingdom of Swaziland believes that this could be achieved. in this regard, we re-iterate Africa’s call for the reform of the UN Security Council.

**CONCLUSION**

Mr. Chairman,

In conclusion, the theme of the 50th Anniversary is Pan Africanism and African Renaissance. This was well thought out and befitting the occasion.

As we celebrate five decades and having changed our name from OAU to African Union, one may ask what has been achieved thus far.

As a continent we have succeeded in terms of regaining independence, economic development, uplifting the social wellbeing of our people, conflict resolution and poverty alleviation.

We are, however, concerned that after so long, the conflict and poverty situation and health problems, as well as various other crises, still haunt us but the African solution is not evident.

Time has come for Africans to provide African solutions, because we have the intellectual capacity to deal with all our problems.
We should look at bringing these challenges to an end. As we celebrate 50 years, we should be recognising the milestones pioneered by African champions.

Where we need help, because we may need it sometimes, it must be the African voice that leads this charge.

We take this opportunity to congratulate the new chairperson of the AU commission Nkosazana Zuma - Dlamini. We look forward to her championing the African solutions.

We need to unite and confront these challenges head on as we all soldier on to a common destiny. I trust and have full confidence in the capabilities of our African brothers and sisters.

Mr. Chairman,

We in the Kingdom of Eswatini will do our utmost best to ensure the success of the Golden Jubilee of our continent.

We are proud of the fact that our annual Cultural Celebrations are indeed a depiction of the very essence of Pan Africanism and African Renaissance and they are what Africa needs in order to live at peace within itself.

We in the Kingdom of Eswatini believe in dialogue and this philosophy has been passed on from generation to generation. It forms the fibre of our society while our cultural heritage serves as a catalyst to binding us together.

We encourage other nations to emulate this example in order to live in keeping with the meaning of the theme of the year.

Long Live Africa!!
The 25th of May is a very auspicious day in the history of Africa and the great people of our dear continent. It is a day never to be forgotten. It was on this day, 50 years ago, a landmark decision was taken by 32 courageous and visionary leaders of independent African nations to establish the Organisation of African Unity (OAU). Fortunate, for us in Tanzania, our first President Mwalimu Julius Kambarage Nyerere was among them.

We have every reason to celebrate this day with pomp and jubilation because the momentous decision made on that day changed the course of African history and the fortunes of our continent for the better. The Charter establishing the OAU ushered in hope for a new era of freedom, peace, unity and prosperity in Africa. Indeed, the OAU espoused three main objectives. First, the total emancipation of all African nations and people from colonial bondage, apartheid and racial discrimination. Second, advance and defend the interest of all nations and people of Africa in regional and international arena. And, third, promote political and economic integration of Africa.

OAU Delivered

When one looks back in history, it is heartwarming to note that, a lot had been achieved by the OAU in delivering on its objectives and promises to Africa. By the time the OAU was transformed into the African Union at a colourful ceremony in Durban South Africa in 2002, all African nations were freed from colonial bondage and its membership had increased to 53 nations. At the time of the Durban event, apartheid had crumbled some eight years back and new political dispensations were in place. Indeed the second black President, His Excellency Thabo Mbeki, was holding the reigns of leadership taking over from His Excellency Nelson Mandela.

This was no small achievement, at all, particularly with regards to the liberation of Angola, Mozambique, Guinea Bissau, Cape Verde, Sao Tome and Principe, Namibia and South Africa where the colonial powers and white minority regimes were intransigent and belligerent. Fortunately, African leaders were resolute in their resolve to fight colonialism and apartheid by all means including the force of arms, were it was deemed necessary. In this regard they established the OAU’s Liberation Committee to spearhead and coordinate the liberation struggle. Tanzania is proud to have had the honour and privilege to host this noble institution.

Thanks to the courage, resilience, determination and spirit of sacrifice on the part of leaders and the people of Africa as well as members of the liberation movements, OAU’s efforts were rewarded with resounding success. Decolonisation and demise of apartheid was accomplished. Todate, Western Sahara remains the only outstanding issue on the liberation agenda which is yet to be concluded. I sincerely hope that the United Nations and the concerned parties will expedite the process so that the people of Saharawi will be accorded the opportunity to decide on their future and bring the matter to a closure.

African Integration Agenda

The OAU clearly defined African political and economic integration agenda. The OAU Charter, the Lagos Plan of Action of 1980 and the Abuja Treaty of 1991 laid down the foun-
dations and processes towards its realisation. The African Union is now charged with the task of accelerating and expediting the integration processes. So far the African Union has been doing it well. Some of the mechanisms and institutions to accelerate political and economic integration in Africa have been put in place and continue to build them. The establishment of the others are on the way.

The debate about when and how to integrate Africa still lingers on to this day. During the formation of the OAU there existed two schools of thought on this matter. One proposing political integration of Africa to happen then, while the other proposing a gradual approach with regional economic integration groupings being the building blocks. The latter view prevailed then but the former view was not totally abandoned. It has been resurfacing from time to time and sometimes forcefully as was the case in the last five years. At some point the discourse about the political integration of Africa, in particular the formation of the African Government was threatening to divide the Africa Union and the Continent. I must admit that there was time I was deeply worried that the AU could be split into two. This was when the proponents of “unity now” were contemplating going it alone to establish the Union Government. They wanted to start with those who were ready and the others to follow later. Fortunately, that did not happen and the pressure has now eased considerably.

Africa has done well with regard to OAU’s regional economic integration agenda. Except for the Northern Africa region, all regions have well established regional economic groupings. However, they are at different stages in the integration process with the East African Community which brings together Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi and Tanzania being more advanced than the rest of the groupings. The East African Community has successfully completed the Customs Union and, now building the Common Market while negotiations for the Monetary Union are well underway. The ultimate goal of Political Federation is on the drawing board.

Indeed, the vision and approach of the East African Community is translating in letter and spirit, the school of thought of “gradual path to African political integration” with regional economic groupings as the building blocks. In this school of thought it is envisaged that regional economic groupings will be established and later merge with others. This way, in the end, the whole continent will have been merged. We are already seeing signs of that beginning to happen. Four years ago, SADC, EAC and COMESA agreed to create one Free Trade Area. The process is at an advanced stage and a road map is already in place. If ECOWAS and ECCAS were to emulate this good example and, later, merge with the former, the dream of the United States of Africa will have become a reality.

**Encouraging State of Affairs**

As we celebrate this historic day and the achievements of the OAU and the AU, it is incumbent upon us to use this opportunity to reflect on the state of affairs in Africa. In this regard, let me state without hesitation that Africa is no longer the dark continent fraught with misery, neglect, conflicts, wars and all the bad epithets one can think of. Africa is now a place of hope, optimism and inspiration because of the many good things happening and those poised to happen in future.

Today, peace reigns in almost, the whole of Africa except for three or four countries. This is totally different from two or three decades ago. There were, then, at least one or two violent or political conflicts in each of the five regions without exception. No doubt, the present situation symbolizes remarkable achievements of the policies and actions of the OAU and AU in the prevention, management and resolution of conflicts in the continent. It speaks volumes about the good work done by OAU’s Central Organ and the AU’s Peace and Security Council.

Democracy, rule of law, respect for human rights, good governance and, the fight against corruption and other vices in society are taking root in Africa. They are no longer being considered as foreign concepts which do not concern us. Elections are being held regularly and, they are getting better organized with election cycle. Leaders who come into office through undemocratic ways have become the exception rather than the norm as it was in the 1960’s and 1970’s. Such leaders are now being condemned and rejected outright by the AU and the Regional Economic Communities. Also, their respective countries are being suspended from participating in the activities of the African Union and the Regional Economic Communities they belong.

These days, the AU or Regional Economic Communities or a group of countries and leaders would intervene in other states to help resolve conflicts. In the past, this would have
been considered an interference in the internal affairs of another nation. Indeed, Africa has come of age, thanks to the OAU and the AU.

**Remarkable Economic Performance**

On the economic front, Africa has made remarkable progress in the past five years and the future looks promising. African economies have registered strong macro-economic performance due to steadfastness in the pursuit of sound economic policies on the part of African governments. Today Africa prides itself with having at least seven of the 20 fastest growing economies in the world. During the 2008 global financial crisis and economic recession, African economies demonstrated amazing resilience. The decline was smaller than expected and the recovery was quick.

On the whole, many nations and peoples of Africa are better off today than they were five decades or even one decade ago. More and more people are moving out of the poverty trap and the middle class is growing fast. More people have access to basic socio-economic services such as education, health, water, electricity, telecommunications, roads, etc.

**No Complacency**

We have every reason to celebrate this day, especially when one compares with the situation our countries were in at independence. However, let me hasten to say that we should not be complacent. There is no reason or basis for us to do that. It would not be wise on our part because there is still much more work to do ahead of us.

African countries have three things in common. They are young nations, young polities and young economies. In this regard, democracy is fragile and the economies are still weak. Far too many people still live below the poverty line and there are too many people who do not have access to basic socio-economic services. Under such circumstances, the dangers and threats of reversal of the hard earned gains look plausible. The task ahead of us therefore, is about how to consolidate the gains made as well as advance, extend and expand them to benefit people of all walks of life, equitably. This is a matter that needs to be given proper attention for, if not kept in check. It will be a source of social tensions in future.

**Conflict Free Africa**

We must strive to make Africa a conflict free continent. We need to strengthen our early warning systems and response mechanisms to conflict situations on the continent. We must pursue African integration with renewed vigor and energy. Let us ensure that regional economic communities clearly define their integration agenda and identify time bound road maps and ensure implementation. In the African integration agenda we should properly situate promotion of intra African trade, intra African investment, and the development of regional and pan-Africa transport and energy infrastructure.

We should, also, strengthen partnership with our development partners but mindful of the dire need of enhancing our capacity for domestic resources mobilization. This way, we can steadily reduce over dependence on donor funding of our development endeavors and become self reliant. We must all vow to make timely payment of our contributions to the budget of the AU so as to enable this essential continental body of ours and, its Organs to discharge their mandate effectively. We will then have made the African Union the formidable institution we want it to be. An institution that will take and guide the people of Africa to the free, united, democratic, stable and prosperous Africa as aspired by the founding fathers.

Before I conclude, I would like to seize this opportunity to reiterate my personal commitment and that of my Government and the people of the United Republic of Tanzania, to work together with all African leaders, the AU Commission and AU Member States to advance the course of African unity and integration. We also reaffirm our unwavering support to the objectives, principles and goals of the OAU/AU.

Let me once again pay tribute to the founding fathers and the successive generations of African leaders for their selfless service to OAU/AU endeavors. In a very special way I would like to acknowledge and express my heartfelt gratitude to the successive Secretaries General of the OAU and Chairpersons of the African Union Commission and their respective staff for their dedicated service to Africa and its people. We are grateful to all Member States for granting His Excellency Dr. Salim Ahmed Salim of Tanzania unprecedented three terms of service as the Secretary General of the OAU. In a very special way I congratulate Her Excellency Dr. Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma, the current Chairperson of the AU Commission for being the first woman, in the history of the OAU and AU to hold such a high posi-
tion. I commend her on the wonderful work she is doing so far. Africa is indebted to her and her predecessors for the exemplary service they have rendered to the OAU, AU and our dear continent in pursuit of the noble dream of a united, peaceful and prosperous Africa, the "United States of Africa". It can be done, play your part!

Long live Africa!

God Bless us all!

Asanteni Sana
For my country, Togo, which in July 2000 had the great honour to host the summit at which the African Union was created, the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of our continental organization is an occasion for great enthusiasm and fervour. This is undeniably an important stage in our advance towards the unity of our continent.

We are the privileged witnesses of a major moment in the history of Africa. The 50 years which have passed in the life of a shared institution demonstrate that, despite everything, the dream of the founding fathers of our Union remains alive.

It is true that, in many key areas such as the maintenance of peace, security and political stability, the dream of unity and cohesion has often been severely tested by harsh realities. The civil wars and divisions of all kinds which we have experienced have long echoed as a rejection of our quest for unity.

Yet whatever stumbling blocks have punctuated our journey, we must recognize that our continental organization has succeeded in taking up the struggles of the era.

It first channelled our dreams of freedom in the face of colonial oppression.

On the morning of 25 May 1963, when a handful of African pioneers brought our continental organization into being, only 32 African countries were independent. Today we can measure with pride how far we have travelled.

The leading role which our continental organization played in the total emancipation of the African peoples, the steadfast support which it provided to the struggle against apartheid in South Africa, are historic victories which remind us that, by combining our energies, we can reverse the tide of history.

But today, and as we turn the page of a half-century of shared institutional life, the memory of our accomplishments and the record of our unsuccessful efforts have meaning only if we succeed in drawing from them the strength to revive the flame of the unity of the continent. We must sustain it together, so as to make it even brighter, the better to pass it on to future generations.

The time has come to return to the unifying faith of the founding fathers of our Union, the better to construct a genuine African agenda, adapted to the 21st century and divested of imported ideologies and models of development.

The new century, which is also opening onto a new millennium, is full of promise but also of new challenges.

The African Union, which took over from the Organization of African Unity, was able in this perspective to pass an important landmark, by placing democratic values at the heart of the ambitions in its agenda.
With the new architecture which has been created to promote peace and security, our common organization has steadily gained in maturity. But it must strive to further consolidate its credibility on the international stage, by firmly taking its fate in hand when peace and security are in question. With the institutional framework which is now in place, we can and we must, in a spirit of solidarity and responsibility, dare to be bold for the sake of our individual and collective security.

Africa is also making tangible progress on the economic front. These highly encouraging results must not, however, make us lose sight of how far we still have to travel.

Integration remains a work in progress, and our future advance will depend mainly on our ability to record lasting successes in this field.

In this context, today we have the historic duty of striving to realize the dream of the founding fathers of the union, by working hard to forge a genuine African capacity to take practical steps every day to embody in a lasting way our collective aspiration for unity. By means of small steps and practical actions we will succeed in overcoming together the structural weaknesses which for decades have been handicapping our States, one by one.

For my part I am happy to note that the African union has succeeded in only a few years in giving our collective approach greater economic content. In this field, there are many immediate challenges. But the Abuja treaty has already outlined the path to be followed. We must follow it with the determination and political will required to move progressively towards the establishment of a viable African economic community.

Whatever the scale of priorities we adopt to move forward along this path, I believe it is vital to grant pride of place to the development of infrastructure.

The infrastructure deficit from which our continent suffers is undoubtedly one of the major obstacles to the process of regional integration. Roads, railways, air and sea transport must more than ever be at the heart of our common projects because they are the best routes to a more united Africa. Viable modern infrastructure is an ideal gateway, not only for economic and social development but also for the emergence of African citizenship.

It is a legitimate aspiration to build from Tangier to Cape Town and from Djibouti to Dakar the feeling of belonging to a single unit, which brings with it a new citizenship. This aspiration is within our reach.

In order to realize this aspiration, we must count on the young people of Africa. We must also count on the women of Africa.

As early as 2015, young people will account for 75% of the population of Africa, according to some studies. In that regard it is certain that education, training and access to jobs must occupy a more important place in our common policies.

A new African generation is emerging in front of our eyes. This new generation has more skills. It has fewer inhibitions. It is our best asset for the future.

African women also constitute the other major asset for the Africa of tomorrow. After a half-century in the life of the institution, African leaders have chosen to entrust the top post in the African Union Commission to a woman. It is a sign of the times.

Ms. Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma thus personifies a new leadership which we must all help to strengthen, so that it works for the African continent, previously marginalized in the conduct of the world’s affairs. If we succeed, Africa, our dear continent, will have all the cards it needs to position itself tomorrow as a vital and respected force in the concert of nations. Only in this way will we be able, in what I hope will be the near future, to transform the dream of African unity into practical reality, the reality of an Africa which is one and indivisible because it has succeeded in breaking the chains of the past.
His Excellency, Girma Wolde-Giorgis, President of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia and chairperson of the African Union,

Her Excellency Dr. Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma, Chairperson of the African Union Commission,

Excellencies and Honourable persons,

I have the pleasure to express my thanks and gratitude to His Excellency, Girma Wolde-Giorgis, President of the brotherly Federal Democratic Republic and to His Excellency Hailemariam Desalegn, Prime Minister for hosting this special summit to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the establishment of our powerful Organization.

In addition, I would like to appreciate the means the Ethiopian Authorities have put at our disposal to make our proceedings successful and the best accommodation conditions of delegations who have come to this beautiful and hospitable county. At the same time, I would like to congratulate my dear brother Desalegn for assuming the chairmanship of the Union and wish him all the success in this task.

This is also an opportunity to thank Dr Nkosazana Dlamini Zuma, for her dedication, since she assumed the functions of the chairperson of the Commission, to find solutions to the issues of concern to the continent especially those related to peace and security which constitute the most important priorities for our countries. I hope the efforts of our organization would be successful in finding solutions to all security and political crisis, and put an end to the tension points that still remain in the continent.

Mr Chair,

In this anniversary, I would like to salute the founding fathers of the Organization of African Unity who had a truthful desire to fully liberate the continent from colonialism and establish the pillars of solidarity between our countries.

What has been achieved and where did the dreams and projects of the founding fathers and our dreams and projects have reached until now?

Colonialism in its traditional form has vanished, but the economic subjugation still perches on the chests of our people, makes the continent poor despite its richness and diversified abundant resources, and holds back the rhythm of growth in our countries.

The dictatorial regimes that governed with corruption, fraud and repression have greatly declined, but the African human being is still far from enjoying life in systems that protect him from being pushed to revolution earthquakes, like what happened in my home country, Tunisia.

His Excellency Mohamed Moncef Marzouki, President of the Republic of Tunisia
The achievement of the Union still needs hard work to move Africa to the right place it deserves in the international policy making arena, especially in relation to Africa’s future and the future of its coming generations.

Having said so, we cannot deny that Africa has witnessed, during the last two decades, a chain of political changes in addition to more advocacy for further measures to respect human and people’s rights that led to various unity and integration initiatives. We are confident that the continent is on the right path of salvation from the heritage of dictatorial regimes, in particular after the fall of regimes thought to be immune thanks to their regional and international relations, and also as a result of the adoption of democratic governance mechanisms by many of our African brothers. So it became evident that a new environment is taking shape in our continent which opens doors of hope for all social classes.

It is taking these transformation into consideration that the issue of African Unity should come strongly again to our minds and reappears in the formula of the African Renaissance project which was called upon by President Thabo Mbeki, and was reflected in NEPAD initiative that coincided in time with the transformation of the Organization of African Unity to the African Union

Mr Chair,

Many and difficult are the challenges we shall confront, starting from health issues like fighting malaria and HIV/AIDS to peace and security issues, in addition to economic and social challenges related to the promotion of livelihood of millions of Africans who still live in poverty and analphabetism, without forgetting the environmental issues and problems like desertification and unsustainability, etc.

Nevertheless, we consider that achieving peace and stability is a basic prerequisite in order to continue striving to achieve unity and renaissance of our continent. In this context, we salute the efforts of the Peace and Security Council, the African Union Commission and the African mediators who make efforts to negotiate and arbitrate conflict settlements in order to help prevail dialogue and negotiation. This trend would lead to push towards using the arbitration of African mechanisms and structure and giving them our priority.

Tunisia, who gave her old name to the continent and is proud of its Africanity and believes in the values of peace and security, is determent to double its efforts to contribute to the support of the work of African Union and making its resources available in the service of the success of the African Union. Tunisia will continue to work in solving the conflicts registered in some areas of our continent as it has always done in replying positively to the duty of solidarity with its brothers in Africa.

I would like to re-emphasize in this occasion that peace and security issues should be given the highest priority and we should depend only on our resources to solve conflicts even though we call on the international community to support any effort we make in this direction.

In this context, we should focus mainly on conflict prevention, especially that the necessary architecture is already in place mainly the Continental Early Warning System and the Panel of the Wise, which is composed of high-profile personalities whose experience is made available in bringing together the different points of view and in preventing wars and conflicts.

I seize this opportunity to thank my African brothers for supporting our initiative to establish an international constitutional court, as a necessary mechanism of prevention from tyranny, illegitimate and illegal usurpation of power that may lead to internal fighting and destruction of innocent people’s lives and disruption of development.

Recognizing the relation between security and development, we reiterate that there will be no security nor development without the construction of democratic regimes that guarantees the fundamental freedoms and the universal human rights, regimes that consolidate the state of law and institutions based on transparency and good governance at the service of the people.

Through our concept of human development, we focus on the human being as the development tool and purpose at the same time. That is the development of the people by the people and for the people, so that individuals would not be exiled in their own homeland or refugees in other countries.
For that reason, it is imperative for us today in particular to intensify efforts in order to improve the conditions of the poor, to avoid exclusion and marginalization and to improve our abilities to respond promptly in cases of risk and disaster management in addition to hunger risks which threaten the region and may lead to worsening the conditions of the more vulnerable people.

From this rostrum, I must call on the international community to support the continent efforts in order to achieve the Millennium Development Goals, which are noble in their content and possible to be realized on the ground, provided that the donors honour their commitments regarding Africa.

While commending the efforts of the African Union Commission, the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa and the African Development Bank to arrange for regional and continental consultations in preparation for the Post-2015 Development Agenda, we would hope that a common African position is elaborated in the form of tangible goals and indicators. We also call for all parties, particularly states, organizations and donors, to mobilize resources and partnerships in this regard.

Mr Chair,

Tunisia, which has always contributed to promoting African joint action in various fields, is renewing its complete readiness to support all efforts aiming at the promotion of the African union and its institutions in order to increase the effectiveness of its role and fundamental function which is to provide for a space of integration of all our efforts together in the service of the aspirations of the peoples of the continent in realizing full renaissance and sustainable development.

The increasing role of our Union on the regional and international levels encourage us to develop its working methods in view of leverage the performance of its institutions to allow for the construction of the African unity which is ambition of all African peoples.

When we consider the outcome of the unification process of our continent since the establishment of the Organization of the African Unity, we should acknowledge that it was a positive experience and the OAU was successful in supporting the liberation movements from colonialism and preserved the African unity as well sustaining common efforts in defending the interests of our peoples and those of the continent on the international level.

Mr Chair,

Excellencies and Honourable persons,

Ladies and gentlemen

I am compelled to conclude by reiterating the commitment of my country to continue in the footsteps of the founding fathers of the Organization of African Unity in order to push the integration process forward to meet the aspirations of our peoples for unity, progress and stability.

We believe that the integration process is must and a desirable aim we all seek to achieve in accordance with our common interests and in conformity with our steadfast desire to create a strong and complementary space on an equal footing with other international blocks.

I would like again to thank sincerely the chairmanship of the African Union and the Ethiopian Government for the suitable conditions for our proceedings and hope that practical recommendations and decisions emanate from this summit that would contribute to push forward African cooperation in different fields in the service of our peoples interests and in order to achieve our aspirations for progress and prosperity.
Africa is the cradle of mankind because the only human species first emerged in Africa about 5 million years ago. It is the cradle of human civilization with the Egyptian civilization emerging around the years 3100 BC. Africa nurtured all the three modern religions in their infancy. Baby Jesus was sheltered in Egypt from the hunt of Herod. Prophet Mohammed had to shelter in Ethiopia when the other Arabs were fighting him and his new religion. Ibrahim and Joseph took refuge in Egypt in the year 1550 BC to escape famine in Palestine (Canaan).

Africa is a continent of 11.7 million square miles with the current population standing at one billion people. Although the reactionaries claim that Africa is so divided that Africans cannot work together, the African population is, in fact, categorized in just four linguistic groups: the Niger-Congo groups of languages (the Bantu and the Kwa groups) covering parts of Western Africa, Central Africa, East Africa and much of Southern Africa; the Nilo-Saharan groups of languages, found in the sub-Saharan Sahel, Ethiopia and parts of East Africa; the Afro-Asiatic (Arabic, Amharic, Tigrinya) found in North Africa as well as the Horn of Africa; and the Khoisan, the ancient people of Southern Africa.

However, these great people have suffered greatly, especially in the last 500 years when slave trade, colonialism and genocide were visited on us resulting in the perishing of millions of people in the slave trade alone.

By 1900 the whole of Africa had been colonized except for Ethiopia. Earlier on, Egypt had been invaded and colonized first by the Hyksos in the year 1645 BC because they had started lagging behind in technology. The invaders had started using iron and steel products while the Egyptians were still using bronze.

Africa was colonized and marginalized on account of both exogenous and endogenous factors. The main exogenous factor was, mainly, the greed of foreigners who are always struggling to grab our resources. The main endogenous factor responsible for our ancestors' eventual capitulation to foreign rule was the inadequate state formation. While the Chinese Emperors had united the whole Chinese people in a land area of three million square miles and the Russians Tsars had united the Slavic people in a land area of eight million square miles, in Africa no comparable process of political integration had taken place. Yes, there were indigenous feudal states – Mali, Ashanti, Ghana, Zulu, Bunyoro, Buganda, Nkore, Zimbabwe, etc, but they were either temporary and not on the scale of political integration comparable to Russia, China, etc. Some people try to argue that we were colonized because of superior technology. I do not believe this. The guns of those days were not much better than spears, arrows or swords. Indeed, the imperialists tried to conquer China and Japan but they could not. In China, they only ended up with capturing just Macao and Hong Kong. Even Ethiopia defeated the colonialists, partly, because of the scale of the political integration and the proper use of the terrain.

The African peoples, however, survived the slave trade and colonialism because of our high level of civilization in terms of social organization and advanced economic organization unlike the other indigenous peoples in the Americas, Australia, etc., who just perished. By keeping domestic animals, they inoculated us against the zoonotic diseases (diseases
between man and animals) so that we were able to withstand the diseases brought by foreigners. Therefore, pre-colonial Africa was strong culturally, technologically and economically but weak in terms of political organization and integration. The organization of these similar or linked peoples into just clans and tribes rendered us vulnerable.

In the end, the Africans regained their freedom, mainly, because of three factors:

i. The continued anti-colonial resistance of the African peoples against colonization.

ii. The two inter-imperialist wars of 1914 - 18 and 1939-45, that greatly weakened the imperialists to our advantage.

iii. The emergence of the socialist Governments in Russia (1917) and China (1949), which were very hostile to imperialism.

You should all remember that even after the Africans were used in those imperialist wars to allegedly fight for "freedom", after the 2nd Imperialist War, the colonialist countries tried to re-establish colonial rule in Africa, India, Indo-China, etc. The imperialists had to be defeated in Vietnam, Kenya, Mozambique, Angola, Rhodesia, South Africa, etc. Hence, by 1994, the whole of the African continent was free.

However, unfortunately, the African actors have not fully drawn lessons from the tragic history of the last 500 years, especially in relation to the fragmented political organization of the continent. The pre-colonial chiefs were leading a fragmented continent and we are still leading a fragmented continent. We have tried to integrate using the economic blocs but this is not enough. Economic blocs cannot deal with strategic security and defence, even if they are successful. We need to also address the issue of political integration. This was the original sin of the African traditional chiefs. That is why they sold out our ancestors and left them at the mercy of slave traders and colonialists. Instead of uniting to defeat the invader, they were fighting each other and quite often being used by the colonialists to fight their own brothers. Except in the case of Tanganyika and Zanzibar, which created Tanzania, under the great leadership of Mwalimu Nyerere and Sheikh Karume, no other political integration has successfully taken place in Africa since independence. This is a strategic blunder by the post-independence African leaders. How have we insured Africa against future re-colonization seeing that other great countries are now in Outer-Space while we are the only ones confined to the Planet Earth? Integration is not only good for our producers (business people) but also for our strategic security. This is strategic bottleneck number one – affecting economics, security and sovereignty.

There are nine other strategic bottlenecks that I have identified over the 50 years I have been active in the resistance. These are:

i. ideological disorientation;

ii. a state, especially the Army, that needed restructuring;

iii. the suppression of the private sector;

iv. the underdevelopment of the human resource;

v. the underdevelopment of the infrastructure (the railways, the roads, the electricity, the telephones, piped water, etc);

vi. lack of industrialization;

vii. the underdevelopment of the services sector (hotels, banking, transport, insurance, etc);

viii. the underdevelopment of agriculture; and

ix. lack of democracy.

When and if we solve these strategic bottlenecks, Africa's independence and prosperity will be assured.

The strength of united action can be seen in the work and success of the Organization of African Union (OAU). When the OAU was formed, only 36 African countries were independent. The other 18 were not. Some of the colonial countries like Portugal were
saying that the African colonies are not colonies but overseas Provinces of Portugal and that independence was out of the question for Mozambique, Angola, etc. The White racists in Rhodesia and South Africa were saying that they could not allow democracy in those countries because it would lower the “high” standards of the European settlers. The liberation Movements from the occupied countries, supported by the OAU, responded by saying: ‘in that case, we shall throw you out by force – by military action’. The Imperialists did not believe we could do this. This was in 1963. By 1971, Samora Machel, leading FRELIMO, had defeated the big offensive in Northern Mozambique by the Portuguese General Kaulza De Arriaga, (code-named “Gordian Knot”) and by 1974, the Fascist Government of Dr. Antonio Salazar and Marcelo Caetano had collapsed. FRELIMO in Mozambique, MPLA (Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola) in Angola and PAIGC in Guinea Bissau had liberated not only Mozambique, Angola and Guinea Bissau but had also liberated Portugal itself.

Africa, by common action, had triumphed. However, Africa had benefited from the material support of the Socialist camp (USSR, People’s Republic of China, Cuba, etc). The mistake is that, since independence we have not built our own strategic counter-weight against those with appetite to dominate us. Africa must re-organise itself so that those with appetite to dominate us must lose that appetite.

I congratulate all the Africans on the 50 years of the Organization of the African Union-African Union (OAU-AU).

I thank you.
Your Excellency,

It is a singular honour and privilege for me to contribute to this Commemorative Book of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) and the African Union (AU) in commemoration of the 50th Anniversary of this important organization.

Half a century ago, the founding fathers of the OAU met in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia and stamped an indelible mark on the Continent signifying their unity, resolve and commitment to control their own destiny.

The theme of the 2013 Summits of the AU therefore, was aptly titled “Pan-Africanism and African Renaissance”, as it reminds us of the compelling duty of the Continent to take stock of the achievements that we have made over the last half century, in responding to the vision and aspirations of the founding fathers to build a united and prosperous Africa.

We are also reminded of the struggle endured by our founding fathers in their quest for a continent free of external political and economic control, with Africans as masters of their own destiny.

The drive towards a united Africa, as espoused by our visionary forefathers, is just as relevant, if not more today, as it was in the time of the leaders of yesteryear. It is for this reason that the Constitutive Act of the African Union re-affirms the ideals of the Organization of African Unity, which expresses the Continents determination to promote and protect human and peoples’ rights, consolidate democratic institutions and culture, and to ensure good governance and the rule of law as a basis for our conviction to attain socio-economic development for all Africans. The Act further calls for the development of our continent, taking advantage of our vast material and human resources, within and outside the continent.

As we celebrate 50 years of the founding of our continental body, we recognize that Africa has made significant strides in attaining political independence, having overcome colonialism. I am privileged to recall that in Southern Africa, Zambia was one of the pioneer countries that championed, and continues to this day, to fight for every nations right to self-determination.

Of particular mention is Zambia’s First President, Dr. Kenneth David Kaunda, a living legend whose life we are still blessed to share today. As a post-independence President, Dr. Kaunda was completely dissatisfied with the liberation of his own country, as long as Zambia remained surrounded by neighbouring territories that wallowed in the shackles of colonialism. The determination and endurance of people like him and other emerging African leaders, saw them make great sacrifices for the liberation of not only Southern Africa, but of the continent as a whole. This amongst other achievements needs to be properly recognised and accurately recorded in the annals of African history because it reflects our ability as a Continent to succeed if we show courage, zeal, unity and one accord.
Across the continent, political reform through democracy and good governance has continued to steadily characterize the dispensation in many African countries as most countries have resorted to popular elections as a means of changing political leadership.

It is in this regard, that Zambia is committed to promoting the democratic ideals of representative government and has itself shown by example through the holding of successive and successful elections which have seen peaceful transitions of power as evidenced in the last Presidential elections of September, 2011. Zambia also appreciates the importance of continental initiatives such as the African Peer Review Mechanism which assists us as member states in the good governance of our countries.

Another point of reflection and revival as we consider the theme of Pan-Africanism and African Renaissance is the much needed social and economic development of the continent which should bring prosperity to the fraternity of African nations. There is need for more deliberate, consistent and focused economic interventions that could bring about sustainable macroeconomic growth.

In this regard, Zambia has, in recent years, recorded stable economic growth rates of about 6 per cent, single digit inflation rates, reduced interest rates and the general improvement of the macroeconomic variables. My Government is determined to continue in the efforts to eradicate poverty and promote empowerment of the people including removing barriers to opportunity, enhancing productive capacity and developing sustainable agriculture, complimented by effective social and economic policies.

Another key factor in attaining meaningful development, if we are to indeed determine our destiny as a continent, is the recognition of the importance of self-reliance. In making this a reality, we, as a country, have been working towards sustainable development that is inclusive and people centred, benefiting and involving all people, including youth and women. By the same token, if Africa is to attain a true renaissance, then our national efforts should complemented by an enabling environment aimed at expanding the development opportunities for our countries.

Finally, I would like to grant the reassurance of my Government’s conviction and unwavering commitment to the attainment of the ideals of this important organization. Zambia is ready and willing to be part of that renaissance that will see this great African continent propelled into social and economic prosperity while enjoying unity, peace and security.

May God Bless Africa!
It is with a sense of privilege that I address the current and future generations of Africans in this Commemorative Book on the 50th Anniversary of the Organisation of African Unity (OAU)/Africa Union (AU). My singular privilege stems from my place in history as one of the few remaining leaders who witnessed the founding of the OAU on 25th May, 1963, when I participated as an observer representing our liberation movement, the Zimbabwe African Peoples Union (ZAPU). On that momentous occasion I was enthralled by the spirit and vision for a free, united and economically prosperous Africa, which drove the founding fathers. Today, on the occasion of the 50th Anniversary, I am equally privileged to be part of the leadership that now has to step back and reflect on Africa’s journey over the last five decades.

On this historic occasion, I am obliged to pay special tribute to the generation of Pan-Africanists and the founding fathers of the OAU who built such a strong foundation for the unity and solidarity of Africa. I recall with a sense of pride and joy the milestone Pan African Conferences which were part of the build-up to the establishment of the OAU. The founders, who convened these meetings, among whom were such leaders as George Padmore, Marcus Garvey, W E B Du Bois, and Kwame Nkrumah, were indeed great visionaries who realized, very early on, that there was strength in the unity of the African peoples in Africa and those in the Diaspora as they embarked on the great task of fighting for the eradication of colonialism and racial discrimination. Their selfless sacrifices are immortalised in the words of Osagyefo Kwame Nkrumah who, on Ghana’s independence, proclaimed that, “our independence is meaningless unless it is linked up with the total liberation of Africa.”

It was this spirit of Pan Africanism which galvanized African countries to fight for and attain their independence, starting in the 1950s. By 25th May 1963 a total of 32 African countries had become independent and prepared to gather in Addis Ababa to take the seminal step of forming the Organisation of African Unity. The key objectives were, to promote unity and solidarity among African states; to coordinate and intensify cooperation for development; to safeguard the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Member States; to promote international cooperation within the framework of the United Nations and, most important for those of us then still under colonialism, to rid the continent of the remaining vestiges of colonization and apartheid.

The vision of an African rid of colonialism and apartheid was to be championed by the OAU’s Coordinating Committee for Total Liberation of Africa or the Liberation Committee, as it became popularly known, with Tanzania as its Headquarters. With the Liberation Committee at the forefront, the OAU had the stellar achievement of ridding Southern Africa, Guinea Bissau, Cape Verde, the Comoros, Sao Tome and Principe and the Seychelles, of colonialism and apartheid. This, as part of our African narrative, should forever be recorded as the major achievement of the OAU. Today, only the Saharawi Arab Democratic Republic remains under colonial occupation and by Morocco, a matter which merits Africa’s unrelenting attention until its final resolution. It is a shame for Africa that, on the anniversary of the formation of our continental organization, one of our own still suffers the bondage of African colonialism.

His Excellency Robert Mugabe, President of the Republic of Zimbabwe
With the transformation of the OAU into the AU the continental organisation has continued to play a central role in tackling the many complex challenges confronting Africa as well as raising its profile globally.

In this regard, the OAU/AU has been a useful platform for action to address various global issues. For example, on the matter of climate change, which is of great importance to Africa, the AU platform allowed for the fashioning of a Common African Position for the UN Conference on Sustainable Development (Rio+20 Summit). While the outcome was a difficult compromise between the developed and developing countries, the platform provided space to synchronise and leverage the African voice into these deliberations. Similarly, the AU framework has served as a useful continental instrument for assessing Africa's progress towards the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and concerted continental efforts to meet the goals, while also charting the way forward post-2015.

However, even with all these achievements, there have been times when genuine questions have come up to the fore as to whether we have remained true to the vision of our forebears. On the political front, cases abound where we have allowed our erstwhile colonial masters to return through the back door of neo-colonialism. Many a time we have failed to adopt a robust approach in matters of peace and security in Africa, thereby creating the entry point for the subjugation of the Pan-African agenda and destabilisation on the continent.

We have not moved with the requisite speed in establishing and operationalising the African Standby Force for us to be able to defend the continent against violations of the sovereignty and territorial integrity of member states, violent and unconstitutional changes of government, terrorism as well as crimes against humanity. For far too long Africa has had to deal with a disproportionate number of interstate and intrastate conflicts, internally displaced persons and refugees. There is therefore, a real need for rekindling of the spirit of 1963 which was fully cognisant of the imperative of establishing a stable climate of unity and peace for there to be sustainable development.

In the economic field, despite its efforts, the AU has not been able to fulfil the wider aspirations of the African people for socio-economic progress and well-being. While a start has been made through the creation of the various Regional Economic Communities (RECs) and customs unions, this remains a critical outstanding area which the coming generations will have to pursue. Evidence of this glaring void abounds even after a cursory reading of the situation that obtains today. For example, in the last decade, only about 10-12% of African trade was with other African nations, juxtapose this with 40% per cent of North American trade which was with other North American countries, and 63% per cent of trade by countries in Western Europe which was with other Western European countries. This situation continues to persist despite the introduction of free trade areas, customs unions, and common markets within the African continent. Further, we read that global trade has increased from US$13 trillion in 2000 to US$18.2 trillion in 2011 and that, sadly, Africa's share of that trade was paltry 4% per cent in 2011. These statistics are not only sobering but also a genuine cause for concern.

To compound Africa's weak world trade position, most of the commodities that African countries trade in are primary products, especially agricultural products, oil and minerals. Thus, African countries are set off against each other in an unhealthy competition for the same markets since they produce an almost similar range of products. Consequently, Africa has not been able to negotiate terms of trade that guarantee fair returns for its exports to the countries of the North.

The numerous challenges that Africa faces no doubt require that it takes collective action. While it is appreciated that the creation of the various RECs, in fulfillment of the Abuja treaty was, among other things, an attempt to boost intra-Africa trade and general economic development, greater efforts need to be made to eventually create an African economic union as envisaged by the founders of the OAU in 1963. The fast-tracking of the establishment of the Continental Free Trade Area by 2017 is therefore urgent. We owe it to ourselves as Africans to develop our economies and uplift the standards of living of our people.

Even with the short comings noted this is still a time to look forward with hope and optimism for the fulfilment of Africa's aspiration for peace, democracy, development and unity. The only trajectory for Pan-Africanism and African Renaissance lies in an agenda firmly rooted in the people of Africa and their needs and aspirations. The next 50 years must see Africa moving away from being a continent of potential to being one of success. In the words of Julius K. Nyerere “My generation led Africa to potential freedom. The current generation of leadership and peoples of Africa must pick up the flickering torch of African
freedom to refuel it with their enthusiasm and determination, and carry it forward.” Indeed let us use the opportunity of this anniversary to rededicate ourselves to the values of our forebears. Let us also bequeath the same values of unity, patriotism, sacrifice and dedication, which imbued the founding fathers, to the future generations so that they can vigilantly protect the gains of liberation and build on these foundations a prosperous Africa which continues to echo the rallying call of our struggle: “we are our own liberators.”